
The Best Teen Writing of 2010 is a collection of stories, 
essays, and poems written by teen authors who won 
medals in The Scholastic Art & Writing Awards. The 
pieces in this book were selected not merely because 
they are excellent works of writing, but also because they 
are brave, risky, and honest. They are united by a need to 
discover fundamental truths and mold them—through hard 
work and inspiration, sacrifice and empathy—into words.
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The Best Teen Writing of  2010 is dedicated to former Associate 
Executive Director Bryan Doerries. In his tenure at the Alliance, 
Bryan was the organization’s best salesman and theorist, a bottomless 
source of  energy and imagination. He balanced a fascination for 
the lore and legacy of  The Scholastic Art & Writing Awards with a 
practical eye for innovative ways to spread the ideals of  The Awards 
and their founder, Maurice R. Robinson. Bryan was instrumental 
in streamlining the submission process, exploding the potential 
of  our website, and embracing video games as a new medium for 
self-expression. Under his guidance, the Alliance, our partners, and 
the young artists and writers we serve have learned how powerful 
creative energy can be when it is nurtured and shared.
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About the best teen Writing of 2010

The works featured in The Best Teen Writing of  2010 are selected 
from this year’s Scholastic Art & Writing Awards, a national program 
presented by the Alliance for Young Artists & Writers, which  
recognizes talented teenagers in the visual and literary arts. The 
Awards were founded in 1923 to celebrate the accomplishments  
of  creative students and to extend to them opportunities for  
recognition, exhibition, publication, and scholarships. 

In 2010, more than 165,000 artworks and manuscripts were 
submitted in 30 categories to regional affiliates across the country. 
Professionals reviewed the works for excellence in three core criteria: 
technical skill, originality, and the emergence of  a personal vision 
or voice.

More than 1,300 students received National Awards and joined 
the ranks of  such luminaries as Richard Avedon, Truman Capote, 
Bernard Malamud, Carolyn Forché, Sylvia Plath, Joyce Carol Oates, 
Robert Redford, Andy Warhol, and many others who won Scholastic 
Awards when they were teenagers.

This year, 395 teens were recognized as the best young writers 
in the country. The works selected for this publication represent the 
diversity of  the National Award winners, including age and grade, 
gender, genre, geography, and subject matter. They also present a 
spectrum of  the insight and creative intellect that informs many 
award-winning pieces.

A complete listing of  National Award winners and examples 
of  winning works of  art and writing can be found on our website 
at www.artandwriting.org. There, you will also find information 
about how to enter the 2011 Scholastic Art & Writing Awards, a list 
of  our scholarship partners, and ways that you can partner with the 
Alliance to support young artists and writers in your community. 
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eDitor’s introDuction 

The book that you hold in your hands is about 300 pages long. 
This is a bit deceptive, in the way that a 200-ton iceberg is a bit 
deceptive: What you see is a tiny fraction of  the hulking mass that 
lurks just beneath the surface. I think that the phrase “hulking mass” 
is a fitting bridge between icebergs and essays written by teenagers, 
because it perfectly describes the quantity of  writing from which the 
pieces in this anthology have been selected. 

The Best Teen Writing of  2010 probably weighs a little less than a 
pound. The collective weight of  the National Award-winning pieces 
that were considered for publication is 22 pounds. (I know this be-
cause, overwhelmed by the size of  the three manuscript boxes that 
arrived on my doorstep for editing, I felt compelled to create a teen 
writing tower on my bathroom scale.) Of  course, only about one-
hundredth of  one percent of  all 20,000 entries wins an award. If  
The Best Teen Writing of  2010 is the size of  a guinea pig, then it was 
selected from a body of  work the size of  a walrus.

The point is not to awe you with numbers, or to shame you with 
the quantity of  trees that must have perished to make this book a 
reality. Rather, it speaks to the fact that the works here are the best 
of  the best, the cream that has risen all the way to the top of  a very 
deep barrel. It has been my pleasure to see them through that ascen-
sion. I have read through a foot and a half  of  personal essays, fished 
through hundreds of  poems, and became caught in the twists and 
turns of  a stack of  short stories that easily outweighed my 2-year-old 
cousin. It took 10 hours of  reading a day for three weeks, but I can 
truly say that it was a labor of  love. 

The emotional range of  these pieces is extraordinary, and their 
capacity to touch and move far outstrips the ages of  their authors. In 
the end, the challenge was not reading through my 22-pound pile—
it was choosing. For every piece that could be printed in the anthol-
ogy, several authors vied for position. It has been both a struggle and 
an honor to select these pieces from such impressive company, and 
I hope that you enjoy reading them as much as I have.  

In his short story “The Library of  Babel,” Jorge Luis Borges 
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describes a universe composed of  an infinite library. The endless 
shelves hold every book that has been and ever will be written. 
In Borges’ world, some believe that there is one final, unfindable 
book, and on its pages are written the truth. If  all writing seeks to  
emulate that unspeakable text, then these pieces grasp at it with re-
markable skill and tenacity. For years to come, we will rely on these 
young visionaries to navigate those dusty bookshelves, to bring us 
closer to understanding ourselves, one other, and the relationships 
that bind us to the world.  

I’d like to stop here to thank those who have helped me along 
the way in my own journey. First, I wish to thank the Alliance for 
Young Artists & Writers for providing me such a rich variety of  op-
portunities over the years, both as an individual and an author. In 
particular, I owe a debt of  gratitude to Alex Tapnio for his trust and 
professionalism; to Lisa Feder-Feitel for her willingness and ability 
to be helpful; and to Matt Boyd, without whose patience and con-
stant assistance I could not have succeeded. I’d also like to thank 
Mr. Eric Grossman of  Stuyvesant High School, who got me started 
on this whole process several years ago. Finally and most deeply, 
my gratitude goes out to my friends and especially my family: to my 
parents for their unbounded love and support; to my older siblings 
Joanna and David, for their guidance, loyalty, and amazing capacity 
for giving good advice; and to my twin brother, Morgan, for being 
the best and most reliable friend and partner I could ask for. I owe 
each of  you in ways I cannot put into words. 

It only takes the very tip of  an iceberg to create beauty, shape 
the environment, and change history. In spite of  its size, this book 
has the same awesome power. This sampling of  writing is the 
small—perhaps too small—portion that has reached the surface and 
found its way to you. I invite you to sail fearlessly straight toward it, 
to follow these young men and women into that uncertain library. 
Be careful, remember what lurks beneath the surface, and allow your 
breath to be taken away.

     —Jared Dummitt
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foreWorD

A few winters ago, I developed an excruciating crush on a 
red-haired girl named Chelsie who worked at the coffee shop near 
my house. A few times a week, I’d stop by, hoping to see her. 
Sometimes she’d flash me a smile, and I’d leave the place soaring; 
other times, she handed over my change without even meeting my 
gaze, and I’d trail out, lost and hopeless. I knew I had to find a way 
to engage her and start a conversation, but there was always an 
impatient crowd stacked behind me in line, and it was hard to get 
many words in beyond “Hey, how’s your day going?”

One afternoon, I saw an opening—Chelsie was alone, wiping 
down tables in the back of  the place. I gathered my courage, went 
over, and introduced myself, then made my awkward pitch: “OK, 
so I know you don’t really know me or anything, you just sell me 
bananas and juice, but it always brightens my day to see you, and I 
was just wondering if  you might be down to hang out sometime?”

I expected to be rejected, I just wasn’t sure what tack she’d 
take—most likely, she’d say that she was already seeing someone, or 
that as a rule she didn’t date customers. Still, I’d made a pledge to 
myself  to always risk rejection in life on the chance (however small) 
that things would work out. Her response was gleefully stunning: 
“I’d love to hang out. In fact, I just read your book.”

Yes, a book of  my short stories had come out a couple of  years 
before, but nothing like this had ever happened. Chelsie explained 
that she often sifted through the dumpster in the alley behind the 
coffee shop, which was shared with the chain bookstore next door, 
to pick out unsold magazines and remaindered books the store had 
discarded. The magazine covers were always ripped off  and the 
books torn in half, but at least she had a constant, fresh source of  
reading material for her lunch breaks. A couple of  months earlier, 
she’d rescued my book from the dumpster and read the half  that was 
there. I couldn’t believe my ridiculous luck.

We hear all the time about the supposed death of  publishing 
and how the simple act of  reading has been crowded out in a 
cacophonous world of  Xbox games and YouTube clips. But if  a 
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beautiful, kind, and curious-minded girl like Chelsie is willing to sift 
through garbage to extract half  of  a book, I declare that reading 
is alive and well. As an author, to be published means that anyone 
might bump into one of  my books at a bookstore or a library—
and that even if  one gets tossed out, somebody might find it in 
a dumpster and give it a whirl. When someone reads a book I’ve 
written, I feel like I’ve communicated myself  to them in a deep and 
profound way. I cherish every e-mail and Facebook message I receive 
from people who let me know what my book has meant to them. It’s 
truly thrilling to have your writing out there in the world for anyone 
to discover.

The book you’re holding in your hands right this second contains 
a rich mix of  short stories, poetry, journalism, and humor pieces by 
our country’s finest young writers. To the authors included in this 
book: Thank you for sharing your funny, moving, and absorbing 
voices. Thank you for having the courage to put your ideas, emotions, 
and stories into words and the skill to transmit them in such captivat-
ing fashion. To publish for the first time, as many of  you are doing 
here, is worthy of  great fanfare and congratulations. I look forward 
to reading much more of  your writing in the years to come.

To all those young writers who may have hoped to be included 
in this book and were not, or who might hope to publish here or 
elsewhere one day, I say this: Keep writing. Keep finding ways to get 
your work out there into the world, whether you staple together your 
own zine and pass it out in the hallways at school or send poems 
and stories to your favorite magazines and book publishers. Writing,  
in itself, is a noble and meaningful pursuit, but putting yourself  out 
there and allowing others into the worlds you’ve created is truly a 
gift. It’s never easy to risk rejection—whether it’s entering contests, 
submitting work to your school’s literary journal, or asking out 
someone you have a crush on—but it’s essential. We make our own 
luck, through hard work, passion, and determination. It was awfully 
lucky that Chelsie stumbled upon my book, but it was my dedication 
to writing that brought the book to life in the first place. Keep writing, 
and your writing will find a home.

Finally, to those holding this book in your hands, about to dive 
in: You’re in for a scrumptious treat. I know you’ll enjoy the writing 
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inside as much as I have. All you haters out there decrying the future 
of  literature? Crack this book open and shut your traps. Here’s to a 
new generation of  writers, readers, and American storytelling!

    —Davy Rothbart



Portfolio Gold 
Medals 

Graduating high school seniors may submit a portfolio of  three 
to eight works for review by authors, educators, and literary profes-
sionals. Winners of  the General Writing Portfolio and Nonfiction 
Portfolio Gold Medals each receive a $10,000 scholarship.
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Rita Feinstein, 17
homeschool
glorieta, nM
Teacher: Margaret Peters

Rita Feinstein will attend Wells College in Aurora, New York. She finds 
that she is most often inspired by people she has barely met and places she has 
just passed through. Aside from writing, she loves to draw and study tarot 
cards. Her favorite subjects are foxes, although she can’t quite say why.

TomaTo Touch
Short Story

her name is roma, like the tomato. Pale as salt, too thin, with a 
cavity below her ribs—the perfect size for a baby’s head. she stands 
like a question mark, hips thrust forward, spine slung back. Those hips. 
her most prominent feature, they are awkward and jutting like a roast 
chicken in tight plastic. she has a potato nose that is only noticeable 
from profile. That may be why she doesn’t have a boy. Everything goes 
swimmingly until he catches her at the wrong angle, excuses himself, 
and finds someone he can kiss without her beak jabbing his eye.

Tomato belongs to the nightshade family. Woody nightshade 
has flat white petals and lustrous berries the color of  dragon breath. 
each berry resembles a little roma tomato—each cluster of  berries, 
a noxious constellation. roma herself  looks in her mirror, pulls 
beneath her eyes to make herself  a specter. Poisonous. lethal.

roma is pretty and polite, the kind of  girl whose mouth you 
want to stitch into a smile so she can join your doll collection. You 
look at her and know she donated all her christmas money to the 
save the red Pandas! campaign. she’s a global thinker, someone who 
replants her peach pits and has a pen pal in Mumbai.

she has legs from here to heaven. she looks foxy in short shorts. 
grandmothers try to stroke her hair. Boys try to pinch her rear. 

children try to tag her it. she jerks away every time, has grown 
accustomed to their hurt expressions. if  they had touched, though, 
they would have been hurt much worse.
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her name is roma and she has seen a pickled heart. it was on 
that new hospital show, 411 on 911, that’s on every Thursday at 3. A 
jar of  formaldehyde seems like a safe place for a heart, roma thinks. 
she knows they bloat into plaque-yellow sea creatures with lacy 
tentacles, but she can’t stop believing that a preserved heart is as 
sturdy as a roma tomato encasing a trove of  seeds.

roma watches the program with her neighbor, whose hair curlers 
seem about to uproot her face. The neighbor says “Botox” so often 
it becomes subconscious, the way roma says “like” and “wow.” her 
face is a plastic mask. she says Botox changed her life, says with a 
face like this, you can’t lose at poker.

The neighbor pokes the place between roma’s eyebrows, 
where the muscle bunches. she pushes and pushes, trying to lock 
it into smoothness, but it pops up again. she tuts and says, “That 
muscle is always the first to go. I’m taking you to Doctor What’s-
his-face on your 18th birthday, hear? goddamn it, what is his face? 
it was such a nice face, too…” 

roma goes to the kitchen for water. sand always gushes from 
the spout and the glasses are soapy. she leans against the counter, 
views her reflection in the toaster, pushes the muscle. She doesn’t 
want trenches, but she doesn’t want Botox either. she doesn’t know 
what she wants, except maybe to eat a lot of  tomatoes and therefore 
gain some identity. And some weight.

her name is roma and whatever she touches dies.
she once had a plastic barn. When unlatched, it split in half  

to reveal rows of  stalls with stick-on nameplates, molded hay 
bales glued to the floor, and a cat painted accidental purple. Roma 
stuffed her horse collection in the barn and latched it. Then she 
shook with all her might. And opened the barn. A toothpick jumble 
of  legs, shattered at the thigh, poured into her lap, followed by 15 
legless horses, smooth as hot dogs. “Mom!” roma howled.

her mother looked away from the chicken skin she was picking 
from the dish drain. “christ, honey, what did you expect to happen?” 
she said, which to roma’s ears meant “don’t you realize you destroy 
everything you touch?”
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her name is roma and she had a mule named samson. samson 
had eyes like russian jewel boxes or fudgy mirrors thick with lacquer. 
he bore the humiliation of  roma’s dress-up box—conical princess 
hats, polyester eye patches, hot pink lipstick, clip-on earrings. 

She mummified him in toilet paper for Halloween. They got lost 
on a spidery, forested driveway and arrived at an outhouse instead of  
a chocolate-filled cauldron, though Roma’s mother would later ask 
what the difference was. red berries sprang from the spongy earth, 
gripping serrated leaves as blood grips a network of  veins. Maybe they 
were jellybeans. Maybe this was the new fad. After all, there is nothing 
spookier than a portable toilet.

roma began loading her pockets with berries, relishing the dark 
energy seeping through her fingers. Dry leaves bit her ankles. The 
cheddar moon buttered the sky to a higher gloss. 

roma’s imp costume stopped scratching her armpits and became 
like a second skin. she felt ritualistic, and because a witch must 
nourish her familiar, she fed samson a handful of  berries. Just then, 
her name was called. she grabbed samson’s reins and rushed back 
to her mother.

The next morning, flies paraded in front of  Samson’s eyes.
roma emptied her pockets of  what was apparently woody 

nightshade, swallowed wrong, started coughing, and ran behind a 
tree to puke up a pound of  snickers bars and Twizzlers.

her name is roma and she is helping her neighbor. The 
neighbor recently received Botox injections in her hands and cannot 
cook until the bandages are removed. she watches 411 on 911 and 
drinks raspberry iced tea. her buns, steely from workout videos and 
liposuction, sit like perfectly packed snowballs on the couch. “can 
you believe that?” she cries, banging a mummy hand on the armrest. 
“People wouldn’t smoke if  they had X-ray vision. look at that 
goddamn lung! looks like a rice cake covered in tar, goddamn it!” 

roma is making lasagna. The kitchen is hot and the air quivers like 
bacon fat. roma wipes her hairline, dries her hands on a duckling-
patterned dishtowel. she slices tomatoes and rubs in the salt, groans 
and drizzles cold water on her neck.

she gave up watching the hospital program several weeks ago, 
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when it featured her old biology teacher. he was in for a severe head 
injury. While driving his european car down a dark road, looking for 
the right address, he stuck his head out the window. The steering wheel 
was on the right side of  the vehicle. so was his head. it smashed into 
a mailbox. his nose was crushed, his frontal lobe mangled, and his 
neck snapped.  

By the end of  the program, the male nurse was reapplying 
cologne so that when he told the man’s wife the sad news, she’d let 
him take her out to dinner.

roma’s knife cuts deep. she remembers handing in her homework, 
her cold fingers brushing his callused ones. A curse bloomed between 
them, invisible but fatal, and entered his bloodstream like millions of  
ravenous centipedes. roma’s touch. roma’s fault.

She reaches a hand to block the sun. Her fingers extinguish 
its light. 
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Portfolio Continued

The ImmIgraTIon of guInea PIgs
Poetry

i drew guinea pigs on your demonstrative
speech outline. You crossed them out,
a fat X of  sharpie, a stamp of  rejection
denying guinea pig orphans safe passage
into America.

Their noses run and crust over.
Bitten with mange,
they scratch their seashell ears into flame raisins.

They have not had fresh salad
since the blight seized their homeland.

And you, the dictator, the stalin of  rodents,
make the mark darker and larger than necessary
as if  the X could become the pig.

Mama guinea Pig breaks a yogurt pellet
into 31 pieces for her 31 adorable children:
Miles, Matachovich, Metaphizzle, Marina,
shimmer, Tango, flamenco, inderbitzen,
czar Marco, Adina, cellophane, Belle,
carbonatrix, Twinklefoot, sh’shyra,
Brunhilda, sandy, Peter, nichole, natalie,
Wolfgang, fluzzy, fuzzy, foofy, fuffy,
Mookie, Muffcake, ginger, eddie, freddie,
and Jemima.

All in mourning dresses the color of  the 
fat black Xs on their foreheads: Access denied.
You do not want guinea pigs on your homework,
the poor sweet immigrants anxiously nibbling the pink
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webbing of  their toes. 
four months on a sewer-smelling ship, 
blinking tears into the face of  the wind. 
Their teakettle voices wail dreams overboard 
into the vast tantrum of  the Atlantic—

Mama is an honest pig who wants honest pay.

Peter wants to eat nachos before riding the cyclone
so he can experience the thrill of  vomiting in a foreign country.

ginger wants to inhale Mama’s bank account and
cough it back up in a chic soho boutique.

eddie and freddie want to go coin diving in Bethesda fountain.

And little Jemima blows her nose into her black calico dress,
letting her one dream—that she might purchase a Tiffany
necklace for the statue of  liberty—fall into the sea.
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cheaTIng aT cards
Short Story

i cut myself  shaving this morning. i wasn’t paying attention, and i 
let the razor slide sideways, and it opened up a deep, narrow seam in 
my shin. i didn’t even notice it until i stepped out of  the shower and 
the blood ran in diluted pink rivulets between my toes. now, already, 
the skin is just beginning to meet and weave together again.

i paid $400 for a roundtrip ticket home. i cannot begin to 
calculate how far behind i am in paying the rent, but i paid $400 to 
come home, to sit on the bed i slept in until i was 17, and to play gin 
rummy with Mary elizabeth. We’ve been playing cards like this for 
as long as i can remember, and i don’t think either of  us knows how 
to play without cheating.

“i’ve taken her to doctors,” Mary whispers. our conversation 
started at normal volume but has gradually slipped until we are 
inexplicably whispering. Neither of  us wants to be the first to speak 
up. it reminds me of  when we were small and staying up too late, 
holding hands across the gap between our matching twin beds. “i’ve 
taken her to doctors and i’ve even made doctors come here to see 
her. They all say nothing is wrong.” 

“If  she says she’s sick…” I shuffle the deck flashily, Vegas-style, 
and pull out 10 cards for each of  us. I rifle shamelessly through hers 
before presenting them with a flourish.

“i don’t know what to do anymore.” 
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“i’m glad you called me.” 
Mary sizes me up. “i’ll pay you back for the ticket.” 
“Yeah,” i say, humoring her. 
“Maybe i should go check on her.” 
“She’s fine, she’s asleep.” My sister worries too much. “Just sit. 

Play this hand.” 
But she’s distracted now, her baby-fine, corn-silk hair swaying 

back and forth over her shoulder. her narrow body is curved tensely 
over her lap, and her fingers hover above the cards like a tarot reader’s. 
i remember when i could pull her against me, rub her shoulders, and 
calm her down. now i sit and watch her, motionless and dreamlike, 
only half-invested in this particular scene. 

Mary is flipping through cards now without strategy or purpose. 
she presses two kings together, turns a queen’s back on both of  them. 
she spins a jack away from the pile, and several mundane subjects—a 
three of  hearts, a seven of  clubs—slide haplessly under the bed. i feel 
terrible for leaving her here to cope with our mother’s compulsions. 
My fingers drift to the cut on my shin. “You’re enabling her.” 

“i’m taking care of  her,” Mary maintains. she obscures her face 
with a curtain of  hair, but her back stiffens dangerously. When she 
was 8 and i was 12, i told her what i knew about the legitimacy of  
the santa claus story. i haven’t thought about it until now, but i 
remember that her reaction was the same. regret tastes salty in my 
mouth. i always know the right thing to say, but i can never bring 
myself  to say it. 

she sighs and collapses onto the pillows, reaching up to turn 
off  the lamp. I push a dozen teddy bears to the floor and curl up 
beside her. Our hips nearly touch; our fingers are so close I can feel 
the static between them. The green plastic stars that we stuck to the 
ceiling 10 years ago glow dimly. 

“do you know,” Mary slurs sleepily, “that the stars we see are 
just old light from stars that died centuries ago?”

Within minutes, her breathing becomes deep and long. i slip 
out of  bed and down the hall to our mother’s room. The door is ajar. 
A long, thin slice of  light falls across the carpet.

 i creep into the room and stand beside her bed. The sheets 
are tangled and twisted; she is not a silent sleeper like Mary. instead, 
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she thrashes and groans and cries. her hair is already damp and 
curling around her forehead. i can feel the heat rising from her 
bulky form. i am still stinging from the criticism she offered during 
dinner—shouldn’t i be head editor at the Tribune by now? After all 
the time i’ve put in? After all the tuition she paid? The truth is that 
i have forgotten what it would mean to advance a career. like scuba 
divers who become disoriented and swim away from the surface 
when their oxygen is low, i am sure that one day i will advance 
myself  right out of  the copy-editing cubicle and onto the street. 

something is crawling up my leg. no, down my leg. Jesus! i swear 
silently, which feels wrong to do in my mother’s room, even though i 
am an adult and she is asleep. i am bleeding, but it takes a moment for 
me to realize that i have been scratching the razor cut on my leg. 

i cannot imagine where my mother keeps the Band-Aids. for a 
hypochondriac, she keeps her first aid kit woefully bare. It consists 
of  a bandage for sprains, syrup of  ipecac, and a pair of  tweezers. i sit 
on the bathroom counter pressing a fistful of  Kleenex to my cut and 
feeling sorry for myself. When the bleeding has slowed, i rummage 
through her medicine cabinet. she has stocked it like a drugstore. i 
pull down dozens of  bottles of  pills for depression and pain and 
insomnia. There are no Band-Aids. Wearily, i wrap the sprain bandage 
around my shin and reach up to the tiny window near the ceiling. 
it’s painted shut, but i force it open and take long drags of  the cold 
air. The lights from the city reflect against the clouds, projecting a 
smoky cap over the horizon. They drown out the stars that traveled 
for centuries just to be seen tonight.
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Portfolio Continued 

aT a dInner ParTy The nIghT  
Before The dIvorce Is fInalIzed
Poetry 

in crowded rooms i stand alone, 
leaning on my whittled bones.
Their brittle laughter spears me through, 
as biting as your cheap cologne.  

last fall we needed something new.
You bought six pints of  robin blue;
we painted through a week of  nights
and hung red drapes to block the view. 

We thought the paint would make it right, 
and though we tried, it wasn’t quite
enough to seal the growing split
that led us here. You’re so polite

and calm. You kill them with your wit. 
You’re charismatic, i admit—
you charmed me once. god, what a sin; 
I once thought I could shrink to fit

your standards. i was lovely then.
Tonight they press my icy skin
and whisper that this poor girl’s grown
as hollow as a violin.
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Portfolio Continued

anne Boleyn To her newBorn
Poetry

i know how to weave daisy chains,
splitting the wet living stem
with my half-moon thumbnail,
threading them together like lovers’ arms. 
i taught my sister when we were
children. it was days—no,
weeks ago—months, maybe
(not years, surely?)

i clutch that memory between my teeth 
like a bullet, now, while you split me sideways, 
turn me in on myself, around and over 
again. 

We made them for our mother. 
That doesn’t mean anything,
except i wonder if  you will 
ever bring me flowers.  

You stretch, bloom—darling bud, 
rose and blue, strangely silent 
until you wake to a world that wanted you 
to be someone else. daughter,
daughter—
the word feels like blood on my tongue, 
steel in my throat, 
blame on my lips. 
i can hardly separate your rattling cry from my own. 
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What right do you have to cry for fear of  living?
i am afraid of  dying, and the bitterness 
of  my tears wanes slowly 
as you draw me bone dry.

i am reminded that
my mother wore the daisy chains
in her hair, proudly, even after 
they turned brittle and brown. 
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love and loaThIng In The  
waffle house
Personal Essay/Memoir

 “Is that flannel?” The waitress reaches over the counter and 
gropes at my arm until she’s holding only the fabric of  my sleeve. she 
slides her fingers over it. “Ooh,” she moans. She quivers and brings 
her hand back to the pen and pad. “You’re just too sexy for me.”

i must not have heard her right. “i’m sorry?”
“Too sexy. I said, ‘You’re just too sexy for me.’ My first husband 

used to wear flannel.”
“oh.” i put my menu down. it’s midnight by now, or close to it.
“I wear flannel to bed every night. I come in the bedroom and 

my boyfriend says, ‘Ah, shit, here she comes wearing that sack.’ i 
know he hates it. But i just can’t get enough. he don’t know why.”

i’m not sure if  i’m being invited to respond. Probably not. “i 
think i’ll have—”

“You know how some people talk about christmas in July? 
That’s what it’s like for me, wearing flannel, even on a hot night like 
this. i used to think all that business was silly, but i think i understand 
it now. some people just want to keep the feeling going, you know? 
even though it’s gone, and don’t come back often.”

i am silent now. she looks at me expectantly. her irises are pale 
blue but the whites of  her eyes are a veiny yellow. Porcupine hair, 
throaty voice, skin like peeling stucco.

she takes my order and walks away.
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I used to hate this place. The first thing I remember is finding 
a human tooth stuck to my menu, slightly yellowed and casting 
a shadow over the breakfast specials. can you imagine that? The 
contents of  someone’s mouth, a tiny little thing once kept alive by 
wet tissue and grazed by hot breath. i scrunched up my face and 
flicked it so hard that my mother looked up and asked me what 
was wrong.

“nothing,” i said, though i heard it faintly clicking across the 
tile and grout.

The bell clinks pitifully when two guys my age walk in. i recognize 
them. i used to go to school with them. one plays the drums. The 
other plays bass. They look but do not quite recognize me. They 
head to a booth in the corner.

That booth they picked, that’s where most of  the kids sat after 
the eighth-grade dance. not me; there hadn’t quite been room for 
me. Which was convenient, seeing as how i had just admitted to a 
year-long crush on stephanie Morgan. i sat at the counter with the 
castaways and watched her pluck bits of  scrambled egg from her 
pink and blue braces.

The hash browns were a little late that night. our short-order 
cook was arrested. I was the first one to spot the men in black vests 
slinking around outside, signaling each other to cover the back and 
side doors. finally one came in through the front, and the bell clinked, 
and he said, “crystal, it’s time to go,” and as crystal was dragged away, 
her dyed-pink bangs fell down between her eyes, eyes with that dead 
look that results from someone thinking I’ll never get what I want.

My eyes skim over the slim bodies of  the musicians i recognize. 
Pants like a second skin, vinyl high-tops, trendy shirts with collars 
that plunge past pale clavicles. hair like they just rolled out of  bed. 
A perfected look. from across the restaurant i think, This is what 
people want. some people are born with it, this assurance. some 
people aren’t.

They pry packs from their pockets and wrap their lips around 
cigarettes.

i could go over, ask for a smoke, and see if  it jogs their memory.
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i don’t, though. i’ve never been able to smoke right. nothing 
comes out on the exhale, nothing ever has. it stays in my chest, like 
it’s trying to fill a gap. Can’t be healthy.

The waitress is back now. she asks if  i want more coffee. she 
doesn’t look at me, she doesn’t look down. she looks out the window 
while she pours. There’s really nothing to see. Traffic. Her own 
reflection, maybe. Even without looking, she knows exactly when to 
stop pouring.

The waitress has been on a slippery slope ever since i reminded 
her of  her first husband. The cook snaps at her for making him 
pull too much bacon. she walks tiredly over to the booth with the 
musicians. it takes her some time to understand their order. she 
apologizes. she asks them please not to get smart with her.

A few minutes later, she presents tickets to a handful of  customers  
in one deft pass of  the counter. she slaps down my own grease-stained 
slip with a sigh and keeps walking. i look over the shoulder of  a nearby 
man. He has flipped his ticket over to reveal our server’s name, printed 
legibly. Laura. I flip mine and find a chaotic scrawl in the same space: 
loops colliding with loops, letters becoming unrecognizable hills and 
valleys. like the readout on a heart monitor. it’s as if  laura put her pen 
to this paper and felt an overwhelming urge to get home, to sink into 
a fabric more forgiving than her black nylon apron.

for a tip, i leave everything in my pocket. A loose dollar, 12 or 
so coins, a movie ticket stub. i go to the cash register to pay. on the 
way out, i almost, but not quite, leave her the $5 bill she has given 
me for change.

i am leaving, and the bell clinks, and i am in my car, and the 
engine is starting. i’m on the road now. i do not like driving by 
myself  at night. Scared isn’t necessarily the right word. i’ve never 
wrecked before. i just don’t like how my headlights gesture toward 
the darkness.

I put my foot to the floor, and the car kicks and presses me back 
into the seat. Because sometimes you do this; sometimes you want to 
hear the engine rev up and fill that silence.
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Portfolio Continued

PorTals
Short Story

The deal is on, yes, the deal is on, yes. runs through closing 
time today, which makes it darrel’s lucky day, and that is good. 
Because darrel needs luck—luck, and many other things.

The customer service man stares down at darrel over his thick 
nose, and darrel’s eyes have trouble making it all the way back to the 
man’s, have trouble making contact. That schnoz, that gargantuan 
honker is in the way. This doesn’t bother darrel all that much—even 
if  he can’t see the man’s eyes, he can at least look to the walls for 
consolation. lining them are glossy, blown-up photographs of  people 
with their devices pressed to their ears. All of  them are young and 
very attractive. Most of  them have their heads thrown back in a joyous 
cackle.

darrel can’t see the man’s eyes, but he can see the teeth of  the 
people in the photographs, and darrel likes their teeth, trusts their 
teeth, takes comfort in their whiteness and straightness. no hint of  
decay in their mouths.

“After i’ve switched to your company, will i be able to keep my 
phone number?” darrel strings his words together self-consciously, 
as if  trying out a foreign language. really, he should have been 
keeping up with these types of  things, but Trina had always handled 
the phones, the bills, the insurance; with her gone, darrel feels as 
though he’s walking around the grand canyon in the dark. Perhaps 
he’s at the bottom of  the gorge, and that’s why everything sounds so 
echoey. or maybe he’s on top of  a plateau, the cliff  just a few blind 
steps away. Who’s to tell?

The man snorts at the stupidity of  darrel’s question, and again 
darrel isn’t so much offended as scared the exhalation will blow him 
away. After all, darrel thinks, the bigger the nose, the greater the air intake. 
Or is that the way that works? for a few moments, darrel imagines a  
microscopic version of  himself  riding the brisk stream of  air as it 
flows into the man’s right nostril, imagines watching the dark bristles— 
swaying like trees—remove imperfections from the flow, imagines 
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following the sweet oxygen all the way down to the capillaries of  the 
man’s lungs.

darrel imagines the gift of  life, reenacted at the rate of  20 times 
per minute.

noses are good. Breathing is good.
“Yes,” moans the man. he clicks away at his keyboard with long, 

pale fingers that form harsh angles at the knuckles. The computers 
are arranged in a cordoned-off  circle at the center of  the store, with 
another sign swinging over them: a giant, glossy, satisfied customer 
confined to two dimensions.

“There are laws that protect your right to keep your cell phone 
number,” the man continues. darrel is up in years, sure, but not old 
enough to be addressed like the mentally handicapped. “You just fill 
out the paperwork, and then we’ll wait for your number to come through 
the portal.”

What in the hell is the portal? darrel thinks. he doesn’t like the 
sound of  it. Portal, to him, means something like a miniature black 
hole, swirling and fuming and ominous. distortion, irrevocable 
transportation to another place. someone who is there and then not.

darrel takes his old cell phone out of  his pocket, cradles it in 
his palm like an injured bird.

“how long will it take?” he asks.
The man stops clicking around on his computer. “What? ” he 

groans. “how long will what take?”
“The…the switch. or transfer. You know, how long before…

how long until you are in charge? of  my phone?”
The man abandons his computer altogether and turns his entire 

body toward darrel, who is momentarily intimidated by the man’s 
khakis, his logo-emblazoned black polo, his silver pen hanging onto 
his breast pocket with one gleaming claw. Darrel finds the man’s 
sharp, protruding Adam’s apple off-putting. darrel reads something  
in the man’s face (or, at least, the disgusted twitching of  his nose)—
something that says The customers have reached a new low.

“Sir,” the man drawls in the general direction of  darrel. “Your 
old phone won’t work with our service. The chip isn’t compatible. You’re 
going to need a new phone. now you look around the store and try to 
find one while I draw up the paperwork. Okay?”
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darrel says nothing.
“Sir? i assume you still want to take advantage of  our deal ? no 

registration fees for new customers if  you join before the store closes 
tonight? Discount for the first year of  your contract ? remember? isn’t 
that why you’re switching ?”

darrel nods meekly. The man exits the round altar of  computers, 
heads for a printer in the back. darrel looks down at his old phone. 
He must have bought it, what, five years ago? Six? He can barely 
remember. Trina was with him, the driving force behind the purchase. 
They needed to join the 21st century, she had said—the kids were 
always trying to call.

darrel looks down at his phone. it’s a solid, sturdy, standard-
looking thing—shaped like a tiny casket—bought before they could 
flip or even slide open. Its plastic antenna is bent and sad-looking, its 
buttons are worn and gummy. The tiny screen below the earpiece is 
scratched from being dropped and chewed on by the cat. sometimes 
it lights up, sometimes it doesn’t. even when it does, displaying the 
time, date, and numbers he dials is the extent of  its ability—blocky 
black letters on a dim green background.

it is nothing like the phones darrel sees as he makes a halfhearted 
lap around the cellular store. There are phones with $100 pricetags, 
phones with $200 pricetags, phones with $500 pricetags. They take 
pictures, they record videos, they play music and have games and can get 
on the internet. some of  them have little keyboards. some of  them 
have no buttons at all but large screens instead.

I need a phone, darrel thinks. Not a tiny television.
A girl in a similar polo as the man asks if  darrel needs any help, 

and darrel laughs dejectedly and says, “Yes, i need help affording 
them.” (Why hadn’t they planned better? Where had the money 
gone?) The girl nods somewhat assuredly and escorts him to the 
back corner of  the store, to a shelf  full of  phones that look basic in 
a way not unlike his own.

“You pay for these as you use them,” says the girl.
“What about the reception? As good as my old one?” asks 

darrel. darrel had seen his children performing borderline-surgical 
procedures on the fancy phones they bought with leftover scholarship 
money, but not his—never a problem, not in all those years. he could 
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always hear, clear as day, his son complaining about the job market, 
his daughter complaining about her boyfriend. he could hear Trina’s 
sweet voice, and could keep track of  her even when he couldn’t see 
her—the shuffling of  papers on the kitchen table as she looked for 
a receipt, the opening and closing of  cabinet doors as she looked for 
a prescription.

“depends on the towers in your area,” says the girl. she hands 
him a ratty-looking box. “There’s a test phone in here,” she says. “You 
can use it tonight, make sure you’re satisfied with the reception. Bring 
it back tomorrow.”

darrel thanks the girl. he tells her he has to sign a contract 
tonight, but he’ll run outside and use the test phone if  he has time. 
“one more question,” he says. “say i’d like to keep the voicemail 
greeting i have now. how would i go about making sure i still 
have it?”

The girl looks confused. “You can’t just rerecord it?”
darrel searches for his words carefully, then settles for full 

disclosure. “sentimental value,” he says under his breath.
“oh,” the girl frowns. “Well, we certainly can’t get your own 

service provider to send it to us. Things just aren’t open like that. it 
took enough bloodshed to get the portal up and running. A world 
where two competing companies shared more customer info would 
make our jobs a lot easier, but it just doesn’t work that way.” here the 
girl laughs. “Two companies who share voicemail systems! can you 
imagine?” she slaps darrel playfully on the arm.

Darrel is petrified. “What about the chip?” he asks. “Can’t you 
take it off  the chip?”

The girl frowns slightly. “Your voicemail greeting isn’t saved on 
your chip,” she says. “it’s saved in some server at the headquarters 
of  your old service provider, millions of  miles away. You could 
maybe pay some sort of  specialist to rip it from somewhere,” she 
hesitates, “but—”

“But I don’t have that kind of  money,” Darrel finishes for her. 
she nods sympathetically.

“hey,” she smiles. “Just think of  the deal you’re getting! it’s a 
new day.”
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A woman sits at the counter next to darrel screaming as he 
tries to fill out his paperwork. She wears an unbecoming pink velour 
tracksuit and tennis shoes. her eyes are red and puffy from angry sobs. 
she’s yelling about something—her contract? They won’t let her out 
of  her contract. her cries are shrill; her blond hair is crazed—parts of  
it appear curly, parts of  it appear straight, parts of  it are pinned down, 
and others bounce freely with her ranting.

It occurs to Darrel that the fight between the woman and the 
man, from far off, would look like a battle between a blond mop and 
a giant nose.

How is he supposed to finish his paperwork here, with this 
ruckus? how can he remember his social security number with the 
woman screaming about trust and loyalty and fair business practice, 
about the money she doesn’t have, about the money nobody has?

The woman asks to speak to the manager. The man informs her 
he is the manager.

The woman would still like for him to get someone on the 
phone. The man, after snorting and groaning a bit, leaves to do so.

The woman covers her face with her hands and turns to darrel. 
she says she knows she looks like a mess and apologizes. Then she 
drops her hands and weeps, not angry this time but helpless, and a 
few tears splatter onto the dark, plastic counter.

Between sobs, she tells darrel that “sometimes it’s just us 
versus them.”

Almost immediately, darrel is scared to stay in the cell phone 
store—scared that the woman’s hysteria will enter and fester in him 
through osmosis. he sets the clipboard down on the counter and 
turns to leave. he takes his old phone and his test phone with him.

“i need to go eat dinner,” darrel tells the man, who has returned 
to the counter and is holding a receiver out to the woman. she grabs 
it with a sticky hand, brings it slowly to her ear, as if  she expects the 
words to fall on her like axes.

“The deal !” the man calls after darrel. “store closes soon! don’t 
forget about the deal !”

“i won’t. i’ll be back,” darrel tells him, but he isn’t so sure.

There’s a hole-in-the-wall Mexican restaurant down the street 
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that Trina found on her drive home one night and insisted they try. 
They had gone here at least once every two weeks ever since.

The waitress asks darrel where Trina is, and darrel says she’s 
in bed, not feeling well.

The waitress suggests he order a carryout, bring some chips and 
salsa home to Trina. “They’re to die for,” says the waitress.

“i know,” smiles darrel.
he orders his quesadilla and chimichangas. he eats them.
He orders a flan. Not his favorite dessert, but Trina always loved 

it, right down to the caramel sauce left at the bottom of  the saucer.
The way the whipped cream blooms out of  the flan reminds 

him of  the baby’s breath in Trina’s casket spray.
The way the whipped cream disappears into the portal of  his 

mouth reminds him of  the way Trina sank into the portal dug in 
the ground.

The whipped cream is not coming back.
darrel takes out his test phone and calls his old phone.
his old phone rings too happily, clashes with the music in the 

Mexican restaurant. The voicemail kicks in. Trina’s voice.
“hello, you’ve reached darrel and Trina’s cell phone—”
I’ve reached you? I’ll never reach you again. I reach and reach and reach 

and feel nothing. I am walking blind in the Grand Canyon, and you are a star 
in the dark sky, and the light that reaches me is an image of  the way you were 
then, and I won’t feel you blink out until years after the fact, and this rift in time, 
this portal that sucks away all of  our minutes and hours, it kills me.

“—please leave us a message after the tone—”
If  I speak into this, store a recording for you in a server millions of  miles 

away, will you hear it? Where is your answering service? How is your reception 
up there? Down there? Can you hear me it all? All that time spent together 
and now it’s the chips that will rob me of  the last part of  you, the chips and so 
much else will separate us, the chips and millions of  miles and people smiling 
in posters, the people who aren’t really customers at all but models who don’t 
know the misery they’re smiling at with approval. Why are they smiling? Why 
are they laughing at the clouds? Do they look up and see you? Are they talking 
to you and are you talking back and are you paying-as-you-go? Can I?

“—and we’ll get back to you as soon as possible.”
Get back, get back, get back.
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The tone sounds, and echoes through darrel’s head in a deafening 
way that could last forever, but it’s gone again before he can miss it, and 
darrel hears nothing.
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swamP
short story

she always liked to mention it when we were together in a 
group or when we met someone new. she said it loudly, in a matter-
of-fact way, and then she would press her body against mine, push 
my head sideways with a passionate force and twist her lips with a 
squealing sound that made my head buzz.

it made her extremely proud that we had known each other 
since forever and our mothers’ swollen bellies had bumped together 
17 years ago. With my cold hands in her warm chubby fingers, she 
named me without my consent her confidant, her pet, her sister, her 
best friend, stroking my curls that used to fall down to my waist and 
making me swear that nothing would ever change.

And it didn’t for a while.
hot summer afternoons were spent in her unkempt backyard. 

We would dive into her cold pool that really was more of  a swamp, 
with its green mossy edges and floating bugs, and make ourselves 
mermaids. she made us search for a treasure at the bottom of  the 
world that, once discovered, would eliminate the deep sea of  evils.

But we never found the treasure. 
Whenever i came out of  the water, my ears aching from the lack 

of  air and from struggling to press my body against the bottom of  the 
pool, to exclaim breathlessly that i had found a wooden treasure 
trunk, she would disappoint me. “The treasure is not in a wooden 
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trunk, sister mermaid. The evil octopus has disguised it again. Keep 
looking.” Then her short stubby legs, tired from spinning in bicycle 
circles, would come to a halt and she’d let herself  sink.

Tedious hours spent in a useless search exhausted me but 
eventually the rain ended the sessions. As warm drops fell, we got 
out of  the pool, our blue scales fading to reveal the light hairs on 
our girl legs. 

Maria. La Virgen Maria. La pura, la inocente.
her parents named her proudly, like any good Mexican catholic. 

They hoped that their youngest daughter would resemble a woman 
they placed in their living room with flashing Christmas lights hovering 
above her holy head.

Maria wears the name with indifference. “Why are there so 
many Marias?” she complained when put in a classroom with two 
girls who shared her name.

Maria wishes she were named roxanne. not a name that makes 
her another brown girl in a crowd.

But Maria is not just another girl in a crowd. she has a gift or a 
burden like her holy Mother. she has more love in her than i have 
ever seen in anyone else. she expresses it preposterously, giving it 
out in overwhelming amounts, never measuring, and it’s always too 
late when she realizes she has given more than anyone could ever 
give back.

i still do not know where this hollow pool of  blind love she let 
spill on so many came from. As much as she seems like someone who 
says everything that comes to her mind and yells it out inappropriately 
across hallways and in restaurants, Maria keeps her secrets, she has 
her sadness. on gray days they bind her to warm sheets. it’s only after 
several hours that she learns to pull herself  back together, shake it off, 
and wake up. When she untangles herself  from a sea of  blankets, she 
lights up a cheap cigarette and pours herself  a glass of  her mother’s 
wine and sits on a balcony that looks out over her swamp pool. 

heavy eyelashes and red lipstick disguise her pain well. When 
she finishes covering up swollen eyes, she goes out with one of  her 
many friends. Maria laughs herself  to sleep. she wakes up again in 
admirable resilience, ready to love the world once more. she skims 
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past imperfections, viewing them as personality quirks and amusing 
contraptions of  human existence, not something she ever has to 
protect herself  from. 

And this i envy.

Dios te salve, Maria.
Llena eres de gracia:
El Señor es contigo.
Bendita tú eres entre todas las mujeres.

she lost her virginity young. At 13, i did not really understand 
why she felt proud of  herself. i hadn’t even kissed a boy. holding 
hands with someone was a distant wish that made me nervous, that 
made my palms moist. Maria had just gotten out of  her Pokémon 
phase and i had just begun keeping a journal. We were young.

Maria persisted in telling me more than i wanted to know, with 
her sly red grin. The way she described the whole ordeal made me 
nauseous. i disliked the thought of  a young man i had never seen in 
my life breathing heavily upon her, caressing the slight curves of  her 
bursting breasts, threading sweet webs inside her mouth with this 
tongue, while dragging his heavy hands across her. she said he had 
made her feel important.

Maria adored him. 
daniel, a tall, strong 18-year-old with dark eyes and a mustache, 

marked the beginning of  our separation. He became the first in a 
long list of  men and boys who tore her away from me. Maria would 
invite me to tag along with daniel and his friends. “daniel has a 
car,” Maria would squeal through the phone. “We can come and get 
you.” But i made up excuses. hundreds of  them. i felt like a girl, my 
breasts had just begun to ache, and i hated it when Maria would grab 
my hand and make me touch hers, soft and round. like a woman’s, 
she said.

our daily telephone conversations died when Maria got kicked 
out of  school. she had always hated doing homework and then she 
started to fall asleep in half  the classes, bored out of  her mind with 
equations and stories about people who lived long ago. she looked 
beautiful when sleeping. her red lips looked fuller and her eyelashes 
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longer. it was a shame to wake her up but i did anyway, getting out 
of  my seat and pretending to blow my nose while giving her hair a 
tug. she always woke giggling. 

guiltily, i came to the conclusion that my efforts in creating 
our bond had been minimal. After she got kicked out of  school, i 
only saw her on weekends. each time, she looked older and there 
was something new to her: a pink streak in her hair, a hole in her ear. 
But then our outings diminished to scarce crowded nights where she 
would place her chubby, soft hand in mine to resuscitate our past. 
And then, in a whisper, she asked a question we both knew how i 
should answer. “how long have we been best friends?” 

“Desde siempre.”

daniel days did not last for long. They slowly morphed into 
days of  names i would hear Maria mention only once, lovers saved 
for the darkness.

At 15, Maria’s short body, overwhelmed with curves, shaped her 
into a girl who seemed mature and womanly. she carried herself  well, 
thick black waves of  hair against round breasts, her cat eyes honey 
yellow, and her bronze skin glimmering. Maria only kept her long 
hair and silver tongue-piercing throughout the years, giving her an 
ethereal gypsy look. everything else about her matched whomever 
she shared a bed with. 

By then i looked different. i stopped being scared of  my body, 
and i let go of  being a girl. Maria smiled every time she saw me 
and, like a proud Mexican mother, she praised my hips, my discrete 
curves, my long hair. 

i do not think Maria really fell in love for a long time. she loved 
everyone, flirting with every gender, any age. She tried to be liked by 
all. With her intense nature she drove several away. But that didn’t 
bother Maria because, even though not for long, people enjoyed her 
everywhere.

i knew Andres from school. he got good grades and liked to 
read, even though he pretended he didn’t. he never brushed his hair 
but he always kept his sneakers clean. Maria had become his friend 
the year she got kicked out. he was not her type. 
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“Andres? really?” 
“You know i have always had a thing for him.”
“no, i thought you were friends, not…i don’t know, something 

else.”
“When are you going to realize you only get one best friend, 

and for me that’s always been you?”

Maria did not fall in love until she was 16. Andres was different. 
she did not cheat on him and he did not cheat on her. he wasn’t like 
the others, who were always much older, much larger, holding Maria 
in their thick hands as she pressed herself  against chest hair. Andres 
was still a boy, skinny, naive, but not innocent. he had had his share 
of  girls, of  one-night stands, of  putas, but he never took advantage 
of  Maria. They were equals.

They fell in love quickly, spoke to each other all the time. When 
Maria took a bath, she would put him on speakerphone and tell him 
how her razor was rising up her thighs and how soap had gotten into 
her eyes. romance. Andres listened to all of  it, maybe not to what 
she said but definitely to her voice.

Chiquita hermosa: No sabes cuanto te adoro y te amo. Gracias por ser mi 
mujer algo que para mí siempre serás. Quiero que sepas que haría cualquier cosa 
por ti porque eres la niña por la que siempre he soñado. Eres perfecta aunque tu 
lo niegues. Me haces la persona más feliz del mundo. 

Maria shoved his love letter into my hand on one of  those  
crowded nights. “isn’t it really corny?” she said, giggling in amusement. 
“he’s like that. he likes to whisper things in my ear, when we are…”

I smiled, shaking my head while pressing my finger to her red 
lips. Maria put her mouth against my ear, indifferent to my expression 
of  discomfort. i gently pushed her little body away from mine but then 
pulled her back in a hug. “Just remember to be careful.”

Maria responded in a sudden storm of  laughter, “You know 
i’m not, but don’t you worry about me.” she paused and looked 
at me in her usual flirtatious manner. “Plus, you’ll rescue me if  
anything happens.”

i let go of  her and tried to give a serious look, as i had many 
times before. “Maria, i mean it.” But she had already turned away, 
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putting her hands into one of  her friend’s long blond ponytails, 
twisting the strands around her finger. 

The summer it started to go wrong with Andres, the calls 
began again. i couldn’t help but wonder why it was me and not one 
of  her other friends, the ones like her, those wild night girls. We 
hadn’t spoken for more than a couple of  minutes on the phone for 
years, because really we had nothing to talk about. nothing that tied 
our worlds together. We just called about the important news, the 
new boyfriends, my dead cat, her parents’ divorce, stuff  you might 
tell a relative out of  obligation, out of  politeness. But Andres was 
breaking her heart, and she was too proud to admit it to anyone in 
her world.

Maria clung to his presence. She had sacrificed other relationships 
to dedicate herself  solely to him.

in her presence, Andres looked exhausted. Maria clutched 
his bony hand in hers, making his fingers numb and purple from 
holding on too tight. she manipulated his blood circulation, his 
breath, his time. 

Maria foreshadowed their end with vague comments. he would 
get tired of  her mood swings and uncontrollable anger. she realized 
she frightened him with some fits where she allowed herself  to throw 
furniture and scream in excruciating sobs. 

i didn’t know what to say, so i told her that everything was 
going to be fine and that things happened for reason. But I didn’t 
understand the reasons. i didn’t know about her anger, her sobs, 
where they came from, why they emerged. she had named me her 
best friend with pride and i didn’t know her at all. i saw what i 
wanted to: the superficial, shimmering blue surface, not mucky green 
corners and the dirty square tile at the bottom.

it was the only time i have witnessed her tears. The catharsis 
lasted a few minutes. her tears, short and quick, never trickled down 
her small face because she brought her chubby child fingers up to 
her eyes every time a teardrop merged to fall.

i hugged her in a corner. she disliked the idea of  anyone 
watching her weak.
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Maria confessed to me in whispers that she had never felt so 
alone. she longed for simplicity, childhood, for the days i couldn’t 
find that stupid treasure because there just wasn’t one. She told me 
there was no one else anymore, i was what she had. everything else 
seemed fleeting and fake.

she wrapped her brown arms around me, holding on as if  i 
would float away if  she changed position. “Invite me to sleep over. I 
don’t want to sleep in an empty bed tonight.”

i look at my room to realize she has invaded it. Maria functions 
like a heavy storm coming every once in a while in a sudden swirl, 
moving conventional objects out of  their place. no invitation, no 
warning, just thick wind shaking glass windows, making them tremble 
with riotous laughter. 

her clean blue sneakers lay uninhabited among my pile of  dirty 
shoes. her plugged-in curling iron heats up against my plastic beads, 
her crumpled T-shirt is on my carpet, and her drippy fuchsia nail 
polish lies on my desk. she will soon complain in forgetfulness that 
she has lost these things. 

My toothbrush stained with red lipstick serves as a sign of  our 
sisterhood, your saliva is my saliva, “who gives a shit?”

You are back, Maria, probably for sheer convenience and for a 
limited amount of  time, but i don’t care because i need you too. 

i need you to love me the way that only you do. ignorant of  
imperfections and ready to forgive. The way that i love you. We are 
willfully ignorant. 
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Portfolio Continued

PIedra
Short Story

My father never wears pajamas. he’s been in his underwear 
forever, walking barefoot on the cold tile, indifferent to my complaints 
that normal fathers wear plaid flannel. 

But my father, my papi, doesn’t even put on a sweater when 
the rain becomes violent. When it transforms into hail. When my 
patio is a cold cemetery encrusted with round diamonds and his car’s 
window has cracked.

his bare shoulders make me cold. But he doesn’t care about the 
rain and the ice. he likes the sound and he can feel it better without 
all those clothes on. 

“i’m not cold, i’m never cold, and i never get sick. Yo estoy hecho 
de piedra.”

My brown papi. My papi made of  stone.
My papi is tangled in passion, in sounds, in five lines and museums 

of  round notes. Invisible moons floating black and whole. Stored 
everywhere. Stored in the rain. Stored in traffic. When I am with him, 
the world is a place too beautiful to understand. so i listen to a 
language that he interprets for me. A language he makes a song.

My papi has a mind with little room for conventions. he never 
wears pajamas and he never finds his keys. He is obsessive. He 
believes in the power of  stars and aliens. he is afraid of  death but he 
never says so because he keeps many of  his thoughts silent.

 “i’m like a stone,” he says, “like a stone.”
But with him i learn to listen in different ways.
I find his voice is stored in sighs and glances and in the way he 

takes a deep breath when the rain has stopped. 
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el cuarTo de JulIo
Personal Essay/Memoir

The summer i was 15, i spent three weeks in a tiny apartment in 
Barcelona, the heart of  catalonia, spain. As important as space-time 
markers are in personal narratives, the real key to the previous sentence 
is the word “tiny.” Allow me to elaborate. i shared a room with my 
sister, Taylor. Though actually considered small for humans, we do 
not fit in a breadbox, being of  rather notable heft. We slept on a 
double foldout bed that, tiny though it was, hindered the movement 
of  the door when extended. By “hindered,” i mean “prevented the 
door from opening.” in order to leave (or enter) the room, you had 
to lift up one end of  the bed, open (and swiftly close) the door, and 
not think about re-creating the process again for at least a couple of  
hours. Going to bed had a certain tone of  finality to it. 

We had been gone from the united states for seven months, and 
europe had taken its toll on us. We began just as excited as can be 
to immerse ourselves in european culture, history, romance, cooking 
with wine, but now, seven months in, we were soaked to the bone. 
We were soggy with savvy. every night, when our bed was folded 
out and our door wedged shut, visions danced through our minds 
of  the friends that we had left behind taunting us with containers of  
nesquik and Jif  peanut butter. i had been going strong for seven 
months, but now with three weeks left, i was losing it. i was the 
marathon runner lying down on the last leg to dream about Taco 
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Bell and anything-but-compact cars. The amount of  time i spent in 
dreams about home surpassed the amount of  time i spent living in 
spain. it was a very tiring existence. i even lost weight, not enough 
that Taylor and I comfortably fit in the bed, but enough that it became 
visibly clear that i was burning more calories than i was taking in 
to keep up with my double life. And then, on the horizon, i saw 
the fourth of  July. We all saw it. it was coming at us with amazing 
speed. We calculated that when it arrived, we would still be here 
in spain, cherubs mocking us from bedazzling architecture, the 
yawning language barrier rendering incomprehensible the chatter 
that surrounded us.

In Idaho, we have this cabin in the woods. Of  course, that statement harbors 
in its diction a rather enormous reservoir of  irony. Woods and cabin. Truer words 
have never been spoken; however, our own little Walden Pond it is not. Owned 
by my grandparents (on my mother’s side) and built by the paid labor of  my dad 
and his hooligan brother, the cabin sits, with its seven bedrooms and fully equipped 
kitchen, a cushy 75-minute drive from Boise. It is built of  roughly hewn logs 
in true Lincoln Log fashion. The roof  is made of  red metal. Solemn carved 
bears and tall aspen trees guard the front. Somewhere between a cabin and a 
McMansion, our cabin is sort of  rustic-plus: We’ve got both a water pump and a 
ping-pong table. Above all, every necessary aspect of  a good cabin is present.

So we needed a celebration. Obviously, my first inclination was 
to find fireworks, though that thought was never verbalized. Being 
impossible, it would have made me look foolish. food was the next 
best option. When being fed, people automatically assume they are 
having a great time. The trick works on people in even the dullest 
of  circumstances in the most cogent of  states. i’ve tested it out on 
myself  on several occasions, and each time i’ve been fully convinced 
that while eating fun hors d’oeuvres, i was experiencing real hard-
earned joy. so food was a must. A barbecue we would call it. We were 
on our way.

It’s a six-hour drive to the cabin. We say we go up to water-ski, to four-wheel, 
to swim and fish, and even to see our family. These explanations vary in levels of  
ludicrousness, from the believable to the laughable. But most family members find 
solace in one or two of  the above reasons. The following insight is one that few 
of  us have consciously noted, but is the true mantra of  each of  our souls: We go 
there to eat. In particular, we go there to eat Grandma Terry’s trifle. Trifle is a 
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curious thing, though curious is a word altogether too negative. Strange though it 
may be, trifle is perhaps the least offensive food known to man (the British don’t 
like peanut butter and jelly sandwiches—go figure). Trifle is creamy, soft, silky, 
soggy, but never chewy, layers and chunks of  different ingredients that, though 
eager to please, always complement and never bully their fellow tastes. It is a dish 
that bridges gaps, represents unity, and is easily digested. 

it had to be made. We didn’t have a copy of  the recipe—it’s 
likely that none exists. We didn’t have to get grandma on the phone 
either. We knew what we needed. This is almost absolutely the first 
time that the following recipe has been written down because, more 
than a recipe, it is something that lives in our minds, something our 
taste buds yearn for. Writing it down for any purpose would have been 
fruitless anyway, as our hands would disregard the rigid instructions in 
favor of  what they know is right. 

grAndMA TerrY’s Trifle
INGREDIENTS:
ONE ANGEL FOOD CAKE
ONE PACKAGE OF STRAWBERRY JUNKET
ONE PACKAGE OF VANILLA PUDDING (JELL-O BRAND,  
  nATurAllY)
BlueBerries
sTrAWBerries
rAsPBerries
one PinT of WhiPPed creAM

PROCEDURE:
TAKE A BIG, GLASS CYLINDRICAL DISH, FOR 

WHICH I KNOW NO NAME. BREATHE EASY FOR A FEW 
MoMenTs And gATher The confidence You need, 
BUT JUST KNOW THAT SCARCE LITTLE CAN BE DONE 
To ruin The desserT AT This PoinT. sTArT PloPPing 
IN THE VARIOUS INGREDIENTS; STRUCTURE IS YOUR 
onlY BArrier. find A song And To iTs BeAT Build 
Your MAsTerPiece. choose soMeThing soulful, 
BuT Whose lYrics Will noT reQuire AnAlYsis. do 
noT AccePT ouTside helP And, if PossiBle, Tune 
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ouT All noise Around You. Your eYes Are Your 
BIGGEST ASSETS. LOOK AT THE COLORS. HAVE A GOOD 
TiMe.

grocery shopping was an epic journey. My mind wandered 
off  toward America, indulging in memories, getting its hopes up, 
and visualizing a flawless outcome. My feet, still based in Spain, 
struggled to keep up. The public transportation system exhausted 
us. As we sat waiting for the metro to take us to the store, “costco” 
was mentioned and saliva welled up in my mouth, an unavoidable 
Pavlovian response. We couldn’t figure out the Spanish word for 
blueberry, and the literal translation got less-than-coherent responses. 
And then the brightness attacked. The spanish sunshine Armada. 
That glaring sun that, up until this point, i had been puzzled by and 
was certainly at the mercy of  but could happily coexist with. But now 
it was conniving. The sun didn’t beat or blaze—it was much more 
subtle. its heavy rays slowly seeped in through the top of  my skull. 
By the time i realized what was happening, my ankles and calves 
had already been pushed down, submerged in the cement. i trudged 
along, dragging the sidewalk with me. Three hours and four grocery 
stores later, not one ingredient had been found in its intended form, 
and our standards were dropping quickly. strawberries and bananas 
were chosen as the fruit. A packaged but suitable substitute for angel 
food cake had been found. 

But none of  us wanted to think about what came next: strawberry 
junket.

I had never realized how patchy my foundation for tradition and culture 
was until I had to analyze what exactly junket is and what might make a suit-
able replacement. Strawberry junket is kind of  like Jell-O. My mother tells 
me it’s more of  a glaze. The package tells me it’s ever so versatile and can be 
served with almost anything in want of  a gelatinous coating, but as far as I 
know, none of  these claims has ever been tested. Also, as far as I know, ours 
is the only family that uses it. It holds berries together and it holds our family 
together. Few powders on the modern market can honestly claim to do that—
perhaps just junket and Kraft Mac & Cheese. In any case, neither powdered 
life-form could be found in Spanish grocery stores.

it’s easy to see where prejudice comes from. upon hearing that 
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a huge population of  the world lives without the words “bake” and 
“sprinkles,” and to just assume that they don’t have the same capacity 
for happiness. it’s incredibly easy, almost unavoidable, to—after having 
tasted trifle with junket and trifle with jelly—condemn a whole country 
for their lack of  variety in the gelatin aisle. i’m not saying we did, i’m 
just saying it would have been easy…

if  one thing can be said for certain, it’s that europeans screw 
around with their dairy products. granted, once the grocery store is 
navigated and the correct white liquids are identified, the final product 
tends to be tastier that any American equivalent, but the trauma of  
differentiating between heavy, double, clotted, and pouring cream 
always gives your creation a bittersweet twinge. so we decided on 
spray whipped cream. it didn’t even feel like settling anymore. At 
least we recognized it.

Trifle de cATAloniA
INGREDIENTS:
PACKAGED MADELEINES (A LITTLE FRENCH PASTRY, 
   sTAle in This cAse)
ONE PACKAGE OF FLAN MIX
BAnAnAs
sTrAWBerries
sTrAWBerrY JellY
one cAn of sPrAYABle WhiPPed creAM (BeTTer 
   SAFE THAN SHELF MILK)

PROCEDURE:
ARRANGE AS ABOVE, BUT WITH EYES HALF-

sQuinTed And PArTiAllY focused elseWhere. 
REFRIGERATE BEFORE SERVING.

Traveling is one of  those things that’ll just linger. it will sit there 
in your bloodstream, fogging everything up, coloring everything 
with its biased hue, waiting to cling to something of  importance. 
Traveling introduces you to totally new things. You read them on 
museum plaques and meet them in church and order them by  
accident in restaurants. sometimes there’s no place for the new 
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things in your old life. sometimes you have to search for a place 
for them and give them meaning, you have to be firm and say to 
them: You there! You give context to this part of  my life. otherwise, these 
foreign experiences just run wild in your system, tainting everything 
with significance until you can’t remember what you’re supposed to 
enjoy and what you aren’t. i’ve still got some free radicals, memories 
acquired before i learned how to store them—images of  suns setting 
and no mental junk drawer to put them in. if  you travel without 
thinking, combining, synthesizing, your sensory inputters get all in 
a jumble. You can feel it happening when someone hands you a 
glowstick and immediately you sense an obligation to be having a 
great time. undigested experiences and memories congregate in 
a haze around certain things, like Push Pops and sixlets, things 
that reek of  a sentimentality that is not at all personal. They half-
connect themselves—the song that makes you sad and you can’t 
remember why, or the face that reminds you of  someone and you 
can’t remember who. But not this memory. This one knows exactly 
where it belongs.

We ate the trifle like fiends. Disoriented by effort and heat, we forgot 
to reduce the portion sizes and, for our family of  five, prepared for a family 
of  20. With every day, the leftovers grew better, the whipped cream broke 
down, softening the flan mix, the stale angel food cake steeped in jelly became 
entirely compliant. The Fourth of  July came and went, as did the three weeks 
that separated us from our transatlantic flight home. We stayed in Utah long 
enough (three days) to realize it was too hot before we made the six-hour drive 
to the cabin. Grandma brought trifle. As I looked at it, it began to pulsate, 
fuzzy sunlight formed a halo around it, a flamenco beat oozed from its insides. 
Nobody else noticed.
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Portfolio Continued

egg droP souP
Personal Essay/Memoir

I am from Utah, where we take our mountains rocky and our politicians red. 
At dawn, rays of  sunshine pour in from behind the peaks, filling up the valley 
like a bowl of  sun soup. When the sun sets again, the sky ignites like the head 
of  a great celestial troll doll. From our porch my grandmother contemplates the 
sky and we listen: “Where else can you look out the window and see a pterodactyl 
fly by?” she asks, admiring the golden cloud formations. We are cosmopolitan 
folk cradled in the loving embrace of  the Wild West. The mountains back us 
up, surround us from all sides—as do our neighbors, who within the first week, 
bearing Christmas carols and cream cheese frosting, crossed what in Iowa would 
have been the appropriate neighbor boundaries. 

They support and frighten us, those mountains and neighbors. We’ve 
managed to settle in (though as staunch liberals in a Mormon community, my 
mother has had to constantly improve her cinnamon roll recipe to keep our 
reputation afloat). To be fair, my parents are Westerners. My dad’s roots lie in a 
small farm in western Washington, where his father still commands an army of  
beagles 23 strong. My mom hails from the suburbs of  Boise, where all backyards 
have water features. But still, my family stretches the mold (careful not to break 
it). We’ve lived abroad in London, Germany, and Spain, picking up quirks ever 
harder to integrate. Remaining dogmatically open-minded. We come back loving 
Utah more. What I mean is that I’m not the geographically unglued American 
whom, say, traditional Italian families in Tuscan villages have pity for. I have 
roots too. I am a Utahan.

More parts of  my body have been on the floor of  my church 
building than on any other floor in the world. I remember wondering 
at the way the carpet didn’t stop at the edge of  the floor but turned 
up onto the wall, continuing for a few inches before the painted 
white brick took over. You could hear something inside, or on the 
other side of  those big cement blocks, and we’d press our faces up 
against them to listen and because we liked the way the coldness felt. 
i guess i just assumed that they carpeted that strip of  wall for the 
ants. Ants were the only things i ever saw walking on walls. 

The prevalence of  ants explained maybe 50 percent of  the 
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confusing phenomena that i observed in my young life in iowa. in 
elementary school, when i was sick of  thinking, i would lay my head 
down on the wooden desk and listen to the family of  ants inside 
scotching things around and making a real ant-level racket. They 
were getting ready for the moving trucks to come, i reasoned, moving 
from my desk to another. There was a quick turnover rate, but my 
desk was clearly prime real estate because every time i lay my head 
down, i could hear ants down there, scooting furniture about.

i couldn’t understand the kind of  people who believed that 
you could fit the whole ocean in a conch shell just so that it could 
whisper back at you. i invented my own, superior superstitions. The 
idea that there might be an ant conversation going on back in those 
curlicues made a lot of  sense to me. 

Potluck sundays were the best. We would run around giving 
ourselves rug burns while the parents busied themselves with less  
important things. The dads set up the tables, folding the metal legs into 
place, while the moms arranged green bean casserole and Jell-o salad 
on top. rug burns were the best. They were the one injury that nobody 
could give to you. The carpet would offer them up, but you had to 
reach out and take them. You had to earn them for yourself. And then 
you could eat your green bean casserole with funyuns on top. Being a 
kid in iowa is the best. You really do feel like an ant. i mean, adults are 
always going to be bigger than kids, but adults in iowa are a physically 
daunting crew. And kids in iowa are therefore fearless. 

i got used to being an ant. And then all of  the sudden i was big, 
and my dad didn’t want to carry me in from the car anymore after the 
long ride home. i had to pretend to be asleep so that he had no choice. 
But sometimes i would only realize how close we were getting when we 
turned onto our street, at which point i’d conk over, dropping onto 
the lap of  whoever was nearest, loosening every muscle in my body 
except my eyelids—which were squeezed shut to demonstrate how 
asleep i was. sometimes i did this mid-sentence. My dad always 
carried me in. he never knew the difference.

Very occasionally we’d stop at the Chinese restaurant on the way 
home. Whining wasn’t really whining when you were that hungry. it was 
just a natural reaction. in fact, i didn’t blame myself  at all; it was just 
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that when i opened my mouth, all of  the ants in my tummy started 
screaming at once about the dire lack of  treats inside of  me. i didn’t 
know at the time that you weren’t supposed to spend money on 
sundays, but i did know that that egg drop soup tasted way too good 
to be holy. The bowl was only about the size of  my fist but it was 
bottomless. I would fish around in there with my forefinger and my 
thumb, trying to catch one of  those little pieces of  egg confetti. But 
they were always too slippery. Those little egg bits never integrated. 
The soup resisted homogeneity. it was so delicious. eventually i 
would collapse in a food coma and we would continue the drive 
home. My belly felt like a hot water bottle, as my brain whirred away 
trying to imagine the machine that could turn an egg into those little 
bits of  paper. 

We always used to go to the dairy Barn. There were so many 
choices. And i loved the way that “chunky Monkey” sounded. But 
how anyone got anything besides vanilla soft serve with triple sprinkles 
was a complete mystery to me. The sheer beauty of  the thing was 
enough to bring me to tears. We would sit in the giant tractor tires of  
the John deere dealership next door and eat. i would steer around 
the sprinkles so that the last couple of  spoonfuls were just sprinkles 
with a little bit of  melted ice cream holding them together. My dad 
ordered something small. i always suspected that he didn’t really 
understand ice cream. he just loved potato chips.

i never heard the word “modesty” until i came to utah, where 
it meant long shorts and T-shirts. now there were all of  these things 
that you had to believe in and have opinions about because we were 
Mormons. And the lines were so fine: Hot chocolate was good, 
mochas were bad. cap sleeves were good, tank tops were bad. 

up until then, religion had been an entirely concrete thing for 
me. everyone else’s religions could be described in one word: Jewish, 
dreidels; catholic, communion. Mine could be described in a couple: 
three hours of  church, singing, egg drop soup. suddenly, in utah, 
there were all of  these abstractions. What was “modesty,” and what 
did it have to do with my swimsuit?

i didn’t see a lot of  ants in utah. And maybe that was because 
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there wasn’t as much to explain. unexplained phenomena rarely 
survived the one-way road trip to the Wild West. These people, 
these utahans, certainly had strange practices, but they also loved 
to explain them. They would talk about simple things until they 
became complex—like not allowing ear piercings or sleepovers for 
children under 12. And church was three hours long, so most of  the 
truly complex things they already had answers to. Maybe the ants just 
didn’t like the desert. 

At first, I didn’t like the desert either. There was far too much 
sheetrock in utah for my taste, and those rocky Mountains didn’t 
look all that stable to me. But then we moved out of  the apartment 
and into our new house and the realtor sent by cookies decorated 
like flowers on popsicle sticks, and I was pretty sure everything was 
going to be OK. Anyway, I was 8; it was my job to be brave.

But things did get undeniably more complicated. in iowa, the 
two popular girls were the daughter of  the only car salesman and 
the daughter of  the only dentist. in iowa, my best friend and i had 
both been professors’ children: not the top of  the social ladder, but 
also not to be picked on, lest we throw back a scathing, intellectual, 
two-syllable insult. in iowa, we sort of  knew how things worked 
and where they fit. Provo was more complex. Provo had lots of   
car dealerships. 

And a giant elementary school full of  social interaction. i wasn’t 
necessarily a social being when i moved to utah. There had been too 
much tactile input to be had to bother with developing emotions. i 
arrived in the third grade just interested in having a good time. Most 
of  my new friends didn’t really do cartwheels, so i had to teach them. 
They taught me about drama. drama is when you want to know 
something, but instead of  finding out, you just imagine the possible 
outcomes. it was pretty fun, but kind of  tricky too because i had to 
ignore my rational instinct to just ask boys if  they liked me or kiss 
them when i liked them. 

Soon, my forwardness earned me the awe of  my fifth-grade 
peers. i turned the back of  the bus into a confessional. i convinced 
the boys to give the girls flowers on Valentine’s Day. Apparently, this 
was all new stuff  to them. i felt like a revolutionary, but i missed 
softball. in iowa, the whole city came down for the little girls’ softball 
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games. We got matching socks. We had real logos that we didn’t have 
to pay licensing fees on because our town was too small for Major 
league Baseball to check up on. in utah, we had to combine six 
elementary schools to scrape together one team. in utah, all people 
cared about was who brought the juice boxes after the game. 

grinnell. iowa, didn’t have a starbucks, so i only ever knew the 
place as a battleground. Most Mormons don’t drink coffee, some 
don’t drink tea, some don’t drink caffeine. it’s one of  those rules 
that everyone feels everyone else is interpreting wrong. so every hot 
drink had a meaning. Black coffee was blatant disregard, espressos 
were just asking for attention, mochas were rebels whose hearts were 
in the right place, hot chocolate was a goody two-shoes. it was all fas-
cinating to me, the way they assigned meaning to meaningless things. 
And it was hard to blame ants for any of  it. once i moved to the 
city, the ants all but disappeared. The paving stones fit together too 
snuggly and the windows closed too tight. 

I always just suspected that we would leave like we’d left Boston and  
Germany and California and Iowa. But somewhere along the line, Utah  
became home. My parents must’ve chosen Utah, at least in part, because it’s 
such an impressive place to fly into. My family went to Europe a lot for my dad’s 
job, and we’d fly back to Utah because that was where our stuff  was: our clothes, 
our bikes, our little sister. I remember once returning to Utah after spending the 
semester in London. The first time I looked down on Utah from above and saw 
all of  the little people down below, they looked like ants. I laughed when I realized 
that the ants had been causing the inexplicable all along.

 You can’t swoop in over the Rocky Mountains dry-eyed. As the altitude 
drops, the tears well up. And nobody likes to cry without knowing why, so we 
turn to the stranger sharing a row with us and explain that we are coming home. 
We are the egg bits that float around Utah. We never fully integrated, never lost 
our shape or slipperiness, but we eventually realized how fabulous it was. And 
we are proud to be a part of  it.
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Margaret Nietfeld, 17
interlochen Arts Academy
interlochen, Mi
Teacher: Michael delp

Margaret Nietfeld is taking a year off  from school to work as an intern 
for Walt Disney Imagineering. The following year, she will attend Harvard 
University. She feels that she has lived thousands of  different lives and 
wrote the pieces in her portfolio to capture the images and memories they 
have produced and left behind.

sPeedBIrd
Personal Essay/Memoir

The first time I took Adderall, I whacked a boy over the head 
with Allez, viens! our real french teacher was pregnant, and under the 
care of  a substitute who spoke halting spanish, we were not doing our 
crossword puzzles. instead, an eighth-grade boy stood over a sixth 
grader, his hands wrapped around her neck. My muscles twitched. 
“stop!” i screamed, but not loudly enough for the sub to hear over 
his acid jazz. But he heard when i wonked the book down. 

My mother picked me up from northeast Junior high in her 
Buick.

“What’s wrong, honey?” My mother said, rubbing my shoulder.
i explained the story, sobbing. And i continued crying, clutching 

my heart all week, smearing the ink on the Peanuts strip that i read 
during saturday detention.

finally, as we drove to domino’s, my mother called the hMo. 
“hello,” she said. “My daughter’s member number is 03-174-584. she 
started taking Adderall last week and now she can’t stop crying.” 

she dropped me off  outside Walgreens. i sat on the curb of  
lowry Avenue, pizza box on my lap, sobbing. “here,” my mother said, 
sitting down next to me. she offered me a diet cream soda and half  a 
Xanax. I dug my face into the faded floral shirt covering her belly.

When i rubbed my eyes again, everything was calm and 
drenched in light. 
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Two years later, writing a paper on “harrison Bergeron” at 11 
p.m., i should have considered why i stopped taking Adderall in 
seventh grade and switched to Prozac. i did not. instead, i remembered 
an article in the strib about the speed market in dinkytown. university 
kids took it to study. 

I remembered briefly the Allez, viens! incident, but i wrote it off, 
thinking: i was 11, and now i’m almost 14. i’m practically a university 
kid. i can handle this.

After 45 minutes, it didn’t seem to work, so i took another. 
And another three hours later when the first seemed to wear off. 
Then one after Popular song Writing at the water fountain in front 
of  Algebra ii.

for the next month, i continued in this fashion. 

i loved my life on Adderall. i constantly felt blessed: at lunch, 
as i drank a plastic bottle of  coke Zero and ate pickles and carrots 
with mustard from the salad bar and joyously read about Mesopotamia; 
during the night, as i shot pictures of  myself  in my underwear and 
found those pictures on thinspiration sites; after school, when i sat 
in the glass library downtown. every moment save for those on 
Thursday mornings when i had to abstain. My mother drove me 
out to the eating disorders institute in st. louis Park. They would 
draw blood and i had to come up clear for amphetamines.

“god, mom,” i said, “this is ridiculous. i do not have an eating 
disorder.” I took the swig that finished my Diet Coke and cracked 
open another.

“Yeah, well, tell that to dr. reeve,” she said, taking a bite of  her 
peanut butter sandwich. We drove opposite rush hour.

“even so, why do we have to go all the way out to St. Louis 
Park? They’re a bunch of  suburban bourgeoisies.”

unlike the regions hospital, where my psychiatrist worked, 
Methodist hospital smelled like salmon. i strolled through the  
automatic doors, drinking my third can of  diet coke, and into a 
purple box. On the floor, purple carpet; on the walls, purple wall-
paper; on the elevator door, a purple sign asking in helvetica “do 
you binge eat?” 

We rode to the fourth floor, where only the wallpaper was 
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purple. i crushed my can and stuck it in a potted palm. 
“oh, emi,” my mother said. “Take it out.”
“i’m just storing it there, Ma.”
i sat in the reception area of  the eating disorders institute. The 

edi is a place of  tapping feet, sagging pants, and citizen watches 
swinging loose on thin arms. it hadn’t occurred to me that having 
an “eating disorder” would allow me to schmooze with the rich.  
instead, i—wearing a skullcap to hide my greasy hair—resented 
them and resented the fact that i was there. While i may have 
been losing seven pounds a week, the impulse definitely seemed 
different between the girls in Juicy sweats and myself. i had never 
started out on a diet. i had set out on a mission to destroy myself. 
i probably would have managed without the Adderall, but i blame 
it anyway.

“Margaret nietfeld?” a nursing assistant in kitty-printed scrubs 
called from the doorway. “can we get your weight today?”

“hell no,” i said.

nights, i wrote. i tried to analyze “The rime of  the Ancient 
Mariner.” At 3 a.m. i gave up and began writing my “true work”: 
namely, horrible poems. i titled each of  them “ode to speed.” 

And I paint my body (in the metaphysic actions)
I am a canvas, and it hurts, 
but I am a sail.
And speed, speed, my albatross. 

for my mood at the time, “albatross” was grossly inaccurate. i 
loved Adderall. i had done nothing wrong; i was not ashamed. in 
fact, i felt pretty badass: As i lost weight, my levi’s hung off  my ass. 
every day i wore the same pair of  504s and the same XXl black 
cashmere sweater. strands of  blond hair clumped to it and hung 
from my shoulders in alarming clumps. i didn’t wash my hair, save 
for the evenings when i ate cookies at readings at the library and 
then threw up in the shower.

The albatross image never occurred to me as an omen, despite 
my weekly appointments at Methodist. now it seems painfully ironic 
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and i seem painfully ignorant. i just liked the way “albatross” sounded, 
the way it rolled off  my tongue after flicking all day the word “speed, 
speed, speed, speed.”

“Wow, emi,” dr. reeve—my real psychiatrist said—as she 
opened her office door, “you look like shit today.” 

“Thank you,” i said, sitting down in my black parka. 
“You’re not supposed to be happy about that,” she said, 

standing up. “Take off  your coat.” she cleared plastic dinosaurs from 
underneath the other padded chair and pulled out a scale. 

she worked at regions, not the eating disorder hospital. i stood 
in my black sweater and levi’s 504s. “Take off  your sweater, too.”

“But i’m cold,” i said. 
“do i look like i give a shit?” reeve said, aiming her dark eyes 

at me. “You come in here, skinnier than last week, with greasy hair. 
You obviously don’t care that i get any sleep at night, so why should 
i care if  you’re cold? Take off  your other sweaters, too.” 

so i pulled them all off, threw them on the chair. “i washed my 
hair last night, reeve,” i said. 

“Wash it in the mornings from now on. 109.” she plopped into 
her swivel chair, her bob and the venetian blinds casting shadows 
over her face. “109. do you still think you’re fat?”

i pulled my sweaters back on. “i never thought i was all that 
fat. i just started losing weight.” i sat down and wriggled my arms 
into my parka. i wanted to tell her about the anorexic i met with 
a bloated stomach and thin legs, how i thought—delusional—that 
starvation would be a beautiful way to die.

dr. reeve stood up and brushed a lock of  her blond bob 
behind her head. “Well, we can get all freudian and shit about 
the deep issues behind your eating disorder once you stop losing 
weight. But for now i’m going to tell you the opposite of  what i 
tell my obese patients.” she drew a pyramid on her white board 
with “Fruits and Veggies” at the “Hungry Man, etc.” in the middle 
and “haagen-dazs” at the bottom. she’d been a french poetry 
major as an undergrad. 

“do you think you can do this?” she said.
“i already do eat cookies,” i said. Although i wanted to, i didn’t 
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mention that i only ate the chocolate chips, to supplement my diet of  
coke Zero and Adderall. i picked my nails and pretended that i didn’t 
understand how sick i had made myself. My heart jerked and thrashed, 
my head throbbed despite ibuprofen and imitrex. i had reduced my 
personality to sweat-stained T-shirts, coffee, and silence. 

she was the only person who seemed to care about me as a 
person. i trusted her but i wouldn’t tell her anything. she would lock 
me up and put a note in my chart: “do noT prescribe stimulants.” 

“so, dr. reeve,” i said, looking up at her, “i’m having a hard 
time concentrating.”

“it’s because you’re starving,” she said.
“no, i don’t think so. i think Adderall would help.”
her face hardened into a grimace. 
“There’s no way in hell i’m giving you amphetamines.” she 

stood up and walked to the door. “i hope you know that i go home 
at night and cry because you won’t gain weight,” she smiled. “And 
now you think i’m joking. schedule an hour again next week.”

i wanted to tell her that i wasn’t losing weight to hurt her, that 
was merely incidental. 

one afternoon in the beginning of  november, i found  
myself  with $2—bus fare or coffee. i was at Patrick henry in north 
Minneapolis, three miles from home, five miles from downtown. I 
walked downtown. snow blew. it was minus-4 outside. i felt blessed, 
chosen by god. i stopped next to 94 at a superAmerica and bought 
a giant styrofoam cup of  coffee and an M&M cookie. My hands 
were so cold; they didn’t want to grip the cup. i stood in the doorway 
of  the bar. Trying to drink, back to the street, snow whipping in my 
hair. By the time i reached the library the streets were dark. i stood 
in the bathroom and rubbed my purple hands under the heater.

The next day, i went into Methodist hospital drinking a can of  
diet coke, with my feet up on the dashboard. i rode the elevator up 
to the fourth floor, where—for the first time—I did as I was told. I 
put on the gauze gown, i peed in a cup, i offered my vein.

i sat down on the exam table. A fat nursing assistant took my 
pulse (42), my reclining blood pressure (90/60), my standing blood 
pressure (90/40). 
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The doctor came in. “so, Margaret,” she said, “are you still  
going to deny that you have an eating disorder?” 

i looked out the window. outside, the sun shined on the 
parking lots and haze draped the office parks and skyscrapers far, 
far out in Minneapolis. “Yeah,” I said finally, “I don’t really know 
what happened.” i wanted, suddenly, to tell her about the Adderall, 
to throw my hands up and say, “It wasn’t my fault!” And maybe, if  i 
had, i would have followed the 12 steps and not a meal plan. But 
probably not.

“Well, Margaret, at this point it doesn’t really matter. We’re 
admitting you.”

i pulled my sweaters on over my furry back. i went back outside. 
i told my mother. i went to see dr. reeve in st. Paul.

“You asked for it.” she folded her arms over her chest. “i told 
you to gain weight and you wouldn’t. do you think i’m going to 
advocate for you at this point? get on the scale.”

i kicked the dinosaurs away with my sneakers. sweaters and all, 
she read off, “ninety-four pounds. look, emi, you have two options 
at this point. You’re smart; you can do whatever you want. either 
you can go to Methodist among the prissy suburban girls, wanting to 
get better, and stay for six to eight weeks. or you can go, wanting to 
be sick, and get locked up for a nice long time.” 

I folded my arms over my chest and briefly considered crying. 
“i’m sorry,” i said. “i didn’t do this to hurt you.” 

“of  course not, you’re sick,” she said, her face softening. “don’t 
apologize.”

i wanted to explain what happened with metaphoric  
significance. I found a golden feather, i wanted to say, I followed it to 
the Firebird and my whole life lit. But i knew that would have just 
sounded psychotic.

“Anyway,” she stood, “it’s up to you now. i’m triple-booked.” she 
led me to the door. “congratulations, you’re my sickest patient.”

Wearing a white wool sweater with the left sleeve blackened, 
burnt from sitting too close to the heater, i rode with my overnight 
bag back to the eating disorders institute. Tired and cold, i watched 
nightfall over 94e at 4 in the afternoon and drank my last diet coke. 
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it began to drizzle and i listened to the windshield wipers. 
With ketones in my blood, urine with a specific gravity of  

1.04, low blood pressure, with bradycardia and arrhythmia, and a 
BMi of  14.7, i walked through the automatic doors into the lobby 
of  Methodist. i surrendered myself  to reality, to chicken noodle 
soup, to blind weights and vitals at 5 a.m., to shut curtains at 5 p.m. 
We were not allowed to look out after dusk because we could see 
ourselves in the reflections. 

After a week, 14 viewings of Elf and a tripled dose of  Abilify, 
an atypical antipsychotic, i knit in the dark box of  the dayroom. A 
giant TV lit the room. Our faces glowed green and red in the colors 
of  christmas. 

Around me, the girls of  edina, lakeville, eden Prairie, and 
Minnetonka wore sweatpants printed “Pink” or “Juicy” down the 
left leg. They tapped their feet as they knit tight rows of  afghans. i 
wore my levi’s and my black cashmere sweater. My hair hung limp 
over my face. The only person from Minneapolis, I would have fit 
in better in rehab.

But during the day, through the fog outside the window, i could 
see Minneapolis. At night, i snuck out of  bed and pushed my head 
under the curtain. All i could see were lights and i clung to them, the 
last reminders of  the life i had left, burning.
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Portfolio Continued

scramBled eggs
Personal Essay/Memoir

Jaundiced and coated in amniotic fluid, I was born female. I 
weighed 9 pounds, 8 ounces, stretched to 24 inches, and had an 
ovarian cyst the size of  a chicken egg. As one obstetrician stitched 
up my mother’s episiotomy, the doctors on call filed in to poke my 
belly in awe. By the time i could walk, the cyst would dissolve, along 
with its simple declaration of  biological sex. Already i was trying to 
nurse through my father’s shirt. 

My mother, quickly approaching 40, had wanted a blond 
daughter to name honey. she met my father, a blond rn without 
a place to stay. They married a month later. When she told him she 
was pregnant, he didn’t believe her. And then he said, “i think i’ll 
move back in with my mother.” Before he could leave, he pushed a 
patient in a wheelchair down a flight of  stairs, killing him. He lost 
his nursing home job and, with it, his patient’s drugs. But when 
my father held me, “he fell in love,” my mother said. i slept on 
his shoulder as he dissected motherboards, watched Jeopardy!, and 
shopped Best Buy. My mother couldn’t stand being at home with 
him, so after six weeks of  a six-month maternity leave, she went 
back to work, processing film at the state crime lab. 

for all the importance my father placed on having a daughter 
and not a son (my father abhorred grason, my mother’s son from 
her first marriage), I was not distinctly feminine. I wore my brother’s 
“ideally unisex” sweatpants and flannel pajamas and a purple and 
yellow Barney pullover. My brother, who is 12 years older than me, 
taught me how to do karate and build lego rockets. he took me by 
my ankles and swung while i giggled and screamed, spinning. i ate 
Chunky Beef  Sirloin and staged fire-rescue crime scenes. I have a 
picture of  myself  at 13 months, blond-haired in my Barney sweater, 
inserting a cd into my computer. instead of  ballet or gymnastics or 
soccer, i played kickball in the street and soccer in the alley with a 
group of  kids from the block, their heads swarming with lice. 

i hadn’t realized any distinction between the sexes until i was 
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pulling on the mandatory skirt for my first day of  school. I had 
known, theoretically, that i had “girl parts” and that my brother had 
“boy parts,” and that’s why he was a boy and i was a girl. At fourth 
Baptist christian school, wearing a skirt was necessary to qualify as 
a girl. i had imagined “school” as a warehouse with a kidney-shaped 
pool surrounded by desks, where I would learn how to be a fire-
fighter. Or a medical missionary, or a Christian comedian, or a defense 
attorney. instead, i learned that instead of  saving lives, i should save 
myself  for marriage and follow the gender roles inscribed on the back 
of  the Ten commandments.

My teachers, concerned with my “unfeminine behavior,” called 
my parents almost daily about my uncombed hair, dirty or mismatched 
socks, and skirt that flew up on the jungle gym. And by second grade, 
my floral skirt was too short. Every few weeks, I knelt on the floor in 
front of  the class to test whether my skirt was long enough. The hem 
never touched the ground; i was tall. 

one day, my teacher sent me to have a heart-to-heart with the 
principal. “Knees,” he said, “are fundamentally sexy. We can’t allow 
you to have them show.” When I figured out what sexy meant, I 
didn’t understand how legs could fit the bill. But I hadn’t watched 
professional volleyball, either. 

My norms for marriage and relationships didn’t come from my 
parents, but from Leave It to Beaver, which i watched with my mother 
while eating Moose Tracks ice cream. unlike June cleaver, neither of  
my parents cooked besides my father’s occasional bratwurst on the 
propane grill or my mother’s Pillsbury brownies. 

“Mom,” i asked, “why don’t you cook?” 
“i don’t have time,” she said, sighing. “i work. Why don’t you 

ask your father why he doesn’t cook? he’s here all day.” 
“Women cook,” my father said. We ate rotisserie chicken and 

bagged salad on the bed, again. 
in front of  the television, my mother explained chromosomes 

and, with them, sex. i was surprised but unshaken. “sperm cells are 
tiny,” she said. “They don’t contain much and they don’t have any 
mitochondrial dnA. The X chromosome is so powerful that only 
one is activated.” The strength of  the egg compared to the slithering 
sperm was clear. “More boys are conceived than girls,” she explained. 
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“But more girls are born. The boys die off  before they’re born.” 
i pitied boys. Their testosterone-severed corpus callosum 

made mental math excruciating, their Y chromosomes made reading 
herculean. i adored my father but knew he had to compensate. 
unlike my mom, he lacked a job, biceps, and two X chromosomes. 
i believed him when he said, “nail polish is too sexy” and “The 
Girl Scouts are filled with lesbians.” Even more than I was missing 
out, he was too.

When i was in fourth grade, riding home to watch ER at 4, he 
told me, “i’m changing my name to Theresa.” his thin blond hair 
hung down to his shoulders and nubs of  breasts stuck out from his 
shirt because he was so fat. “i was thinking about just changing it to 
Terry, but i thought i’d just be direct.”

“oh, that’s cool,” i said. 
At northern sun, a leftist store downtown, we chose a purple 

embroidered purse. he bought Birkenstocks. i picked out “siren” 
10-hour lipcolor that painted his thin lips orange in our bathroom. 

“What do you think?” 
“it looks pretty good,” i said. i smeared some decade-old lilac 

eye shadow on his lids. Then he rubbed it off  with peach cold cream. 
finally, my father, who had been ordering estrogen online from 

india, got an estinyl prescription and a lesbian therapist whose parrots 
imitated the answering machine. 

“ring, ring, ring,” one parrot said. i looked up from stephen 
King. 

“Hello, you’ve reached the private, confidential line of  Karol 
Jenson,” the other parrot cooed. “if  this is an emergency, please call 
911. Please leave a message after the tone.” sometimes it was not 
the parrots and a client would begin to speak. so much for “private, 
confidential.” 

Karol was the first lesbian I met. She was tall with short hair, 
although not as tall as ellen, my father’s 6’5” role model. ellen was 
curator of  the electricity museum in Minneapolis. she transitioned 
into a woman at 50. her wife, Mary (who writes embroidery murder 
mysteries), stayed with her even after the surgery. At dinner at olive 
Garden she explained, “The trick is to find the ending first.” My 
father smiled.
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“rosella’s butch, anyway. she’ll stay.”
But three weeks later, after my mother delivered the papers, my 

father broke into sobs at the Mcdonald’s drive-thru. “i can’t believe 
she’s leaving me!” he wailed, pounding the steering wheel. i wrapped 
my arms around him. “That bitch!”

Before the first of  endless psychological assessments, my mother, 
my father, and i went to Perkins. My father wore a skirt. 

“What would you ladies like to eat today?” the waitress asked. 
“scrambled eggs.” My mother shut her menu.
My father left a $10 tip. i was never together with them again.
logistics eroded all of  my father’s relationships. Because my 

mother wouldn’t call him anything but Tom, their lawyers sent their 
kids to private schools. My father sobbed when i mentioned “my 
mom,” or when his mother forgot he was now a woman. i started 
calling my mother “r” and he stopped seeing his mother.

others tried to help work out the worms of  the situation. 
Annalisa down the block gave me a VHS of  a transsexual on 
Oprah. My cousin Jessica, who is 6-foot-5 and works for Planned  
Parenthood, brought my father garbage bags filled with her old 
clothes. “have you ever watched Oprah?” she asked me. “They had 
a show on transsexuals. one of  the kids said he calls his father 
‘Maddy.’ it’s a cross between ‘Mommy’ and ‘daddy.’ Maybe you could 
call Theresa that.” i started calling him “Mom.” he just loved that.

In the middle of  fifth grade, my father’s girlfriend Susan 
moved in. i spent Wednesday nights and sundays with my mom, 
digging through the Walgreens clearance and watching Passport to 
Paris, while my father and susan cruised gay bars and bought 
cocaine. in the basement, while they shot methadone, i watched 
But I’m a Cheerleader and My Summer of  Love. Whoa, that could be me, i 
thought, watching the young lesbians kiss. And then i went back to 
my scrambled-egg quesadilla.

i was everything my father wanted to be. At the unitarian 
church’s “women’s night,” complete with hotdish and drums, he 
whispered to me across the table, “When you menstruate, i’m going 
to throw a party and buy you a monkey.” i didn’t think it was that big 
of  a deal. 

As my parents’ day in court approached, the promises grew. 
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“if  you come with me, i’ll let you get a belly-button ring when 
you turn 13,” he said. “We’ll do it together. We’re going to have a 
pool in Arizona.” But when my mother won custody, we knew that an 
AMBer Alert would meet me at the state line.

so we hauled the mattress from the basement, unscrewed the 
bookshelves from the walls, tore down the kitchen table. My father 
smashed my piano with a slugger. i carried the pieces out to the 
firepit. He lit up a cigarette and then the edge of  my mattress, whose 
flowers melted into its wire springs. 

We watched from the patio, drinking white wine and vodka in 
Squirt, as the flames climbed, catching on the lowest leaves of  our 
oak tree. i packed up the leftovers of  my room into a garbage bag. 

When the trees turned golden, my father and susan picked me up 
from Marcy open school in their red ford f-150. With the sunroof  
open, my father raced me around the block at 80, 85, 90, seeing how 
fast we could go. We ate falafel on the tailgate. We hugged goodbye. “i 
love you, Mom,” i said.

There were no drums for my first blood, no dances, just a trip 
to rainbow foods for pads. The June air distilled into beads on my 
skin. i stuck my feet out the window. it was father’s day.
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Rachel Rothenberg, 18
Pittsburgh cAPA 6–12
Pittsburgh, PA
Teacher: Mara cregan

Rachel Rothenberg admires authors like Ernest Hemingway who are able to tell 
stories with very few words, as well as Southern Gothic writers such as Flannery 
O’Connor. She will attend the College of  Wooster in Ohio and one day would like 
to write full-time, or teach at a high school or post-secondary level.

eulogy for andy
Poetry

“i had to do it,” she said.
“he had too much control over my life.”
But even that couldn’t kill you, fingering your battle wounds,
art for art’s sake.
Not even the women who floated through your silver rooms,
lovely and quiet as breath on the back of  your neck,
who faded into nothingness and black-and-white and it was all 
   your fault
could do it.
What got you, 
finally,
was your own fear 
of  fear.
You were your world’s own negative, 
sad and smoky with the slavic dreariness of  everyone who breathes 
the air of  this last coal town.
We examine your pictures, your photographs,
the giant women in red lipstick,
plastic clouds,
the sting of  our own 
mortality. in this picture,
between the red-yellow lights of  your fame, 
you’re standing with the children 
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drunk on their own desire, but you say nothing.
in another, we see the screen goddess,
her eyes glazed over, frozen by your hand,
and she’s telling us that you have left the building. 
We walk to Mass hand-in-hand,
light candles for you, whisper your name in a language 
no one speaks anymore over and over, believing
in god and Mary and the saints and your hot-pink ghost 
rapturing us body and soul into Times square. 
half-lit in the smoke we see you as you were
in life, pale and silvermoon and yet, 
so much brighter.
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Portfolio Continued

The IncorruPT Body (from uToPIa)
Short Story

For five days during the summer I was born, my father was the 
most famous man in America. Years later he would remark, “i went 
into the mine a poor son of  a bitch and came up again a mill-ion-aire.” 
he was proud that he had survived the mine collapse, proud that he 
had gotten to give an interview to cnn. People crowded around 
him as he emerged from the dark hole, struggling to touch him. like 
Jesus. My mother sobbed and wiped her eyes with the sleeve of  her 
dress before clinging to him, her clawlike fingernails scratching the 
thin fabric of  his work shirt. The day after he came out of  the mine, 
she went into labor with me, and was overwhelmed with flowers, 
some of  which came from, she later found out, the president of  the 
united states. My parents spoke fondly of  those days, and after a 
while, the abject terror my father felt while he had been trapped in 
the mine was replaced by a faint sense of  nostalgia. he reminisced 
about it, joked about it with his buddies. Very early on I was aware 
that i had arrived into the world at a miraculous time.

When i was 10, after the money from the The John De La Barre 
Story had run out, dad decided to run for mayor of  our town, 
Utopia. West Virginia is a state where you get elected both for looking 
like John Kennedy and for being a good union man, and Dad had 
both those qualities. i went with him in my pink sunday dress to the 
nu-Way Bakery, to the first state Bank of  utopia, to the carraway 
Theater, its bleached paint peeling. i held a sign with the uMWA 
logo and the phrase “de la Barre raises the Bar.” dad was young 
and handsome and he waved a lot, brushing his hair back from his 
head. i fell in love with him as much as every other constituent did, 
breathless with the thought of  some new blood in utopia at last.

When cnn heard that John de la Barre, the mining miracle, 
was running for mayor, they sent someone down from the office 
in charleston to interview him. it was an election year, and one of  
those election years where suddenly everything anyone says becomes 
a comment on their patriotism. i would like to think that my father 
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knew this, that he said what he said because he wanted to be radical, 
just for once. even at the age of  10, reading his quote over and over 
again in the newspaper, i didn’t want my father to say what he said 
because he actually believed it, and still think he’d get elected. i didn’t 
want for him to be that stupid.

What he said was “Personally, i don’t think the president 
could give two shits about the people of  utopia or the people of  
West Virginia.”

The president was a republican, so it was dangerous in itself, 
but i think it was the “shit” that really got to them. The man they 
had envisioned on his knees in the blinding dark, begging god to 
relieve him of  his labors, had said “shit.” About the president. When 
he lost, dad merely shrugged his shoulders, said, “Well, i didn’t want 
the goddamn responsibility anyway,” and went back into the mine.

i thought about the quote years later, when my brother, elijah, 
called me from Morgantown and said, “You’ve got to do something 
about dad.”

i was in lexington, standing at my kitchen counter, watching 
coffee drip into the pot. 

“he went to work today,” he said.
“he goes to work every day.”
“Yeah, well, that’s the problem, cara.” i could almost see him 

rolling his eyes. “Just drive back to utopia this weekend and tell him 
he’s an old man and he can’t work.”

it went like this: elijah had driven down one friday afternoon and 
had witnessed my father pass out upon stepping out of  his truck. The 
blackouts were, according to my mother, something fairly common 
in recent months and had something to do with the fact that my father 
refused to use his inhaler for his work-induced asthma.

elijah said, “he’s got to stop working. let him live off  the movie 
residuals and the mine pension. he’s not dumb. he’s doing this 
because he’s a mean son of  a bitch who’s afraid to die.”

i saw his point. But i didn’t want to drive to utopia. “You do it.”
“Aw, cara. he loves you. he doesn’t love me.”
This is elijah’s thing. he avoids any family responsibility by 

claiming that Mom and dad have never shown affection toward him, 
and so he owes them nothing. i imagined him sitting in a half-drunk 
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stupor up in Morgantown with his WVU buddies (all unemployed), 
whining at me to “do something about dad.”

“i mean it,” he said. “There is absolutely no affection there.”
“elijah,” i said, “are you drunk?”
“Yes, ma’am, i am,” he said. “i surely am a little bit drunk.”
“i’m hanging up now, elijah.”
As i put the phone back on its cradle, i looked at the Post-it 

note of  my parents’ phone number i kept on the wall. i hadn’t called 
them in ages. i wondered, vaguely, whether my father still thought 
the president—any president—didn’t give two shits about utopia.

i called him.

driving into utopia feels like driving onto the surface of  the 
moon. You turn off  the interstate and go over an old industrial 
bridge bruised with soot, while under you the muddy guyandotte 
trickles its way to the ohio. The town itself  juts up into the hills, and 
the roads sharpen into points and dangle over the dusty downtown 
streets, casting shadows over the nazarene church and the utopia 
society for crippled children and Bob Barker’s income Tax service 
and West Virginia Gift Shop. At 2 o’clock in the afternoon, downtown 
utopia is silent, except for the occasional thundering chucka-chucka-
chucka of  the csX coal train as it roars its way to Tennessee. not 
long after my father came out of  the mine a hero, utopia began to 
go silent. I could actually hear it as I grew up, walking to the Kroger 
to get something for my mother. Quietly, the voices of  my neighbors 
drifted away into the dark rooms of  their houses, and emerged 
only on sundays, when they would sit on their porches and glare 
at one another.

“A ghost town,” i would sometimes say to my friends in 
lexington. “i come from a ghost town.”

My family lived on Miller Road, at the head of  the Hatfield-
Mccoy Trail. Miller road was a good street to live on, because it 
wasn’t on a cliff  and no one sold drugs on it and it wasn’t a far walk 
to the Kroger. So we lived well enough, but we were still poor. 
everyone in utopia is poor. But growing up, i never thought of  my 
family as such. We lived in a white clapboard house with a sunroom 
where elijah and i would sleep in the summer, sharing knockoff  
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Oreos from the Kroger and whispering late into the night. When I 
left West Virginia, I sometimes thought back on the house fondly, 
especially the little creek that ran at the bottom of  the hill that 
crested off  the back porch. The old regular Baptists would baptize 
their faithful there, and even though we were plain old southern 
Baptists and therefore weren’t supposed to associate with them, we 
would open the windows on sunday afternoons, listening to their 
strange and beautiful singing piercing through the heavy air with 
their foreign melodies.

“Guide me, o thou great Je-ho-vy,” dad would sing, throwing his 
head back. “Pil-grim in this barren la-a-a-nd.”

But i had heard the old regular Baptists had moved their 
operation down to the guyandotte, and as i turned onto Miller 
road it was silent, except for the occasional barking of  a dog in 
someone’s distant yard. i pulled into the makeshift driveway, the 
tires crunching on the gravel, and i saw that the white paint on the 
outside had begun to peel, that my mother’s flowers were shriveled 
and dry. My feet were sweating in my boots, and, as i put my hand 
up against the side of  the house and paint flaked into my hands, I 
felt a thick sense of  shame.

i rang the bell hard, because i knew Mom wouldn’t have her 
hearing aids in, then knocked twice for good measure. someone was 
watching The 700 Club deep within the house. she appeared at the 
screen door. Mom was a strikingly beautiful woman, Miss utopia 
1970, and she still had all of  her hair and her teeth and her good figure. 
When i was very young, i thought she was Barbie. But now she looked 
hard and careworn, a dorothea lange photograph come to life.

“hello, Mama,” i said.
“oh, cara.” her embrace felt bony and forced. “oh, cara. 

You’ve got to do something about your father.”
he was plopped in front of  the old naugahyde lounger in the 

living room, watching the TV. This was always my image of  him 
from about the age of  10 onward, after he lost the election. he 
would come home, and, without even showering, he would sit down 
in his lounger and flip on the news and call for Elijah or me to bring 
him a beer. Around 9:30 he would fall asleep, and the three of  us 
would tiptoe around, trying not to disturb his sacred rest.
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“goddamn politicians wouldn’t even bother coming to utopia,” 
he muttered, as i put my bag down in the doorway. “i don’t trust either 
of  those slick-talking snake-oil salesmen as far as i can throw ’em.”

“don’t listen to that 700 Club Bible news, daddy,” i said.
he turned himself  around in the lounger slowly, and broke into 

a fit of  coughs before thumping his chest soundly.
“sorry,” he said. “feelin’ a little under the weather lately.”
“daddy,” i said, “we need to talk.”
“did elijah call you from Morgantown?” he asked.
i nodded.
“Aw, Jesus,” he said. 
“daddy,” i said, “how big is your mine pension now?”
“hell, carrie.”
“i’m just saying, you could retire real nice. Maybe you could 

even move out of  utopia.”
He reached for the remote and shut off  the TV. Obama’s 

picture died into black.
“girl,” he said, “i’d advise you to shut your mouth.”
he took dinner in his room. Mama and i ate split pea soup 

standing over the sink, in silence. The soup looked and tasted like 
baby food. she told me that ever since the collapse, daddy couldn’t 
stand to eat much else. Then she yawned, said she was going to 
bed. i slept in my old room, my old posters peeling off  the wall. 
The bed was too short for my legs, and my feet poked out of  the 
blankets, icy-cold even in summer. My room was right next to my 
parents’, and because i couldn’t sleep i stayed up all night, staring 
at the ceiling at my glow-in-the-dark stars forming the constellation of  
orion, listening to dad cough and then sigh.

it was almost 5 in the morning when dad poked his head into 
my room, fully dressed.

“get up, carrie,” he said. “i wanna show you something you’ll 
never see again in all the days of  your life.”

i made coffee on the stove—they didn’t have a coffeemaker—
and we drank it, black and bitter. sometime in the night, my mother 
had gotten up from their bed and settled down on the couch. The 
blanket was drawn up around her, over her head. she looked like a 
corpse. i shuddered.
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“let’s not dilly-dally any longer,” dad said, tossing the rest of  
his coffee in the sink. “got a long drive to Aracoma.”

The Aracoma mine was named for Princess Aracoma, the 
daughter of  the Mingo chief  whom the English first made contact  
with in these hills. every summer, my family would make the 
pilgrimage to logan to hear the story of  her love for Boling Baker, 
the englishman, and her subsequent death. it was amateur theater, 
but it always left me breathless and full of  admiration of  their love. 
When i got older, i found it amusing that they had given the Aracoma  
mine such a romantic name. it belched up black smoke and foul-
smelling fire, and the people who staggered through it looked like 
ghosts caked in ash. After the collapse, the uMWA had managed to 
get it closed down, and a few years later it reopened, and it looked 
much better—at least on the outside. Mines bothered me. They  
possessed all kinds of  spiritual questions about whether humans 
were meant to go so deep into the earth. if  you dug far enough, 
would you eventually hit something?

it was 7:30 when we reached the mine. it was saturday, but 
there seemed to be an unnaturally large amount of  people around. 
Getting out the car, I noticed Lyman McKenna right away. He was 
a friend of  my father’s, and used to come over to sit on our front 
porch, drink beer, and watch the WVU games with my father. I always 
had considered him a man who kind of  surpassed joviality and was 
more boorish than anything, but today he seemed nervous, jumpy.  
suddenly it was cold, and i vaguely wished that i’d remembered to 
bring a sweater.

“Johnny,” he said, “Miss cara. When’d you come in from 
Kentucky?”

“Yesterday afternoon,” i said. “Been trying to convince this one 
here to give up this fire and brimstone.”

i said it cheerfully, as if  to be funny. neither of  them laughed.
McKenna invited us into the manager’s office and poured us 

more cups of  coffee. Then he and dad retreated into the backroom 
and shut the door. I drank my coffee and flipped through the copy 
of  Newsweek someone had left on the manager’s desk. There were 
lots of  articles about the election and how each candidate would do 
in each state, but they’d apparently forgotten West Virginia. It was so 
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predictable i didn’t even roll my eyes.
After a while, Dad and McKenna came back in, both rubbing at 

their temples as if  they had terrible headaches.
“You own a handgun, Miss Cara?” McKenna asked.
dad laughed and shook his head. “naw,” he said, “she ain’t got 

no gun. she’s one of  those liberals who don’t believe in guns.”
McKenna pursed his lips in distaste and shrugged. “Well,” he 

said, “she can do what she wants.”
There were voices coming from outside the office, voices I 

couldn’t easily identify. dad went to the window.
“lordy,” he said. “oh, lordy, lordy.”
I got up to follow him, but McKenna put his hand on my arm.
“now, Miss cara,” he said, “you don’t want to see about that.”
“What’s going on?” i said. “dad?”
dad turned away from the window and stuck his hands in 

his pockets.
“Well,” he said, “it seems a bunch of  folks from up north 

got wind of  the fact that this mine ain’t exactly up to snuff when it 
comes to the standards of  the environmental Protection Agency 
up in Washington.”

i looked at him blankly. “What are you talking about? They 
fixed it up a while ago. I thought it was fine.”

dad shook his head. “no, not that.” 
“Then what?”
McKenna wrung his hands together. “This ain’t a standard mine 

anymore,” he said. “This mine is a strip mine now.”
strip mining. since i didn’t live in mine country anymore, mining 

issues were very rarely on my mind, but i did know that in utopia it 
was something of  a black-and-white issue.

“People need to eat,” McKenna said. “Strip mines feed ’em.”
“goddamn Yankees,” dad said. “What the hell they know 

about West Virginia?”
“They know it’s beautiful,” i said. “They don’t want to lose 

the mountain.”
dad’s eyes rolled so far up into his head i thought they might 

get stuck there.
“What the hell i care about the mountain? They could pave 
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over the mountain tomorrow if  it was gonna give my kids a better 
meal at night.” McKenna’s voice was sharp and angry. “The mountain 
is for people who can afford the mountain.”

The door opened, and several more men came in, wearing 
uMWA jackets.

“nina floyd’s out there,” one of  them said, “and she’s half-naked 
in front of  god and everyone.”

“nina floyd?” i asked, perhaps a little too breathlessly. nina 
floyd had won an oscar the year before for her role in a dark comedy 
that had been shot in lexington. i’d served her coffee, and she’d 
tossed her long red hair over her shoulder and said “Thank you-u-u,” 
in such a way that i had tried to emulate it for weeks after. All it had 
done was make my boyfriend ask me if  i had a cold.

“Yeah,” said dad, with a little suspicion in his voice. “nina floyd. 
she’s been poking around here for months.” he shook his head.

one of  the men who had come inside reached into his jacket 
and pulled out his handgun. handguns were a fact of  life in utopia 
—you saw them everywhere—but still, the nonchalance with which 
he handled it unnerved me.

“Why do you boys have to have your guns out all the time?” i 
asked. “They’re just protesting.”

“We protect what’s ours,” said McKenna darkly.
After a while, it was decided that we would go out and face the 

protesters head-on, block the entrance so they couldn’t get into the 
mine and engage in what McKenna called “their fool tricks.” They 
opened the door and filed out, one by one. In the parking lot there 
were dozens of  others—men, women, and children, most of  whom 
i recognized. But i didn’t want to talk to them, so i kept my head 
down and walked along silently, like a ghost.

The protesters had gathered outside the mine gates, now 
padlocked shut and guarded by the state police. They were all young 
and white and thin. Actually, they all looked a lot like nina floyd. 
And clean. The first thing that struck me was how clean they were. 
living in utopia gives you a kind of  unwashable grit in your hair and 
nails, as much a part of  you as your teeth and eyes. They were all 
chanting, wild, loud chants i couldn’t pick out. And at the front was 
nina floyd, her shirt showing her midriff  toned by the best hands in 
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los Angeles. And she ran her hands through her hair the same way 
she did in the coffee shop. 

I pushed past Dad and McKenna, ignoring their cries of  protest 
until i was as close to the gate as i could possibly get. i wanted to see 
Nina Floyd again, in the flesh, her body incorrupt by ashes.

someone behind me turned on their car radio.

You’re so condescending,
your gall is never-ending,

we don’t want nothin’, not a thing from you…

dad worked his way up to the front, beside me. he was panting 
now, gripping his chest in pain.

We’re not gonna take it,
we ain’t gonna take it,

oh, we’re not gonna take it anymore…

nina saw him. she held up her hand.
“Mr. de la Barre,” she said. her voice drifted smooth and 

unctuous through the gate. “i wonder if  you’d like to come outside 
and address the crowd. About the dangers of  mining.”

“To hell with you!” he shouted, and the crowd outside erupted 
in boos as the crowd behind us erupted in cheers and hollering.

she smiled, the kind of  smile my mother used to give me. “But,” 
she said, “it was mines like these that almost killed you.”

“only thing that killed me was you goddamn hippies chaining 
yourselves to the equipment for the last 20 years,” he spat.

“fuck the mine!” someone behind nina shouted, and they 
cheered again.

Dad stuck his finger through the iron bars of  the gate.
“i would just like to know,” he shouted hoarsely, “just how 

many of  you folks are from the mountains?”
“You don’t have to be from the mountains,” nina said, “to care 

about them.”
“sure,” said dad, shrugging, “but you don’t know nothin’ about 

what it means to live here.”
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nina reached into the loose canvas bag hanging at her side. 
“let me give you the card of  the southern Appalachia conservancy 
group…”

“Where’s that group headed up, Miss floyd?“
nina tossed her hair again. “charlotte, north carolina.”
“Wouldn’t hardly call that rural, would you?”
she ignored him. “Mountaintop removal is hazardous to the 

environment. Mountaintop removal is when—”
“i know what it is, Miss floyd. i do it every day.”
he said this with an air of  exasperation. You get used to it after 

a while, especially when you’re from where we are from. People 
assume you live and die by the mine, that you’re either illiterate or 
just unwilling to read the literature the environmental groups from 
the north send down. 

“And you’re destroying the earth!” a boy in a stocking cap next 
to nina shouted.

dad held up his hand. “folks, i don’t pretend like i don’t know 
what strip mining does to the mountain in the geographical sense. But 
the fact is, people gotta eat. And if  strip mining’s gonna save our 
economy, then i think the good people of  utopia and of  Appalachia 
are gonna be doing it for a long goddamn time.”

nina turned her nose up in the air. “We don’t want you making 
money,” she said, “at the expense of  our future.”

A surge of  white-hot rage shot through me. it was her voice, 
her perfect unaccented voice, with the hint of  self-absorption a person 
of  her caliber earns. us and them, us and them. What did she know 
about us?

in the days and weeks that followed, i thought long and hard 
about what happened next. About how i might have taken her 
slender, pale, clean neck between my two fists and shook, hard, 
until Dad and McKenna dragged me off  of  her, how she fell to 
the ground clutching at her breastbone, coughing. About how dad 
coughed harder on the drive back from the police station. About 
how nina floyd had her article in People about her savage attack by 
West Virginia miners, too dumb to know what was best for them, 
showing off  the purple bruises around her neck. 

“some girl did it to me,” she said. “some girl who just didn’t 
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know any better.”
And, most of  all, i remember how much my father looked like 

John Kennedy in the coffin, the cheap powder scaling his cheeks 
and nose, and, when they opened him up, they found everything in 
perfect order except his lungs, which were black as night. from the 
mine or from the cigarettes? We would never know.

dad did live and die by the mine, in a way. his was the utopia 
success story—a man can get rich through faith in god and hard 
work. his American dream. it might have killed him. But hell, it kept 
me fed and sent me to college and made him proud. We have so little 
in our lives, don’t we? And maybe it made me mad that nina floyd, 
with her muchness, with her money and her talent and her car, would 
try to take that away.

We protect what’s ours. We live and die by it.
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Gold, Silver, and

american voiceS

medalS
students in grades 7–12 submit works in 11 writing categories. 

This year more than 20,000 writing submissions were reviewed by 
the authors, educators, and literary professionals. gold, silver, and 
American Voices medals were awarded to works that demonstrated 
originality, technical skill, and emergence of  a personal voice.
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Victoria Sharpe, 16
south carolina governor’s school for the Arts and humanities
greenville, sc
Teacher: Mamie Morgan

Victoria Sharpe looks up to the poets Billy Collins and Stephen Dunn and 
feels inspired to write by the people she has met in her native town of  Greenville, 
South Carolina. In addition to writing, she is an avid whitewater kayaker. She 
hopes to keep writing and one day earn a master’s degree in creative writing.

maPs
Poetry

An aged atlas, skin-wrinkled pages 
laced with boyish scrawls, childhood 
sketched out in ink. i study the names of  distant, 
sand-covered cities: Tripoli and Pretoria. 

The shores that a child aches for. Maybe 
as the roundness of  your cheeks melts away, 
you forget there is life beyond your front door. 
You forget how the rivers in india 

look like the veins in a hand, how the men 
and women on an island in the Pacific scar their backs
with seashell pieces to say We are not children anymore. 

The tides of  the Atlantic stop ebbing 
at your brain, and the Andes peaks become
no more than a flowering of  triangles on a map. 
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Elise Lockwood, 18
university high school
carmel, in
Teacher: Alicia lamagdeleine

Elise Lockwood will attend Indiana’s DePauw University, where she plans to 
major in English and biology. She is inspired by Kurt Vonnegut’s biting satire 
and ability to challenge long-held assumptions. In the future, she’d like to write 
seriously while living in a tent on the Amazon River.

eve
Poetry

i don’t remember being that single, bloody rib.

The stark white bones sprouting like bald, jointed trees. Breasts, 
flabby knolls erupting from muscle striped like plowed fields. 

Adam giggling in the corner, i’m sure, adjusting his single,  
   well-positioned leaf, 
startled at the sight of  something so strange and different, 
at me. 

i started remembering at the time of  the skin rippling
over everything, 
from head downwards, toes upwards, meeting to connect at the 
   bottom of  the pelvic 
bone, then a nauseating shuddering and rolling like 
a boulder about to topple off  a cliff, teetering at the tip, then— 
“good enough,” god said,
and my skin went zipping together, inwards instead of  out.

There was a hole.

Where Adam had a summit, i had
nothing. Raw, unfinished, air.
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i asked Adam why. in his innocence, 
there was only the vague sense that his leaf  might be getting a  
   bit tighter,
so i left. 

i sat in the garden, 
surrounded by so much beauty it was 
commonplace, flowers as big as my head blooming beside me, 
the pollen coating my skin like gold,
and i would wonder. 

The animals Adam and i had named
refused to answer my questions, or maybe they just
didn’t know. 

The snake and i compared our bodies,
looking for a similar
incompleteness on her smooth underbelly,
finding none. 

I was alone. God had finished everyone else.

And then, the next time i visited the snake and her tree,
she told me
i could know why. i could know almost
as much as god knew.

“Eat this,” she said, handing me a fig. I took a small, scared bite, 
finding, even as I chewed, that it had needed to be done.
i tasted something pungent and strange,

Then i knew. 

i expected a rift in the earth, thunder at least, 
but all was silent as i looked down and saw what i had to be 
   ashamed of.
calling over Adam, i told him, “eat, and get that thing away from me.”
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flowers wilted under our feet as we took our last steps 
out of  the garden. our sorrows multiplied under god’s icy glare. 

he was the master of  the silent treatment. 

With each step away, i felt a twinge
between my legs.

With each step,
a drop of  blood,
leaving a trail
we could never follow back.
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Clara Fannjiang, 15
davis high school
davis, cA
Teacher: susan Pangelinan

Clara Fannjiang will be a junior at Davis High School in Davis, California. 
Although her primary interest is in the sciences, Clara enjoys reading and writing 
poetry as a means of  escape from everyday problems. She looks up to such poets 
as Irving Feldman, Craig Arnold, and Karen Volkman.

a PerPeTual sound
Poetry

the wise misters of  our time
or even their sons, their half-head
coddlings who attend
bighead academies with names of
sour shaving cream, they ask

big things like what if,  
let us say, see there’s this
big tree and it falls
and suppose there’s no one 
in its respective forest 

(firstly, we assume that every entity 
of  nature must – of  course! – be defined
by some syllabic fetter or another,
earth air riv er fi re
au tumn falls from sun

so ti red)
does it make a sound?
[exclamation mark here]
give me thy sugar-spun heart 
and i will give thee a lump of  coal.
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william once spent twenty-four entire seconds creaming a beetle 
with his chair leg, stamping a discursive essay of  bruise-colored juice 

and bitty crackled legs across the bulletin of  time, 
the fleckly linoleum. it’s nicer to think, oh yes, for a damsel 

in distress, see of  course karis thought bugs were yucko what is 
thato, but william doesn’t have swirly golden locks to flounce his 

nonexistent 
bravado and chivalry. he took his sweet honey love time, 

grating his stiff  little chair across the pitless floor
like it was a piece of  finely aged mozzarella 

with the curves of  a finely aged woman.

a crowd was in the stiff  little room 
where william committed his stiff  little murder.

               it made no sound. within twenty-four hours the speckled 
                  linoleum
            was once again virgin, purged, and the beetle was no longer 
         a what to is thato. someone pulled out a baton and did not 
            hallmark 
      the time or day across the fluorescent walls, and hurried us 
         along, 
   snappy black funeral heels and all, into schubert’s unfinished. 
it made no sound. 

a draught of  ennui can leave us stoned 
in perpetual motion
or perfectual stopping. old franz
was cursed with a roundhouse of
three-in-a-bar, and thus fell his

composing quill the way one 
falls a big tree in a great for est. 
his perpetual sound creates an asylum 
for a well-forgotten beetle, 
as it does for
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the lost-of-mind, the washingtons
and einsteins who burned into ashes
that fell away with the clear 
wind. there is no salvation for
a wronged beetle, there is no justice

for a poet who ridicules 
wise men. were the weight of  the world
balanced upon the undeath of
schrödinger’s cat, would the death of
william’s beetle be its accomplice? and say 

there was nothing left to say
in our midst; would we call upon his beetle 
to give the demagogues’ words? perhaps all 
was lost between the gorgons’ fall 
and the wretched anonymity 

of  the apple. over the lines of  the waters 
we will seek things greater than
creation, finer than the lingerings
of  small minds, farther than a beetle’s solstice 
could bring us. 
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Matt Schultz, 15 
highlands high school
Fort Thomas, KY
Teacher: Teri foltz            

Matt Schultz was inspired to write his submission after reading Henry Rollins’ 
solipsist, which deals with the same themes of  loneliness and pain that he 
touches on in his poem. He is an avid guitar player and hopes to be a professional 
musician in the future.

don’T
Poetry

don’t.  
My skin will burn you.  
i never want to hurt you  
but i will,  
and i won’t stop. 
i hate myself  more  
and more each day
because i know this.  
i see the pain 
you’ve lived through—  
the scar tissues  
obscuring your lips  
and infecting your  
fallopian tubes —  
and it’s nothing.    

don’t.  
You can’t trust me.  
i’m just like the others—  
ignorant, stupid, selfish.  
i will put your heart  
in a bag and slam it  
against the wall until  
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it’s runny and frothy  
and my anger is   
completely  
gone;  
i can’t help it  
that i feel good  
seeing you bleed—  
the sight of  blood  
gets me high.    

don’t.  
if  you want
human contact,  
touch someone else—  
fuck them,  
kiss them,  
give them  
the most intense  
orgasm you can because   
i don’t need it.  
i can live off  of    
loneliness, indecision,  
depression and repression, 
hate and anger,  
because those are comforting;  
between them, i have nothing  
to prove or be or strive for.  
They say patience is a virtue. 
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Nicholas Vafiadis, 14
The Village School
houston, TX
Teacher: Kate Ferguson   

Nicholas Vafiadis is a Houston resident whose poems deal with themes of  
identity and philosophy. He wishes to create beautiful poetry so he can leave 
behind something that other people will be inspired by. In addition to writing, 
he plays several instruments, including the guitar, piano, and violin. One day he 
would like to be a doctor.

PePPer shaker of lIes
Poetry

The moment the soup touched my lips
i knew it could be the best i ever had
it just needed pepper
Three little shakes of  pepper
Would forever engrave this soup
into the glorious pantheon of  all great soups
Three little shakes
And my taste buds would bask in a nirvana of  flavor
And shake i did
Much to my surprise
This was not pepper
rather than familiar black ashes
fell cruel white hail
from this pepper shaker of  lies
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Nadra Mabrouk, 18
Dr. Michael M. Krop Senior High School
Miami, fl
Teacher: Jason Meyers

Nadra Mabrouk was born in Cairo, Egypt, and has lived in the U.S. half  her 
life. She will attend Florida International University, where she hopes to study 
journalism and eventually earn a master’s degree in fine arts. Her work focuses 
on her personality and the personalities that surround her every day.

unTITled
Poetry

i. 
My father is a fraud.
he is afraid of  losing his identity
and love.
so he stays up late,
watching televised stories
about the similarities between lovers and lies
as he fingers his collar 
with the button on the middle of  his throat
that my mother sewed in steady place
so she wouldn’t be tempted to slit it. 

he doesn’t know about that, though. 
he only knows his childhood
and how truthful he was. 

sometimes he wishes
when we’re all asleep. 

ii. 
My mother is a dreamer.
she stands on the windowsill
and cleans between the panes,
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praying to the god
to distract her eyes
from the pale way her daughter’s face shivers
in scared contortions late at night. 

iii.
My brother is a hero.
he keeps two guns in a cardboard box under his clothing
next to the books he will never have the time to read.
The day he got his uniform,
he was nowhere to be found.
And now he sits cross-legged staring wide-eyed 
in front of  all the doors i close and lock. 
Because what he doesn’t know 
will almost certainly hurt him. 

he doesn’t know me. 

IV.
My sister is confused.
she likes to put on little plays
she doesn’t know are true stories
To make me laugh about my mistakes
until she holds me by the waist
And makes my hands shake from crying. 

she will never see. 

V. 
My friend is depressed.
she calls me in the darkest of  nights
To whisper on the phone and then grow silent
Because there isn’t much we can do.
little Benjamin draws her presents
of  newborn frogs smiling
and suns with crudely painted rays
that reach out to all four corners
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to make her stay in her too large bed at night.

she doesn’t stay. 

VI. 
My love is alone.
he had another
until his car veered off  
into the dying branches
and her breath 
smelt of  permanently crushed glass. 
now i beg him to keep holding my hand
whenever we go down long staircases
because they spiral down in unnatural patterns
and i’m scared his legs from the accident
would kill him on the way down
and his hot breath would smell of  the cold concrete beneath. 

VII. 
i am a liar.
So I write until my fingers
smell like the tired hum
of  the computer.
The letters fade off  the keyboard and disappear
Because all my pencils are broken
Just like everything else i own

i am alive.
As i sing along to the voices 
that always knew more than me
and try to look up meanings
Because i don’t understand
And never will
But they all try to make me 
keep going to feel the sad fate of  my poetry
and read things
that would make them love
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their own decrepit lives. 

i am hope
Between 12:35 and 3 a.m.,
wondering if  i can be as productive as my hands
that caress the drunk words my love slurs
between gasps of  vomit
and uncomfortable sleep.
As i continue singing the meaning 
of  every song in my head to him
until it hurts enough to sleep
and dream of  silent colors that don’t have the courage to ever exist
and things so impossible to say 
to the lies living with me.
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Mimi Hamblin, 16
Karl G. Maeser Preparatory Academy
lindon, uT
Teacher: Matt Kennington

Mimi Hamblin lives in Provo, Utah. Her work conveys her fascination with 
libraries, which she considers to be nearly sacred. She’d like to study psychology, 
creative writing, and biology in college and wants to become a certified masseuse in 
her spare time. Her hobbies include singing, sewing, and dog grooming. 

eulogy
Poetry

He died on the second floor of  the public library
sometime after work on a friday evening.
A blood clot hit his brain, and
he slumped forward into sonnet #133: 
“Beshrew that heart that makes my heart to groan.”

from the stained-glass window overhead
red evening light burned quiet on the page,
crossed the back of  his hand,
singed tips of  hair.

What grace can be said?

he lay there among stacks 
of  hard-backed friends, 
disturbing no one.
There he lay, his back 
arched up and over
into the valley 
of  the shadow        
of  words 
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where i let him lie
until closing time,
switched off  the lamp,
let those fire-ribbons unravel    
and the inked words
drip, drip, shadow.

Better to leave him undisturbed.
Better to be silent.
Because silence is nothing,
and nothing is so full of  words.
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Wesley Snell, 18
charleston county school of  the Arts
north charleston, sc
Teacher: rene Miles

Wesley Snell will attend Reed College in Portland, Oregon, and plans to major 
in anthropology. He grew up in South Carolina and his home state’s socio-racial 
tensions are reflected in his writing. He is influenced by such authors as Milan 
Kundera, David Foster Wallace, and Pablo Neruda, as well as his travels to 
other places and countries.

sTandard-Bearer 
Poetry

Young emmett Till, 
fished out of  a river at fourteen. 
his line—barbed wire 
wrapped tight around a hoarse throat, 
the hook a hasty bullet, 
the weight a cotton gin fan 
that bore him all the way 
to the bottom-feeders, 
to the festering wound itself, 
sent by those southern boys
who grin with teeth the color of  pus.

Young emmett Till, 
fished out of  a river at fourteen.
Boiled in his mother’s tears 
and the bitter sweat of  others like him, 
he served cold, limp, and rotten 
a world that had waited to see 
what the south would cook up next. 
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Young emmett Till, 
fished out of  my memory at fourteen 
when i heard that racism was 
a thing of  the past, 
a dwelling-point, 
a trifle.
 
Young emmett Till, 
fished out of  a river at fourteen,
your face 
remains hidden beneath muddy waters, 
stripped of  honor, 
screaming.
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Elizabeth Gobbo, 15
homeschool
hood river, or
Teacher: laurel Armerding

Elizabeth Gobbo grew up in the Central Valley of  California, and her piece is 
a reflection on the scorching summers she remembers from her hometown. She is 
inspired by the ancient poetry of  Beowulf and dabbles in theater and music as 
well as writing. She hopes one day to earn her living as a singer-songwriter.

HeaT
Poetry

i seen the summer
he’s nothin’ but an old man— 
he sits on a creaking maple wood chair,
Been too lazy to replace,
grinnin’ like some crazy stray cat stretched on a warm stone step,
spinnin’ a long yarn for a crowd of  kids all clustered ’round,
And tapping the ash from his cigarette onto the ground,
like nothin’ else in the world matters,
’cept the cool brush of  long dry grass ’round his hairy ol’ ankles
And the sweet taste of  tobacco and the thick chocolate breeze.

i seen the summer
lyin’ down in the tall smooth stalks of  corn,
Worn brown hands behind his head and feet crossed,
listenin’ to the honey-whispers, 
singin’ with the creeping purple-gray belly of  the dawn,
And watchin’ the stars as they dance.

i seen the summer
Walkin’ by the side of  the river,
steppin’ soft so pebbles underfoot rustle like down pillows,
Skipping silky flat stones into the rippling mirror-water,
They leap and jump so fast,
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Then sink to the bottom,
’Til the cloth spun current sweeps them to the shore,
And someone comes along,
To find one.
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Ruth Prillaman, 15
richard Montogmery high school
rockville, Md
Teacher: Molly clarkson

Ruth Prillaman wrote her piece in the margins of  her French-class notebook and 
eventually rescued and revised it. She thinks that her drive to write came from 
her father, who always encouraged her. She admires Dylan Thomas and Sylvia 
Plath. One day, she’d like to write a novel or a musical.

french
Poetry

L’Académie française strives to preserve the virtue of  the  
   french language.
Well, I don’t find that dreadful mademoiselle very virtuous.
in fact, she’s almost sinful.
Beautiful on the outside,
But sinister and mysterious.
she follows no patterns,
Abides by no rules,
And lives to seduce and mystify all mankind.
she twists this way and that,
Adorning herself  with accents,
Trying on countless conjugations for size.
she does what she pleases, when she pleases
And we follow like eager puppies.
Why, you may ask?
C’est la vie.
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Cameron Langford, 17
north Mecklenberg high school
huntersville, nc
Teacher: laura Taylor

Cameron Langford usually begins her creative process by writing dozens of  pages, 
then isolates a good sentence and expands on it. Her parents are both doctors and 
she inherited their fascination with the human body, which plays heavily in her 
piece. She wants to be involved in the publishing business when she is older.

medITaTIon In The yoga sTudIo mIrror
Poetry

i forget why i am held in 
so tightly
           by my skin. What if
my skin peeled           backwards 
                     in sheets
and bloomed
            like an upside-down flower, heaved
to the earth by gravity, tracing
            absentmindedly the loops of  nervous bundles, pulling part
from part like tree branches sketched
                      in the air, 
and leaving bare
the broad sling of  my          outstretched musculature,

muscles that are          tough 
         and dry
and strong, tethering
my joints to my joints, encasing 
my sockets with membranous tendons
and cartilage as smooth as sea glass, 
the hodgepodge
i use to collage so many bits
together.
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Gussie Roc, 15
saint Ann’s school
Brooklyn, nY
Teacher: Marty skoble 

Gussie Roc is a native of  Brooklyn, New York. She often describes city life in 
her poetry. She wants her readers to take their own message away from her work, 
rather than prescribing a particular one for them. In addition to writing, she is 
interested in filmmaking, violin, viola, and ballet.

she waTched her feeT... 
Poetry

she watched her feet
Walk down the street
on a saturday morning 
counting how many steps it took
To get from her front door
To the bagel shop on the corner
And when she got to number twenty-two
An old man shouted
 
i can control time 
With my broken watch
And that’s why we can all agree
That on wet, cloudy days
Time moves slower.
 
she looked at him puzzled.
Maybe it’s just the dark dreary mood
caused by the overcast she said.
But he just looked down and
 
Tapped his watch on his knee
And whispered
do you know the hands don’t move anymore?
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she didn’t say anything.
did you know that i can’t see the numbers anymore?
she was silent. 
 
it’s because i broke my glasses he said.
And slipped his watch
Back into his pocket.
When i cup my hands like this he said
i can see heaven
And the angels.
They don’t do anything but play the harp all day
And eat grapes straight from the vine.
 
she said 
Maybe you’re just seeing into your head.
like daydreaming.
 
he sighed.
 
My hands are cold he said.
But i lost my gloves 
A very long time ago
And i drank the coffee i bought to keep them warm.
he stared at her for a while
And tucked his hands
under his armpits
rocking.
Why don’t you speak? god gave you the gift of  voice.
she shrugged.
 
dance with me he said.
And she felt bad
Because his watch didn’t tell time
And his hands weren’t warm 
And they were on a crowded street 
But he was crazy and alone
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so she joined him 
 
And as they waltzed 
in the middle of  the sidewalk 
he spun her around 
Then joined the ranks of  the people 
That trudged along,
Keeping pace,
on a saturday morning 
And when she stopped spinning,
she stood there puzzled.
Then she bowed her head
Kept walking
And counted from twenty-two. 
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Sophie Obayashi, 15
st. Mary’s Academy
Portland, or
Teacher: sara salvi

Sophie Obayashi wrote her piece to communicate the subtleties of  perception 
and complication. She hails from Portland, Oregon, an artistic community that 
shaped her as an artist and a person. She is inspired by Shel Silverstein, e.e. 
cummings, and Kelsey Rakes. One day, she’d like to study and experience many 
other cultures.

someThIng lIke decadence
Poetry

last night i dreamt of  buttons
     i was a man with harmonica lips
     you were the number six
     [six] cracks down your broken spine
i swam in Atlantis
and pulled the scales off  the tender fish
     i plucked them like feathers
     one by one so i could hear each of  them scream
I was watching the dirt collect under my fingernails
     and telling them thanks for the memories

but i was never one for lying

last night i didn’t dream of  buttons
i dreamt of  acid on cold pavement
     i was a man with love-handle hips
     you were the number nine
     [nine] cracks—no, bullets through my spine,
     through my heart
i was drowning
i was running
I was flying
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and i was plucking feathers off  the birds of  paradise
     not one by one
     but dozen by dozen

last night i didn’t dream of  birds
or numbers or acid
i dreamt of  seashells
and colors and something iridescent

last night i didn’t dream at all

Well, i was never one for lying.
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Darcy Tuttle, 16
latin school of  chicago
chicago, il
Teacher: frank Tempone  

Darcy Tuttle attends high school in Chicago, Illinois. In addition to writing, 
she dances ballet, swims, and plays softball. In the future, she would like to be a 
classical archaeologist. Darcy would like to thank the teachers who inspired her 
to become a writer, as well as her mother and father for encouraging her.

relIcs and dreams
Poetry

i am the god 
of  broken things,
Of  birds that fly 
but do not sing,
of  choking sighs 
lingering,
And all the sorrows life can bring.

i am hidden cracks 
in perfect hearts,
A festering wound 
that burns and smarts,
An empty locket,
iron darts,
A million lost and pointless starts.

i breathe a lie,
i kiss a dream,
i lose my sanity
between,
i taste the sun—
my hope is keen,
But all’s for naught and not as seen.
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i am the god
who tastes of  brine,
A friend of  those
who love to pine,
My fate is fixed,
or i’d resign
And face the gods with better jobs than mine.

Aria

i sit alone on
Damp curb, watch condoms float
And i breathe the night.

Ouch

splinter 
my world
You know you want to.
cast is clattering
convulsing
To shatter on your kitchen floor.
so you can sweep it all up,
smiling
so neatly.
And i’ll watch your teeth
Harsh and artificial
they’ll glint white
As i fade away. 

Teen

i am an echo
of  tight jean conformity—
one dumb, endless laugh.
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ThIrTeen ways of lookIng  
aT a dachshund
Poetry
                                                                                               
1.
like a curse                                                                       
A dachshund will                                                                               
Bite you if  you                                                                               
stare too long 
into the black 
Marbles in her skull.                                                                 
                                                                                                              
2.
i am of  three minds                                           
like three dachshunds                                                    
under a bed not wanting 
To go for a walk. 

3.
A sharp shadow
Magnifies 
The icicles 
on a dachshund’s
spine.
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4.
life is moving.
The dachshund must
                       Bark.

5.
it was dark all morning.
The dachshund sleeps 
under the covers 
                on top of  my legs.
                i have woken up 
Yet i am going to wake up. 

6.
At the sight 
of  a dachshund
lying in green light
even a dachshund 
Would have trouble
living in the moment.

7.
she walks low 
on the ground with
her head held 
             high.
Why must you train
for a perfect dog
When you can have
            a dachshund?
she knows your thoughts
Before you think them
To get on your nerves
            a little more.
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8.
Many cannot dream of  dachshunds.
They are too real.
                        dachshunds dream
Because they cannot live 
enough awake. A dachshund dreams
                                 it is hungry.
When we yell our inner dachshund speaks.

9.
his heart
leapt 
When he thought
The shrill 
Bell of  the
fire drill
Was a dachshund
Barking. 

10.
The postcard from the dachshund 
says nothing.
That way it is easier to read.
The stamp is enough.

11.
The swan listens for the other 
Part of  herself  and when 
The dachshund barks she stops waiting.

12.
When a dachshund writes a poem
she makes sure to write as little 
As possible so people won’t get 
confused. her favorite thing to do 
is to rhyme, so when she forgets how
To read she can remember it all again. 
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13. 
dumbo stole his ears 
from a dachshund
But dachshunds don’t 
Mind. dachshunds 
help the blackbirds
help dumbo.
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faIry Tales
Personal Essay/Memoir

i. Battles

once upon a time, there was a boy named Michele Angelo 
Petroccione, running across luxembourg.

his feet are sore, so sore, from running what feels like thousands 
of  miles, and his hands are smeared with dirt. Michele has not turned 
and looked back since he started to run. he cannot shake that ever-
present sense that his pursuers are just behind him. he keeps running, 
trying to keep his gaze straight. The sunrise is his focus point.

he is already shivering, and with every distant shout and dog 
howl he shivers more. Michele picks up his pace. he wonders if  they 
are close.

he stumbles, falls, and heaves himself  off  of  the cold ground. 
he looks down at the german uniform he wears, now streaked 
with dirt. he is disgusted to even be wearing it, but he knows it is 
necessary to make it out of  germany alive. he remembers how 
clean it was when he first stole it, first beat the crucco down with his 
shoes, the only heavy objects he could find nearby. Michele stole 
the uniform, saving only the italian insignia from his own bloody 
war clothes. he knew he would need it later, for france, when he 
escaped the prison.
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The dirt is tinged with red, from garnet in the soil. it looks 
like blood.

Michele remembers his old uniform, stained with the blood of  
his fallen comrades. he takes a shaky breath, and memories surge 
forward once again. The plumes of  gas on the battlefield. The 
peppered sound of  gunshots. Blood. Blood on his hands. Blood on 
his shirt. Blood.

he stops to vomit.
he was stationed in libya before the war began, and then called 

back to his homeland, to caporetto, the name he can never forget. he 
was called to Kobarid to fight for his country in this “Great War.”

he will never forget the day.
Blood. Blood everywhere. he pulls his canteen from beneath 

the uniform that is not his. he takes a hasty sip. Water spills over his 
trembling lips, the metallic taste making his tongue curl reflexively.

When he was a boy, he was terrified of  dragons. As a man, he 
knows dragons are nowhere near as scary as what men do to other 
men in places like caporetto.

Caporetto. The name he will never forget.
he wants to hold his mother just once more again. Oh, Mama… 

he fears he is lost, alone, and hungry and maybe near a land where 
they will shoot him down if  they do not see his italian insignia in 
time. Michele replaces his canteen, and runs again. Oh, Mama… only 
a few more countries left to cross. only a few more lines in the dirt 
to smudge. Then, he will be home again.

ii. Princess locked in a Tower

once upon a time, there was a princess named stella, locked 
away in a ship for 30 days.

“Papa!” she calls, but Peter does not answer. he is asleep, a trickle 
of  spit gathered on the edge of  his lip, for the first time in a week.

stella sits beside him, head in her hands. The rocking is making 
her nauseated. With every minute that goes by, the ship lurches from 
side to side, rolling and roaring like a great beast. stella feels sick, and 
does not know where to turn.
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swallowing her stomach, she pulls herself  up and watches the 
sea through a dirt-stained mirror. giant dragons made of  water 
battle each other for dominance, blue-gray scales grinding against 
blue-green. There is no sun, only storm.

stella closes her eyes, and sits again. coughs echo through the 
cabin, and she covers her mouth and nose. Everyone is sick here. Their 
heaving and choking make a rhythm parallel to the pound of  the 
waves against the boat’s wooden sides.

It has been 27 days. stella knows it will be over soon. Peter said 
it would take only 30. she wonders if  she can stand any more. stella 
curls up besides Peter, snuggling against her father’s hard shoulders. 
his handlebar mustache twitches in his sleep.

America will be very different from Greece. she thinks of  all the 
stories she has heard, of  cobblestone streets where half  the stones 
are pure gold nuggets, of  money falling from the sky once a month. 
stella wants everyone else to join her and Papa soon. she misses her 
mother already. Oh, Mama… her arms would be so comforting.

stella counts sheep as she tries to sleep, eno, thio, tessera, her 
long, chestnut waves spilling over her shoulders, and she thinks of  
home… Three more days…

iii. Magic Potions

once upon a time, there was a woman named concetta, mixing 
magic on her porch steps.

concetta takes a sip of  her own creation, wiping the sweat from 
her brow. Massachusetts heat is fierce as any dragon this time of  
year, and she is exhausted from running back and forth between 
here and there, up and down, basement and porch.

This brew is good.
concetta grew up watching her mother make grappa in Via 

grande, sicily, and remembers the recipe for it well. Thank you, 
Mama. selling it is her better source of  income. The mills pay 
nowhere near as well.

She fingers the scar on her index finger, a blessing compared 
to what could have been. Spinners are blessed dually for each finger they 
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have left. she sometimes wonders why she left sicily, why she came 
to L’America, land of  the not-so-rich, home of  the frequently 
greedy. she expected sidewalks made of  solid gold. instead, she 
finds herself  sticking her fingers by day and making bottles of  
moonshine by night. she still thinks in her native, rough italian 
but speaks in memorized phrases and idioms of  english. she only 
talks to her family and neighbors in italian, because others mock 
her everywhere else.

concetta tells Anita, her eldest, to watch the roads when she 
is not in school. The Prohibition makes no exceptions, even for the poor. 
she gives grazia spoonfuls of  her grappa when she cries at night. 
it helps the little one sleep. They are 11 years apart in age, and 
concetta wonders if  they will ever be friends.

Tying a cloth around her head, she fills a bottle and places it by 
the rows of  others. she has boiled birch bark in with this brew. it 
tastes faintly like the mint she used to grow in L’Italia. The bottles 
sit with crocheted blankets and dishtowels, stitched prayers, and 
embroidered handkerchiefs, piled high on the stairs.

But it is the magic Concetta brews in her basement, and flavors 
on her porch, that really draws in the money. 

IV. The Loss of  a Mother

once upon a time, there was a girl named Tina who watched 
her mother wither away.

irene had asked Tina when Mana would walk again, but Tina 
didn’t know the answer. rather, she knew the answer but was not 
about to share it with her younger sister—never. Mana would not 
stand again, nor braid her hair, nor cook them meals again. Mana 
was almost gone.

Tina drew her pictures, but Mana’s eyes could barely see them. 
Tina stopped drawing what she thought Mana wanted to see, and 
started drawing what she was feeling.

The dead infant. The chest of  baby clothes upstairs that would 
never be emptied.

she had blocked irene’s ears when Mana was in labor, scream-
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ing as she pushed the flesh-colored lump into open air. It was dead 
before it had time to die. Tina was grateful.

she thought Mana would never stop crying, and kept irene 
from her pain, until she realized how cruel it would be if  irene 
never had the chance to say goodbye. Tina could see the life ebbing 
from her.

It stared with parched lips, and moved to knobby fingers. Pale 
skin, forehead sweat, fever. glassy eyes.

Tina watched and drew and waited for 26 days for her mother to 
die. “infection,” she heard the doctor mutter as she painted heaven in 
the kitchen. she would not know that word for a long time.

glassy eyes became labored breathing. Became coughing, 
became wheezing. Became chills, became violent shakes. Tina 
waited for death.

When her shiny eyes could finally see no more, Tina took a 
lighter to her drawings, and the flames devoured the pictures with 
their dragon-like tongues. she planted a rose in their ashes. she and 
Irene carved wooden eggs and filled them with crafted geese and 
saints, and placed them in their mother’s casket.

Tina traced her fingers over her mother’s pencil letters, her name, 
stella dascolous, in her greek Bible. she wrote hers underneath, and 
swore to keep it forever.

V. Sing, Dance, and Be Merry

once upon a time, there was a grandfather named Anthony 
who knew he was dying.

he gave them all this psalm to read.

Psalm 30
The Blessedness of  Answered Prayer

A Psalm. A song at the dedication of  the house of  david.

i will extol You, o lord, for You have lifted me up,
And have not let my foes rejoice over me.

o lord my god, i cried out to You,
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And You healed me.
o lord, You brought my soul up from the grave;

You have kept me alive, that i should not go down to the pit.
sing praise to the lord, you saints of  his,

And give thanks at the remembrance of  his holy name.
for his anger is but for a moment,

his favor is for life;
Weeping may endure for a night,

But joy comes in the morning.

now in my prosperity i said,
“i shall never be moved.”

lord, by Your favor You have made my mountain  
stand strong;

You hid Your face, and i was troubled.

i cried out to You, o lord;
And to the lord i made supplication:

“What profit is there in my blood,
When i go down to the pit?

Will the dust praise You?
Will it declare Your truth?

hear, o lord, and have mercy on me;
lord, be my helper!”

You have turned me for my mourning into dancing;
You have put off  my sackcloth and clothed me with gladness,

To the end that my glory may sing praise to You and not  
be silent.

o lord my god, i will give thanks to
You forever.

death’s cancerous claws are no match for a drill sergeant’s spirit. 
no match for a baseball-loving, ham-and-cheese-sandwich-making, 
all-around-rejoicing grandfather of  three. no way in hell.

he knew that when he gave them the psalm. so they would 
rejoice, instead of  dismay. so they would celebrate how much of  the 
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world he saw (Japan, Australia, Aruba, london), and how he spent 
his time in it. how he traveled where only dragons swam, and rode 
their backs in fierce pursuit of  life.

death may kill, but it does not conquer those who believe.

VI. Saints

once upon a time, a different grandfather walked the streets of  
Boston hours before he died.

The last time i saw my grandfather, it was in faneuil hall. The 
Wood hill Middle school bell choir was performing christmas 
carols on december the 22nd, their music ringing through brisk 
winds and snowy breaths. i played B4 and c5, middle c, always the 
center of  things.

Papou came to watch. he stood, with his newsboy hat and 
tweed jacket, brown shined shoes, and pleated pants. he wore a 
scarf  that day.

he wished i hadn’t been chewing gum “like a horse,” as he put 
it to my mother two hours later. But he was proud of  me, beaming as 
my hands danced through transitions and rhythms and a complicated 
solo during “Jingle Bell rock.” he hugged me, kissed me, and told me 
loved me. i did the same.

he left not long thereafter. i blew him a kiss and said “i love 
you” once again. he did the same.

seven hours later, he was gone, dead at the wheel of  a parked 
car. his giant heart had given out on a simple, snowy afternoon, two 
years after the triple bypass and forty after the guillain-Barré that 
almost did him in. Three days before christmas. Three days before a 
12-pound prime rib and good holiday cheer.

his name was george, for st. george, slayer of  the devil, slayer 
of  the dragon.

VII. Bloodlines

once upon a time, there was a man named Biaggio, who lived 
in the 1800s.
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Biaggio, who married a woman named concetta, who gave birth 
to gaetano, who married grazia and gave birth to concetta again.

concetta, who married rosario, son of  Anna and salvatore, 
son of  rosario and rosaria. concetta, who gave birth to grazia and 
Anita, who married Antonio, son of  Antonio and dominica, who 
gave birth to another Antonio.

Antonio, who married eileen, daughter of  santa nicola, daughter 
of  Pasquale and dorotea. eileen, daughter of  Michele, son of  Maria 
Teresa and davide. eileen, who gave birth to Anthony.

Anthony, who married stephanie, daughter of  Tina, daughter of  
nicholas and stella, daughter of  Peter. stephanie, daughter of  george, 
son of  Mary and James. stephanie, who gave birth to samantha.

once upon a time, there was the blood of  italy, blood of  
caporetto, blood of  naples and sicily, blood of  sparta, and blood 
of  Thessaly, all in the same girl at once.

samantha.

Amen.
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all lIghTs comIng aT us  
from The sound
Personal Essay/Memoir

And there is the wedding tonight on the beach, all the guests 
dressed up and it rains and I’m there to film, given a camera older 
than myself  to hold and thank god it’s a short ceremony because i 
almost drop it it’s so heavy. everyone looks up and the bride comes 
down from the big winding stairs in the reception hall, where the 
ceremony relocates during the storm. And she walks to where her 
husband stands, where i stand with my arms shaking under that 
heavy thing, recording this moment in sharp black and white. The 
camera drifts to erin, her standing in the corner, pinned up, her blue 
dress, her face soft in all the light coming in through the windows—
it’s still sunny even though outside it thunders. The bride begins to 
speak and i focus back on her, and she says “i do” and she’s kissed, 
and she and the groom have their first dance and they eat; Erin and 
i sneak out to the beach when we notice it stops raining. now it’s 
dark, two hours of  wedding gone by the same way all weddings do. 
We take off  our shoes and run out to the water, the sound lit up with 
the skyline of  the city and all those apartments on the water.

A wedding arch is in the sand, this one cheap plastic, made 
to stay outside and get wet, and we walk over to it, cautious of  the 
instinctive kiss these things provoke. But there isn’t any tension, us 
three years apart, friends since elementary, erin going off  to college 
soon while i’m starting sophomore year. 
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This is what we share before she leaves for college: the simple 
beach, the same loud wedding songs drowned out by the tiny waves 
lapping at our feet, the bell-buoys.

Your mom said there’s a lesbian wedding upstairs, she says.
Really? i say.
Yeah, she says. We should check it out.
so we walk to a gazebo and pluck the sand from our feet, 

carefully putting on our shoes. And we slip back in unnoticed, 
making for the doors to the hallway when my mom spots us. You! 
she says. We need you.

us?
Yes, Mom says. The dJ won’t let anyone dance till someone 

swing-dances first. And you’re the only ones who know how.
oh. We don’t know that much, erin says. only a few steps. And 

we know different styles.
i’m lindy hop, i say.
i don’t even know the name of  mine, erin says.
Well…practice for a few minutes, Mom says. And then go to 

the dance floor. Because I want to dance, goddammit.
so we slip out into the hall, standing there for a moment, 

laughing, thinking about summer. This is the first time we’ve seen 
each other in months, but here we are, we’re making jokes, we’re 
acting like we did when we were young. This is what we do, climb 
deep into the nostalgia of  our roots. And now we teach each other 
our respective styles, humming what few swing songs we know to 
catch the beat. rock-step, back, forward, and kick. You got it. Alright. 
You ready? let’s do this.

And the doors open and we walk onto the floor, all giddy with 
everyone watching, with everyone waiting to be dazzled with our flips 
and spins and jump-kicks, but we do none of  those. We only know 
the simple stuff, the stuff  they teach old married couples who go to 
dancing classes to add excitement to their lives. But here we are, 
look at us, alternating jumps and steps; i spin her out and in, her 
hair flying up like a second dress, and we just keep on, smiling, and it’s 
good and simple and beautiful and i’m laughing, and she’s laughing  
and people start to clap along. And we become a blur of  brown and 
blue, we’re improvising, making up moves. We’re like marionettes 
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with our clumsy feet, but it’s good, and it’s simple and beautiful 
and it’s frustrating. And the song ends and we leave the floor with  
applause, sitting down, exhausted, us red in the face. i excuse myself  
for the bathroom, the door to the men’s room slams when i walk in, 
checking under all the dirty stalls for shitting feet, and i curse.

This time last night it was just me and a phone and i lie on my 
bed in the dark, elliott on the other end, us making small talk to keep 
from doing homework. What’s the assignment again, for english? 
uh…well, you had to read those two books over the summer. Well, 
yeah, i read those, of  course. oh…well, you have to write an essay 
about your best friend or something. oh, yeah, right, who did you 
do? i did erin…did you do yours yet?

no, elliott says. i’m not sure who i should write about. Maybe 
i’ll combine a few friends into one. 

i did that a bit for my essay about erin, i say. Just to be able to 
write more. i feel like a part of  us was lost. she’s been at summer 
camp so i haven’t seen her in months. But we’re going to a wedding 
tomorrow night, i say. And i can’t wait. 

erin’s the one who’s old enough to be your mom, right? says 
elliott.

hah, no, i say. she’s three years older. But we’ve known each 
other since we were kids.

A silence comes and then i can only hear his exhales coming in, 
distorted through the phone. i’ve only known this elliott a year, but 
now every night there’s always us on the phone, always us finding 
something to talk about: our friends and all the countries we’ll never 
visit, all the places we’ll never see. 

A man walks into the bathroom while i stand so close to the 
mirror scowling and it fogs up from all that swearing. i see him and 
pretend to blow my nose, and i walk back out, walking back into the 
wedding room, and erin comes up. Alright, let’s check out that other 
wedding, she says. 

so we’re sneaking out again, down the hall into the elevator, 
feeling once more like we’re young, making faces in the slick black 
of  the reflective walls all around us, and we stick out our tongues and 
cross our eyes and laugh, and it’s good, and Erin fixes her hair. 
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i’m still not sure if  i should write about you or Mary or greg, 
elliott says. Too many to choose from.

i don’t know what you’d be able to say about me, i say. i mean 
all we do is talk on the phone. 

Yeah. You’re boring, elliott says, and he laughs. Maybe i’ll write 
my essay about a friend of  mine who’s secretly gay, he says, and no 
one suspects but me.

Awesome, i say. good luck with that.

The elevator opens and erin and i step off  and start down the 
hall, the music from the upstairs wedding room low and droning. 
erin bites her lip, expecting strobe lights and erotic dancing. We turn 
the corner; outside the wedding room, two people sit on the floor, 
their heads hung, bored enough to look dead. But erin walks right 
by, peeking into the room from the doorway to find everyone sitting, 
all those people quiet around round tables, conversation already ex-
hausted. drat, she says. This sucks.

honestly, i’m surprised no one suspects, i say. 
Because it’s true? elliott says.
no, i say.
Well, you do find a new girlfriend every two days, he says.
Yeah. i guess i’m just good like that, i say. But…i can’t tell 

when girls flirt.
Yeah, same here, he says. 
When they flirt I just think they’re being nice, I say. And then, 

bam, they’re my girlfriend. i don’t know how it happens.
Yeah, he says. i mean, i like girls…pretty girls, but they do 

nothing for me.
so what does that mean? i say.
i don’t know. What do you think it means? 
i guess we’re asexual.
Yes, he says. We’re asexual.
And we laugh at this; we laugh at all the girlfriends we’ve had 

and their faces, and the way they kiss and the way we look at them 
with their eyes closed, leaning in. 

But in all seriousness, he says. Are you?
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Back down we take the stairs, erin exaggerating disappointment 
to entertain me, to make me laugh. The stairs, big and winding, are 
almost too grand for this place on the beach; a chandelier hangs and 
it’s so close it sways when we walk by, through the lobby, and we can 
hear music from our wedding hall again, all those same party songs 
muffled by big doors. That was so disappointing, Erin says. I wanted 
girls popping out of  cakes.

is that really what you want? i say. Because, you know, i can 
arrange that.

Well, i feel like we’re both avoiding the question…, i say, now 
biting my lip in the dark. so are you, or are you not?

Am i asking or telling? elliott says.
What?
I asked you first, he says.
no fun, i say.
I asked you first.
Well, i say, i mean it seems like we’re both trying to say it 

without actually saying it, here. i feel like we’re both too afraid, or 
something, like if  we—

I’M FUCKING GAY.
And i stop. elliott’s words bring a silence and i’m sitting up 

now in my bed, breathing fast, hunched over, and he’s breathing hard 
into the phone, i can feel it.

And he says, You don’t have to respond to that.
no, it’s okay, i say. Me too.

And erin and i sit back down at our table, and it feels like it’s 
the first time we’ve sat all night, so we pick up our forks and eat, and 
i’m thinking about her and the wedding and how—fuck—i want 
this, this is bullshit, i fucking want this. i want a wedding with a 
woman, with dancing, with swing dancing, and cake, and hair flying 
up, and i want a house and a kid and a yard and i want to build a 
treehouse. And erin chews her food, and i’m just sitting there, staring 
at all those dancing people.

i want to introduce you to erin, my mom says, coming up from 
behind with some woman she knows. erin’s my future daughter-in-law, 
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she says, and erin smiles and laughs and i’m just staring at all those 
dancing people. And erin gets up and goes to the bar to get some 
virgin drink and she asks if  i want any, and i say no, barely audible 
over all the music. And she goes up to the bar and gets a drink for 
me anyway, me at the table just staring at all those dancing people, all 
together; they’ve all got their own rhythm, all smiling and they’re all 
pretending that this is their wedding day, too, and for a moment all 
that young love is alive like it was twenty years ago inside them, and 
i’m watching them. i wish i had that old camera now, that ancient 
thing on my shoulder. I wish I could film this, could film everyone’s 
faces and feet, stepping in and out, each couple synchronized. And 
erin comes back with a drink she got for me, and she raises her glass 
and says, let’s make a toast, just us. To not losing touch when i go to 
college. And to never change or keep secrets. And to get married and 
adopt a bunch of  babies. And i’ll be an actress and you’ll write all the 
movies i’m in, she says, and we’ll be happy. And our glasses clink, 
and she smiles so i smile and we drink, and we take in big sips of  
whatever it is we’re drinking and she puts her drink down and wipes 
her mouth and i just keep staring at all those people dancing.
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arTIfIcIal lIghT
Personal Essay/Memoir

even before i was born, a major part of  my existence had already 
been decided. i was Jewish from the second the harsh hospital lights 
shone through my wet, delicate eyelids, causing me to crinkle up my 
little face so that it was impossible to tell the difference between my 
face and the folds of  the soft pink blanket in which i was cocooned. it 
was not as if  upon the moment of  my arrival into the world, a glowing 
star of  david clung possessively to my thin curls. it was just simply 
the knowledge my parents had that i would grow following the eternal 
faith of  my father’s family, an idea that became reality during my baby 
naming a few short weeks later. 

For the first several years of  my life, religion held no sacred 
or spiritual meaning for me. My mental representation of  Judaism 
conjured up images of  a mouthwatering ball of  dough doused in 
salt, floating temptingly in its thick yellow pool; the memories of  
feeling nearly suffocated in the awe-inspiring tide of  affection and 
sugar when chanukah was at grandma’s house; of  the pride i felt 
when i got to bring ice cream to school for my birthday because i 
was convinced it fell during Passover. Being Jewish when i was little 
meant a constant wave of  excuses to eat as much frosted, powdered, 
buttered, sprinkled, and sweetened items as i could possibly cram 
down my throat. 

At that time, i did not question anything. god was real because 
that was what my parents told me. The pretty stories of  long-tongued 
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camels and a rainbow sewn into a coat were my version of  history, 
because they were the stories told in my temple. it was the naiveness 
of  childhood that made me accept wholly the idea that god was 
everywhere, as the rabbis informed the congregation. i would think 
i saw him sitting on the cotton-candy columns rising majestically at 
the front of  temple, and i would smile trustingly, my eyes crinkling 
at the corners over my innocent toothy grin. Then, in third grade, i 
started hebrew school. 

hebrew school hit me with a barrage of  scrawling characters 
that were equally illegible as the scratch of  chickens in the dirt, a 
profusion of  miniature mezuzahs that were instantly discarded in 
the trash can, and hourlong sessions where a student cantor tried to 
get 100-odd kids to sing “Tree of  life.” it was the last part that got 
to me. i didn’t understand how a religion that had been around for 
over a millennium could have bled down to a foppish man with 
saran-wrap eyes nervously unrolling the parched yellow scroll of  the 
Torah as no one responded to his enthusiasm-fused flourishes and 
guitar playing. Those classes, a constant during my weekly hebrew 
school trips, gave me a feeling of  coldness to my religion. i went 
so far as to openly insult Judaism during class on a frequent basis. i 
would drop some sort of  snide comment during Purim about how 
the Jews had “heartlessly” killed haman’s family, then droop against 
the back of  my chair with a smirk dancing mischievously on my face 
as the rabbis squirmed like someone had dropped a spider down 
their crow-wing robes. it was cruel. i know that. somehow, though, 
the feeling that i had thwarted their attempts to draw me into what 
i now thought of  as a web of  lies seemed to negate the callousness 
of  my actions.

however, that languid distaste i felt for that particular part 
of  hebrew school was minor compared to the burning anger that 
stormed in my head every time i was told about how my Jewish 
ancestors had suffered through genocide, slavery, and homelessness, 
and how they should be admired for their bravery. While i agreed 
that this was true, i could not stand how hebrew school attempted 
to confine my sympathies to the Jews alone. Every Wednesday, I 
got shoved into a cramped, airtight box for an endless two hours, a 
box that blocked everything from me except for what the hebrew 
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teachers wanted me to see, causing that piercing and noiseless rage 
to creep up behind my eyes and fill my ears with a white-hot whining 
that nearly drowned out the teacher’s monotonous, slavish words of  
praise. That is why, throughout the two years i had been going to 
hebrew school, i slowly alienated myself  from the religion. in order 
to prove to myself  that i could see through those box walls, i made 
the decision to not call myself  a Jew anymore. instead, i just wanted 
to be a person. 

i thought it would be easy to extricate myself  from the religion, 
but I was completely wrong. So I made one more, final cut. I decided 
to stop believing in God. At first, invoking His name happened so 
naturally that i almost gave up. gradually, i started dropping god 
from my thoughts, and my vocabulary. i might have been able to 
manage it if  it were not for one thing: Ma Tovu. The Ma Tovu is 
a prayer sung at the beginning of  every service. As i still attended 
temple on the high holy days, there was no way to avoid it. 

When i heard that prayer during Passover in 2009, i could not 
help but close my eyes. Each word made me flinch as it coursed 
through my veins, each syllable was candle wax dripping on my skin. 
i do not quite know why this simple prayer has such a dramatic 
effect on me, but the opening stanza never fails to squeeze at my 
heart. listening to it that one Passover, i felt closer to my god than 
i had in years. As my voice joined in the prayer, twining with the 
hundreds of  other voices lifting toward the sky, i gave up. i did not  
realize it then, but at that moment I stopped fighting what was 
obviously a losing battle. it felt like a huge weight had been lifted 
from my shoulders. 

i still did not think of  myself  as a Jew. That was easy enough 
to do—the word “Jew” was only a label for something i never 
really understood. i wanted to be an atheist, because it is a religious 
choice that people can understand. for some reason, though, the title 
of  “atheist” felt equally as foreign. Yet the word “god” is branded in 
my skin, the name resonates in the air around me. I was fine with 
leaving the Jewish community, but i could not bring myself  to let go 
of  my belief  in god. i’ve said his name too many times to banish it 
forever. 

sometimes i sit in my room at night, the absolute dark 
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shrouding my body like a cloak. i gaze sightlessly at the walls and rage 
against the unfairness, the broiling confusion, and doubt that sweep 
through my mind like a thundercloud. Through the uncertainty and  
disappointment clawing at my throat, i scream soundlessly. i rant and 
rave until my electrified nerves finally, haltingly settle. Unbidden, my 
tirade ends itself  with a “Please, god,” the pronouncement of  these 
words reliable as clockwork. Those two words force their way out of  
my clenched teeth, but they are laden with sincerity and truth. so even 
though my only listener is the empty air, i still instinctively utter those 
two words, with the enduring hope that someday he will answer. 
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an oPen leTTer To The suIcIdal
Personal Essay/Memoir

dear Person,
i don’t know you, but you are the subject of  most of  my fears, 

strange as it seems.
i fear for those around you, for those who pass you by every 

day, taking note of  your bright smile without realizing your dark 
secrets, and yes, i realize that that’s cliché, but the point is they don’t 
get it. see, people are supposed to be happy, no matter what, and 
they hate it when things don’t go according to plan, so when they 
see you hurting, they just ignore it. Because that’s not the way it’s 
supposed to go. But i still fear for them, because i dread the day that 
will come when you’re gone and in place of  what they thought was 
a hopeful young person, they find a vast hole, a chasm of  memories 
that they wish they could unremember, sounds they wish they could 
unhear, moments they wish they could unlive. But they can’t, and 
they never will. And i fear for them, because for the rest of  their 
lives, all they’ll remember of  you is what they wished they had done, 
even though they never could have seen it coming.

(i say this because i knew a girl who killed herself, knew in the 
sense that i spoke to her once freshman year at the squash courts. 
She was short, with black hair and a mind that filled pages with 
the products of  an angsty teenage life. i could have gone to the  
columbia university summer writing program last summer, which 
she attended, but i didn’t. Maybe if  i had, i wouldn’t have felt so 
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weird about crying the night after she died. her poetry was so 
succinct, so beautiful, the literary embodiment of  her life. sometimes 
when i close my eyes, i feel her tears.)

i fear for your best friend, the person who knows your thoughts 
better than most people know your words. surely they will have some 
idea, some vague notion that you’re pondering the worst, surely they 
must know, but they’ll never say anything. nobody wants to take 
that trip, nobody wants to verbalize that thought, because they’re 
afraid of  the answer, choosing to deny the painful truth rather than 
admit your agony to themselves. They would rather turn their backs 
on your torture than risk even imagining you gone. But surely they 
knew. And surely the moment they find out, they’ll be inundated 
with shame, plagued by questions of  whom to blame, which will, 
inevitably, be themselves. They’ll beg, crying out to whatever god 
they believe in to please help, please bring you back, please wake 
them from this dream. But it won’t be a dream. i fear that they’ll be 
crushed by guilt, guilt that nobody should incur. They’ll hear your 
voice in every song, see your face in every picture, feel your warm 
embrace whenever they shiver. Alone, cold, bombarded by the winds 
of  life, they’ll call out your name and wish, just wish, that you were 
there. But all that wishing will amount to nothing.

(i had a friend who almost killed herself. she was naive and 
beautiful, conditioned to laugh like every other freshman did. she 
was secretly dark and broken, tortured by monsters that she didn’t 
deserve, the products of  a splintered family and a taxing schedule. 
she couldn’t take the criticism at home or the lack of  understanding 
at school, so she cut herself  until the blood running down her 
arms assuaged her deepest demons. one night she called me to say 
goodbye, and the next day she wasn’t in school. nor was she the 
next. She was OK that time, but I always wondered. Always worried 
that the next day she’d be gone, and there’d be nobody to blame but 
me. i used to lie in bed, unable to sleep in case she would call. see, i 
thought that if  i answered the phone, i could save her life, bring her 
back from the edge of  the cliff. sometimes, lying there in the dark, i 
would reach up and try to hug her soul.)

i fear for the world that you will leave, for the people who will 
cry at your funeral, the ground that will be dug up to allow for your 
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misery, the classes at school that will be tragically left with one more 
empty chair. i fear for the swings that will remember your juvenile 
laughter, hearing the joy you harbored in the years before life became 
a burden. i fear for the music you’ll never listen to (at midnight, when 
the utter silence of  your house starts to become overwhelming), and 
more importantly, the songs you’ll never sing, the repressed notes 
that will never come out of  your mouth as vocal representations of  
the self  you never showed. i fear for the poems you’ll never write, 
the verses that won’t flow like blood through the veins of  your pen 
onto the tear-stained page. i fear that the only short story you’ll ever 
write will be the note you leave behind before it’s all over.

(i believe in the power of  music to save lives. it’s a cliché, but i 
remember long nights talking to my girlfriend, YouTube-ing songs 
because that’s how i could save her life. some of  them we listened to 
for hours on end, just hitting replay and being infused time and again 
with hope that the struggle wasn’t in vain. Maybe it sounds silly but 
it really felt like every word was life or death, the latter approaching 
with each passing second and the former only possible through 
placing our trust in the power of  song. i used to send her MP3s when 
she wanted to cut herself, like the lyrics were little pairs of  lips that 
could kiss her scars and set her at peace, spurning misery with love 
and healing her wounds. i think sometimes they were.)

This will sound selfish, but I’m also afraid for myself. For the last 
four years, there’s always been one point or another where someone 
was dangling off  the edge, tempting fate in threatening to let go. 
suicide has been a presence in my life, like the awkward friend who 
follows you around and whom you just don’t have the heart to tell 
to go away, or like the teacher who constantly berates you on the 
idiosyncrasies of  your work, keeping you up at night with worry. 
suicide was my Minotaur; i often felt like Theseus, roaming a cryptic 
labyrinth in order to fight a terrible monster. Theseus knew that the 
Minotaur was stronger than him, and that given a fair fight, the 
Minotaur would win. He knew that he may never find the Minotaur, 
and wander forever in the labyrinth like a 1960s Beat poet on a bad 
trip. But he knew he had to at least try, because the only thing worse 
than getting killed by the Minotaur would be not fighting the Minotaur 
at all, and leaving Athens subject to the cruel caprice of  its fearsome 
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evil. As pompous as it is to compare myself  to a greek hero, that’s 
what i often felt like. i felt as though i was locked in a battle, david 
versus goliath, for the sanity and safety of  my friends (and also 
myself), one that i could not afford to lose. every day i hugged 
them, striking a blow, but every night the phone calls piled up and i 
was inundated with the guilt and shame of  failure. i think that’s why 
it hurt so much when the girl i didn’t know killed herself. Because 
up until that point, i was winning, subjugating suicide with the 
meager weapons i have (words, love, music). But suicide got me 
back, and that hurt. so i hope you won’t be insulted that i’m afraid 
for myself. Perhaps you think it’s silly or even disrespectful that i, 
one who doesn’t know you (maybe), would claim to have such a 
personal stake in your struggle. it’s just that i’m not sure i can look 
at myself  in the mirror and claim victory over suicide. And victory 
over suicide has been all i’ve really wanted for the last four years. so 
please forgive me, but i fear for myself  as well.

My fears aside, I have some questions. I hope you won’t find it 
disparaging to be questioned on such an intensely personal matter 
by a high school writer whom you’ve never met (probably), but i’ve 
had four years to think about suicide, and the questions in my mind 
regarding it are numerous. Questions like, What will happen when 
you die? not in the sense of  the afterlife (or lack thereof), but in 
the sense of  what will actually happen. What will it feel like? Will 
it be like a Band-Aid, ripped off  quickly without full awareness of  
what’s happening? like falling asleep, your mind slowly taken away 
into the realm of  nothingness to which we all return someday? or 
will it be like a dentist’s appointment, the feeling of  dread setting 
in as the dentists rake your teeth with instruments that vibrate in a 
torturous rhythm, the intrusive discomfort that invades your entire 
being just before the tools are removed and a cool calm washes over 
you, a smile returning to your face. is that facetious of  me, to compare 
suicide to a dentist’s appointment? Perhaps, but the question remains: 
does death come quickly, before you even realize what’s happened, or 
does it come only after the enormity of  the decisions you’ve made has 
occurred to you?

The question that always occurs to me is, Who do you think 
will find you? My biggest fear in eighth grade, bigger than the fear 
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that my friends would stay home and never come back, was that i 
would find one of  them, sprawled out in some room in the basement, 
eyes closed in peace, feigning sleep. i wouldn’t have been able to 
handle that, because what could i do then? look on in disbelief, as 
if  standing very still would change the scene in front of  me? cry? 
Tears for me always tasted like salty defeat, their presence streaming 
down my face like the most fragile effusions of  my soul flowing out 
and enveloping me in weakness. The sight of  a friend in front of  me, 
killed by their own hand, would have driven me to insanity. 

(it almost happened once. That girl, the pretty one i mentioned 
before, she handed me a note, crumpled and folded like the cru-
el partition of  her life. it was about 7:45 in the morning, and she 
walked out of  the room just after giving me the note, like she was 
going to class. i unfolded the note, and read what seemed to be an 
irrevocable ultimatum: “i’m sorry. Bye.” i ran, carried by legs of  
desperation to the room in the basement where i knew she’d be. i 
knocked once. silence. Twice. silence. A third time. The door slowly 
swung open, the motion dripping with reluctance. There she stood, 
eyes flooded with tears and a knife in her right hand. Pushed to the 
brink, but alive. For the first time in what seemed like hours or years, 
i exhaled.)

But the biggest questions in my mind are the ones that i can 
never answer. Questions like, What led you to this? every high school 
life is tenuous, like a bird holding on to an electric wire during a storm, 
but what led you to let go and allow the storm to take you under? 
it might seem strange that i ask that question, but it’s a wonder to 
me, how quickly stress turns to coping turns to depression turns to 
thoughts of  suicide. Perhaps it’s the psychologist in me, or perhaps 
it’s just some twisted side of  my conscience that longs to understand 
what drives us to the edge, but that question, the question of  why, 
is omnipresent in my thoughts. 

Maybe it’s because i want you to understand. let’s face it, even 
if  i understand why you want to kill yourself  (sounds scary when 
you put it that way, right?), there’s not much i can do. ultimately, the 
decision is yours. so maybe i’m just hoping that you’re questioning 
whether this is really what you want, whether the accumulation of  
miseries that you’ve encountered sums up to this. does it scare you 
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to think about it? My friends always told me it did, that the notion 
crept into their thoughts like a silent bandit, tortured them with 
demeaning slurs, and absconded with their peace of  mind, leaving 
them more scared and alone than before. it’s a scary word: suicide. 
it reeks with the putrid prospect of  impending catastrophe, singing 
eerie tunes into the ears of  those who hear it. Just that thought, “i 
want to kill myself,” is not one to be thought lightly. in some ways 
i feel for you, you being those who have had that thought before, 
had it recurring like the jingle of  a bad commercial in your head. 
i feel for you because i cannot possibly imagine how terrifying it 
must be to have that thought on a daily basis.

i think that happens to the rest of  us, too; we all realize when 
somebody is struggling, but nobody wants to take that step, nobody 
wants to say the s-word, because that makes it real. That makes it 
possible, and nobody wants to think that suicide is possible. realizing 
that someone wants to kill themselves is the worst feeling in the 
world. All the questions i’ve asked here pop into their heads like 
flashbulbs, stalking them with the unremitting fervor of  a virus. 
stress is inherent in the high school experience, so it’s easy to brush 
off  someone who’s been crying. it’s easy to pretend like suicide 
is only for the crazies, not us (because we’re all perfectly normal, 
right?). even like it’s something to be invoked in jest (how many 
times have you heard somebody say “i have so much work tonight, 
i’m gonna kill myself ”?). i think in the back of  our heads, we all 
realize that it’s possible, that it’s really just an additional symptom of  
the stress syndrome we’ve all inherited by becoming a part of  the 
“higher-education system.” it’s easy to see high school as a four-year 
battle with tests and papers, fought in order to win the privilege of  
fighting a harder battle with harder tests and harder papers, and in 
that context, it’s difficult to see the end. I think we all realize that 
some people would choose to forfeit the battle, and in doing so 
reinforce the magnitude of  it. But nobody wants to acknowledge it. 
nobody wants to make it real, even when we all know that we have 
to. sometimes, given the choice between saving a person’s life and 
upsetting the delicate equilibrium of  our own, we choose ourselves, 
simply out of  a desire to remain ignorant of  the harsh realities that 
the battle entails. When the girl killed herself  earlier this year, i 
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think everyone at my school took a step back, and realized what was 
actually at stake. We all wished that we had stepped off  the battlefield 
for a second in order to help one of  our own. We all regretted our 
incessant obsessions with our own lives. We all took a second to 
reflect on the fragility of  the balance upon which we walk. But 
mostly, we all took a second to wish things were different.

At this point, you’re probably wondering why i’m writing this. 
sure, i’ve told you a lot about my past and my general musings on 
suicide, but i wouldn’t be writing this if  that were all i wanted to do, 
right? There must be a point. And really the point is that i want you 
to understand a few things. 

first, you’re not alone. i know, it’s cliché, but often our most 
trying endeavors can feel in vain, simply because it seems like nobody 
understands. everyone feels that way sometimes, no matter how 
they choose to cope. The world moves at light-speed, and sometimes 
we all feel left in the dark. And when things get to the point where 
we decide to opt out, it can feel even lonelier. But hopefully you’ve 
seen in this that you’re not alone; i am constantly thinking about 
you, praying for you, worrying for you. it may seem to be all in 
vain. Perhaps. But i don’t believe so, because i believe truly that love 
will save the world. You feel the way you do because of  a deficiency 
of  love, whether that’s from your parents, from your peers, or from 
yourself  (most likely the latter). But if  someone can be there to 
embrace you with all your flaws, scars, and fears, it is love that will 
save your life.

second, killing yourself  is not the answer. cliché again, but it’s 
true (funny how often clichés are true, and how often they are so false). 
Killing yourself  doesn’t solve any problems; it simply transfers the onus 
from you to those who survive you. As i said before, losing you will 
affect many more people than you would expect. They’ll miss you, 
long for you, cry for you, but most of  all they’ll regret. regret is a 
demon that allows no respite, no repose from its malicious claws. 
They’ll fall into the hole that you’ve dug for yourself, assuming your 
burdens and wondering what they could have done. it’s ironic. You’ll 
be the one causing all of  this, but they’ll be the ones who would 
never forgive themselves.

The last thing that i hope you take from this is this is just one 
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moment in your life. And sure, it’s dark, but the beautiful thing about 
war is that those who survive one day fight the next stronger than 
they’ve ever been in their entire lives. And it’s the same in this case. i 
know you’re struggling, everybody knows it. But push through this, 
and you’ll soon be Theseus after he slayed the Minotaur: conqueror 
of  the most tenacious demon, fearlessly sailing into the future. in 
short, keep fighting, know that you are loved, and stay strong.

sincerely, with love,
eBg
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remInders
Personal Essay/Memoir

she says my name and i ignore her because she is my mother 
and i am her child. And because it is sunday. i continue dragging the 
chair to the refrigerator. i can almost see over the chair back now 
and soon i’ll be able to reach the cereal boxes by myself. i know she’s 
watching me because i can feel my head start to tingle where she’s 
looking. i still ignore her. it’s sunday. i’m allowed. 

The tingling in my head starts to itch as i clamber down, one-
handedly clutching the box. The itching spreads and then i give up 
at ignoring. 

“Mom, it’s sunday. i’m allowed.”
she still looks at me. “i know.”
“oh.” i pull the chair to the cupboard, the bowls sliding 

against each other as i pull one out. The biggest one, the grown-up 
bowl. I find it easier to ignore her eyes when I pour the once-a-
week chocolaty heaven into the grown-up bowl.

“emily, i need you to sit.” i ignore her because i am not done. i 
run to the refrigerator but i am still too small to pick up the gallon 
of  milk. i turn to her and wait for her to come to the rescue. she 
just looks at me.

My hand tightens on the door handle; my eyes can’t decide 
where they want to look. Don’t make me say it! The cold air swirls in 
front of  me, raising my skin into little mountains. defeat. 

“Mom, i…need.” i stop. Take a breath. “i need—” It’s just a word, 
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Emily! Only a word. i bite my tongue and say it. Only a word. “help.”
her face doesn’t look right, like it’s too tight for her bones. i 

wait for congratulations, a “good job using your words instead of  
whining! That sally works miracles.” i’ve been practicing. i want to 
be a miracle. 

But she doesn’t say anything. instead, she closes the refrigerator 
door.

“Mom! it’s cocoa Puffs day, you said, it always is!”
“emily, just sit for a minute.”
i put my hands on my hips, like her. inside of  me, my volcano 

heats up, purple to orange. i know this is dangerous; sally says so. 
sally tells me that purple is good, purple is calm, purple is no temper. 
In Sally’s office, she lets me make stories in the sand, play with clay, 
talk. she likes to hear me talk and i like to play. We spend whole 
hours just talking and playing. We don’t get much done. for sally’s 
sake, I fight for purple. Breathe, Emily. Breathe, breathe, breathe.

Mom is still looking. i sit, breathing. Purple, purple, calm, peace.
“emily,” she says.
“Mom.”
Watch it, Emily, sally whispers to me. Purple, remember? i breathe 

a few times.
Mom doesn’t notice. she takes a deep breath as if  she’s going 

to be telling me something she doesn’t want to, something like…
like daddy died! i stop breathing. That’s what it is, I know it. I knew it, 
I told her he should never go back to work! Daddy died, his plane went down, 
I’m half-orphan.

“OK, Emily,” she starts.
Daddy died, i think and push away my cereal. A plane spirals 

down, goes up in flames with a whoosh! with daddy still in front. i 
can’t even think. i feel like i’ve just been dumped into the ocean and 
kept under by a giant pair of  hands. 

“Alex is sick,” she says.
 The cold from the ocean starts to thaw. “You mean—”
“Alex is sick,” she repeats. 
i bounce up like i’m a helium balloon. Daddy’s alive! i dig into 

my cereal without the milk. it has a different taste without milk, one 
that i think i like. 
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“he probably has an older-boy disease,” i say. “But tell Auntie 
Pam and ’specially uncle John to be careful because Alex could pass 
it on, you know. i think helen’s safe because she’s my age, you know, 
and she’s a girl.”  

“emily, Alex is really sick.” 
i keep eating. i don’t need to tell her that i once had a fever of  

104 degrees. she was there. 
“he’s in the hospital.”
Uh-oh. The hospital. The hospital is for grandparents and old 

people who need to get shots every day and who take the swallowy 
kind of  vitamins. not for 16-year-old cousins.

“The hospital?”
She nods and runs a finger under her eyelashes like she’s 

checking for tears. 
“The hospital. But…but it’s only morning time.”
 “he was admitted last night and—”
“last night?” i say. “he’s been there for that long?”
she disappears into the craft closet and emerges with paper, 

markers, and stickers. i brighten at the sight of  the stickers. 
“i’m going up to visit today. Make him a card, just to remind 

him.”
“remind him of  me?” i grab a coyote sticker. it’s howling, the 

ooooos trailing off  the sheet. i know Alex hasn’t forgotten me. We had 
pizza just a while ago. he tickled me and drank my pink lemonade.

“remind him of…of  how much we all…love him.” Mom is 
breathing funny, like me when i’m trying to cool down my volcano. 
i look up at her but she already left. i can hear her in the bathroom 
blowing her nose. she must be sick too. 

i’m so happy when daddy comes home later that i hug his legs 
and tell him that he’s alive, but he doesn’t pay much attention to me 
this time. he just wants to talk to Mom. so i go and sit in my chair 
with the princesses on it.

“i won’t have any fun today if  you don’t play with me,” i tell 
them.

They don’t listen.
i sigh really big. Then again. They still don’t notice. so i get 

down and start lining up my dolls because right now, they are the 
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only people who love me.
But there is only so much love i can take from people who 

can’t even talk because i’ve been playing with my dolls all day and 
now i’m bored. Bored, bored, bored. daddy’s not even cooking, 
even though it’s almost dinnertime. i’m bored and i’m hungry. And 
then i hear something weird. i sit up and suddenly my mouth is very 
dry. somebody’s choking! it’s daddy, he’s dying again! i run to the 
kitchen and he’s sitting at the table. he is trying to breathe; i can see 
his shoulders going up and down. My head can’t decide what to do. 
i don’t know the heimlich! And then i look around because if  i can 
only find a phone. 911. “If  you ever need help, call the police,” Mom 
always says.

“daddy, don’t worry!”
he turns and looks at me with his eyebrows hidden in his hair. 

his face is red. And it’s wet. And he’s holding the phone.
“…Daddy?” The bad kind of  butterflies are swarming inside 

of  me. i’ve been dunked in cold water again. 
he hands me the phone. it is hot, like it has a fever. i press it to 

my face. “h—hello?”
“emily, it’s Mom.” 
“Mom…” i want to tell her about daddy and how he’s sick too.
“emily, remember how Alex was sick? Well, he…accidentally…

he took too much medicine last night. There was too much medicine 
inside of  him, emily, too much for the doctors to…” There’s a voice 
in the background that sounds like a siren. 

“Too much medicine?” i ask, but only daddy hears me. he 
starts choking again.

“emily, listen.” Mom is back in my ear. “he…Alex, he—he 
passed away.”

A little ringing starts in my head. “Passed away…like nanny 
and grandpa?”

The phone starts making a weird sound, like my dog snuffling 
at me for a biscuit.

“did he get my card?”
“What? emily, what—” 
“My card, the one with the coyote sticker. did you give it to 

him? did he see it?”
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“honey, no, he was…unconscious when i…”
he didn’t see it. he didn’t see the howling coyote. he didn’t see 

that i wrote “i love you” at the bottom and drew a pizza on the front. 
i can’t breathe in enough to say it loud. “Then he didn’t know. 

he wasn’t reminded.”
The phone snuffles some more. I realize it’s Mom, she’s snuffling. 

“reminded…,” she says.
“remember?”
She doesn’t say anything, just snuffles. I guess she forgot. I 

guess i have to tell her again.
“reminded of  how much we love him.”
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The way you’re lIsTenIng To IT
Personal essay/Memoir

A few years ago my grandparents took me to the opera. i 
don’t remember what we saw, but i know that by that point my  
grandfather’s mind had already begun to slip. he didn’t understand 
how the electronic titles worked. every so often, his attention would 
drift and he would start pressing the red button on the seat in front 
of  him, watching the titles cycle through german, french, spanish, 
and back to english. i felt it my duty to still his hand, gently, and reset 
the language each time he decided to play this little game.

i was probably the most annoying child in the darkened theater as 
I fidgeted toward his seat, whispered in his ear, and fiddled with the 
device for a few seconds—all this every 15 minutes or so. he would 
have been happier left alone, giggling at the Germanisms flashing 
across the screen.

This was the first memory that came back to me when, less than 
a year after he died, my grandmother asked that each member of  my 
family speak at the unveiling of  his tombstone. “i hope this won’t 
be how you’ll remember him,” she had said, crying in the kitchen 
after the opera, “as a doddering old man who can’t follow the titles.” 
But this is how i have remembered him, and this is how most of  
my other memories go: grandpa confused, grandpa gentle and 
forgetful, grandpa silent and soon dead.
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That is not the complete truth. i also remember grandpa  
terrified. The summer before he died, I was working in the city and 
sleeping at their apartment. i had planned to spend my evenings  
reading, but it didn’t turn out that way. A few images come to mind: 
coaxing grandpa to eat a bowl of  lentil soup, convincing him that 
it was his meal and not mine; coaxing grandpa to eat a cup of  
blueberry ice cream near central Park; coaxing grandpa to stay 
calm, grandma would be home soon. Time passed not quickly, or 
slowly, but respectfully, and sitting in the air-conditioned apartment 
as July’s light drained from the walls, the floor, the carpets, I felt 
more than ever that the time was pressing hard against my skin 
and eyes. i was totally present as i guided his mind like water to a 
lower place.

But this is not what I mean by Grandpa terrified. One day I 
walked into the apartment—even the walls and light seemed all 
ears—to hear him screaming down the hall. he was generally an 
introverted, serious man. That day it sounded as though his most 
sensitive appendages were being pushed through a wood chipper. 
he was constipated and receiving an enema from his caretaker. 
The impression was so far from any i had had of  him—there he 
was, howling “stop!” into the bottomless chaos of  his world; there 
was the vagitus and the panic—that i sat at the kitchen table, my  
countenance one of  stone, my thoughts still, perceiving the currents 
of  cold air.

That is not the complete truth. i do not remember if  i sat at 
the kitchen table.

There is one more grandpa. All the other grandpas are husks, 
and only once did i ever see him shed these husks, did i ever saw 
anyone shed all of  their husks, besides the body. he did not shed 
the husk of  the body, but the husks of  his mind fell to the ground 
all at once.

he was listening to Mahler’s first in our living room. he had 
listened to Mahler’s first three or four times that day, on car rides, 
but that was of  no importance. A chair had been set up where chairs 
are rarely set up in my house, next to the coffee table. A blue hat lay 
on the table in front of  him.
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The first movement of  Mahler’s First begins as night, as a 
shapeless void—like Beethoven’s ninth or haydn’s Creation oratorio. 
offstage trumpets soon enter with a martial fanfare, soldiers. They 
blend: soldiers in the night. The rest of  the brass enters: a long, 
tender dawn. A descending fourth—the cuckoo in the forest. The 
day blooms and we get about our business; we overflow and then we 
face music and music alone. Throughout there is a mother rocking 
her child, and throughout we are rocked.

As he listened, this man, whose brain had shrunk, whose body 
had shriveled, whom language had long ago left for dead, came 
into being. “i feel like i’m running!” he said. he waved his right 
hand through the air: “it’s like this, right? right?” he twirled his 
hat, flapped his arms, conducted fancifully, whacked large books 
against the table, winnowed and sung, presented his innards as 
frankly as possible. My solipsistic conventions broke down, and 
suddenly experience itself  was emanating from him, we were a part 
of  his world, orbiting around him, and there he was—where he was 
his thoughts, grandpa was the core, everything was on the outside. 
“it’s—the way you’re listening to it,” he said (that was his way of  
explaining). “it is what it is!”

That is truth. i cannot remember whether my grandfather 
passed down any wisdom to me. in all of  my memories, he is either 
very loud or very quiet; there is nothing in between. As he died, on 
a gurney in the small living room, he would hold fast—as fast as he 
could—to our hands. The night before he slipped away, i clumsily 
played the accompaniment parts to some schubert lieder on the piano, 
in the dim light.

“i am weak enough to drop, fatally wounded,” sings the pro-
tagonist of  Die Winterreise as he passes by a graveyard. “o unmerciful 
innkeeper”—the graveyard is an “inn”—“do you turn me away? Then 
further on, further on, my faithful walking stick!”

What was i thinking?

death is the greatest aggrandizement. We may die wrung dry 
and drawn inward, but when we stand over the mound, the man 
underneath reverts to his greatest self. The man underneath is as 
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stately as the letters of  his epitaph; when he occupies our mind, time 
has allowed him to lower his sail and set up camp on the shore.

in dying, though, my grandfather was the greatest self. There 
may not have been much of  him left, but all of  it was pressed to the 
surface, aflame with feeling and candor. What more could anyone 
aspire to be? freed from all but the senses, freed from what Aristotle 
called the nous. in death itself—i saw his body—he was not anything 
or nothing; my first reaction was that the body couldn’t be his, not 
because i couldn’t accept the reality of  his death—i could—but 
because he wasn’t in it.

But i know where he is. for me, he is in Mahler’s first; together 
there we are rocked, rocked by the same, rocked not in tandem but 
together and close, in night, in what it is, in the way you’re listening 
to it.
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laughIng aT BulleTs 
Personal Essay/Memoir

it’s morning, i’m in nigeria, and our bodyguard, Wednesday, 
is shooting in the air again. i know that’s a strange name for a man, 
but think of  Wednesday as our John doe and you’ll see how some 
nigerians name their children after days of  the week. The best i 
could do that christmas was go to my parents’ homeland. They 
bought flights and bolted every lock on our house when we left. So 
i’m on a porch in nigeria that morning, dreaming of  my American 
home, though i wouldn’t even have a key inside. 

flashing between laughs, Wednesday’s teeth seem painted, 
whitewashed each morning with some toothbrush. he lowers his 
machine gun. My father had always told me not to be scared, that 
the bullets would never reach me, and this look-alike soldier was just 
having fun. Wednesday dressed in army fatigues each day, as if  a 
uniform made him some sort of  trained soldier. This was my fourth 
trip back to nigeria, where the air is always thick with diesel smoke. 
even that morning the stench tickled my nose, though there weren’t 
many cars out. Wednesday didn’t seem to notice, inhaling like this was 
clean air and he wouldn’t want it any other way.

if  we’re talking about desires then, i’ll admit i never wanted 
Wednesday’s security. But after a while, i stopped telling my family 
that. They always handed me the same mantra: You’ve never lived here. 
You couldn’t understand. And maybe that’s true. But ten years earlier, 
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the first time I came to Nigeria, there was a gun battle outside our 
greyhound bus. Cut the headlights, a man yelled from behind me. The 
driver turned off  the engine entirely, and night enveloped us. The 
gunshots sounded cheap, like they’d come from some Western my 
father can never tear himself  from. This is what we heard for min-
utes: the pop and bang of  ammunition. A mother cradling her 
frightened child, whispering some joke so he laughed just a little. 
Another pop. Another bang. A little laughter. A scream from outside, 
then silence. i don’t even know how we ended up on that road. Men 
and motorcycles sped away, passing without acknowledgment.

so yes, i understand danger. But i see machine guns and think 
Vietnam, not street battles, not men like Wednesday, who are paid to 
protect the people who can afford him. 

i should have expected the next round of  shots. Wednesday had 
counted down from ten. But i was halfway listening, and forgot to 
cover my ears and muffle the sound. I regret that. Because the blast 
of  a machine gun is ruthless, it’s a punch in the gut that leaves you 
dazed, and then laughs at you. 

When the shots rang, i dropped down on the porch where we 
stood, the way I assume soldiers on some battlefield do as soon 
as bullets fly. This may as well have been a war zone. Shell casings 
rolled down the concrete, stopping only to bump into me or lodge in 
cracks of  the pavement. Wednesday pulled me up, laughing. 

“You could kill someone with that,” i said. The porch bordered a 
market. Below us an old man in only gym shorts pushed a cart along. 
its wheels creaked like hinges needing oil. 

Wednesday said, “i’m keeping all the bad men away. do you want 
to shoot?” i examined the gun’s body, the barrel that seemed longer 
than my arm, the Nigerian flag painted on the shell magazine. I said 
no, and Wednesday laughed again. The sort of  hysterical cackling 
that i’ve only seen in movies, where the character actually ends up in 
a deep sob. Wednesday stepped a foot back to keep his balance and 
pointed the machine gun up. it was heavy. he wavered. Again the 
countdown. i plugged my ears and backed away. shells sprinkled the 
ground like gold coins.

That afternoon, i found a fruit vendor by a diesel fuel shop, 
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and expected some tropical blend of  bananas and mangos and guava 
to fill me up. But something else did, one I couldn’t sniff  out just 
yet, one i can’t help but remember. Behind the shop, a black cloud 
rose higher and higher, painting the afternoon with that kind of  
smoke you only get from burning gas. i would’ve asked about it 
myself, but knew the woman keeping shop wouldn’t know english  
anymore than i knew her language. i asked Wednesday instead and 
he translated, the machine gun held so tightly his chest seemed to 
embrace it. You’d think at least the young shopkeeper would notice 
fire behind her, but she didn’t or maybe didn’t want to. Maybe since 
there’s so much heat in nigeria, she couldn’t even tell the difference. 
This marketplace seemed thirsty. Palm trees straddled the dusty 
roads, a much-needed shade, but no one escapes the dust, dust that 
climbs up your legs and grits your fingernails. 

The young woman spoke, then turned to a box of  mangos, feeling 
each for firmness. 

“The Bakassi boys burned a man who stole today,” Wednesday  
said. i’d heard of  the Bakassi, whom some called vigilantes and 
others a saving grace. They went through cities and fought crime 
with machetes and assault weapons. 

“so they burned him?” i asked. 
so many faces around me, and i wondered how no one else 

questioned. A woman balanced water on her head as a toddler trailed 
behind. Two little boys danced in only underwear. A vendor yelled 
“rosaries for sale” while draping picture frames from his arms like 
wooden bangles. And i heard laughter everywhere, cackling, saw men 
and women and children throw their heads back in uproar. so many 
teeth. so many smiles. As if  everyone knew some joke i hadn’t been 
let in on. smoke rose in the close distance, black and unrelenting. 

There was no track or sidewalk safe enough. so i ran along my 
uncle’s cobblestone driveway, on a night so quiet i wouldn’t have 
noticed the push of  a passing wind had it been there. in nigeria, 
heat blazes even when the sun has abandoned its sky. 

up, then down again, my legs pumped past the gatekeeper 
who looked drowsy as usual. i’ve never known a kinder man, but 
he wasn’t good at his job, always forgetting to lock the gate. A man 
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and a teenage girl ran into the driveway. she had a nose like him—
broad and bent upward. i couldn’t say whether their eyes shared 
any resemblance. his left one was punched bloody and swollen, his 
right bloodshot from crying. “lock the gate,” the man screamed 
and dropped to the ground in front of  me, trying to catch his 
breath and keep his composure. The girl pulled at his tattered 
V-neck, “Daddy, get up.” He said robbers came to his house, then 
he put his fingers against his temple and said they put the gun  
right here. 

“Who are you? get out of  here.” Wednesday ran up, yelling. 
This was the first time all day he hadn’t carried his gun. His arms 
bare, I finally saw them, and their thick veins running down the sides 
like swollen rivers. 

“i’m his friend,” the man said, pointing to my uncle’s balcony. The 
front lights were on, though no one was home. Wednesday grabbed 
the man’s torn collar. “robbers. They came to my house and put a gun 
right here.” he demonstrated again. The girl sobbed harder.

i stood quietly and tried to empathize, understand maybe, but 
there was no way i could even look at the man’s bloody face without 
getting sick. You know i could’ve used some laughter right then. i 
mean some gut-wrenching comedy. The kind Wednesday couldn’t 
help but dish out that morning on the porch. The kind that erupted 
from the bellies of  those marketplace people and filled the streets. 
laughter growing by the moment, pregnant, leaving its offspring in 
the throats of  those people. i’m convinced of  one thing now: They 
laugh to muffle the pang of  bullets, to be carried above Nigeria’s 
violence. And what else could do that better than a mere chuckle, 
the sweetest sound i’ve ever heard.
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aBsoluTe zero
Personal Essay/Memoir

Absolute zero is defined as the temperature at which molecules 
cease to move and motion terminates. This phenomenon has always 
been regarded as purely theoretical; absolute zero has never been 
reached experimentally. The extremely frozen circumstances would 
require almost complete detachment from the familiar universe. 

Throwing open the door and dumping my obese high school 
backpack on the ground, i charged into the house after school. i 
exhaled and extended my arms toward the ceiling, a wave of  relief  
washing over me as i stretched and walked upstairs to my room with 
headphones in my ears. i met my father in the stairwell—his eyes are 
sunk into and brimmed with red, and he clutches a bottle of  wine in 
his left hand and his tie in his right. i reeled backward in surprise; my 
father is never home before 6 in the evening. My father, the epitome 
of  the 9-to-5 business executive, was always composed, punctual, 
and calm; i stood shocked at the person before me. 

i staggered to my bed and sat at the edge, tremulously clenching 
the sheets. everything felt foreign to my hands, and as an over-
whelming fear rushed into my head i fell back onto the mattress. i felt 
for the blanket with my hands, and pulled it up over my face so all i 
could see was darkness.

My father had been laid off  in a mass firing spree at his 
company. There is a certain sense of  invincibility one experiences 
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when reading about the recession, as if  it were a distant issue, far 
away from one’s own immediacy. Within the span of  a single day, 
an anonymous corporate hand had decided to take away our entire 
lives. i wanted to see the face of  the person who would later send a 
curt, impersonal e-mail to hundreds of  employees to professionally 
inform them that everything had been stripped away from them. 
i wanted to reach over and shake the shoulders of  the faceless,  
faraway decision maker, and ask why, and how, over and over again, 
as if  that would make a difference. 

cold is viewed relatively trivially nowadays, and at most is an 
inconvenience for many. in reality, something like temperature can 
have devastating effects: People freeze to death every year, or suffer 
in extremely low temperatures. 

When we envision the global suffering at temperatures around 
freezing, and multiply that hundreds of  times to reach absolute 
zero, the pain is too much to put into words. 

Absolute zero has the power to strip matter of  all essence of  
warmth, movement, and life. 

My father changed completely. his hair started to grow gray 
and even white, he always seemed tired and rarely smiled, and he 
would disappear during the day to come back at night. he started to 
drink more, and lines started to etch into his skin, which crinkled not 
from laughter anymore but worry. 

My mother looked for work, and struggled to learn english. 
Painstakingly combing through literacy textbooks and grammar 
handbooks, she studied her whos and whoms and her there and their, 
but she was never even offered an interview. sometimes she would 
spend all day in her room in the dark, sleeping and crying. 

When i left my house a few weeks later, the air was frigid 
and the town was still dark, except for the occasional blinking  
streetlight. i could hear the sound of  my shoes pressing against 
the pavement since everything was so softly quiet. in a couple 
of  hours, the tranquility would be shattered; the streets would 
be filled with cars blasting their horns down Main Street in the  
rush-hour traffic, businessmen and women intently fixated on 
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their Bluetooth-equipped BlackBerrys as they briskly strode into 
Quick chek to demand their coffee and bagel, and the wheezing 
garbage truck as it trudged down the street, stubbornly ignoring the  
impatiently tailgating drivers behind it. i breathed in the silence. The 
wind was cool but never harsh, and I inhaled the clean air, filling up 
my entire entity, and exhaled. soon after i left, purple and orange 
clouds slowly smeared the sky and the sun gently rose, warming 
my shoulders, which had started to ache under the weight of  my 
backpack, and the sidewalk beneath my feet as the distant horizon 
was silhouetted against the painted sky. As light tenderly fell over the 
town, the tree boughs and the outlines of  houses were delineated by 
an ethereal glow, as if  the town, and i myself, was in a half-asleep, 
half-awake reverie. i walked to school, not just because gas was now 
too expensive but because i was too afraid to ask my father for fear 
of  encountering his sorrowful face. from the mansions up on top 
of  the hill to the affordable housing a little closer to where i lived, i 
walked across my town. 

one day, the sidewalks iced-over, the snowbanks haloed with 
the rising sun, i stopped at the iron gates of  one of  the biggest 
houses. i stood outside, my hands chapped red from the wind 
and clasping the curved pieces of  metal in the gate, feeling the 
indentations in my palm, shifting my backpack from shoulder to 
shoulder. one, two, three, four: i counted a four-car garage silently 
in my head. even from the end of  the expansive driveway, i could see 
the crystal chandelier hanging in the entrance, framed by icicles. 

Unwanted tears leaked from my eyes, and I hit my fist against 
the gate in desperate frustration. 

When i arrived at school that same day, i was numb with 
cold and filled with a melancholy, panging ache. Walking down the 
driveway, i saw a blue BMW with a red ribbon proudly adorned 
over it—someone must have received it for their birthday. There 
was a crowd of  students in awe surrounding it, and the owner  
occasionally interjecting with a smirk and warning not to touch. 
i saw some friends by the car, but instead i entered the school  
directly and went to the bathroom. grabbing paper towels, i closed 
the stall door and started to wipe the mud and slush off  my shoes. 
it is not that i really cared about my sneakers. i just did not want 
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my classmates to realize i walked to school. 

A couple of  years ago, researchers came within a billionth of  a 
degree of  absolute zero, but the actual condition of  zero energy was 
declared unreachable. if  absolute-zero temperature were to manifest 
in reality, the results would be indescribable. our universe would 
be forever altered—with the cessation of  the motion of  molecules, 
which is a corollary effect of  absolute zero, matter would completely 
collapse. our universe would almost instantaneously fold in on itself; 
all physical entities would cease to exist and be replaced by a vacuous 
state of  complete nothingness. 

in January, i was walking home from school when i received a 
call from my little sister asking me to stop by the elementary school 
and pick her up. i was surprised, since she normally walked home 
by herself; nonetheless, i detoured toward my old grammar school. i 
smiled at how i could take four steps to the door at a time, while as 
a second grader i struggled to take two. My little sister was standing 
forlornly outside the office, all alone since all the others had left right 
after school ended. she looked so small next to the secretary that i 
resolved internally that we would stop and i would use my allowance 
to buy her a cookie on the way home. The secretary indicated that 
i had to sign my sister out of  the discipline list. i was shocked—my 
sister was quiet, shy, and it never would have occurred to me that she 
received a detention. As we walked outside, i took her tiny gloved 
hand and wrapped a scarf  around her and buttoned her coat. When 
i got to the third button, i realized it had fallen off, and the coat 
itself  was worn on the edges. i asked her if  she was cold, and she 
fervently shook her head no, but i could see that her lips were purple 
and numb. hand in hand down the sidewalk, i asked her how she 
had gotten in trouble. she said that in class, the teacher was talking 
about different jobs, and the teacher went around the room and each 
student had to stand up and announce to the class what their parents 
did for a living. When it was my sister’s turn, she refused to stand up 
and kept shaking her head in silence as the teacher grew impatient. 
finally, the teacher threatened to call my mother, and my sister stood 
up, trembling, and whispered that her parents did not work. A boy 
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next to her then asked loudly if  my father had gotten in trouble and 
then fired, and my sister lunged at him and knocked him out of  his 
chair, yelling and crying, “My daddy didn’t do anything wrong, 
nothing wrong, nothing wrong!” The teacher had sent my little sister 
to detention, and she had called me because she did not want one of  
my parents to come pick her up and find out what happened. 

That christmas, i had to keep explaining to my little sister that 
she was not going to be getting any santa gifts—not because she was 
bad that year, but because santa and the elves were sick so they were 
going to bring her the gifts next christmas. she was still so worried 
and anxious, thinking she had misbehaved and santa’s wrath had been 
incurred. on christmas morning, i could not look into her eyes. 

We arrived at the supermarket, where my little sister carefully 
picked out a snickerdoodle cookie about the size of  her face, and i 
paid 85 cents at the cash register, then we sat together on the bench 
in the desolate gray parking lot. 

she never let go of  my hand. 

Absolute zero is approximately –459.67 degrees fahrenheit; the 
range at which this phenomenon transpires is so beyond the familiar at 
we created an entirely new temperature system, the Kelvin system, to 
adapt. Absolute zero occurs at exactly zero degrees Kelvin. Sometimes, 
when an event is so far beyond the ordinary or expected, we rush to 
explain or ameliorate, to cover up and to feign normalcy. 

for every morning that i can remember, my father sat at the 
kitchen table with a cup of  coffee in the mug i painted him in 
kindergarten and read through The New York Times. one cold winter 
morning, i pulled on a sweatshirt and went downstairs, expecting to 
see my father placidly reviewing the events of  the world; however, 
he was gone. i assumed he went out for a walk, so i sat down and 
started reading the newspaper. on the fourth page i saw an article 
titled “laid-off  struggle to find Jobs; rising Bankruptcies signal 
unemployment crisis.” The article discussed a Wall street executive 
now earning minimum wage as a janitor, a former banker now in 
bankruptcy himself, and the rising unemployment rate all over the 
country. i rushed to the desk for a scissor, thinking to myself  that 
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i would explain to my father that i needed the article for a school 
current-events assignment. As i started cutting the edges of  the 
article carefully around the black borders, i stopped when i saw a 
small coffee stain in the corner. 

My father had already read the article. he did not come back 
home until late that night. 

unemployment insurance came as a little check every month, 
and it is dissected and carefully allocated by my mother into food, 
clothes, rent, gas money… My mother always saved a little money to 
put in the church collection sunday mornings. every saturday night, 
she would take a small white envelope out of  the drawer and put a 
couple of  bills in it and carefully seal it, and while the four of  us sat 
in the pew, she would give the envelope to my little sister to place in 
the golden plate. 

one saturday night, i saw my mother deliberating over how 
much money she could possibly squeeze for the next morning, 
and i grew angry with frustration. i argued and yelled, saying that 
our family needed the money, that we could not afford to be giving 
any away, and that she should think of  her own daughters first. My 
mother remained silent, but her face was sorrowful, as she quietly 
told me that i should remember others who were in much more 
dire circumstances than we were. 

i immediately felt the surging burn of  guilt, followed by des-
peration. The next week, i took the money i received giving piano 
lessons and placed it in my mother’s wallet. if  i had offered it to 
her directly, she would have never accepted it. 

i hope at least some of  it ended up in the church collection plate. 

The architecture of  the universe is such that absolute zero is 
nothing but a technicality; as long as there exists heat, such a level 
of  total arctic desolation can never be reached. even if  the source is 
comparatively minute or physically insignificant, such as the flame of  
a small candle, the radiation is enough that molecules will continue 
to move. We may get infinitesimally close, but as long as there is that 
single ray of  warmth, we will be okay. 
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i would often end up going to Quick chek late at night, the 
perpetually open convenience store with extreme caffeine coffee 
(30 percent more caffeine than regular coffee) always ready to appease 
the high school student faced with looming finals and paper deadlines. 
next to the cash register, there is a screen that shows the results 
of  lottery tickets when they are scanned underneath. so as we wait 
in line, we watch the screen flash “SORRY, NOT A WINNER”  
whenever a hopeful customer carefully slides the ticket into the 
machine. 

My father would always warn us against buying lottery tickets, 
arguing and demonstrating mathematically the minuscule probability 
of  victory and presenting his careful calculations until we laughed at 
his steadfast logic and rationality. however, after he had lost his job, 
he would buy lottery tickets occasionally. sometimes i saw him with 
a nickel in his hand, scraping away at the ticket nervously to see the 
numbers underneath the ink. 

My heart broke at the idea of  him standing by the machine with 
the words “SORRY, NOT A WINNER” flashing before him. 

As i paid for my coffee one night in late february, i turned my 
head away from the pixelated screen because i did not need to be 
told i was not a winner. 

i opened the door as slowly as i could when i got home that 
night, to try and stop the door from creaking too much and waking 
up someone, then sat down in front of  the television, shivering while 
removing my coat. We kept the heat on very low this past winter and 
normally walked around in multiple sweaters and gloves. My little 
sister liked to wear this soft red sweater that was so big it made 
her look like a little marshmallow, and the sight of  her waddling 
around even brought a despondent smile to my father’s face. i sank 
into the sofa and flicked on the news channel, while I started to 
proofread my term paper. 

President obama appeared, and announced that the economy 
was improving, while i thought, “Well, Mr. President, that’s wonderful, 
but what about us?”

The two news anchors returned on screen to discuss the  
recession, and my correcting pen burst, spreading red ink all over my 
hands and paper. 
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“hope for the unemployed is dwindling,” said the female anchor. 
i cursed to myself  and started to search for paper towels to 

clean up the pool of  red accumulating on the floor. 
“That’s right,” said the male anchor. i sighed and watched the 

red ink set into the carpet. “for the children of  the recession,” he 
continued, “they’ve reached absolute zero.” 
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The condoned and condemned
Science Fiction/Fantasy

Takes me ten minutes to catch its scent, then twist my neck 
toward its shrieks. first glance i see nothin’ but rocks, stalks, twigs, 
and limbs, but then through the dead branches, i glimpse the thing 
dancing into the distance. it’s still in earshot and eyesight, but won’t 
be for long. it stops screaming and hides, but that doesn’t fool me 
none. it’s there somewhere. i can smell it. Probably a quarter-mile 
off  but it shouldn’t be tough to track if  i keep my nose up. see, they 
have a stench that stays, lingering behind like a comet tail and leaving 
an easy-to-follow trail. Off  the stench, I can follow, then flank it, 
catch it, then kill. show it the trusty ol’ one-two punch and it’ll be all 
Batman from there on in: bam, kapow, kaput. Maybe holden’ll even 
let me take it home for Mary Ann to cook for the kids and me at 
dinner. But first I need to catch it.

Thank god for Mama nature, right? My footsteps be soundin’ 
off  like a gosh darn jackhammer while they crumple the fallen 
foliage—which ain’t the dandiest when you’re going for the stealthy 
kill. lucky for me, nature’s always been the hunter’s top patron; every 
cricket, bird, and beast—everything in this forest that moves—hides 
my noises from the enemy. it’s an odd night, i’ll tell ya. The moon’s 
staring through the canopy of  conifer carcasses, looking down on 
the world like it done something wrong. everything’s tinged blue 
and looks livid. The breeze is tickling me silly on the naked bits of  
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my skin, and whispers sweet nothings in my ear, as if  Zephyrus was 
tryin’ to get in my pants or something. Anyway, hush up—i hear 
something. Yup, it’s near...i can feel its fear, it’s somewhere here...

You hear that? Breathing. Panting. Yeah? Behind that tree, in 
the ditch. i sneak beside without scaring it, then dive, grab, latch my 
arms, and try to squeeze, which would’ve been enough if  it hadn’t 
been wriggling its darn body like the feistiest son of  a fish I ever 
saw. Anyway, one knock of  a rock against the back of  its head and it 
goes silent. dead silent. it had already ripped off  its clothes so they 
wouldn’t slow it and now nothing’s on its skin but dried sweat and a 
leatherbound book that i wrench from its lifeless, vise-grip arms. i’d 
caught this inglorious little basterd. say who’s the boss? Yeah, i’m 
the boss. Tony danza’s the boss? nah, this guy’s the boss. hoo-ha, 
baby––job well-done.

see, this all kicked into gear an hour ago, when the sun was only 
starting to set. Holden the foreman saw it fleeing the factory and 
sprinting for the woods, through the fields, flailing and flapping its 
arms as if  it were flying from a cuckoo’s nest, like that Indian feller 
in the Jack nicholson movie. Well, holden tapped my shoulder to 
watch, and ten seconds later it had disappeared into the forest, free 
to roam in its natural habitat like the animal it is, yelling in some 
delirium: “Apollo breathes!” holden put on his thinking cap and 
judged the matter. A slow smile curved the line between his lips.

“heh. i got the last one. don’t play like you don’t know whose 
turn it is this time, big guy.”

see, hunting escaped livestock is what us factory men call a 
bitch job, if  you don’t mind the profanity. it’s a bitch job because 
who wants to scour the deadwood lookin’ for some animal that’s 
only worth about fifty bucks anyway. But, y’know what…who gives? 
looks good on the weekly report. shows i follow protocol. And it’s 
an excuse to take a breather from the factory. i’m not complaining—
i got a decent job with decent pay—but the air in there’s stuffy as a 
morgue, and after working nine to five overseeing factory operations, 
a cold blast from outside is an inhale of  ecstasy. so maybe, i thought, 
i’ll take my time catching this escapee...

But now the sun’s fallen from the sky and i realize just how 
much time i did take, so i run back to the factory with the book 
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dangling in my left hand and the livestock (i suppose just “stock” 
now) swung over my shoulder. once i’ve said my goodbye to 
holden and headed home, Mary Ann sees the car pull past the 
white picket and into the driveway. she opens the door for me. A 
kiss on the cheek and a “How was work?” followed by fluff  talk 
and ended with a “dinner’ll be in thirty minutes, honey.” A half  
hour to kill and a book in my hands—why not? stuck in the factory 
every day with these things, i can read the language jotted on its 
pages. upstairs in the study, the entries read:

HARKER RENFIELD’S JOURNAL
day 8 since i was brought into the farm
Neither survival nor death here will suffice—the only salvation 

that would satisfy me now would be never having survived childbirth. 
That is my wish, my only other being that Jonah and celine are in a 
better place, wherever they are, though part of  me’s realized there 
isn’t any invisible kingdom in the clouds for them to take shelter in. 
god won’t save me and won’t save them; the windowless walls of  
these factories mean no one can see us, no one can hear us—no 
prayers reach ears. But thinking of  Jonah and celine won’t lead 
anywhere but insanity, till i’m some crazy, running around yelling 
gibberish and begging for a straitjacket. no more thinking of  them; 
the past is dead—inconsequential now. All that exists here is the 
stench, the starvation, and the overseers.

overseers. There’s a trillion names for ’em, depending on 
which factory you’re from, but that’s what we call them. cruel, 
callous, and cold-blooded as gas chamber attendants. never any 
tears. They’re the reason we’re here, so we can be fattened before 
being dismembered. To be processed into packaged meats, delivered 
to display fridges at supermarkets, and brought home for a dinner 
of  family fun. i don’t know why i’m writing about this as if  it’s small 
talk. A coping mechanism, i guess. To veil our tortures as something 
that we can think about and laugh. children born in this giant room 
who have never known anywhere else; men fattened up not with 
sugars and sweets like a hansel and gretel tale but instead antibiotic 
and growth-hormone-swamped gruel; pregnant women separated 
from their families and starving themselves so that they won’t bear 
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the guilt of  bringing new life into this world. Then they’re all tossed 
in here, to wait for death. Yeah, real funny, harker. real funny.

...i don’t know who i’m writing this for. not me. i’ll be dead too 
soon to reminisce on these scribblings. not for anyone. The past will 
be as dead to them, too. Maybe this is as meaningless as everything 
else. so who are you, reader? Will you repress me, like a bad memory, 
so you can continue the life you’ve been living? Probably. But maybe 
you’ll understand. it’s a slim chance, but it’s worth it. 

Well. i guess now i know why i’m writing this.

day 13 or 14
Knowing what horrors I’ve been spared torments me further 

while i wake and sleep in this hell. each week, shipments of  
men and women are transferred to our ghetto. They each have 
terror-soaked tales to tell. in comparison to the places they were 
transferred from, they make this factory seem like elysium. here, 
unlike the factory to the north, the room’s not so crowded that i 
must squirm away my final hours in a mound of  men, each person’s 
exhale another’s inhale, children stomped to the mound’s bottom,  
asphyxiating unto writhing, breathless ends. here, unlike the factories 
in the south, i’m not stripped of  my clothes and books. here i’m 
not forced into a cage so small that without room to lie down, i 
must sleep standing. if  you’re out there, god, just don’t let Jonah 
and celine be anywhere like there.

one man i met told of  a factory where food rations thrown into 
the crowds were so small, men honed any blunt object they could 
scavenge and slaughtered each other over crusts of  bread. hormone-
stuffed bread. The brutality of  circumstance had stolen from them 
any last civilization stored in their dnA, and self-interest had seduced 
them away from morality, from humanity. Men made into animals. 
The overseers watched and thought about profit loss—livestock 
killing each other? That’s bad business. how’s that gonna look on the 
weekly report? so they organized the livestock into an assembly line 
and marched them into a room. They stripped the people’s clothes 
so there wouldn’t be any concealment of  weapons, then personally 
lopped off  their arms so they couldn’t kill each other again. over 
a thousand of  them, naked, armless, and hopeless, in a slate gray, 
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windowless factory—waiting for god, godot, and the release of  
death. All because the overseers didn’t want to spend money to 
increase the food rations.

fourth week in the farm
There are rumors of  a new machine. it has a retractable bolt that 

punches into the skull. it immobilizes the victim, so the overseers can 
drag it to room 101 without resistance, before slitting its throat and 
hanging it on a hook to let the blood drain. 

At set intervals, the hook carries the hanging dead into a 
mechanized butchery, a colossus of  a machine that deskins and 
debones, leaving high-quality “Just Meat,” as its slogan sings. But 
what if  they’re not dead? What if  this new system malfunctions and 
a man whose throat hasn’t been properly slit has the fate of  being 
deskinned and deboned while still alive to feel the pain?

These are rumors, i tell myself. Just rumors.

sometime in Month 2
i found John this morning. skin parched till papyrus-dry and 

bones brittled until broke, but it still looked enough like him for me 
to know. his gray-blue eyes were lifeless and his breathing was 
haggard. not the same boy i’d played hide-and-seek with when we 
were young. not the same man i made Jonah’s godfather after celine 
and i walked the aisle. i held him, and he stopped breathing in my 
arms, staring up at me with dead pupils.

Month 3
i’ve accepted their truth, and part of  me’s gone.
“Consider if  this is a man...who knows no peace, who fights for a crust of  

bread, who dies by a yes or a no.”
i am livestock.

entry 6
it is night. for us, it’s forever night. This place has no windows. 

it has no sun. if  i could see the sun before i died, i might know it 
still existed. 
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Before he died, he saw the sun, but not entry 7. The reader of  
his journal flipped through the rest of  the empty pages searching for 
more but knowing that after entry 6 there would be no author to 
fill them. He closed the book with both hands, placed it on the desk, 
and sat with his face in his fingers, allowing silence to swallow the 
room until “Dinner, honey!” pierced the floor from downstairs and 
the smell of  steak wandered into the study. dinner. it took a moment 
to remember—remember what he’d asked holden if  he could take, 
brought home in the backseat, and told Mary Ann to cook—but 
then his eyelids opened wide, frozen till the clock ticktocked another 
ten seconds and he yelled downstairs.

“I have to finish writing my weekly report—for work. Start 
without me.” 

he grabbed a pen and raised it above the page, but a tremor in 
his hand made him clench too tight, and it burst. The ink oozed like 
oil and looked like black blood. it painted the white page black. in 
the washroom he turned the tap and the water flowed but the ink 
stayed. dried into the wrinkles of  his palm, the stain was already 
created and couldn’t be cleansed, not even by the tears streaking 
his face.

The clatter of  cutlery downstairs cut through the silence, and 
he saw visions of  the dining room table: the glint of  fine china 
the meat was being served on, the kids beaming smiles while they 
impaled their forks into flesh. His eyes shifted to the window in the 
washroom wall, gazing into the black as the black gazed into him. 
There was no sun. no light. 

night.
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allIsTer reese
Science Fiction/Fantasy

 Pasta’s a lonely meal. i make it when i’m tired or alone, and 
certainly not expecting company. it’s quick, easy, the best option when 
a meal for myself  isn’t worth slaving over. it was a nice dining room. 
it reeked of  an aged renaissance, smothered in thick, rich tones of  
red and accents of  creamy white—a well-blended atmosphere in no 
urgent need of  interruption.

i had never believed in ghosts or demons, any paranormal 
phenomenons like that. i’d been completely psyched about this 
Tuesday: moving day. The little, bleak blue house down on the 
corner of  Maple and haver seemed perfect, well-suited for me. 
until i realized it was that little blue house located on the sputter-
ing, questionable ends of  Maple and haver, which seemed to have 
their reputations dampened by this traumatically tainted house. They 
never told me who had lived here, or informed me who had stabbed 
himself  in the parlor, however many years back. They never told me 
his name or what he’d been like, or why he’d done it. never shared 
with me anything of  his infamous afterlife, never showed me the list 
of  victims, or told me how many souls he’d eaten.

“Ssssskkkkeeoooohhh.”
sand in the time sift drooled like droplets of  molasses as i 

stood up. My wineglass in perpetual motion, falling to the parlor 
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floor, never seemed to shatter or splatter. I couldn’t hear it. Couldn’t 
see it. All i heard was the voice. All i saw was the man.

He was calm and cool. Stood firm and fresh in front of  me. 
The glass slowly lulled around the floor as I watched him. A moment 
of  trance unable to be broken by a human persona of  an awkward  
silence. Jeans, pale shirt, unbuttoned at the top. The chiseling began 
at the V and pulsed down his torso in ravishing ripples. He looked 
new and clean, too pure for something damned to an eternity in 
this lonely house. he didn’t strike me as a suicide—didn’t look like 
he’d want to take away anything of  the everything he’d been given. he 
looked confident, but curious, something rather odd for someone 
who had a countless amount of  time to inquire. i wondered when 
the first question would come; I could feel them, there were plenty, 
dancing like little caged insects inside his empty soul, fireflies 
matching in luminosity inside his fluorescent figure.

he didn’t move to advance on me, yet i felt a pull to him. 
like the supernatural force that claimed him reached for a hold 
on me, too.

“hello, my name is Allister. Allister reese,” he bowed. his 
choice of  formal greeting seemed out of  place for the situation. i 
eyed him suspiciously. 

“hello…i’m—”
“Venya, I know. Pleasure to meet you,” he nodded. 
“Just Ven.” What a mysterious little creeper. He already knew 

my name. 
he spread his arms wide, “Welcome to my home.”
Perfect; a territorial numen—just what I needed my first night in. 

When i didn’t answer, he proceeded, “Please, continue your meal.”
i never broke eye contact as i cautiously slid back into my chair 

and tackled another meatball, forgetting about the spilled wine. 
“You just gonna sit there and stare at me?”
“i felt it more proper than rudely concealing myself, promoting 

my presence as something more of  a friendly household companion 
than a spy.”

i absentmindedly twirled up a few bites of  spaghetti on my fork 
as i continued to inspect him.

“how long have you been here?”
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“A long time.”
“i mean today.”
“i’m always here.”
i was quiet again. not too sure how to proceed with our  

introductions, not sure what to ask a ghost. he sensed my confusion 
and a smart little smile emerged.

“i’m sorry, you shouldn’t feel this uncomfortable in my home. 
Would you like me to leave?”

“Are you going to leave or just disappear?” i asked.
“disappear.”
“You’re right. This is less creepy.”
he laughed, leaned back in his chair, and settled in.

There were a few specific things that sparked my inquisitions 
about Allister’s being as i came to know him over the next few weeks: 

Allister never left the house. i didn’t completely understand 
why. And when i asked, he said he simply never felt like it. Allister 
never talked about his death and wasn’t confined to after-hours; 
he was out at all times of  the day and would occasionally meet 
me for breakfast in the kitchen. slowly our conversations became 
more fluid. He’d greet me when I came home from work, unless 
he was unusually bothered by something. if  i didn’t bring work 
home from the office, we’d stay up all night at the kitchen bar. 
he’d ask all the questions, about my family, my childhood, my old 
house, and which house i liked more. sometimes i wished he’d let 
me join in on the cross-examination, but then again i didn’t know 
what i’d ask.

The bigger the space grew between his knowledge of  me and 
mine of  him, the more i was attracted to him. he was a mystery, a 
puzzle that i wanted to take all the time in the world to solve, and the 
small sense of  vulnerability intrigued me.

Allister also developed a strange fascination with my cooking. 
When i couldn’t see him in the kitchen, i’d feel his presence lurking 
over my shoulder. The next time i made pasta, he sat and watched. 
he didn’t talk, just sat in silence observing my work. it confused 
me. I figured this would be a typical action of  someone who had 
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a desire to re-create the dish later himself, but Allister was stuck here 
in quite a peculiar state, a twilight—able to move, unable to do, able 
to talk, yet unable to interact. it bothered me. i wondered how much 
it bothered him—if  it did at all. I couldn’t find a trace of  irritation, 
couldn’t read a thing from his transfixing transparent face.

“Yes?”
he caught me staring at him. i’d absentmindedly slowed to a 

stop in my stirs around the boiling fettucini.
“nothing, nothing.” i refocused on the stove. he continued 

to watch.
“i forget what it’s like.”
“What’s like?” i asked.
“To eat.”
“oh.” i couldn’t think of  anything better to say. “it takes up a 

lot of  time.”
he threw me a funny look.
“i waste so much time preparing food, eating food, digesting 

food...”
“i wouldn’t mind making another meal.”
Allister had too much time. he’d forgotten to be human. he 

didn’t remember what it was like to be irritated, or how annoying 
the chores of  everyday life were. it made me wonder how old 
he really was—how much time had lapsed since his last painfully 
normal day.

“What’s it like?” i asked.
he already knew what i was talking about. he thought for 

a moment.
“Different. Very different.”
“does it look different?”
“it feels different…everything feels so hollow.”
i waited for more.
“it’s hard to remember life, it used to be hard to compare, but 

with you around i get a taste of  it—a refreshment. You’re different, 
apart from all the inert objects that occupy my existence. i sense 
something else with your presence that i can’t in others.”

he sounded so alone. suddenly i was where he was, trapped 
in this box, and just the moment sucked all my happiness away. 
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on nurturing instinct, i took the steaming teakettle from the back 
burner and went to grab him a mug, but then caught myself. The 
situation nipped at me. i felt helpless. i poured myself  instead.

“does it tease you?” i asked.
“it’s better to feel something than nothing at all.”

Allister got dangerously close. he plotted further than the 
physical boundaries that disconnected us. it was hard to keep him 
out, especially when i was mad or frustrated—or found myself  set 
off  by a past lover. They were nothing alike, but the poltergeist 
seemed to always weave webs of  relation back to himself  in my 
head, no matter how hard i fought against it, or how black and 
white the differences were between him and anyone i’d ever met.

he heard it before it happened and was already there waiting.
i slammed the door shut, threw my bag down on the kitchen 

floor, and hurled the keys against the wall.
i screamed hysterically.
he waited.
I flew around the kitchen in a bull-run tirade, thrashing open 

the cabinets, roughly shoving things around in search of  a clean 
glass. soon, without success, i slammed that shut, too.

“godforgetit. Just forget it.” i sat down on the barstool. Took 
a breath.

he gave me some time. Then came over to sit beside me. fumes 
slowly smoldering to death in his presence. he didn’t have to say 
anything. Just look.

“Bad day,” i said. i didn’t really want to talk. sometimes i felt 
silly, like i was sitting in front of  an overly patient psychiatrist.  
Allister kept looking, waiting for further explanation. i loved that 
about him. his euphonic aura infected me, like an incurable mutated 
strand of  disease so advanced there was nothing i could do to stop 
the contamination.

“You know, i wish more people were like you.”
“explain.”
“Just relaxed…understanding. i dunno.”
“You come to understand a lot when you’ve been here this long.”
“i know. i just…wish people could sit here like you can.”
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“This is my house. i’ve been sitting here a long time.”
“i wish everyone else had the time.”
“Ven, all I have is time.”
“i know, forget it.”
“no. i understand.” his frozen eyes dug further into me. he 

moved like he wanted to rest an arm around me. i hated our wall. “i 
wish i had more for you than just my time.”

 “it’s more than what i could ask from anyone else.” i considered 
offering an eternity in this transaction of  smile, but i turned to 
get up. 

“Biscotti tonight?” Sparks of  excitement flickered across his face.
“i guess i promised, didn’t i?”
“doesn’t have to be tonight.”
“We have enough flour?”
“There’s another bag in the back cabinet.”
“All right. But first, hot bath.”
“Take your time. i’ll be here.”

i stopped in the bathroom to turn the old handles of  the 
clawfoot tub. i left the water on, steaming up the room, dense and 
thick like a sauna. it thawed my mood and dampened my anxiety. i let 
the water sit and went into my bedroom. i stood in front of  the mirror 
on my old mahogany dresser; the glow of  the warm sitting lamp gave 
me a new hue of  color, and i admired the romantic light. Alone in 
my room…and the man came flooding back into my head. Allister 
confused me; for some reason he still wanted a part of  this place in 
me, but i cut him off, snipped the web.

i slid my blouse off, felt the sticky air hug my body. i looked 
down at my chest, traced the bones with my soft, slender fingers. 
i stopped at the places that had last been touched. i hung for a 
moment on the reminiscent fingerprints of  that man who seemed so 
far away. i dragged my hand to the edge of  my bra, right where his 
kisses had caressed last. i could still barely feel his lips there, but the 
sensation soon slipped away, growing further and further from me as 
i couldn’t see his face anymore, or hear that once-so-powerful voice 
ring in my ears and hurl my heartbeat. 

…But the demon still tugged at the strings to come back.
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i caught Allister in the corner of  the mirror, his apparition 
hung by the door in the shadows. something in me wanted to feel 
uncomfortable, like he shouldn’t be here, but i couldn’t. This was 
his house, and i was too accustomed to the strange vibrancy between 
us. I took him in again—as I had the first time I saw him. Body 
carved from white marble, eyes shimmering like the ice coating on 
sheets of  snow. he looked even prettier this time—more innocent—
even more curious. And no longer a demonic figure, but godly—
that angelic, heavenly white. i held with his eyes, an unbreakable 
bond—signing in blood as I gave a flick of  my lashes to him, telling 
him I was OK.

he waited a few moments, bookmarking our moment in time. 
Then approached as i slipped out of  my slacks. he came to stand 
behind me as i readjusted the lace at my waist. i felt his phantom 
presence, a shift in the air circulating my vulnerable body. i watched 
his eyes follow down the line of  my spine.

“You can see me.” he whispered on my neck.
“of  course i can.”
“no, in the mirror. You’re not supposed to be able to do that.” 
i fell silent again. drowning in the edge and tension of  the 

moment. 
i unhooked my bra, slid the straps off  my shoulders, let the silk 

fall to the floor.
his aura came closer; cool fresh energy hummed between us as 

he reached out—the perfectly sculpted porcelain hands. he didn’t 
touch. But lingered…stared. i felt the pull again. The black whole of  
his being was dying to eat me up.

“Isn’t this how you got here in the first place?” I breathed back, 
“from breaking all the rules?”

i went down to the coffee shop and thought about him. 
Meditated the evening away over the warming mist of  my spiced 
apple cider. flamboyant vibrant beings bounced in and out from 
the streets in their autumn festivities, each time blowing gushes of  
the chilled september air onto me. it crystallized and clung to my 
skin, attacking me like a foreign body. i held onto my mug as the 
people whirled around in dizzying colors and conversations. 
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i felt apart from them. And that’s when i realized how hollow 
i was.

My time with him suffocated me, denying me the simple  
pleasures of  everyday life, which he had so foolishly deprived 
himself. And now he was out to spread his curse. he sucked the life 
out of  me, a heartless death dealer. i grabbed my coat and ran out, 
left the piping cider untouched on the table.

i had to know.

“What did you do? Why are you here? i need to know.”
At first he refused to answer, just like before, but then it bubbled.
“Allister, why did you kill yourself ? Who are you?”
i set it off. 
every ghost was damned here for a reason. every one residing 

here on this earth with a piece of  hades hibernating within—i had 
resurrected it.

And then for the first time I was scared.
i felt the icy claws of  his evil energy grasping for me. his being 

surrounded me, coming in on me from every direction, smothering 
me.

“i think you know why i’m here.”
i gasped. “stop it, Allister—”
“You’ve heard the stories. You know the truth. What makes you 

think you’re different?”
i couldn’t breathe. “Allister, stop.”
“i’ll take you with me, take your heart, drag you along with me 

to hell.”
i fell to my knees, covering my ears, pleading for air. 
“You can rest with all the others, all the other hopeless souls—

another in my hades book.”
i looked up at him. “Who are you?” i whimpered.
“I’m a demon, Ven. You know very well what I am and what I 

do,” he leaned in and hissed in my ear. “i’m the ‘who’ when they call 
‘Who’s there? ’ ”

“sToP!” i screamed, pulling at my hair in distress. The air 
pressure strained to push me six feet through the floor.

he came to my face, red embers gleaming in his sockets. “i’ll 
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take you with me. Aren’t you scared?”
“Yes, but this isn’t what you want,” i panted.
“What?”
“can’t you see that? This isn’t your purpose. You’re not here to 

control or manipulate, scare or condemn.”
he retracted. “Then what am i here for?”
i staggered to my feet with him. “You’re here for me. here for 

me to teach you something. Teach you something about the life you 
never had, and the life you won’t take from me.”

he began to shrink, the fury slowly died away.
“i’m not here to be terrorized, i’m here to teach you something. 

You’re so messed up, i think deep down you know the answers, 
you just won’t accept them. how long do you want to stay here? 
growing older and older, becoming more and more confused and 
further apart from life, it’s only getting harder for you to pass on. i 
won’t be here forever. And i won’t be taken with you.”

“…i don’t want you to leave.” he struggled.
“do you want me to suffer with you, share the same fate?”
“no, i just…want you.”
“i don’t need to be taken. You have me, just not forever. nothing 

is meant to be forever, neither are you.”
i sensed his want, felt his need. he was desperate—so curious, 

extending a hand to my face…
curious again.

he touched me. 
As soon as the moment was born, it was destroyed. The 

hourglass would not wait this time, the grains raced faster and faster 
slipping away, frenzied in hyper motion. The hours that i could have 
spent in this one pause went forgotten, rejected by the gods of  time. 
his hand burned my cheek; the coldness that i’d always thought to 
represent him was nonexistent. he felt like a human. he was human, 
for that one wisp of  time vibrated in full-color—solid-color—life. 
he was no longer paranormal. 

But as soon as i felt the human, he was gone. 
Starting first at his warm, fleshy fingertips, he dissolved; fiberglass 
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fragments withered into rainbows, evaporating into the air.
“i want you to move on,” i gently cried.
A shiver, and he whispered.
“i’m already gone.”
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whaT all school chIldren learn
Dramatic Script

CHARLIE JENKINS – 11 years old, a small seventh grader, son of  
Martin and Katherine Jenkins
STEVEN – 15 years old, a ninth grader and bully
cooPer – 15 years old, a ninth grader and co-conspirator with 
steven
LUKE – 14 years old, a ninth grader and co-conspirator with Steven
MARTIN JENKINS – early 40s, a UPS worker, father of  Charlie 
Jenkins
KATHERINE JENKINS – late 30s, a housekeeper, mother of  
charlie Jenkins
MR. BARKLEY – early 50s, school principal
lindA – mid 40s, a parent
PATriciA – mid 30s, a parent 
MelissA – mid 40s, mother of  steven
susAnne – mid 40s, a parent
Jeff – late 40s, a parent
TerrorisT – early 20s

“I and the public know 
what all school children learn,
those to whom evil is done
do evil in return.”
—W.h. Auden
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school YArd – dAY
A middle school lunch area. A large metal trash can sits stage right. In the 
middle of  the stage is a lunch table.
A school bell rings.
CHARLIE, a small prepubescent boy of  11, walks on stage, happily carrying 
a tin lunchbox. He looks around for his friends. When he sees none, he sits dead 
center at the table, facing us. He opens up his lunchbox and sets out on the table 
a sandwich, a banana, a package of  cupcakes, and a carton of  milk. He starts 
to eat. Three older boys, each halfway between boyhood and manhood, appear in 
the lunch area. COOPER, the first of  the boys, sits down next to Charlie so 
as to be uncomfortably close. LUKE, the second bully, sits on the other side so 
that Charlie is sandwiched. STEVEN, who is clearly their leader, comes up 
behind and takes Charlie’s sandwich out of  his hand. He takes a bite and then 
puts it back in the lunchbox. He picks up the carton of  milk and pours it out 
into the box. The two other boys just sit and laugh. CHARLIE, on the verge 
of  tears, collects his things and runs off  stage. The three older boys run off  stage 
after him.
They cross with eight adults, who enter as the boys leave. We are now in a

school conference rooM  – EVENING
Two of  the adults—a man in a UPS uniform and a woman—carry two chairs 
with them, place them in the corner, and sit. The other six turn the table on an 
angle. One of  them—MR. BARKLEY, dressed in a jacket and a tie—stands 
behind it. The remaining five gather in front, animated and upset. Their 
conversation begins at the moment they appear.

PATriciA
let me get this straight. A teacher goes to get lunch, she doesn’t tell 
anyone, and she leaves 100 kids unsupervised.

Jeff
The school let this happen, Mr. Barkley? 

MR. BARKLEY
A mistake. it was a mistake. i promise you—
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lindA
—how many teachers were supposed to be watching? i mean, how 
many kids were left without someone to watch them?

MR. BARKLEY
normally we have one teacher for each play area. And we never 
have a teacher look after more than 100 children at a time. This was 
a simple miscommunication. 

PATriciA
none of  us want to hear excuses. do i have to worry about my son 
being bullied?

MR. BARKLEY
Your child is safe. All of  your children are. i—this is an isolated 
incident.

lindA
how do you know? i mean it, how do you know? how can you be 
so sure? Things like this don’t happen out of  blue. There are reasons, 
there are warning signs. You need to keep an eye out—

MR. BARKLEY
(Trying to be more forceful) —And we are. i’ve scheduled a meeting with 
all of  our teachers. if  everyone stays calm, Ms. constantino, we—

susAnne
—We have every right to be concerned. Pushing, shoving, a fistfight 
or two—that you’d expect. Kids are kids. But this is different. I hate 
to say it, but a normal child doesn’t do something like that. 

lindA
if  my son where the victim of  this, i wouldn’t be sitting there so 
quietly. Melissa, are you sure there’s nothing you have to say?

There is a moment of  silence as everyone waits for her to respond.
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MelissA
What do you want me to say? Mr. Barkley and i have talked privately, 
and the school knows exactly how i feel. 

MR. BARKLEY
Ms. lewis’ son is being looked after. You have my word.

susAnne
Well, that’s great, you’re fixing the problem now that it’s already 
happened. guess what? That’s not good enough. i need to know 
how this could happen here, in our school? something this disturbing 
and, i hate to say it, this evil. how does a little boy do something like 
that to a kid four years older and twice his size? 

The five parents exit. MR. BARKLEY comes down stage and speaks directly 
to the audience.

MR. BARKLEY
Three weeks earlier.

He exits the stage and we are in a

school AdMinisTrATion office – Morning
KATHERINE and MARTIN JENKINS, the two parents who were sitting 
on the side of  the stage, pick up their chairs and place them opposite the table, 
which is now the desk in Mr. Barkley’s office. They place a sign on the desk that 
says “Principal.” MARTIN paces, and KATHERINE checks herself  in her 
compact mirror. 

KATHERINE
how do i look? 

MArTin
You look fine. (Checks his watch.) i’m gonna get sacked.

KATHERINE 
don’t say that, you—
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MArTin
—i’m telling you, i’m gonna miss my shift. (Gets up to pace.) next 
shift starts at 9, and Peterson gives no leeway. (Checks his watch again.) 
Jesus christ, do you know how long we have been—

MR. BARKLEY walks in. He clenches his back. 

MR. BARKLEY
—i’m sorry i’m late. Back problems. They’re the worst, and the 
Advil’s not helping. i’m so glad you came in, Mr. and Mrs.... (Glances 
at the sheet in his hand.) …Jenkins. i...umm— (He sits down for one second 
before popping back up, and paces periodically around the room.) —do you 
mind if  i stand? doctor says i’ve got a fused disk. i’m not sure what 
that means. i suggest you avoid one. (He massages his back.) Anyway...
your son, charlie, right? There’s been an incident in the lunch area.

MArTin
“An incident”? Yeah, you could call it that. our son is being bullied 
by a kid three times his size, and there doesn’t seem to be anyone 
trying to stop it.

KATHERINE
charlie’s very quiet. he’s not really physical, if  you know what i 
mean. he doesn’t like to defend himself. That doesn’t make my 
husband happy but— (Martin shoots her a look.) every day he comes 
home crying.

MR. BARKLEY
i’m sorry to hear that, Mrs. Jenkins. That must be very upsetting. 
With so many in such a small space, incidents are bound to happen. 
I always find these things have two sides to them. They’re all pretty 
good kids, you know. (Clenches his back.) Jeez, i—

KATHERINE
(Trying to be polite) —But there aren’t two sides this. our 11-year-old 
is being tormented.
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MR. BARKLEY
i understand. let me ask you a question: Was there a history between 
charlie and steven?

MArTin
A history?

MR. BARKLEY
of  antagonism?

MArTin
i don’t think you understand. My son is in seventh grade. he is four 
years younger. he doesn’t know this kid from Adam. The kid’s a 
bully who messes with charlie for kicks.

KATHERINE
Martin!

MArTin
What? There aren’t two sides to this. This isn’t like the Palestinians 
and the Jews or some such thing. You got a bad kid who needs to 
be punished.

MR. BARKLEY
You may be right. (Grabs his back, grimaces, and stretches.) i hate  
getting old.

MArTin
(Laughs.) You’re not gonna do anything, are you?

MR. BARKLEY
What?

MArTin
You just want this to go away. 
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MR. BARKLEY
That’s not— This may be just kids being kids, Mr. Jenkins. i know 
charlie is a sensitive boy, but there is a big difference between 
roughhousing on the playground and—

MArTin
You’re so fair— 

MR. BARKLEY
Thank you.

MArTin
You didn’t let me finish. I was gonna say you’re so fair, you’re useless. 
You know that? (Checks his watch.) i gotta go. i’m late for work. i just 
wanna know someone’s looking after my kid.

He leaves. And there is a moment of  silence.

KATHERINE
i apologize for my husband. he’s under a lot of  pressure at work. 
(Beat) Martin wishes charlie were the kind of  kid who stood up for 
himself. i just want to know he’ll be safe.

MR. BARKLEY
of  course you do.

KATHERINE
isn’t there a way you could put a few more teachers on the playground 
during lunch?

MR. BARKLEY
Mrs. Jenkins, i’ve got 1,500 kids to look out for, and i don’t have the 
money or the manpower to run the school the way i’d like. i’ll do the 
best i can. (He smiles.) Don’t worry too much. I find that stuff  like 
this blows over quick.
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MR. BARKLEY takes his name plaque, and he and MRS. JENKINS exit 
the stage. They cross with CHARLIE.

The school bell rings. We are now in the 

school YArd – dAY
CHARLIE carries a few binders in his hand as he enters, looking around 
nervously. STEVEN, by himself  this time, enters the yard and approaches 
Charlie. 

chArlie
leave me alone. i’m not bothering you.

STEVEN
don’t tell me what to do.

chArlie
i didn’t mean to, i—

STEVEN
—What’s for lunch today?

chArlie
sorry, i already ate.

STEVEN comes toward him, menacingly.

chArlie
You better not. i’ll tell on you. i’ll get you in huge trouble—

STEVEN
Yeah, i don’t think you wanna do that. cuz you know what i’ll do 
to you.

STEVEN approaches CHARLIE. With one swat, he knocks the books 
from Charlie’s hands. CHARLIE hesitates, and in a moment of  newfound 
courage he stands up tall.
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chArlie
Pick them up.

STEVEN
You’re kidding, right? You’re trying to be brave? Think you can scare 
me?

Without warning, STEVEN grabs Charlie by his ankles and dangles him 
above the books. He begins to “walk” Charlie across the yard. Charlie kicks to 
loosen Steven’s grip.

STEVEN
i think you’re gonna pick ’em up.

CHARLIE gives up his thrashing and goes to collecting the books, while still 
hanging.

chArlie
Why do you always have to pick on me?

STEVEN
i dunno. cuz it’s fun, cuz you’re tiny, cuz i can. What does it matter? 

chArlie
You could choose someone else once in a while. Why does it always 
have to be me?

STEVEN
no reason. But i picked you, so live with it.

STEVEN drops Charlie.

STEVEN
its like you’re my prey or something. i’m strong, you’re weak, i make 
the rules.
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STEVEN walks off. He leaves Charlie to collect his stuff  and run off  on the 
verge of  tears. CHARLIE crosses with Mr. and Mrs. Jenkins. KATHERINE 
and MARTIN bring in plates and mugs to set what is now the table. We are 
in the 

JENKINS HOME – MORNING
MARTIN takes a seat, rubs his eyes, and starts reading a paper.  
KATHERINE pours coffee. CHARLIE walks in. He’s wearing a bathrobe, 
but it is obvious that his school clothes are underneath.

MArTin
Morning.

chArlie
really bad news. i can’t go to school today.

KATHERINE
Why not?

chArlie
cuz i’m sick.

MArTin
You’re sick? You don’t look sick. don’t play games with me. is some-
thing actually wrong?

chArlie
’fraid so. don’t be scared but...i’ve got rabbit fever. 

KATHERINE
rabbit fever?

chArlie
Yeah, it’s very dangerous. I looked it up online. It’s definitely rabbit 
fever. i bet i got it from playing with mice in science. 
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KATHERINE
if  you got it from mice, why is it called rabbit fever? 

chArlie
You can get it from lots of  animals. They had to pick one. They 
picked rabbits. it causes fever, duh, and swelling, and pneumonia. 
And i’ve got all those symptoms. (He coughs.) i would go to school, 
but i’m trying to keep my friends safe.

KATHERINE
come here, let me feel your head. (She feels his forehead.) You’re not 
warm. (She looks at him with disappointment.)

chArlie
Really? Then I definitely have it. Cuz part of  the disease is when the 
symptoms come and go really quickly. don’t ask me why, but that’s 
the way it happens.

MArTin
You’re not sick. Your just lazy and you’re gonna go to school. 

chArlie
Mom!

MArTin
charlie, i’m tired, i just got in from the night shift, and i’m gonna go 
to bed. i don’t want to hear anymore about it.

chArlie
(Serious) i can’t go to school. it’s too dangerous.

MArTin
dangerous, Jesus! it’s just some stupid kid. stay away from him and 
you’ll be fine. Listen, you’re going to school, that’s final.

chArlie
Mom, don’t make me go.
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MArTin
Alright. You know what? This is ridiculous. come here.

chArlie
What?

MArTin
Come here. I’m gonna teach you how to fight. Put up your fists.

chArlie
dad.

KATHERINE
Martin!

MArTin
Put up your fists… Higher. (Charlie does it.) OK. Now punch my 
hand. Punch my hand, charlie! (He puts out his hand for Charlie to punch. 
Charlie complies weakly.) Well, you might be able to hurt the mouse that 
got you sick.

KATHERINE
Martin!

MArTin
fine, you’re never gonna punch him, anyway. how about kicking? 
give me a good strong roundhouse.

chArlie
i don’t know what that is.

MArTin
it’s where you swing your foot wide out to the side...i’ll show you. 
(He does a kick and taps Charlie lightly at the end.)

chArlie
owww!
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MArTin
That didn’t hurt.

chArlie
You kicked me!

MArTin
There is no way that a little kick—

chArlie
—Mom, dad kicked me!

MArTin
You’re telling on me!

chArlie
Well, you did. You kicked me!

KATHERINE
We’re done here, boys! Marty, get to bed. Bed!

MArTin
Alright, alright. We’ll finish this lesson tonight. You’re gonna learn 
to kick that kid’s sorry ass. Have a good day at school. You’ll be fine, 
just stick up for yourself.

He gets up and goes.

KATHERINE
come here, charlie. (She kneels to talk to him.) i can’t afford not 
to go to work today. And i don’t have anyone to look after you. 
Sweetheart, you’re gonna be OK. (He diverts his gaze.) look at me. i 
promise. Just keep an eye out for yourself. (She takes off  his bathrobe.) 
now give your mom a hug, get your lunch, and hurry to the bus. 
(He listens, and she watches him run out the door.) love you.
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chArlie
Yeah, yeah, yeah.
The school bell rings, and we are in the 

school YArd – Morning
CHARLIE walks onto the playground, carrying his lunch. Voices begin in 
the distance.

STEVEN (O.S.)
charlie? charlie? Where are you? 

CHARLIE moves farther downstage, huddling behind the trash can. STEVEN 
appears. He’s searching for Charlie, facing upstage and away from us.

STEVEN
come on, charlie. i’m hungry! don’t you have lunch for me?

CHARLIE slinks further behind the trash can and pulls his legs in to not 
be seen.

STEVEN
You can’t hide the rest of  the year, charlie. if  you run from me today,  
tomorrow’s gonna be worse… Just you wait. i’m coming for you.

STEVEN walks off  stage and CHARLIE relaxes. He takes another bite 
of  his sandwich. KATHERINE walks in carrying a mixing bowl. She hums 
as she whisks away at the brownie mix. We are now in the 

JENKINS KITCHEN – EVENING
CHARLIE takes out a PSP and starts to play.

KATHERINE
charlie, what are you doing over there?

chArlie
nothing.
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KATHERINE
You know, if  someone got themselves up and back to the table to do 
their homework, there might be some extra brownie mix.
CHARLIE puts away his PSP and runs to the table.

chArlie
This math homework is fascinating.

KATHERINE
no kidding? What kind of  problems are you doing?

chArlie
What am i doing? uhhh... (Glancing down to figure out what’s on the page.) 
double negatizing. Ms. green said it was tough, but she was trying 
to scare us.

KATHERINE
OK. What’s negative 12 times negative 12?

chArlie
one forty-four. i’m not stupid. hey, where’s the brownie mix you 
promised me? 

She hands over the bowl and he sticks his finger in and takes out a big glob.

chArlie
Mom?

KATHERINE
Yeah, charlie.

chArlie
This is good… listen, about school tomorrow, i—

KATHERINE
—charlie, we’re not going through this again. You are going  
to school. 
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chArlie
no, i know. That’s not what i was going to say. Jeez. i was just gonna 
to ask for a special lunch.

KATHERINE
A special lunch?

chArlie
Yeah, you know. something to look forward to during the day.

KATHERINE
(Smiling) i think i can do that. What do you want?

chArlie
um, well…uhhh… how about…fried chicken?

KATHERINE
Your favorite.

chArlie
And ummm...sprite... And something for dessert—

KATHERINE
Brownies?

chArlie
no, peanuts. A bag of  peanuts.

KATHERINE
OK, you got it. Now run upstairs and wake up your dad for the night 
shift. (He complies, but he is still on stage as she finishes.) charlie, i’m proud 
of  you for doing the right thing. I mean, finding something good 
to get you through the day.

He runs off. She sticks her finger in the brownie mix as she exits.
The school bell rings, and we are back in the 
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school YArd – dAY
CHARLIE walks back on stage and sits at the lunch table. He lays out his 
food in front of  him. STEVEN and the other two boys sneak up from behind. 
CHARLIE is about to take a bite of  his chicken when STEVEN interrupts.

STEVEN
not so fast.

STEVEN grabs the chicken and takes a bite before CHARLIE gets one. He 
holds on to the chicken as he picks up the can of  soda and drinks.

chArlie
how was it?

STEVEN
delicious. i’m gonna have some more. (Takes another bite.)

chArlie
You can have the whole thing if  you want.

STEVEN
Very funny.

chArlie
how ’bout some peanuts with that?

STEVEN
What? (A little flustered) nah. i’ll pass.

CHARLIE gets up with the bag of  peanuts, and STEVEN backs off.

chArlie
What do you mean you’ll pass? come on, have some peanuts.

CHARLIE walks closer. 
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STEVEN
get away from me! 

chArlie
What’s wrong? Why not peanuts? You want my food. Take my food. 
(He offers the peanuts again.)

STEVEN
get away, you freak.

chArlie
What’s the matter? can’t you eat peanuts? oh, wait, maybe you can’t. 
Maybe you can’t eat peanuts. Maybe you’re allergic. (He walks closer 
with the bag of  peanuts outstretched.)

STEVEN
i’m telling you to get away.

CHARLIE is emboldened by Steven’s fear. 

chArlie
oops. Maybe it’s too late. i mean, maybe you already ate some. right, 
cuz maybe they were on my chicken. Maybe i rubbed them in the 
crispy stuff. same color. You couldn’t really tell the difference, could 
you?

Suddenly, STEVEN drops the chicken.

STEVEN
did you? did you put peanuts in the chicken? Tell me now. i’ll kill 
you. You asshole. i’ll kill you. 

He walks toward CHARLIE, who grabs a bunch of  peanuts and grinds them 
in his hand.

chArlie
(With unnerving calm) i wouldn’t get any closer if  i were you.
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STEVEN
What the fuck is wrong with you? i need to know if  you gave me 
peanuts!

chArlie
i don’t feel like telling yet. (Thinks for a second.) how ’bout you tell 
Cooper that you love him first.

STEVEN
What? Are you serious? Just tell me if  i—

chArlie
(Louder) —how ’bout you tell cooper that you love him?

STEVEN
(Quickly, to get it over with) cooper, i love you. now did you put 
peanuts—? 

chArlie
—oh, c’mon, no one believed that. Tell him like ya mean it...noW.

STEVEN
(Scared, but more sweetly) cooper...i love you.

chArlie
What?

STEVEN
i love you!

chArlie
That’s better.

STEVEN
now tell me if  i ate any peanuts, Jesus christ! i don’t think you get 
it. i could fucking die—
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chArlie
—Yeah, i know.

It is all changed now. CHARLIE has the power, not Steven. Charlie likes it, and 
he hates it. It excites him and it scares him.

STEVEN
Why are you doing this? Please, i need to know if  you gave me any 
peanuts!

STEVEN is on of  the verge of  tears. He shakes. A wet spot appears on his 
pants.

chArlie
You wet your pants.

STEVEN tries to cover up.

STEVEN
What the fuck is wrong with you? Tell me if  i ate peanuts.

CHARLIE’s had enough. Time to end this.

chArlie
Let’s get some things straight. You will NEVER come near me again. 

STEVEN
OK—

chArlie
—cuz you’ll never know where i put some peanuts. in my food, 
on my lunchbox, on my books, on me. i’m gonna have peanuts 
everywhere. Are we clear?... Are we clear?

STEVEN
Yes, yes, we’re clear. god-fucking-dammit. Just tell me if  i ate any 
peanuts.
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chArlie
These... (He holds them out.) not today. (He pauses.) now get away 
from me.
STEVEN runs off. CHARLIE stands there for a moment, then calmly 
packs up his lunchbox and walks out.
He crosses with the eight adults just as he did before. They take their places, 
just as before, and we are in the 

school conference rooM – dAY

MelissA
What do you want me to say? Mr. Barkley and i have talked  
privately, and the school knows exactly how i feel. 

MR. BARKLEY
Ms. lewis’ son is being looked after. You have my word.

susAnne
Well, that’s great, you’re fixing the problem now that it’s already  
happened. guess what? That’s not good enough. i need to know 
how this could happen here, in our school? something this disturbing 
and, i hate to say it, this evil. how does a little boy do something like 
that to a kid four years older and twice his size? 

KATHERINE
he was provoked. My son was tortured.

MELISSA stands and responds more angrily. She has been offended by this 
last remark.

MelissA
no. he may have been teased, had his lunch taken one or twice, but 
he was not tortured. My son was tortured. Whatever steven did, he 
didn’t deserve what he got back.

MArTin
And what was that?
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MelissA
Your boy tried to kill him.

KATHERINE
he did not.

MelissA
Yes, Mrs. Jenkins, he did. Peanuts are no different from a gun or 
a knife—

MArTin
—charlie scared him, that’s all. he gave him a fright, which your kid 
damn well deserved... A fright, by the way, that’s gonna keep your 
kids safe. ’cause next time, bullies will think twice about messing with 
little kids. if  anything, my boy did you all a service, but you’re gonna 
turn on him.

susAnne
I find the whole thing very disturbing, but he’s got a point. This 
started with bullying.

MelissA
My son is not a bully. he’s not a bad kid. he goofs around sometimes. 
he roughhouses. Maybe sometimes he goes too far. Just ’cause he’s 
big for his age—with all that testosterone—just ’cause he’s physical 
doesn’t mean he’s a bully. Why can’t we let boys be boys anymore? 
if  they’re not sitting quietly somewhere, acting like girls, there’s 
something wrong with them. Well, there’s nothing wrong with my 
son. for god’s sake, if  a few boys decide to have some fun and 
toilet-paper a house, that doesn’t give you the right to take out a 
shotgun, like some nutjob, and gun them down. 

KATHERINE
That’s not what happened. charlie just did what he had to do.

lindA
What he had to do? even you can’t believe that.
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KATHERINE
it’s the truth. he took care of  himself. no one else would.

Jeff
That’s ridiculous. he could have gone to a teacher, to the principal—

MArTin
—he tried!

KATHERINE
everyone who was strong enough to protect him walked away. My 
husband and i—we were too busy, too tired. We didn’t want to hear 
about it every day. so we just sent him to school and told him to keep 
to himself, to do the best he could. And the school? The school did 
nothing.

MR. BARKLEY
Mrs. Jenkins, we sat down together—

MArTin
—You did nothing!

MR. BARKLEY
We can’t have eyes everywhere, Mrs. Jenkins. We can’t protect every 
child every time. Things happen. Things slip through the cracks. We 
make it as safe as possible, but we can’t make it a perfect world.

MArTin
Then don’t blame my kid for figuring out how to survive in your 
screwed-up world. he’s 11 years old. Tiny. he hasn’t even gone 
through puberty yet. What’s he supposed to do? day after day he’s 
humiliated by a kid who might as well be a man. like some sadistic 
boss who’s got it in for you—

KATHERINE
—Martin!
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MArTin
(To Katherine) no! (To the other parents) You tell me you don’t know 
what that’s like! To be at the mercy of  some asshole who treats you 
like crap just because he can.

KATHERINE
Martin!

MR. BARKLEY
Mr. Jenkins—

MArTin
—All we did was send my boy back to be tortured, again and again. 
And we said, Oh, yeah, you can fight back. Just do to that kid what 
he did to you. he punches you, punch him. he stole your lunchbox, 
steal his. But here’s the problem: That’s not gonna work. charlie 
could do it, but he’s gonna get killed. My boy knows that. Maybe 
someday, but not now. if  he can only throw a punch once one’s been 
thrown at him, he’s gonna lose. so what did he do? he found a new 
way to fight. A new weapon. One that made things even again. And 
that’s what really gets you. cuz it turns the world upside down. A 
few kids get beaten up on the playground, who gives a crap, right? 
Because you still think you understand the rules. The game still 
makes sense to you. But not anymore. This changes everything.

The next lines come right on top of  each other as the room turns into a frenzy.

lindA
You’re right, it changes everything. i don’t care what the circumstances 
are. There is something wrong with a kid who would do what your 
son did. 

KATHERINE
There’s nothing wrong with him, he just— 

PATriciA
—What? snapped under pressure?
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KATHERINE
it’s called defending yourself—

lindA
—Threatening to kill a 15-year-old is not self-defense. 

MR. BARKLEY
OK, this is not helping—

lindA
—how is this so different from the kids you hear about on the 
news? You know, like the ones at columbine. They were bullied, 
they were teased. And they went home and got their guns, and came 
to school and—

KATHERINE
—how dare you?! how dare you! My son didn’t hurt anyone.

Jeff
But he got close. he threatened to. What if  he gets teased again? 
What happens next time?

MArTin
OK. That’s it! I’m done with this crap. You take any action against 
my son, you’re gonna hear from a lawyer. (To Katherine) c’mon, 
we’re going.

KATHERINE
i don’t—

MArTin
circus is over. come on. 

MARTIN storms out and KATHERINE follows. Silence.

lindA
(Quietly) i don’t feel safe having my child at school with that boy. i 
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hate to say it, but his father was right. A kid getting his lunch stolen 
i can deal with. A brawl on the playground i can deal with. i don’t 
like it if  a kid gets hurt, but i can live with it. Because i understand 
it. i get how it happens. But this—this is different. it’s scary. This 
changes the whole world. 

BLACKOUT.

lighTs uP on TWo BedrooMs.
On one side of  the stage, CHARLIE sits cross-legged on the ground facing 
us. On the other side, behind the table—now a desk—sits a young man, a 
TERRORIST. Next to him lies an assault rifle. He speaks aloud as he writes 
a letter.

TerrorisT
Mom, this is my last letter to you. don’t listen to what they tell you 
about us. This is the only way. What’s right and wrong, anyway? 
everyone swears by god that they’re right. right and wrong are 
nothing. All that matters is the power you have to make your own 
right and wrong. (Stands up and brandishes his gun.) They have armies, 
and planes, and tanks. We have nothing. They occupy our home, they 
make us prisoners, and then they kill us when we fight back. And all 
of  it, the whole thing, within rules of  war. Made for countries, by 
countries. We have no country. When we fight, they say we’re doing 
it in the name of  terror. But what is terror? Terror is what makes 
those who make the rules afraid. (He loads ammunition.)

The lights dim on the TERRORIST and rise on CHARLIE with a video game 
controller in his hand. Sounds from a war game fill the room, and CHARLIE 
accompanies them with his own explosions.

KATHERINE (O.S.)
charlie! charlie! come downstairs, charlie. We need to talk.

BLACKOUT.
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Tammy Chan, 17
girls Write now!
new York, nY
Teacher: Meghan Mcnamara

Tammy Chan attends high school in New York City, where she grew up. She sees 
journalism as a way to bring the issues that affect her life and the lives of  those 
around her to a wider audience, where awareness can be raised and solutions can be 
found. In ten years, she’d like to be working for The New York Times.

To comBaT The recessIon, h.s.  
sTudenTs Turn To mIlITary as a   
way ouT
Journalism

War may be hell, but so are unemployment, rising college costs, and small prospects 
for the future. So what’s a teen to do? Join the service, of  course.

increasing college tuition. rising unemployment. for students 
on the verge of  finishing high school and for their concerned 
parents, it has an all-too-familiar ring. The economic instability in the 
world is rapidly affecting everyone, with no obvious end in sight.

Because of  economic factors, more teens are considering 
joining the military as they make decisions about their post–high 
school direction. 

Military recruiters hold school assemblies. This makes some 
students feel pressure to enlist.

“it’s uncomfortable,” Travis clemington, 17, said. “They sort of  
hunt you down and suck you in a warp and ask you lots of  question 
till you break down and begin to think about the military more and 
more. it was that or they asked more questions about our plans—
which mine at the time weren’t looking too good. 

“After getting monthly mail and regular calls from the recruiter 
checking up on me, i’m beginning to see his way. i’m still unsure 
about enlisting, but it seems that it could actually be a good  
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experience, maybe see new things. i don’t even know what i’m going 
to do tomorrow, but i know i don’t want to sign away my life…yet,” 
clemington said.

With the country’s economy worsening, the number of  young 
people considering a military career has significantly increased for 
the first time in about five years, buoyed by more positive news 
out of  iraq, according to staff  sgt. curtis lancaster of  the Air 
force recruiting center in Jamaica, Queens. All branches of  the  
military are experiencing an increase in recruitment. Military officials 
are predicting that interest will rise even further if  the economy  
continues to suffer.

People join the military for a variety of  reasons: some want 
to nobly defend their country against attack; some seek training and 
education otherwise unavailable to them; some are following a family 
tradition; some crave being a hero; some wish to take big risks to 
experience life to its limits; some are ambitious for high rank and 
power; some want a ticket out of  ghetto life—to get a job they hope 
will provide credentials and employable skills for the future; and 
some just need money during this time of  economic struggle.

Andrew Walters, 17, of  Kew Gardens plans to be among those 
joining up. “it’s something i’ve waited for since i was 9. After seeing 
the commercials on TV, I knew it was my calling. The money would 
be great [too].”

Mandatory registration for military service ended in 1973; since 
then, the united states has relied on a volunteer military. however, 
the term “volunteer” doesn’t accurately describe why teens consider 
the option of  the military. By the early 1980s, the term “poverty 
draft” had gained currency to indicate that the enlisted ranks of  
the military were made up of  young people with limited economic 
opportunities. Patriotism and “duty to one’s country” motivate 
some enlistees, but many young people wind up in the military 
for different reasons, ranging from the promise of  citizenship to 
economic pressure to the desire to escape a dead-end situation at 
home. People join “more because of  the money,” said lancaster, the 
Air force staff  sergeant.

According to a 2007 Associated Press analysis, “nearly three-
fourths of  [the u.s. troops] killed in iraq came from towns where 
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the per capita income was below the national average. More than 
half  came from towns where the percentage of  people living in 
poverty topped the national average.”

in 1970, the gates commission addressed the notion of  a 
volunteer military becoming “too black.” in the years preceding 
the inception of  an all-volunteer military, the armed forces were 
predominately male and white. nowadays, a military paycheck 
could be particularly appealing to blacks who have poor economic  
prospects. The gates commission also stated that the military 
could be seen as “creaming” qualified black youths for service in 
the military—taking them away from jobs in the civilian community 
where their talents could very well come in handy.

The question remains: Just how many youths are enlisting in 
the present day?

The percentage of  young people who said they would probably 
join the military increased from 9 percent to 11 percent in the first 
half  of  this year, according to a Pentagon-sponsored survey. The 
poll questioned 3,304 people ages 16 to 21.

“i have no job,” said Andrew Walters. “i wanted to do something 
i was interested in. That’s why i wanted to be an airman. That and 
the money.”

As a senior at Thomas edison high school, Walters views this as 
his best opportunity, even though he has an 87 grade average. “i have 
no other options beside this,” he said. “i want something to do after i 
graduate. going to college isn’t for me; it just won’t feel right.

“i know this is what i want,” said Walters. “i can feel it.”
Patrick gilles, 17, of  cambria heights, dreams of  attending new 

York university’s leonard n. stern school of  Business, but because 
of  his family’s financial problems, he struggles to keep his dream alive. 
“i’ve always dreamt of  going to nYu, but i have no money, especially 
for a school like this in the city. damn the recession.”

Gilles is now relying on the military as a solution to the financial 
problems, and he plans to use income or benefits from the military 
to pay for a college education in the future. “Through a friend 
was when I first took into consideration joining the Army,” said 
Gilles. “I’m athletic, so I guess it was an alternative. $40K? That’s a 
lot, enough to put me through a year or two maybe. And after the 
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contract is fulfilled, the recruiter said it’s guaranteed to be enough 
to put me through four years of  college. I might finally get there 
[to college].”

financial hardships drive many like gilles to view the military’s 
promise of  money for college as their only hope for studying beyond 
high school.

“At least those like gilles and Walters have some sort of  plan; 
the others, they’re not going anywhere there. This place is a dead 
end. i can offer them more,” lancaster said, referring to the folks 
who will stay at home after high school.

Whatever reason young people have for joining up, now is the 
time when they are making important decisions about the future, 
when summer is almost over and school is about to start again. 

“if  the Army’s the only place that will give me a decent pay, 
then so be it,” gilles said. “it’ll test my limits, anyways. Maybe i’ll get 
lucky and finally make a change for this country that it so desperately 
needs.”
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Danielle Leavitt, 17
Karl G. Maeser Preparatory Academy
Provo, uT
Teacher: Matt Kennington

Danielle Leavitt writes to tell people’s stories that would otherwise be forgotten. She 
grew as a writer when she visited Ukraine, and her submission to The Awards 
reflects the impact that journey had on her. She will study English at Brigham 
Young University, and would like to thank her parents for their support.

women on green sTools
Journalism

In the wintertime, the market at the end of  Kreshatik Street 
smells of  burning individual space heaters and warm fish. In the 
summertime, the bricks sweat and tiny droplets of  humidity get 
caught in the creases of  your skin. The rusty letters on the outside 
of  the building spell “RYNOK,” or bazaar, which the tourists 
pronounce with their differentiating versions of  ukrainian accents. 
The ukrainian summer sun beats down like a soft-boiled egg. 
inside the rynok it is hot, and the stench of  exhausted body odor 
and 10 stands of  caviar, kilka, and salmon beat out the fresh air. 
But inside it is cooler by a few degrees, and the pungent odor of  
the rynok is preferable to the choking second-hand smoke on the 
sidewalk. 

The rynok is like a small circus. five dozen different fruit, 
vegetable, meat, fish, flower, and hat stands; each run by a babushka 
or frail old man, but usually a babushka. There is very little talking, 
which makes it hard to explain the intense sound inside: 200 shuffling 
feet, a thousand tiny flapping plastic bags, 100 whispered Ukrainian 
conversations, and the occasional noisy tourist. 

There is a tourist group at a meat stand. You can tell they are 
tourists because they hold their noses or scoff  at the primitive nature 
of  the rynok, one girl in pink flip-flops squeals at the slabs of  flesh 
open on the table, and they make their way through the circus with 
digital cameras and a book on the Top 20 Things to Do in Kiev. 
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They speak loudly and flash pictures of  the meat stand and 
the babushka who sits on a green stool behind the booth. The girl 
in pink flip-flops laughs loudly and doesn’t see the woman—the 
woman who sells meat that hangs from a bloody string, slabs of  
beef  and pork legs and red muscles that grow less and less shiny 
as the day goes on. she is slow, moving her feet in rhythm with her 
blinks, sitting alone on the green stool, her hands pressed against 
the seat, bracing her side like the end of  a church pew. she shoos 
away the flies that parasite her only income. She does not embroider 
tablecloths like the other women, but she sits in silence while the 
tourists come in laughing or whining with loud expressions on 
their faces. she is old and her loud expressions are long past spent, 
so she only watches. 

To the tourists, she does not have a face, only wrinkled brown 
paper-bag skin surrounding tasteless almond eyes that whirl into a 
thousand tears and 83 years of  trying to understand god. The 
pictures they take will likely end up on facebook, where someone’s 
897 “friends” can all clickety-click through the 43 pictures of  the 
meat lady, her meat, and her eyes that she would have never allowed 
on camera. she looks down, hoping that no one’s canon Powershot 
gi0 catches what her eyes are whispering. 

she looks down to hide that she has two ingrown toenails and 
a pain in her lungs. That she rides the metro 12 stops into the city 
every day, carrying 20 pounds of  meat to sell. That she stops at every 
block corner to lean against a building and catch her breath. That 65 
years ago she had a baby girl in the summertime in a village called 
oplitsko. That after two months the baby died of  diphtheria. That she 
used to be in love, that she never got her cavities filled, that she started 
her period later than all the other girls. she looks down to hide that her 
father hit her only once when she was 11, and that she cried. 

Perhaps if  I slowed down. Perhaps if  I, the girl in pink flip-flops, 
stopped for just one moment i would see that i had missed her. That 
what marinated inside her old fleshy eyes was something much more 
intriguing than a trip to the rynok. i did not see her face. And likely 
i will never know that she saw my eyes when i didn’t see hers, that 
she would have told me if  i would have asked, that i left the market 
a sliver more incomplete because she holds a piece of  me that i will 
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never think to discover.
Too much goes unsaid.
i cannot stop thinking of  the woman. she falls over and over 

again in my mind where she is 10,000 people whom i wish i had 
seen. A sea of  faceless, nameless people who each hold a breath of  
wisdom i will never understand, people i never talked to, people i 
pass on the street or at school whose faces float in my memory for 
less time than it takes to see them at all. These are them that i will 
never know, the women on green stools, the ones that, if  i ever see 
them again, i want to understand that i am sorry for not seeing their 
faces. 
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Scott Yu, 18
Montgomery Blair high school
silver spring, Md
Teacher: Judith smith 

Scott Yu is inspired by authors such as James Joyce, John Updike, and Jane 
Austen. One day, he would like to be an internationally recognized singer-song-
writer. He will attend Harvard University and intends to major in government, 
economics, or applied mathematics.

fInIshIng The Journey
Persuasive Writing

The year is 1620. under a pallid november sky, dark cerulean 
waves gently lap against cold sand. Atop dunes, shrubby pines 
overlook the bare, weathered shore. The day moves slowly, reluctant 
to expose the sweet wood further inland to the bitter winds of  the 
coming winter. At first glance, it is a typical autumn day: Small fish 
swim about in the chilly waters while the vegetation onshore, 
swaying with the breeze, seems to cheer on the courageous creatures 
as they brave the cool water. But today is far from typical. Beyond 
a low shoal appear square-rigged sails, and a ship of  moderate size 
interrupts the horizon. As the ship approaches, a face appears, 
disappears, and then returns with many others. The travelers aboard 
the ship look like they have been at sea for too long. They are 
travel-worn, fatigued, and undernourished, yet even from afar, a 
strange excitement can be seen, a peculiar enthusiasm radiating from 
faces that have become accustomed to seeing nothing but ocean. 
But theirs is something greater, for their eyes behold not only the 
shoreline of  a new home but a harbor for religious freedom. They 
are the Pilgrims who sailed from southampton, england, pioneers 
of  religious freedom, and the founders of  our country. 

nearly four centuries later, the journey of  the Pilgrims has 
long ended, but their torch of  religious freedom still lights the path 
of  a longer journey ahead. In today’s postmodern era, scientific 
innovation is commonplace, democratization and globalization have 
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spread to some of  the remotest corners of  the world, and freedoms 
and individual rights hold a solid place on the international agenda. 
But work still remains to be done. As a fundamental expression of  
autonomy and free will, international religious freedom should be 
a matter of  consequence to every young American. ensuring this 
freedom ought to be a central focus of  united states policy because 
the u.s. government may claim legitimacy at home and abroad only 
if  it enforces existing law, because intolerance in America’s own past 
demands that we provide for a freer future, and because religious 
freedom is a central component of  our country’s origins and of  the 
philosophy underlying the whole of  our government.

in order for the united states government to claim rightful 
legitimacy for its own people as well as other countries on the glob-
al stage, it must demonstrate a respect and adherence to existing 
law. With the passing of  the international religious freedom Act 
(IRFA) of  1998, the U.S. officially declared religious freedom as 
one of  its overarching policy objectives. furthermore, the u.s. has 
acknowledged, “The right to freedom of  religion is under renewed 
and, in some cases, increasing assault in many countries around the 
world. More than one half  of  the world’s population lives under 
regimes that severely restrict or prohibit the freedom of  their citizens” 
(22 usc 6401, 1998). in addition, a recent annual report by the u.s. 
commission on international religious freedom (uscirf) named 
13 countries, including world powers such as china, as “egregious” 
violators of  religious freedom and recommended that these be 
named “countries of  particular concern” (cPc) for their systematic  
violations of  religious liberty (uscirf Annual Report 2009). These 
alarm bells call for action by the u.s. secretary of  state as well as 
by the president himself. in particular, cPc status requires the 
secretary of  state to pursue “a range of  specific policy options to 
address serious violations of  religious freedom” (uscirf Annual 
Report 2009), and the 105th congress has declared, “The entry into 
force of  a binding agreement for the cessation of  the violations shall 
be a primary objective for the President in responding to a foreign 
government that has engaged in or tolerated particularly severe 
violations of  religious freedom” (Congressional Record). for the u.s. 
government to disregard its own exhortations and reports would 
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surely weaken its legitimacy; hence, international religious freedom 
must be maintained as a policy objective. 

not only do the united states’ own legal actions mandate a policy 
focus on international religious freedom but international law also 
commands a u.s. initiative in religious freedom endeavors. Presented 
and coauthored by former first lady eleanor roosevelt, the universal 
declaration of  human rights (udhr)—adopted by the united 
nations in 1948—expresses adamantly and unambiguously in Article 
18, “everyone has the right to freedom of  thought, conscience 
and religion.” As one of  the few countries with a permanent seat 
on the u.n. security council, the u.s. has an obligation as a global 
leader to guide the promotion of  this declaration, so that one day 
its promises can truly be “universal.” With partner countries on the  
security council—People’s republic of  china and russian feder-
ation—having been labeled as countries showing marked disregard 
for religious freedom (uscirf Annual Report 2009), that the u.s. 
should set a positive, proactive example is even more imperative. 
Indeed, the fulfillment of  this duty is essential for the United States’ 
image as a crusader for freedom and as a government determined 
to fulfill its own lofty promises; in a way, the U.S. is even committed 
to act by its status as a ratifying member of  the multilateral treaty 
known as the international covenant on civil and Political rights, 
or iccPr. 

Though the alphabet soup of  international laws such as the 
udhr, iccPr, and irfA is a modern phenomenon, throughout 
our history we have fought our own battles against intolerance. 
considerable progress has been made: America has evolved from 
a loose association of  towns populated by christian whites to a 
vast land of  religious diversity. discrimination against religious  
minorities has decreased dramatically, and the last century has 
witnessed the rise of  leaders of  myriad faiths, including the first 
roman catholic president in 1961. nonetheless, vestiges of  intol-
erance still stain the progressive face of  our country. A california 
political ad aired as recently as 2008 viciously targeted Mormons and 
roused public assault against Mormon establishments (goldberg), 
and former president george h.W. Bush has stated in a public press 
conference, “no, i don’t know that atheists should be considered as 
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citizens, nor should they be considered patriots. This is one nation 
under god” (dawkins 43). These incidents, among countless others, 
show that the u.s. has not yet erased its past of  intolerance and 
that increased efforts are needed to secure that future of  freedom 
so passionately envisioned by our founding fathers. 

When the founders established our government centuries ago, 
they borrowed heavily from a philosophy of  natural rights by the 
englishman John locke. locke argued for the existence of  certain 
unalienable rights—life, liberty, and property—which all men “hath 
by nature a power…to preserve…against the injuries and attempts 
of  other men.” The importance of  these principles to our government 
is evident in the declaration of  independence, a document centered 
on locke’s ideas. When the Pilgrims arrived at Plymouth colony in 
1620, they brought with them that same spirit of  self-determination, 
which surfaces today in laws such in the irfA and the udhr. 

it is crucial that as young Americans we be familiar with the 
continuity of  America’s passion for individual liberties, since 
the task of  finishing the journey toward international religious 
freedom—through community advocacy, smart voting, and individual 
open-mindedness—is in our hands.
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no sTraIghT lInes In curved sPace
Short Short Story

This is how it goes:
i work the graveyard shift at a 24-hour Walgreens. for eight 

hours every night, my universe shrinks into that 6,000-square-foot 
fluorescent temple. Ten minutes into the shift, the grumbling of  
automobiles is my only line to the world outside. Thirty minutes 
later, the cash register becomes the center of  my existence. i don’t 
hear the cars anymore. Time slows to a tortured crawl, and the clock 
becomes the bane of  my existence. My life implodes into a rush of  
sickly faces and bloodshot eyes and “thank you, come again.”

All of  the customers past 2 a.m. are zombies. once, a woman 
held two cartons of  ice cream—one chocolate, one vanilla—in her 
hands until her forearms swam in cool syrup. her green eyes, dulled 
by the steady monochrome fluorescents in Aisle 4, had the glassy 
look of  the consideration of  the dead. she left without buying 
anything. i mopped up the mess with neither resentment nor pity.

This is how it goes:
Three hours into the shift, time loses all meaning, and i lose 

all traces of  humanity. i am c-3P0, human-cyborg relations. i am 
the dead, going through the motions of  life. sorry, sir, we only have 
plastic, and fuck you, r2-d2.

Mostly frat boys and unhappy working-class husbands come 
on midnight runs for cigarettes and milk and red Bull. i don’t care. 
i don’t know. sometimes it’s something different. But all i do is ring 
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it up, and the crash of  the cash register ricochets in my skull until  
finally I don’t think anymore. Kids in their parents’ cars buy Marlboros 
with fake ids—they always pay with change. limp dollar bills and 
a thousand pounds of  silver clatter gracelessly into the appropriate 
plastic tubs. There’s a little dish for loose pennies. A single piece of  
copper has been rusting there contentedly for the past few eternities.

This is how it goes:
On the graveyard shift, autobiography becomes fluid. Some 

nights, my name is sarah; some nights, my name is carrie. My 
nametag reads “lisa” and my id says i was born in 1982, but none 
of  that matters. My identity disappears along with time. This is the 
Bermuda Triangle.

A small man sits at the electronics booth. his name is Pablo, 
and he gets paid $5 an hour. Pablo is a thin, nervous man who 
constantly checks his fly. He jumps when the door chimes.

sally is older. The late nights eat away her time between middle 
age and menopause. She mops the floor with harsh black hands. 
Pablo is fucking her. They go through the “employees only Please” 
door 30 seconds apart. They don’t talk to me because i’m white.

sometimes i wake myself  from the daze and look at the clock. 
The numbers leave bitter déjà vu behind. The fans cycle stale 
air endlessly. i slip back into the blur. This nothing place is holy.  
curiosity is replaced by comfort. undertones of  malaise permeate 
my dream state in waves, but it’s better than being alive.

This is how it goes:
it was a dark and stormy night. i use cliché because my memory 

holds no emotion. Thunder crashed and the windows wept. The 
noise was enough to drown out the cash register, and the monotone 
ventilation was completely lost. it was a dark and stormy night, but we 
were lit up like some fluorescent lollipop purgatory. Sally and Pablo 
had disappeared into the stockroom again. Maybe it was 4:30. slow 
night. i was unable to deafen myself  to the storm. i heard the windows 
shudder in their frames. i heard my heart beat in my chest, as if  it were 
still pumping blood to my brain. All night, i tried to get caught in my 
temporal slipstream. i felt like a person again, and how strange the 
sensation! Perhaps it was the collective unconscious preparing me for 
the bizarre intersection of  fate. i don’t believe in stuff  like that.
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i heard the gentle bump of  tires against concrete from the 
parking lot. A haggard transvestite wobbled through on five-inch 
heels.

“Two packs of  Chesterfields, darling.”
Blush like scarlet fever jumped from his cheekbones. his eyes 

fluttered glitter onto the counter, and his lips were painted coral. He 
removed one of  his pumps to dote on a blister, then slipped his foot 
back into the satin-lined puddle.

“god, it’s really coming down, isn’t it?” i said, stooping down 
for the cigarettes.

“oh, yes, my wig aches when it rains like this.”
he winked at me, and i let out a surprised bray of  laughter. The 

graveyard shift does not invoke laughter.
“have a nice night, ma’am,” i said as the door chimed again. i 

still had a smile on my face when the other unusual stranger came in.
This time, i heard tires screech and a smack of  the car’s nose 

against the wall. A man in a shirt and tie ran in, cradling his hands 
against his chest. he sang a strangled mantra: “oh christ oh christ 
oh christ.” When he passed by the front cash register, i saw that 
there was blood on his hands and splashed across his shirt and 
pinstripe pants. i let out a kind of  choked gasp and sat heavily back 
onto the stool behind the counter. i kept wide eyes on this rain-
battered man as he cleared out of  the liquor aisle with an armful of  
clinking bottles. As he came closer, i saw smeared coral lipstick on his 
palms and glitter swiped across his sweaty forehead. he was crying.

“All of  this, all of  this, all of  this,” he muttered. his breath 
already spoke of  alcohol.

“um.” My mouth gaped open and shut stupidly. i noticed it had 
stopped raining.

The man reached for his wallet, balancing the liquor precariously 
with his one arm and his chin. somewhere, blocks away, a police 
siren started up, then another. he screamed and the bottles crashed 
into a flood of  broken glass and alcohol. I jumped. The terror in his 
eyes grew. he lives a nightmare, i thought. he lives in life. With each 
anguished breath he took, he shattered my listless paradigm. i shrank 
from him and everything he represented.

The sirens raced toward us.
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“oh christ!” he moaned.
Pablo and sally ventured out of  the stockroom, holding hands. 

They looked like children.
i started to cry.
The drunken man ran out of  the door, skating on broken glass. 

The door chimed. Pablo checked his fly.
Presently, I became deaf  again. I shrank into a fluorescent 

spotlight, feeling the tears i had not shed drying on my cheeks.
There were no more customers that night. By dawn, everything 

had receded into that foggy, hallucinatory existence. At 7:30 i walked, 
with a clean line, into the world. The door chimed on my out.

This is how it goes.
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sTandIng In lIne
Short Short Story

it was nearing my turn.
not just mine, but many others were about to come with me. it 

was against our will, but it was less painful than what would happen 
if  we turned around and tried to run. i almost wanted to go into the 
small chamber, to be rid of  all the pain and hatred against me and 
my people. i looked ahead of  me, past the skinny, shivering bodies and 
to the shower. The chamber never gave us what we wanted—a nice, 
hot, cleansing shower—but instead gave us a thick, smelling steam. 
only a few who went into the enclosed space ever came out again. 
And if  they did, they were being hauled by soldiers to the incinerator. 
And they were pale. oh, so very pale.

As i thought about what my friends were doing, back home, in 
Poland, i felt a sharp jab in my lower back. Oh, no was the first thing 
that came to mind, a gun. i slowly turned around and faced emptiness. 
Then i looked down. standing there was a young boy, probably not 
over 8, with dirty brown hair that was crudely cut just past his ears and 
deep brown eyes. As i stood there, looking at the scrawny thing, he 
noticed me, and said quietly, innocently almost.

“i’m sorry, sir. Was i bothering you?”
This boy has a good mother, i thought.
“no, my boy, you weren’t. Just watch where you put those 

elbows of  yours, all right?” i said, smiling.
“i’m sorry, sir.” he replied, “i will. Thank you.”
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i turned back around to face the deadly room. They were getting 
rid of  the bodies inside, i was sure of  it. 

“sir?” came the small voice from behind me. i half-twisted my 
body so i could see him. 

“Yes?” i replied.
“sir…i was wondering.” he seemed to need to think before he 

spoke. “sir, where are we going?”
“don’t you know? didn’t your mother tell you?”
“no, sir. We were standing here, in line, when a soldier came 

with a gun and pulled her out of  line. i wanted to follow, but she 
pushed me back, saying to be strong, and that she loved me. i don’t 
know what happened to her after that.”

“how long ago was this?” i asked.
“i’m not sure, sir. Maybe about 15 minutes or so.”
Tears sprung to my eyes. That was about the time the firing 

squad had left with a dozen or so people. i had no idea that one was 
so close to me in line, and this boy’s mother. And she didn’t have the 
heart, bless her soul, to tell him what would become of  her.

“And what of  your father? Was he pulled out too?”
“i’ve never known my father, sir,” he replied. “My mother said 

that he left us when i was born, and i haven’t seen him since.”
i wiped tears out of  my eyes. i wondered what had happened to 

him as i looked at this boy.
“sir,” he repeated, going back to his original question that i had 

nearly forgotten about. “Where are we going?” 
“Well, where do you want to go?” i asked after a minute. 
“oh.” his eyes lit up. “i want to go to the malt shop on 47th 

Avenue. i went there once, and i got a double fudge chocolate malt, 
and it was the most delicious thing i’ve ever tasted.” 

“Well,” i replied, wiping my wet eyes. “That’s where this leads 
to. You see, it sort of  acts as a…a teleporter to anyplace you want 
to go. You can go to your malt shop and have as many ice creams as 
you want.”

“really?” he asked, his eyes getting bigger at every word i said. 
But then he suddenly thought of  something, and the sparkle in his 
eyes dimmed. 

“sir,” he said, “my family—we don’t have much money…”
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“oh, don’t worry about that,” i replied. “it’s all free. it’ll just be 
you, your mother, and your malts.”

At this, the smile returned to his lips, cracking them almost to 
the point of  bleeding. it was obvious he hadn’t smiled in a while.

“oh,” he said, relaxing a little. “i can’t wait then. When do 
we go?”

“When they finish clea—getting it ready for us,” I replied. I 
turned back around. Just as i got comfortable, i felt a soft tug on my 
rags. That’s really all they were. i turned around to face another set 
of  questions from the boy. But he had only one.

“sir, where are you going?”
The question itself  was enough to tear me apart. Tears sprung 

to my eyes again, but this time i almost sobbed. Trying to hide it as 
best as i could, i replied, “i am going back to my house in lublin. it’s 
always warm there, and there’s my favorite foods always in the pantry. 
My sister will be there—she has already gone through something like 
this. i will go there and eat and sleep and have a merry time. That, 
my boy, is where i’m going.”

i heard the scratching of  iron against concrete. The doors to 
the chamber were being opened. 

“That seems like a long way from here,” the boy from behind 
me said. 

“Yes,” i sighed from relief. “Yes, it is.”
The line inched forward, but quickly gained speed as the soldiers 

pushed the people in front of  us in.
“it sounds like far away from my malt shop, too.”
i pulled him up next to my side so i could look at him. his 

eyes were solemn, sad, as if  in the few moments we had been 
together, he had adopted me as a second father, one he hoped he 
would always know.

“Yes,” i replied, surprised at his question, and then saddened 
by it. “i guess it is.”

“Will you visit me?”
The line was going fast now. i quickly pulled him next to 

me, although we could barely talk and hear each other because 
the chamber was nearing fullness and everyone was crying out. he 
seized my hand when i put mine out for his, and when he did, it was 
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as if  he were falling into a river and i was the only branch that he 
could hold on to. i couldn’t believe how close he had come to me, 
both physically and in my silent heart. he had seemed to be snuggled 
next to me, even though he wasn’t cold. Tears streamed down my 
face, and I let them fall to the hard, cold floor.

“Yes,” i said, as we marched in. “i will.”
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conformITy
Humor

I wrote this piece in AP English Language in response to an essay that asked 
me to argue for or against a quote from George Kennan about the likeliness of  
Americans to conform. I argued for this statement, but did so through a humor/
satire paper.

in a purely social setting, the first Amendment is severely 
neglected in exchange for conformity. The freedoms granted to us 
by this amendment protect us as individuals, but George F. Kennan 
observed the tendency of  Americans to conform in “Training for 
statesmanship.” he writes: “…we Americans place upon ourselves 
quite extraordinary obligations of  conformity to the group in  
utterance and behavior…” This striking observation isn’t only true 
among peers socially, but in political and economic settings as well.

At the lAci (los Angeles conformity institute), dr. richard 
seuss has been testing the extent to which Americans conform in 
a social setting. his tests involved local “cool kids” roger rogers 
and nancy Mclady starting outrageous fads in their high school to 
spark the conformity of  their fellow students. said dr. seuss, “our 
researchers had roger represent the ‘orange turban and platform 
shoes fad’ while nancy sported the ‘severed hand fad.’” sure enough, 
in weeks students in schools surrounding the lAci were parading 
around in turbans and disco shoes with bloody stumps where their 
hands once were. A local wannabe, Jeff  smith, was interviewed 
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as saying, “When i saw nancy’s handless look, i knew the fad 
would catch on, so i cut off  both my hands!” Jeff  had no regrets. 
Parents too have been following the ridiculous clinical fads to 
appear “hip and funky-fresh” to their kids. These attempts were 
ultimately failures.

Political conformity can determine elections, the passing of  bills, 
and even impeachments. When obama was elected last november, 
over 80 percent of  Americans who voted for him said it was either 
“because oprah’s voting for him” or “because he seems like the cool 
person i always wanted to be.” only 16 percent of  the population  
actually supported obama for political reasons. conformity’s sinister 
grasp has also affected the senate, where the passing of  the economic 
stimulus package was many freshman senators’ effort at popularity. 
Sen. Christopher Christopherson (D-NJ) said, “[Vice President] 
Biden and [President] obama get invited to all the cool parties with 
pretty women, so I figured voting for the stimulus package might 
snag me an invite.” several other senators agree that their votes were 
based on obama’s popularity.

our failing economy has only been hurt by the tendency of  
Americans to conform. commercials for products like the george 
foreman Pocket grill that are endorsed by celebrities have made 
many Americans give in to frivolous spending. The gf Pocket 
grill is a revolutionary grill that you can operate from inside your 
own pants pocket. Though it may seem a bad idea at first glance, 
conan o’Brien said, “When i’m cooking small meat or poultry on 
the go, the george foreman Pocket grill is there for me!” his 
opinion, along with those of  Mandy Moore and rosie o’donnell, 
has people flocking to Kitchen & Co. to buy the dangerous and 
unnecessary grills. The grills have a tendency to cause second-degree 
burns when left on, and have set pants on fire on many occasions, 
yet their popularity is immense. At a price of  $999.99, the grill can 
take a chunk out of  your savings, and the purchase has bankrupted 
many, but they continue to fly off  the shelves as Americans try to be 
like celebrities.

Kennan’s ancient (1953) observation that Americans are  
extremely likely to conform is upheld by clinical and statistical  
evidence. he predicted that the likeliness of  Americans to conform 
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was increasing, and sure enough, today conformity levels are at a 
dangerous high. in the land of  the free, we tend to look and act 
like our neighbors without anyone forcing us to. Though individu-
ality isn’t illegal, it is made nearly impossible by the masses. People 
continue to conform to conformity because “other conformists 
told me to!”
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our IfuTure
Humor

2012: the year that mankind will be obliterated. At least that’s 
what we’re being told. history’s most prominent, intelligent, and 
influential authorities all seem to have reached the consensus that 
about three years from now everything we know and love will cease 
to exist. The Book of  revelation, greek oracles, astronomers, 
nostradamus, the Mayans, even John cusack are all advertising their 
own special brand of  apocalyptic mayhem. 

The scientific community will find its answer in the prediction 
that a planetary alignment will cause earth’s poles to shift, thereby 
forcing up to become down, north to become south, and every day 
to become opposite day. The solution: every cartographer in the 
world—yes, all four of  them—must start designing maps of  our 
new upside-down world so that the tourism industry does not 
suffer. christians, however, can look forward to a much warmer and 
brimstone-filled prophecy; their only hope for salvation is to align 
themselves with one of  the two sides: a soldier of  christ or a devil’s 
advocate. Adherents to the glenn Beck school of  thought believe 
that President Barack obama has some sort of  secret magical power 
that will eventually bring about the end of  the world but can only 
be activated by passing socialist programs and universal health care; 
their arsenal against the apocalypse seems to be drawn-out fox news 
segments and demands that their country be returned to them from 
some nonexistent band of  nation-burglars. hypochondriacs maintain 
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that either bird flu or swine flu or al-Gadhafi’s fish flu or some other 
flu in which the animal itself  is unaffected, but that is the bane of  
human existence, will decimate the world’s population and reduce 
the survivors to wandering, cannibalistic nomads; they can be seen 
stocking up on hand sanitizer, canned food, and hazmat suits for 
their cold War-era underground shelters. of  course, among all the 
confusion and terrifying theories, hollywood is there to guide us like 
a crooked lighthouse shining its light in the wrong direction during 
a torrential night at sea. hollywood’s extensive budget and special-
effects technology make its doomsday hypotheses especially con-
vincing; its method of  survival somehow involves convoluted plots 
and hundreds of  millions of  dollars from disgruntled moviegoers.

regardless of  which theory is correct, it is apparent that 
12/21/12, which looks more like an arbitrary date selected by 
a lottery machine than a seriously concerning portent of  disaster, 
will be devastating for anyone still alive during that time. But what 
if  there was another theory, one in which doomsday is avoidable 
and the future is perhaps even hopeful? fortunately for the human 
race, my doomsday auguring is just that. it involves a company that 
started out small and laughable but has grown into an electronics 
industry giant and developed a cult-like following. i am, of  course, 
referring to Apple Inc. Its iconic lowercase “i” prefix is found in all 
aspects of  life from the iPod to the iPhone to the controversial 
iurinal, so it is only a matter of  time before Apple takes over the 
world. skeptics will say, “That’s impossible. Anyone that lets me listen 
to my hundreds of  Britney spears songs anywhere i go could not 
possibly be evil. steve Jobs loves us.” Be that as it may, steve Jobs no 
longer has control over his own destiny. he is the dr. frankenstein 
of  our era, and his monster has already been unleashed upon our 
unsuspecting planet—except this grotesque crime against nature is 
not a reanimated corpse or sentient robot army. no, it is something 
much worse. steve Jobs’ monster is the “app.” 

Granted, it is difficult to comprehend how such seemingly 
harmless, albeit occasionally useful, programs could lead to the 
complete downfall of  the species that put a man on the moon, 
invented existentialism, and created the Mcgriddle. however, that 
is a naive and superficial observation. To truly know and analyze 
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apps is to recognize their destructive and dangerous nature. Although 
spawned only a few years ago, apps have taken the world by storm. 
everyone has come across an app at one point or another in their 
life. no matter the location, from the crowded streets of  new York 
to the remote heights of  the Tibetan countryside, it is guaranteed 
that someone will be using one of  these little seeds of  evil. About 
$200 million worth of  apps are sold from the iTunes store each 
month. if  the government released its own app instead of  sending 
billions of  dollars to failing corporations, the economy could have 
recovered by now. Apps, such as a government Magic 8-Ball in which 
the only answer is “another government bailout” or a quail-hunting 
game featuring dick cheney and his friend/victim, could have  
generated enough revenue to end the global recession. it is their 
ever-outstretching reach and continuous permeation into the lives of  
all inhabitants of  earth that give apps their truly destructive power. 

Most iPod and iPhone apps appear to improve our quality of  
life, make tasks easier, or sometimes just entertain us when we are 
bored, but beneath this guise lies an inherent, perhaps even accidental, 
evil: every app slowly gnaws away at our evolutionary adaptations. 
speaking in strictly darwinian terms, apps, one by one, replace the 
genetic traits that have enabled us to survive and thrive. something 
as simple as the flashlight app—in essence a blank white screen, 
yet a favorite among users—reduces what little remnants of  night 
vision humans have left to nothing, completely crippling mankind 
in the dark. The gPs app, a default feature on all iPhone models, 
eliminates any natural sense of  direction people have to the point 
that some of  them can’t even navigate to their kitchen from their 
bedroom without the use of  technology. consider this: every 
mating season, across vast expanses of  ocean, green sea turtles can 
instinctively find the same beach where they themselves hatched—
and they don’t use iPhones. The correlation is undeniable. Apps even 
reach across age barriers with old favorites like Pac-Man, Tetris, and 
sonic the hedgehog. sure, they appear to be nostalgic walks down 
memory lane, but with the reemergence of  these video games comes 
the reemergence of  such epidemics as nintendinitis and Pac-Man 
Fever. In the ’80s and ’90s, these conditions afflicted thousands of  
gamers, and now they have become available as mobile applications 
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for cell phones. now that players no longer need to take breaks, 
the numbers of  victims can only be expected to increase. Books 
available electronically will evolve into books that read themselves 
to us, and texting, as it continues to be more and more popular, will 
overtake speech as the main medium of  communication. Apps will 
simultaneously bring about the end of  the written and the spoken  
word. Thus, mankind—once rife with great achievements and 
even greater aspirations—will be reduced to a society of  mindless  
facebook-checking, perpetually Twittering automatons. 

luckily, as i mentioned before, there is hope. The salvation 
from imminent destruction i propose is best summarized as “keep 
your friends close and your enemies closer.” Apps do serve as useful 
assistants in everyday life. in fact, i suggest that everyone become 
familiar with apps. only through education about the hidden  
potential of  apps can we hope to avoid collapsing as a society. We must 
become the sentinels watching the apps and the vanguards of  our 
future. steve Jobs, with his hypnotic hand gestures and mesmerizing  
black turtlenecks, must never be allowed to become too powerful. 
Thankfully, Bill gates and Microsoft corp. are keeping Apple at bay. 
until that fateful day in 2012, no prophet can possibly know for sure 
what will happen. But as we wait, some in crippling fright, others in 
strange anticipation, we must remember that apps can never replace 
the indomitable human spirit.
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Terror of The karnaTaka
Short Story

over the years of  my charmed life, i have become very 
well versed in the hunting of  man-eaters, a label with which my  
contemporary journalists and pseudoscientists like to brand any 
predator of  decent size. Personally, i consider it a misnomer; for 
one, oftentimes they are not actually interested in eating a man, but 
killing him for the sake of  maintaining a firm control over their 
territory. And secondly, on a more personal level, might i interject 
that although i have come into contact with many of  these dangerous 
creatures, i haven’t been eaten yet. not that i haven’t had my close 
calls. from a vicious pack of  hyenas i encountered on the serengeti 
plain to a massive grizzly bear with whom i acquainted myself  
during a trip to the united states of  America, there have been  
numerous beasts that have come dreadfully near to forcefully  
enacting my transformation from predator to prey. however, no ex-
perience i underwent was so terrifying—and no foe was so monstrous 
as the creature involved—as in the tale of  what i encountered while  
investigating disappearances on the Karnataka river in India.

first, a bit of  background so that you might have a picture of  
the man i was during that season of  my life. i was still young when 
i came to india, and in peak physical condition. i was naive, and 
searching vehemently for a new, worthy quarry. My first big-game 
hunting experience had taken place not more than a few weeks 
before, in which i had taken down a rampaging male lion while on 
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safari in south Africa. At that time i felt possessed by an intense 
bloodlust, a desire to satisfy the hunger still driving me to pit myself  
against the most fearsome adversaries nature could produce. i’m not 
sure whence exactly the drive originated; perhaps it was simply the 
natural reaction for a boy raised in a tediously bland middle-class 
london household...especially when he was being fed wild stories 
of  conquest, adventure, and exploration in her Majesty’s colonies 
throughout his upbringing. But i digress; after all, the motivators of  
my psyche are not the subject of  this account.

The purpose of  my visit to india was by no means ambiguous. 
Whereas when i arrived in Africa i was entirely inexperienced and 
had no tangible goal but to (if  I may utilize a cliché) put the first 
notch in my gun, this time i had a certain direction. on my return to 
england from the dark continent, i came across a brief  article by 
one of  our journalists operating out of  calcutta. Apparently, there 
were several dozen reported incidents of  men disappearing along a 
certain river known as the Karnataka (alternately referred to by the 
name Kali, for the Hindu goddess of  destruction). The story intrigued 
me; the clues reeked of  the involvement of  some monstrous creature. 
There was nothing that could possibly appeal to the appetite of  an 
aggressive upstart as i was at the time more than the opportunity to 
solve this mystery and claim the culprit as my own trophy. in next to 
no time, i had arranged my passage. The game was on.

When i arrived in Bombay, i made it my business to ascertain 
the location of  this river, the Karnataka. That was not difficult. 
now, i needed to hire a team of  men to handle my equipment 
and a translator to help me handle the team of  men. i feared such 
complications would hold me up for at least a day or so, but to my 
delight, the ripe supply of  unemployed labor presented me with a 
full entourage less than an hour and a half  after i had made my 
inquiries. As a matter of  fact, due to my determination (or one might 
call it impatience), we had left for the Karnataka on the backs of  
elephants less than three hours after i had set foot on indian ground. 
My only real difficulty involved pronouncing my translator’s name. 
After roughly eighteen tries at it, i decided to simply refer to him as 
Thomas for communication purposes. This was partially because of  
the saint’s relation to the evangelization of  india, and partly because 
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of  the fact that my doubtful guide had no faith in my monster theory, 
dismissing any accounts that might provide evidence in my support 
as either primitive rural superstitions or the hyperbole of  foreigners. 
i had faith that his assumptions were ungrounded, and soon, little 
did we know but that faith was going to be vindicated.

The trek to the region surrounding the Karnataka was less 
tedious than i would have imagined. Yes, it was a lengthy venture, but 
i found the natural and cultural distractions en route to be more than 
enough to pass the time. i spent my days watching the landscape 
and people of  india with a reverent awe, taking in the many colors 
and customs that make the land so very different from england, or 
anywhere else i’d been for that matter. My nights were spent in a 
similarly entertaining fashion, quietly and hopefully waiting for some 
predator to emerge from the forest, that i might bag the beast before 
it got to me and claim a supplementary kill while on my journey. To 
my dismay, however, nothing of  the sort took place. i blamed the 
damned elephants; i know that if  i were a predator i wouldn’t go 
anywhere near a convoy of  the great lummoxes.

And such was the way we arrived at Karnataka. I was taken 
in quickly by the gorgeous landscape. it was truly incredible, and 
in a different way from much of  the rest of  this particular colony. 
Whereas much of  india was wet and fairly swampy, the higher 
altitude here provided a somewhat drier climate. The river was rocky 
and clean, alternating between tumultuous stretches of  whitewater 
rapids and placid, serene sections of  smooth flow. The surrounding 
forest was quite able to match the Karnataka for its calm beauty, 
and the people and their homes were quiet and agrarian. it would 
have been the idyllic place to live, were it not in india, and not the 
site of  frequent animal-attributed deaths.

i must admit, i rather enjoyed the pomp and circumstance to 
which we were treated by the villagers, who regarded me as a celebrity 
despite my general lack of  any kind of  true recognition at that point 
in my career. immediately i set out, gathering clues about what was 
going on in this remote sector of  the subcontinent. The stories were 
puzzling; according to witnesses, they usually involved the victim 
being pulled underwater abruptly, snatched down to the depths 
without even a chance to scream, as onlookers watched in horror. 
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no descriptions of  what was responsible could be found.
As if  the mystery wasn’t curious enough, several of  my primary 

suspects from prior reflection were ruled out from the start. The 
aquatic nature of  the incidents made the thought of  it being a 
siberian tiger impossible (not that i ever seriously considered the 
prospect of  a member of  their species being called a river monster). 
crocodiles were proven innocent of  the deeds as well, due to the 
fact that they were not indigenous to the region. This deeply  
disturbed me, as they had been my favored scapegoats. nonetheless, 
i would not allow presumptions to prevent me from conducting an 
accurate investigation, and checked them off  on my lists (i must 
admit, however, that the thought of  a rogue croc in this higher  
terrain, feeding off  humans, still loomed in the back of  my mind).

My inquiries began to grow painfully fruitless as time went on. 
By the time one week had elapsed, i’d learned virtually nothing. i 
had finally had enough when one of  the elders, claiming to know 
the identity of  the perpetrator of  these killings, led me on for hours 
before finally telling me it was a water pig (this of  course earned me 
a triumphant “i told you so” grin from doubting Thomas). i made 
the decision to shift focus, and rather than try to learn what the beast 
was, i was now going to very simply lure it out and kill it.

What intense joy it brought me to finally be on the hunt 
again. reinvigorated by the prospect of  drawing out and trapping 
this abominable killer, i swiftly made plans for it to be baited. in a 
decision that many humanitarians have in retrospect deemed unsavory 
(to hell with them, anyway—i am not one to be put down and 
patronized by a bunch of  frauds who cast moral judgments on others 
while leading lives more licentious than my own), i ordered my aides 
to string themselves out along the section of  the river in which the 
most incidents had been reported, a series of  calm pools located 
between two sets of  rapids. The idea was that the scent of  human 
flesh in the water would tempt our elusive opponent to move in, and 
sure enough, it did.

As Thomas and i waited in an observation post overlooking 
most of  the area being patrolled, we heard a brief  cry from one 
of  our sentries. delighted, i knew this meant our trap had been 
sprung. charging out as fast as i could with my elephant gun slung 
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on my shoulder and a massive harpoon gun following behind me 
in Thomas’ diligent arms, the elation of  the chase was in my blood 
once more. i came to the spot and ran into the water, scouring 
desperately for either the man who had been attacked or the creature 
that had done it. neither was visible, and i began to panic—the 
prospect of  losing a man and yet not identifying the quarry was quite 
distasteful. Then, in an extraordinary stroke of  luck, just as Thomas 
arrived with my harpoon gun, the man’s head and chest burst forth 
from the water, his arms flailing wildly as he tried to escape the vice 
grip of  whatever lurked beneath. i seized the harpoon gun from the 
shocked Thomas and, aiming directly below what i could see of  the 
man, fired.

There was no visible reaction at first. But soon, the man and his 
still invisible captor began moving toward me at alarming speed. it 
was now a last-ditch effort on the part of  the creature to charge me. i 
tried to move back, but it was far faster than i and had advanced half  
the distance between us before i had gotten into a shallow-enough 
shelf  that my torso was above the surface. As i leapt back, the thing 
came almost flying out of  the water. Fearing that I had met my end, 
i closed my eyes and said a lightning-fast prayer. But when i opened 
them again, i was unharmed.

The creature had landed not a foot away from me, now grounded 
and unable to return to its environment. in that moment it occurred 
to me that good fortune had blessed me with a perfect shot; it had 
pierced straight through the jaws of  the beast and the waist of  the 
man, which was locked between them. it had seemingly performed 
three feats in one. To start, it had put the man mercifully out of  his 
misery (i am sure he preferred the point of  the harpoon to a slow 
death in those gaping jaws). secondly, it had locked the thing’s jaws 
shut that it would not be able to open them for an attack on me, a 
blessing for which i was quite grateful. finally, it had pierced right 
through the thing’s brain, causing it to die only a few seconds after i 
had fired. I was quite pleased.

But the strangest sight before me had nothing to do with the 
blessings bestowed upon my aim by Providence. rather, it was the 
demon which i had killed in itself. it was massive, measuring up to 
what i would estimate to be roughly eight meters in length, with a 
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mouth large enough to swallow a tiger whole. And interestingly, it 
was a fish. An immense catfish, to be specific. I started laughing 
despite the strenuous ordeal. What insanity! All this over a fish. I 
ordered the carcass to be attached to my baggage, and began the 
journey home. oh, how i would relish the moment this was reported 
to the Queen’s scientists. i would go down in the annals of  history as 
the discoverer—and vanquisher, might i add—of  a monster.

But then we were befallen by tragedy. scavengers descended 
upon the aquatic carnivore’s carcass like the locusts upon egypt. i 
moaned in agony night after night as i watched it eaten away by the 
merciless, cruel horde, myself  and my employees powerless to stop 
them from destroying the only evidence of  the fruit of  our toils. 
What a monstrosity! To come all this way and lose my prize... And 
yet, that is what happened.

of  course, when i came back to Bombay, i was scoffed at as a 
fool, even despite the testimony of  those who’d accompanied me. 
(Much of  that testimony was negative, involving something about 
my having no respect for human life, et cetera, et cetera. nonetheless, 
it correlated, and should have validated, my claim.) But no, no one 
believed me. even in Britain, among family and friends, i found 
difficulty finding those who would give me the benefit of  the doubt. 
And so, i allowed my tale to die away into memory, and i advanced 
to other hunts in other regions of  the world. none of  it was the 
same, though. But what can one do?

My story is both outlandish and heart-wrenching, i know. if  no 
event before has proven solidly that the truth is stranger than fiction, 
then this is the irrefutable evidence for that adage. i am old now, and 
my glory days are over. i no longer care if  i am laughed at, or called 
mad. What i have told you is pure fact, no elaboration, no fabrication; 
it is the real tale of  the terror of  the Karnataka.
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renovaTIo
Short Story

The boat rolled on the conveyor belt through the three-foot-
deep channel of  clear water. it came to a soft, slow stop. Those on 
board stood and stretched, gathered their belongings, and stepped 
off  the boat onto the tile floor. One remained in his seat on the far 
left of  the first bench—an old man, his bald head tilted back, lips 
parted. The operator pressed the button on the console to open the 
gates, and three people sat next to the man. The rows behind filled 
and the operator pressed a second button.

The boat surged through the water, left an elegant ripple in 
its wake, and disappeared behind the wall. The narration, Aloe vera, 
medicinal plant of  North Africa that…, echoed into the waiting room, 
the monotonous mechanical drone that subsided like a fog in the 
operator’s ear. The small collection of  people stood in silence in that 
bleached, square room and passed before the operator through the 
maze of  metal guardrails. A blur of  faces, they stood mesmerized 
by the whitewashed walls and thin lines of  black grout, little streets 
that ran between the white tiles. The operator leaned his chair onto 
its back legs, kicked his feet up onto the operation console, and 
inspected his nails.

Again and again the old man rode through the greenhouse, 
around the channel: Aloe vera, medicinal plant of  North Africa that…, 
Aloe vera, medicinal plant of  North Africa that... new people slid in and 
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out of  the bench and the man went with tilted head and pearled eyes, 
disturbed only by the stray elbow of  another passenger knocked into 
his ribs. he shifted and his chin fell meagerly onto his white button-up 
shirt. Wispy gray hairs on the sides of  his head stirred in the gentle 
push of  the air vent.

The line of  people disintegrated as the sky darkened, and by 
the end of  the workday just the old man remained on the boat. The 
operator massaged his eyes with the backs of  his hands and combed 
his fingers through his scraggly hair, long and burnt red, the same 
as the Braille on his cheeks and chin. his eyes dwelt momentarily 
on the still figure of  the man. He pressed the button on the console 
and the boat moved off, its formless shadow stretched long across 
the wall as it turned into the channel once more for the evening. Aloe 
vera, medicinal plant of  North Africa that…

The operator flipped the switch of  the fluorescent lights, and 
they dimmed and died one after the other as if  a plague gently fell 
upon the cylindrical bulbs. he hunched in the dark and closed the 
shades of  the front windows and at the main power box, turned off  
the lights and sprinklers and automated narration in the greenhouse. 
he waited, rubbed the sole of  his shoe on the tile, swatted at his face 
when he mistook a loose piece of  hair for an insect.

The boat returned and the operator turned off  the power to 
the conveyor belt. it halted and the old man jerked, his body tipped 
forward so his back was at a slant and his head hung over his knees, 
his stature straight and strained, like pulled tendons.

The operator sighed and stepped onto the vessel. he hesitated 
above the man for a moment, leaned down so his face was level with 
the man’s face—that face, purple and waxy, eyes sunken into the 
fragile skull, and motionless, cheeks that sagged with the gravity and 
the stench of  stale air and feces. The operator poked the hard, thin 
shoulder and shook his head, quickly pushed the old man’s chest up 
so that he leaned back on the bench erect, and rushed out.

The operator dreamed about the old man. he dreamed that 
a solid, prickly pumpkin vine grew across the man’s lap, its coarse 
hairs weaving themselves into his black, pressed pants. leaves like 
elephant ears rested on his shoulder, shaded his eyes from the sun. 
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Young, sweet green tendrils spiraled out to lock the vine in place, 
tendrils that wrapped around his wrists and arms, bound his legs, 
and crawled like ravenous kudzu up his chest and over his face. They 
reached into his ears and nostrils, crept between his lips, and the 
purple-gray color of  his uncovered skin took on a soft green blush 
as the vine hardened and the tendrils enveloped him like a mummy. 
The pumpkin grew in his lap, beneath the shade of  the waving 
leaves. Gold and orange, the color of  harvest, the pumpkin inflated, 
filled itself  with its thick, meaty interior, and pulp, and seeds. It grew 
round and fat, grew bigger than the old man’s lap and then bigger 
than the old man until his bones crunched and his flesh gushed 
beneath the weight. The pumpkin grew larger and larger, shattered 
the benches, and invaded the entire boat. it pushed against the plastic 
canopy overhead, and the four metal support beams bent out before 
the mast. With a crack the canopy too shattered, and what was left 
of  the boat commenced its journey into the greenhouse.

in the morning the operator entered, walked into the air, and 
wrinkled his nose. foul, the old man’s piss and shit and slowly 
rotting meat, left to swelter in the heat of  the night. The operator 
switched on the lights and turned on the air conditioner, adjusted 
the thermostat. he opened the blinds on the windows and let the 
rays of  morning sun stretch across the sterile tile floor. The room 
was clinical, the white walls like lab coats, and the metal railing like 
needles. The pale flesh of  the old man contributed a hint of  color, 
but his white shirt and black pants faded again into the colorless 
uniformity of  a grayscale image.

The operator cracked his knuckles. The sound of  his steps 
evaporated into the vacuum of  silence as he approached the boat, 
slow and calm. The man seemed serene, relieved with the final 
release of  his bowels; he was content. The operator knew he was 
content, as he felt the same and both had enjoyed a decent night of  
sleep. By the boat, the weight of  the stench filled his nostrils, the air 
heavy with the smell of  dried urine. The urine and crinkled skin of  
that old face reminded the operator of  a rhinoceros—a rhinoceros, 
with saggy, baggy, bluish-gray skin, and even the old man had taken 
on a bluish tinge.
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The operator took a step back, and another, stepped back to the 
utility closet behind his console. he propped the door open with the 
back of  his chair—a black hole in the expanse of  white. he pulled 
the gray-green water hose from the blackness and dragged it across 
the floor, dropped its mouth into the boat. He turned the spigot, and 
water flowed over the man’s black patent shoes.

The operator drenched the old man, hosed him down, and the 
sparse white hairs on the sides of  his head clung to his ears. his 
white shirt grew heavy and clear, transparent, and the faded muscles 
and skin shone through the fabric. folds of  fragile skin on his chest 
and navel adhered to the thin shirt, and the white was replaced by 
the gray, bloodless torso. The water rolled down the old man’s face 
and chest and arms and saturated his pants. it soaked his lap and 
seeped out again from the bottom of  his thighs, now a brown river 
that poured off  the bench and swirled on the floor by the leather 
shoes. A centimeter of  water drifted on the surface of  the boat floor, 
tainted, dirty.

The operator coiled the hose and stored it, closed the closet 
door. he dragged his chair into place, its wooden feet scratched 
along the floor. He sat, slouched, stretched his arms above his head, 
and yawned. he closed his eyes, rested his forehead on the edge of  
the console.

he heard his slow breath. he heard the faint rattle of  the air 
conditioner. he heard the groan of  cars as they drove by outside. he 
heard the drip of  water fall from the tip of  the old man’s nose onto 
his lap. Behind the red tint of  his eyelids, he saw the water, ovular, 
undulate, ripple against the push of  the air. he saw it splatter on the 
black cloth.

He heard the door push open. Footsteps on the tile floor. He 
lifted his head, a trench imprinted in his skin by the metal edge. he 
pressed the button to open the gates. heard the splashes, feet in the 
water that coated the boat’s floor. He pressed the second button, 
sent them away, and replaced his head on the console.

At the end of  the third day the operator turned off  the fluores-
cents overhead, and again the bulbs were taken when he heard a soft 
tap on the door. A girl, silhouetted by the glow of  the moon, her 
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figure slim and curved at the hips, purple and glossy in the night, 
like an eggplant. Her breath painted a thin film over the glass; she 
tapped again and spread her fingers, flattened her hand on the pane. 
The operator unlocked the door, cracked it open, and the girl slipped 
in. she smiled, sweet, brief, unfamiliar, blond hair tucked behind her 
ears, eyes cast to the floor. She stepped around the operator, danced 
through the maze of  rails, and seated herself  on the last bench of  
the boat. Waited. he stared at her and she stared at his legs, his 
feet, the tile beneath his shoes. The operator relocked the door and 
turned to her. she patted the seat, motioned for him to join her.

he approached the boat and the girl looked up at him. he 
noticed her eyes were blue. his own eyes were in no way interesting, 
brown, and he found that her blue irises were alive and spirited. he 
pushed the button on the operation console and hopped onto the 
boat as it glided slowly forward, ducked his head under the canopy. 
He sat and the boat moved behind the darkness of  the first turn. In 
the black he could feel the girl’s warmth, the warmth of  her thigh 
against his and the warmth of  her shoulder against his. she laced 
her fingers between his fingers and he felt a white heat in his lower 
stomach. Aloe vera, medicinal plant of  North Africa that is most commonly 
used to treat and soothe burns and scratches. It is an ingredient in many pain-
soothing lotions.

The boat rounded the turn and emerged into a shower of  
electric light. The moon, full and round, glared down at the jungle 
through the high glass ceiling, sickly and faded, masked by the tropical 
heat lamps. A lush thicket of  banana plants lined the channel, and 
green leaves brushed the boat’s canopy as it coasted past, stalks tall 
and lanky, roots spread out in the dense soil; water sloshed between 
the side of  the boat and the cement track. The mist of  the sprinklers 
landed on the operator’s face and he closed his eyes to the beads of  
moisture that gathered on all of  the green. The girl moved her hand 
to his leg and he felt himself  grow under her grasp.

She stopped and pointed to the hunched figure of  the old man 
in the first row. He appeared frailer from behind, his neck too weak 
to support his head, his scalp echoed soft indentations like the skull 
of  a newborn. But his body was swollen, round, and a blue-green 
pallor spread under his skin. The operator shook his head, took the 
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girl’s chin in his hand, and forced her face to his. he pulled her onto 
his lap and she fumbled with her buttons.

The old man’s glassy eyes reflected the trees and leaves and flow-
ers as they drifted before him and disappeared on either side. The 
deep, dull monotone of  the narrator whispered from the speakers 
hidden in the bushes, called the genus and species of  each crop that 
suffocated the little channel, pushed on all sides and hung over the 
water like leafy curtains. Hylocereus undatus, fruit of  the cactus species of  
the genus Hylocereus, a night-blooming cactus. Typically referred to as pitaya or 
dragonfruit, native to Central and South America. The cactus hid, needles 
buried behind the palms and ferns, its fruits round and pink, sour 
and succulent. Vanilla planifolia, flowering orchid of  Mexico most commonly 
used to produce vanilla flavoring. The name vanilla arose from the Spanish 
word “vaina” (meaning sheath), derived from the Latin word “vagina.” The 
cream white orchids engulfed the boat in a familiar vanilla perfume 
that lingered on the old man’s eyelashes. Hevea brasiliensis, grown in the 
Amazon, widely known as the rubber tree, largely used in the harvest of  its sap, 
known as latex. This sap extract is the primary resource in the production of  
rubber. Trees whose assemblage of  tiny leaves cast dappled shadows 
over the water and the black and brown earth. All around, flowers 
of  deep, luxurious colors dangled from branches and overburdened 
stems—amber and sapphire and ruby all embedded in the sea of  
emerald. The old man was numb to the heavy, humid air.

The operator spilled his semen on the boat’s floor and the girl 
collapsed on the bench, panting at his side. sweat dripped down 
their foreheads and their cheeks were flushed. The operator zipped 
his pants and the girl slid to the far end of  the bench, leaned her 
head back, and closed her eyes.

The girl left without a word, left the operator alone in the boat 
with the old man. she jumped to the tile as the boat drifted into 
place, hurdled over the rails, and threw herself  into the glass door. 
The glass shattered, shards showered to the ground like rain on a tin 
roof, and the girl sprinted into the night. The fire sprinklers exploded 
and the alarm whooped in a steady rhythm, settled like a heart throb 
behind the operator’s eyes as water trickled down his face. his blank 
gaze followed her figure until she disappeared from his sight. Water 
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covered his arms, soaked his hair and clothes. he stood and blinked as 
droplets dripped from his bangs into his eyes. his shirt hung heavy, 
wet rags on his shoulders. his hair, stringy, whipped around his neck.

The operator moved to the front of  the boat, his shoes sloshed 
through the water gathered on the floor, his toes wet and cold in his 
socks. He sat on the first bench and felt the stiff  presence of  the 
old man at his side. Their icy, drenched thighs pressed together. The 
operator shivered as a chill traveled up his spine. he leaned over, 
stretched his fingertips to reach the console, and pressed the button. 
The boat jerked forward. Water tapped on the canopy.

The operator turned his head to the man, his decayed skin hardly 
attached to the flesh and seemed to crumble away like sand. Blisters 
had risen on his neck and arms. Putrid. his abdomen was grotesquely 
bloated, a balloon filled to bursting with distilled blood and cooking 
grease. And the smell, like spoiled, molded beef  and melted fat. The 
operator leaned over the edge and vomited into the water.

Aloe vera, medicinal plant of  North Africa… The moon still glowed 
full through the glass ceiling, outshone by the electric plant lights 
that scorched the operator’s pupils. he squinted and glanced over at 
the old man. The man had not yet moved. The muscles in his face 
had lost their elasticity and the old jaw hung agape. his eyes always 
stared ahead.

The smell ached inside of  the operator’s nostrils, and abhorrence 
swelled inside his chest. That old man who too sweetly sat there and 
too sweetly rode the boat over and over, calm and peaceful and 
content as if  nothing ever happened. nothing ever did happen,  
nothing except Theobroma cacao and, soon after, Rubiaceae coffea. The 
operator leapt to his feet and jarred his head against the canopy 
above. But then his hands were about the old man’s neck and he 
shook. he shook. he shook. The old man did not look away from 
him, eyes arctic and vacant. The operator released the man and let 
out a stifled sob. He wiped his hands on his jeans and pressed his wrists 
to his forehead, shifted his weight. The old man did not look away.

The operator scowled, straightened his face, and pushed against 
the man’s shoulder, shoved him to the side of  the boat. The man 
tumbled over the edge and landed with a soft thud on the dirt, a 
burst of  air expelled from his distended stomach. his arms stretched 
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out over the ground and his hands fell between large orange pumpkins 
as the boat slipped away through the water. The operator did not 
look back.

The sprinkler splattered the old man’s face. Water landed in 
his open eyes, in his open, toothy mouth. it fell into his nostrils.  
Cucurbita moschata, the gourd-like squash originated in South America. 
Presently the United States produces over 1.5 billion pounds of  pumpkins each 
year. A very sturdy plant; if  damaged, its leaves and vines can quickly regrow 
and adapt to its environment.

in time the sprinkler shut off  and the alarm ceased its wail. 
But the operator had not had the time to turn off  the lights in the 
greenhouse sooner than the sun managed to peek through the glass 
into the old man’s lazy eyes. Before long the boat returned, stole past 
the old man, half-full of  people. Presently the United States produces over 
1.5 billion pounds of  pumpkins each year. A very sturdy plant; if  damaged, its 
leaves and vines can quickly regrow and adapt to its environment. A vein-thin 
vine crept over the old man’s cheek. its tiny hairs anchored themselves 
into his skin. And the boat moved on.
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lasT chances 
Short Story

sometimes i believe that there are two men living inside of  me.
There is the one that you see here, the balding, portly gentleman 

in front of  you. he is colorblind and wears unstylish glasses, and 
when he smiles you can see teeth made out of  gold and silver. his 
name is stan Jordan and he lives on a farm in ohio, alone ever since 
his wife died four years ago. A poor guy, you might say. if  you are 
ever on the state road 26 miles outside canton early in the morning, 
you might see him trudging across his fields from the small farmhouse 
to the barn, walking slowly with a limp or simply the feebleness of  
old age. he stares out across the neat lines of  corn, and to anyone 
passing the Jordan farm he looks satisfied, dignified, and content 
with the life he has lived. You can imagine him sitting back by the fire 
on a cold winter evening and telling his grandchildren what’s really 
important in this world. That is stan Jordan.

There are some problems with this summary, however. one, i 
have no children, and thus no grandchildren. dorothy waited until 
several months after we were married to tell me she could never have 
children. she was weeping, trembling. 

“i’ll leave right away,” she said. “My bags are already packed.”
But no, i held her and told her it was all right, and we stayed 

on for many decades more. i appeared to be sad about it, of  course, 
but secretly i was very happy, so glad that i would have thanked god 
had i not lost my faith years before. i did not want children, you see. 
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i was not worthy of  them. 
With dorothy gone, i have no family to speak of. At christmas 

and other holidays i go to Akron to spend time with her family. i 
am surprised that no one has asked me about my own family, but i 
suppose that was dorothy’s doing. When she told them she had 
gotten engaged, she probably whispered to them something about 
her fiancé being an orphan, and they never mentioned it again. Well, 
it is true now: i am an orphan. My parents are probably dead; if  not, 
they would be a hundred years old, which is too old, in my opinion. 
if  everyone lived that long, nothing would ever be forgotten, and we 
would all lose the bliss of  our ignorance. 

i met dorothy in dayton, where i had gotten a job teaching in 
the foreign languages department at the university there and she was 
working as a secretary. i told her that i had grown up in an orphanage 
in indiana and learned german from one of  the teachers there. That 
was the first of  my lies. It makes me feel so shameful calling these 
details lies. every day, i would tell dorothy some anecdote from my 
invented past. Part of  me wanted to write down everything i told her 
so as not to contradict myself, but i knew that her love for me was 
so strong that she would blind herself  rather than see my true face. 
Besides, over time i turned into stan Jordan. i do not believe there 
is anything false about me. 

Yesterday morning, after i had gone to milk the cows still left 
in the barn, a man was waiting for me, dressed in a brown uniform. 
he was holding a large envelope, something that must have been 
air-mailed overnight.

“can i help you?” i asked as i approached, conscious of  my 
dirty boots and milk-stained clothing. 

“Are you…” the man looked down at the envelope, squinting at 
it. “…stanislaw Jzerawski?”

i stared at him. 
“do i have the wrong address?” he asked after a minute. The 

autumn wind was blowing strongly through the fields.
“no,” i said, gesturing for him to hand me the envelope. he 

did, and i signed the paper he gave me. “have a good day.”
i looked at the envelope once and knew that i would not have 

to open it. i knew what it meant. The return address was from the 
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simon Wiesenthal center in los Angeles. i had heard the name 
before. dorothy showed me a newspaper clipping once that said that 
Aribert heim, a doctor who performed experiments on concentration 
camp prisoners during the war, had been captured in spain by 
operatives from this center. he had been presumed dead for 13 years. 

“i’m glad they’re catching these monsters while they’re still 
alive,” dorothy said. “someone should make them pay before 
god does.”

The name of  the simon Wiesenthal center’s nazi-catching 
project was “operation last chance.”

And here is what i mean when i say that there are two people 
inside of  me. i have concealed one half  inside of  myself  for so many 
years, and this has served me well. dorothy would not have married 
stanislaw Jzerawski. The neighbors would not say they “never would 
have thought” that stanislaw Jzerawski had been capable of  such 
things, which is what they will likely say about stan Jordan once i 
leave this place. But i feel that it is unhealthy to repress oneself, 
especially when there are those who know the truth anyway. i am still 
only half  a person.

The picture to be released in the press is likely the one you 
will identify with stanislaw Jzerawski. it was taken when he was a 
teenager at the Gymnasium in Krákow. He is smiling, which some 
will say is an eerie foreshadowing of  his sadistic nature. i do not 
know why he is actually smiling; maybe it is a holiday. 

My family was wealthy enough to send me to the gymnasium 
in Krákow, even though we were originally from the countryside. 
My ancestors had been petty landowners, which is how i got my 
background in farming, but ever since Poland’s independence, this 
lifestyle was largely seen as old-fashioned, and i was sent to the city 
to be educated. 

i am not a stupid man, not ignorant like many of  the people 
around here. In Krákow, I learned German, French, Latin, literature, 
physics, geometry, and botany. i even studied english with a young 
teacher, a Polish-American man who had gone back to his parents’ 
country. This is how i perfected my accent enough to pass as a man 
from indiana named stan Jordan. 
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i cannot say what i wanted to be when i grew up, just as very 
few people of  that age could answer such a question. And just like so 
many, i never got to decide. i want to make clear that my intention is 
not to play the victim; i know the gravity of  what i have done, and 
nothing can make up for that. 

When germany invaded Poland in 1939, i was conscripted into 
the army and sent to the front. i had only had one training session, 
and I barely knew how to hold a rifle. I remember hiding in the 
woods as i watched the Polish army cavalry charge against german 
machine gun nests. i and many of  the boys my age did what seemed 
logical at that point: We ran away.

But the country was under occupation, and we had nowhere 
to go. We could not go back home without running into either the 
german army, who would kill us because we were Poles, or what was 
left of  the Polish army, who would kill us for deserting. We ended up 
in Warsaw, which was under siege.

I won’t talk about what life was like during those first two years, 
because that does not matter. 

The truth is that when the city was taken, i was found by the 
germans and sent away. i will not tell you the name of  this place, 
because you surely already know it. i was a prisoner, along with 
thousands of  other Poles. Yes, there were Jews there, and gypsies, 
and communists, and homosexuals. it would be a lie to say i suffered 
as much as they did, but it would also be a lie to say that it was not 
hell. And i am through with lies.

one day, at roll call, i was pulled out of  the line by one of  
the officers. I was sure I would be killed on the spot, and the man 
ordered me to come with him. i did, but as soon as we were out of  
sight of  the rest of  the prisoners, he embraced me. 

“stanislaw!” he cried. “stanislaw Jzerawski!”
He was a man I had known at the Gymnasium in Krákow. I 

will not say his name, not to protect him but because he has most 
assuredly already met his fate. he was an intense, dark-eyed man, 
and i remember that i did not like him very much in my youth, but 
at the time he was no less than my savior. 

“how did you end up here?” he asked me.
“Wrong place, wrong time,” i said. 
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he told me he could help me. not get me out, but get me a 
job. i would still be a prisoner, but i would have hierarchy over the 
others and get better treatment. i could take what possessions and 
women i wanted.

i accepted. What could i do? if  i were to go back, i don’t know 
if  i would decide otherwise. But that is the strange beauty of  time. 
it only goes forward, and over the years i have come to accept my 
decision as fact.

The following are facts: for three years, i served as a guard at this 
camp. i held no weapon heavier than a stick and i killed no prisoner. 
i saw many die, though, and i did nothing to stop it. it is a fact that i 
never enjoyed what i did; i never took the perverse pleasure that the 
other guards did in guiding the innocent to their deaths. some might 
say that this shows that i salvaged my humanity. But i was too much 
of  a coward to run away. And a coward i have remained.

in 1945, word spread that the soviets were approaching from 
the east and that Poland would soon be liberated. All the camp 
buildings were to be blown up. i will go on record that i assisted in 
this. I will also affirm that I helped round up the remaining prisoners 
for the march to Germany. We walked past fields that were so gray it 
made me feel that all color had drained from the world. even blood 
ceased to be red, just another tint of  numbness. 

everything was chaos, but little by little the prisoners, too sick 
to keep moving, would drop by the side of  the road. 

“don’t waste your bullets!” the commanders shouted to their 
troops, who obeyed. And death was all around, slow and toying 
this time.

There was one woman who wanted to stay behind with her 
brother, who had probably died on his feet. she was ghostly pale, 
emaciated like all the rest, but there was a vibrant color in her eyes, a 
burning green. she was beautiful.

“Move along!” i said to her.
she just sat in that ditch, holding her brother in her arms. 
“You!” i screamed. “get up!”
“My name,” she said, quietly at first, “is Rosa Edelman.”
“if  you want to live,” i said, “get the hell up!”
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“My name is rosa edelman.”
My old classmate, by now a senior officer in the camp, came 

running up to me. 
“Jzerawski!” he shouted. “is there a problem?”
“she won’t move.”
he looked her up and down, slowly. he saw her strength. he 

knew that she would not waste away on this road, that given the 
chance she would tell all. 

rosa edelman spit on his boots. The saliva dripped down onto 
the dirt road.

My classmate took out his pistol and aimed it at her forehead.
“This Jewess, Jzerawski,” he said, smiling at me, “is an exception 

to our rule.”
he pulled back the hammer and aimed.
“My name is rosa edelman.”
“Wait,” i said. “can i?”
he grinned at me and paused, gun still cocked. 
“sure, Jzerawski,” he said, passing it to me. “i never thought 

you’d have it in you.”
“My name is rosa edelman.”
“Quiet,” i said, my voice shaking.
“My name is rosa edelman.”
“Shut up!” I screamed. The gun fired.
i will not say whether my hand moved out of  nervousness or 

of  my own will, but the shot missed. i did not shoot rosa edelman. 
i am sure of  it, but i will not take credit because i am an honest man 
and i do not know stanislaw Jzerawski well enough to say what his 
conscience did or did not tell him to do. 

still, rosa edelman crumpled to the ground and lay still upon 
her brother’s body.

As i handed the gun back to my classmate, a shadow passed 
over us.

“Get down!” somebody yelled, as the field started to rock with 
explosions. 

As I ran into the forest, I remember looking back at the fireballs 
and the human beings lit aflame.

even there i could see no colors.
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After the war i ended up in a dP camp. i had been separated 
from my group and they mistook me for yet another liberated 
prisoner, just one more refugee. The American guards liked me 
because i could speak english, and they would use me to communicate 
with the others. one gi in particular took a special liking to me; his 
name was stan Jordan. 

i won’t go into detail of  what transpired between us. All that 
matters is that by 1946, this man was living with his french girlfriend 
in her village, and i was sitting in uniform on a plane to America, 
armed with a passport, an honorable discharge, and a new identity.

When I first came to America after the war, I was very nervous 
about being found out. i had read about what happened at nuremberg 
and i did not want to hang for what i had done. What young man 
would want to suffer for things beyond his control? But i soon learned 
that i had little to worry about. in America, if  your skin is light and 
your accent is good, no one is going to ask many questions. 

What i feared more than the police or the noose was that i 
would meet rosa edelman. every time i went to the supermarket 
or boarded a train, i was convinced that she would be in the corner, 
watching me. In my imagination, her translucent fingers, thin as 
kindling, would point at me, her eyes reminding me what the color 
green looked like.

“i am rosa edelman!” she would say. “And you are not stan 
Jordan!”

There was no reason for me to think this. i was sure that she 
did not die after I fired that gun, but in the following bombardment 
or the months of  wandering afterward she could very well have 
perished as so many did. And if  she had survived, why should she 
come to the united states? And if  she had immigrated, why would 
she have come to ohio? 

i hope that rosa edelman is still alive. if  i hadn’t lost my faith 
years ago, i would pray to god that she be still alive. she kept me 
from forgetting. And in that strange way that time works, she kept 
dorothy from ever knowing who i was, which would have broken 
her heart into so many rubies. 

so when i received this envelope, i still had the sensation that it 
was rosa edelman who accused me, who remembered my name and 
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decided all these years later to finally make it history. And whether 
i am guilty or not, it does not matter to me. Because if  i had died a 
week ago, this tumor of  memory would have grown in my chest and 
out of  my grave. 

i have not yet opened this envelope and read the details of  the 
accusation. it is likely that there are errors, that someone has mistaken 
me for my classmate. i do not blame them; memories fail us all, and 
he was a monster. he did kill, and he enjoyed it.

But I do not have the strength for the fight. I have no reason 
to deny whatever is said against my case, because if  i did not do it, 
then another did. 

And to whoever is unlucky enough to find what I have written 
here, i apologize. it is unfair of  me to pass on this burden of  truth 
to a stranger, but i know no one and i am not as strong as i should 
be. so though he may suffer, i know that for the rest of  his life, he 
will see colors that i have not had the fortune of  enjoying.

for now, all i can do is pray that when i hang for my sins or 
forgetfulness, i will be in a better place. That i will see dorothy with 
her loving smile and rosa edelman with her green eyes. And that 
there will be forgiveness and contentment. i would pray for these 
things, had i not lost my faith years ago standing in a ditch.
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The eunuch
Short Story

it was the last sunday of  March and edward Wang was alone. 
At the top of  riverstone hill, a wide stone tablet faced the dawn. 
All the way down to the marsh, smaller, duller tablets stabbed the 
mound, and each hour, new visitors arrived to decorate these stones 
with chrysanthemums, dahlias, and red paper. Wives poured wine 
onto the earth and read the stones’ engravings with citrus voices. 
children visited the one slab at the top of  the hill and pretended to 
read the vertical script, but like their parents, they left this stranger’s 
tablet no offerings. By sundown the visitors were gone, and a long 
black shadow inclined over the grass. edward Wang was alone. 

On the first Sunday of  April, there swelled another tide of  life, 
an even louder one, and smoke rose between the tablets. firecrackers  
rumbled in the mud, and the odor of  roasted pork blew into each 
curled nostril. Around midday, rain began to fall, and the well-
prepared visitors trudged about with their heads down, in ponchos 
and green boots. had edward been alive to view the scene from his 
grave on the hilltop, he would have seen dozens of  black umbrellas 
spring up like shiitake mushrooms to shield the tombs on the slope. 

on the second sunday of  April, dave drove his family to 
riverstone cemetery in the van that was a virtual chinatown 
kitchen. in the rearview mirror, he watched the tangles of  hairless, 
plump hands squeezing between car seats and slithering along the 
windows. Pork buns, bean soup, shrimp dumplings, and turnip cake 
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were passed over heads and under seatbelts, and above the sound of  
slurping, he heard hasty orders for seconds:

“chicken wonton.” 
“Are there grease balls?”
 “i want half  a wu gok, and an egg custard tart, and two shrimp 

dumplings. And a char siu bao. one rice-noodle thing. And an almond 
cookie,” said richard. 

“Where does my nephew get his appetite?” laughed dave’s sister, 
debra. “not from his father.” she prodded dave’s scrawny triceps. 

dave feared that when he returned home, his wife would not 
be pleased to discover the paper napkins that his sister was now 
stuffing into every crevice of  the passenger door, or the apple juice 
stain on richard’s seat. still, the feast had to go on. from 45 years 
of  experience, Dave knew that his first and foremost duty was filial 
piety, and that nothing would satisfy his mother more than stuffing 
her grandchildren’s faces. he was nothing like his brother edward; 
dave would never ruin a meal, never upset a table.

his niece hugged the top of  her grandmother’s seat, cackling, 
“Put wasabi on rich’s egg tart!” 

The old woman laughed. “susan, no wasabi!” she rummaged 
through the paper bags for richard’s selection, her square jaw set 
rigidly against her neck and exhibiting that well-known upturning of  
the lips, a kind of  bracket-shaped, involuntary smile. 

“stupid girl. Why would Po Po have wasabi? Japanese people 
eat wasabi, and we hate the Japanese,” richard snickered.

“i like wasabi,” said susan.
“Then you’re Japanese.” he lazily knocked his feet against the 

back of  the seat in front of  him. 
“Rich, don’t kick Karen,” said Dave, glancing at his other niece 

through the side mirror. Karen wore a faint look of  disgust on her 
face, a look more appropriate for an older woman’s visage than for 
a 16-year-old adolescent’s. Her hair, sleek as seal flesh, was parted 
evenly at the middle and again at her ears to make room for the 
pale cord of  her Walkman headphones. Dave was transfixed as he 
recognized the Walkman and the expression on her face. she’d sat in 
just the same way two years earlier, when the Wangs had piled into 
the minivan on the day of  their father’s funeral. 
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The day of  the funeral, the fourth of  June 1991, was the first 
time any of  the Wangs, excluding dave, had seen edward in nearly  
two decades. it was apparent that something had happened to 
edward. in his silence, in the listlessness of  his movement, in the 
festering sores on his cheekbone and throat, it was so apparent that 
something unutterable had happened that no one dared to ask what. 
it was impossible not to contrast the existing edward with the 
memory of  his massive 20-year-old self, to look for the rash-colored, 
muscle-hard skin that had once wound itself  about his skeleton and 
wonder when and where edward had, with snakelike mysteriousness, 
shrugged it off.

Yet, there was that one moment in which his infamous vigor 
had resurfaced, as if  all the energy lacking in his general behavior 
had unleashed itself  in a single, volcanic gesture. While dave was 
driving his relatives from the funeral home to greenwood cemetery, 
he heard Edward lean over to Karen and whisper, “So, do you mind 
your grandfather’s death?” A dumb silence followed and Karen 
failed to respond. With sudden swiftness, edward yanked the 
headphones off  his niece’s ears and tossed them out the window. 
Karen’s scream sent Po Po and Debra into a panic; they begged 
dave to pull over and retrieve the headphones. he found them on 
the street, pulverized by the minivan wheels. Karen sat clutching her 
ears as if  to shield herself  from the sound of  the exterior world and 
her own screeches. But who would dare to reproach edward?  

Before their father’s death, during the yearly drives to visit the 
tombs of  dave’s paternal grandparents, each seat of  the vehicle had 
been filled—and each seat had been filled the day of  their father’s 
funeral, too, for edward had returned and assumed his father’s seat. 
now, as dave drove to riverstone cemetery, neither their father 
nor edward was present, and the seat beside Po Po was unoccupied, 
despite all Dave’s efforts to fill it with an extraneous family member. 
dave had even offered to drive a passenger in one of  his younger 
brothers’ cars, but his brothers had dismissed dave’s offers as mere 
effusions of  chinese politeness.

Throughout the drive, dave turned back now and then to see 
if  his mother had placed any of  the dim sum cartons on the empty 
seat beside her. As if  respecting a ghost that sat there, she never 
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touched the seat. This upset dave; he longed for nothing more than 
to see his mother absentmindedly place a few char siu bao in the 
gap. of  course, the empty seat did not bother dave personally. he 
only feared to remind his mother of  edward’s absence excessively, 
as if  the fact that they were visiting edward’s grave for the ching 
Ming festival was not enough of  a reminder. The older his mother 
became, the more he feared for her emotional fragility. he’d always 
done the mean work to keep his parents protected, and that almost 
always meant protected from his older brother. When edward died, 
for example, dave had spared his mother from facing what he called 
in his head “the filth of  the situation,” by taking full responsibility 
over the remaining details of  edward’s life. for 10 years, dave had 
known about Terry but had never seen him, and he’d imagined a 
skinny white man with dyed black hair who loved tea and dumpster 
diving. Only on the day Edward had died did Dave finally shake 
hands with the man. White Terry was, but his handshake was firm 
and his voice was low in a way that embarrassed dave. 

 edward allowed nobody but this man to enter his hospital 
room. After edward died, dave negotiated with Terry, who maintained 
that his brother had always wanted to be cremated and spread amid 
the dust of  some hobo’s park in the East Village. By that time 
Terry’s baritone voice had shattered into luminous, sharp pieces and 
his face dripped with tears as he spoke. The higher Terry’s voice 
grew, the more confident Dave was that Terry was making up the 
stuff  about spreading the ashes. his brother’s form of  burial was 
specified nowhere in his will. There was very little in the will. Terry’s 
whiteness did not lend him the legal power to enforce his desires, 
and the Wangs ordered a coffin from Newtown Caskets, their second 
order within a span of  four months. 

It was difficult for Dave to recall that first meeting with Terry 
in the hospital, to remember the smell of  waiting-room disinfectant 
and plastic flowers, while driving a van overwhelmed by the odors of  
cantonese dim sum. Thanks to the liveliness of  the children, there 
was enough dialogue in the car that he could steer the wheel and 
pretend not to notice the empty seat, the missing tooth. Whenever 
the road didn’t demand his concentration, dave tilted back his 
head and let his mother feed him a slug of  moist tofu. it was not 
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a very comfortable way to eat, but he was under the impression that 
it pleased his mother to baby him. If  my brother were in the car, dave 
thought, he would ridicule my behavior until I could no longer call myself   
a man. That edward was what they called in the ’60s a “fag” had 
not altered the dynamic that had existed between them as children.  
edward had never ceased to be the testosterone-pumped older 
brother whose masculine drive ran so hard that other men were 
feminized before him. Before he’d fallen ill, he’d been a giant red man 
boasting an expandable stomach with walls tough enough to hold all 
the food in a refrigerator and a few beers besides. he and Terry had 
shared a five-bedroom triplex in the city with four other gay men, and 
his roommates had dubbed him “the Buddha.” This nickname set him 
apart as something even more forbidden than themselves, an Asian 
“fag” with the strength and pure blubber of  a sumo wrestler. 

dave remembered edward’s teeth, the way he bared them like 
a mobster showing off  the rings of  the dead, but most of  all he 
remembered how there was something faintly Japanese about his 
brother’s hair. When he thought of  edward, he remembered 
these features of  his brother’s youth and didn’t think of  him as he  
appeared in the last few years of  his life. dave didn’t think about 
those last years without the feeling of  being infected with something 
like what his brother had died from, a sort of  uncontrollable 
weakness. near the end, while visiting the triplex, dave could not 
help but occasionally say to himself, I love Edward, too––in a wholesome 
way. somehow he knew that even these words would have provoked 
his brother’s contempt. edward was the only man who could make 
dave feel ashamed of  himself. The more he allowed his mother to 
feed him morsels of  pork fat and sticky rice, the more he imagined 
his brother’s disgust.

dave was relieved when they arrived at riverstone cemetery 
and had plenty to do to keep their hands busy. he parked alongside 
his younger brothers’ cars, ushered and wiped the children through 
the Port-a-Sans, and began hauling the shovels, potted flowers, and 
coolers to the grave at the top of  the hill. There, the six-foot-long 
tablet loomed over the grounds like an emperor overseeing his 
kingdom. dave had proposed burying his brother at riverstone, 
and his siblings had agreed to it, because—although the location 
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required them to make two trips, one to greenwood cemetery to pay 
respects to their father and grandparents, and one to riverstone—the  
riverstone plot’s locality was auspicious by the principles of  feng 
shui. Traditionally, unmarried siblings were left flower bouquets and 
were not accorded the respect of  a complete ceremony, but there 
was no sense in going all the way to riverstone simply to leave 
flowers, and so, by no one’s direction in particular, the Wangs had 
prepared to conduct a full ritual. Their visit to edward’s grave for the 
ching Ming festival was so belated that there were hardly any other 
chinese families in the graveyard. 

dave felt the rituals provided a certain safety, a way to com-
memorate the life of  a person without knowing who the person 
was, without straining to be inventive. Po Po swept away weeds and 
dead pine needles from the base of  the stone with her willow-leaf  
broom, and dave dug holes into the earth she’d cleared. The crust 
of  the ground was hard and took several chops with a shovel to 
break. Dave feared the job would be difficult and he’d reveal his 
impotence—it was the one place he couldn’t reveal his impotence—
and with vigorous effort he forced his muscles to comply; a stream 
of  sweat from his forehead was the only evidence of  his struggle. 
his younger brothers stood around the grave in a circle, crossing 
their arms and watching him with glazed eyes that concealed their 
gratitude. To his relief, and theirs, lest he hand the shovel to the next 
in line, the third and fourth sons, Dave finally cracked the surface of  
the ground and reached the warm, moist soil below. 

Karen shook the daffodils, tulips, and chrysanthemums from 
their pots and Po Po snuggled them into the holes. Meanwhile, the 
children roamed the hill in search of  branches and leaves to add to 
Po Po’s tin pail. As city-locked children, it was their single chance 
that year to relish in the primal delight of  constructing a bonfire. 
After they had added enough wood to the can, dave distributed 
fake dollar money to some of  the kids and red and gold joss to the 
others. “All you burn goes up to uncle edward, so he can enjoy it in 
the heavens,” dave said to the children, but as soon as he’d spoken 
he felt he’d told a lie, one that edward would’ve hated. The kids 
accepted the prophecy and with a savage violence tore up the paper 
offerings and tossed slips into the pail. 
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Dave’s first couple of  matches went out among the soggy twigs. 
finally, a snatch of  joss began to brown, a slip of  parchment with 
the character shao stamped in gold upon the fiber. The crowd 
of  children yelped with excitement as the edges curled and the 
stationery turned to cinders. They shredded more paper and tossed 
their offerings into the bucket. Within minutes the flame was so high 
that it became frightening to drop their paper money. With arms 
extended, they tossed the stationery clumsily at the pail, allowing 
shreds to escape through the grass and down the hill. smoke swam 
upward but dispersed before reaching the sky. Hay. Bing soeng. Shao. 
happiness. honesty. longevity.

dave didn’t believe the ritual burning would deliver gifts to the 
heavens, and there was something horrible about the untruth he’d 
told. he put his hands around his son’s shoulders and watched the 
boy curl his joss paper into an empty coin-wrapper tube to make the 
traditional boat-shaped offering. Dave felt the warmth of  the fire on 
his cheeks and edward’s acidic breath on the back of  his neck. The 
first time he’d told a lie about Edward, both brothers were attending 
college and living at home. edward had brought a young chinese 
man to dinner and introduced him as his boyfriend. 

The boy was in dave’s year, a freshman, and wore his shirt 
collar unbuttoned as low as the nipple. during dinner, he spoke 
in cantonese about steve McQueen and sucked the wonton soup 
broth through his teeth, and when they were not eating, he rested 
his left hand on edward’s thigh. After that meal, dave observed his 
parents sinking into the depths of  a nightmare incomprehensible to 
them. his mother spoke to no one and his father only uttered blunt 
orders in a voice with sharp, hot inflections, a voice like a wooden 
beam slapping water. To save them from drowning, dave resolved 
he would do everything he could to make denial possible. he built ships 
out of  lies: American girls say “girlfriend,” American guys say “boyfriend,”  
no meaning, it just means pangjau—friend—and everyone knows he likes this 
girl. He’s always talking to her. he believed the white lies would save 
edward from embarrassment—and give his parents an excuse to 
skirt the unapproachable subject. 

he’d never anticipated edward’s response. A week later, after 
their mother had asked edward about the certain female he was 
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rumored to have eyes on, edward had entered dave’s room and 
breathed resentment onto his neck. The intensity of  edward’s anger 
had alarmed dave but hadn’t made him understand why his brother 
was so determined to disgrace himself, and so dave had continued 
to tell the lies. he’d told lies for 20 years until he’d invented a new 
edward, a puppet edward to show his mother and father. This  
“edward” did not speak for itself  but it lived the decent, employed, 
heterosexual life of  a stereotypical fortysomething-year-old man. 
I was trying to protect them, thought dave as he took the boat origami 
from his son’s hands and tucked in the paper corners. The ship fell 
gently into the inferno. 

“dave, dave!” said Po Po, grabbing her son’s arm and pulling 
him toward the front of  the tombstone. Dave saw that she’d filled 
three shallow glasses with wine and thrust two candles into the earth. 
“Pour the wine!” she ordered. “And light the candle.” dave folded 
at the knee before the grave and lit the red tapers. droplets of  wax 
spilled over the flowers and stained the tombstone with hot red eyes. 
Although his mother had left to unpack the cooler and his siblings 
were preoccupied with the arrangement of  the feast, he moved as 
if  under close scrutiny. dave laughed when he saw his own hands 
shaking. The grave reminded him of  the way edward, as a teenager, 
would sit in the middle of  the couch in such a dominating way that 
no one else felt comfortable sitting with him and watch television 
until inappropriate hours of  the night. Yes, something about the 
grave was just like edward. dave poured the wine over the roots of  
the chrysanthemums, his right arm swinging back and forth over the 
gravestone, his white hands folded branch-like at the wrist. folded 
like a boat, shipwrecked on the waves of  the unapproachable question. 
he felt shame creeping into him. here he was, pretending the stone 
simply belonged to an extraneous family member, performing rituals 
that had no meaning to himself  or edward, distracting himself  with 
mechanical activity. he was lying about edward yet again.

“dave. dave. Bang ngo a. The incense.” in dave’s ear, Po Po’s 
voice was shrill and her cantonese like the gnawing of  an animal. 
A moment passed before he comprehended; then he lifted himself  
off  the ground and arranged himself  to the side of  a forming line 
of  family members. he lit three incense sticks and passed them to 
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Po Po, who, as the current family elder, always exercised the first 
ceremonial bow. She held the sticks between the fingers of  her 
entwined hands and took three waist-deep dips. dave watched her 
tight figure lower and he feared she would snap in half  like straw. Yet 
on the third dip she lowered to exactly the same place as the first, 
and the expression on her face was still energized and purposeful, 
the way it was when she dusted a couch or cooked with her wok. 
dave had feared his mother would crack, but she was completely 
unaffected. he wondered if  he would ever see his mother cry for 
edward again, cry those silent pearl tears, as she had six months 
before, the day they buried him. or had those tears for his brother 
been as unfelt as these bows to his grave? had they been merely the 
beginning of  a long ritual that never ended, that, like lies, preserved 
in memory an edward who’d never existed?

Po Po inserted her flaming sticks into the earth, smiling the 
self-satisfied smile of  a ballerina curtsying upon the stage, and 
allowed debra to step up and take her bows. dave handed his sister 
three flaming incense sticks and stood back to watch the dance. One 
by one, his remaining siblings followed the motion. how much did 
they know about the real edward? everyone, dave was sure, knew 
that edward had died of  Aids, but he doubted his relatives had 
looked into edward’s personal matters. When edward had moved 
out, at the age of  22, it had been after three years of  those sharp, 
hot inflections, those beams slapping water. Edward had seemed 
determined to drop the gay liberation movement right into the 
family hot pot, while their parents had been equally resolute about 
pretending their first son would eventually conform to their ideals. 
The angrier edward had grown, the more extensive had grown his 
mother’s dinners. on any weekday night she might serve the bounty 
of  a new Year’s meal: brimming bowls of  pork fat, shrimp and 
chestnut soups, steaming jasmine rice. one night edward had turned 
over the dining room table, catapulting the china into the walls.

After growing fed up with the battle, he had moved to the 
Village with the plan of  severing communication with the Wangs. 
dave, however, had kept in contact with his brother through something 
like harassment, visiting edward’s apartment uninvited a few times 
each year. for several years, dave had relayed false information 
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about his brother’s occupation and marital status to his parents and 
siblings, but after a while they’d stopped asking about edward, as if  
they feared testing the bottom of  dave’s rescue boat. 

 finally, dave lit his own incense sticks and approached the 
gravestone with hands pressed together. And myself ? Without 
taking his eyes off  the vertical line where edward’s name was inscribed 
in characters, he bent forward. Why did I keep track of  Edward? Why 
did I lie about him all those years? he drew his head to his knees; wrists 
met stomach, and he could see the particles of  dust settling around 
his shoes. he knew the answer to the second question. Because once 
you start a lie, you have to keep it going. I was protecting my parents. Filial piety 
obliged me. After all, it was they who brought Edward into the world. I created 
an Edward they could be proud of. 

he bowed to the grave a second time, but when he looked up, 
the tablet, in its throne of  candles and flowers, towered above him. 
he felt like a eunuch appearing before his master. did dave think 
the purpose of  his life was to please his parents? Was he such a kwan 
goek zai––mother’s boy? dave bent to the earth a third time, but he 
was far from submitting. My life is more than my filial piety. I’ve stood by my 
values. I have values. I value a decent life. How was I supposed to throw aside my 
values and embrace a doctrine of…pleasure? But when dave lifted his head, 
he was not sure if  pleasure was the purpose of  his brother’s life. 

The feast began while the children were still finishing their 
bows. Po Po carved the goose and distributed slices of  angel food 
cake. his siblings were arguing over the quality of  various long 
island diners and debating the ills of  the most recent dieting fads. 
For the first time that morning, Dave heard passion in their voices. 
As susan passed by them clutching a second puff  of  angel food 
cake, debra caught her daughter around the waist and pulled her 
close. “hey, you,” she said to susan. “once i’m sitting in the sky 
up there, I better see you in Greenwood Cemetery putting flowers 
on our family’s graves. Promise me?” All the adults watched susan, 
waiting for a proper reply. susan merely laughed as her mother’s 
hands reached down to tickle her belly.

Greenwood Cemetery, thought dave. he watched susan wriggle 
in his sister’s arms like a worm surfacing from the rot of  graveyard 
soil. And Riverstone Cemetery? After dave and his siblings were gone 
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and buried, would the children forget to visit their uncle edward at 
riverstone? What obligation had they to a relative they had met only 
once, at their grandfather’s funeral, a relative with sores on his ashen 
neck? A man who inspired fear in their parents? What obligation 
had Karen to the sour skeleton man who’d thrown her headphones 
out the window? There was nothing to stop them from forgetting 
edward; all they had to do was follow their parents’ example for him 
to disappear. Then dave remembered his son, richard, and he was 
suddenly certain that richard, as the oldest male of  his generation, 
would have the power to choose the graves visited by the children. 
i will impress upon rich the importance of  visiting riverstone, he 
said to himself, and the sin will be absolved. Before he realized what was 
happening, dave found himself  croaking out loud, “rich will do 
both, and the rest of  these kids better follow.” 

debra turned to look at dave, startled. “excuse me?”
What pretentious, British-sounding words; Excuse me made 

dave’s throat hot. how long would these people crouch on the 
decks of  their ships? he deepened his voice and whispered, “i know 
you resented coming here today.”

“What?” debra squinted and released susan from her arms. 
her voice as she replied was high—unnaturally high, dave thought. 
“What? no, i—”

“let’s be honest with one another for once.” 
There was a silence. dave had spoken loud enough to gain his 

siblings’ attention and even cause his mother to turn her delicate 
neck, and an odd blend of  remorse and savage pride swept through 
him. dave peered from brother to brother, as if  waiting to be 
challenged by a traitor. no one replied. his mother gripped her knife 
and resumed slicing the goose neck.

“give me a goose breast,” someone whispered.
“Where’s the beer?”
“They have good beer at that place, too.” 
debra sighed and put her hand on dave’s shoulder, as if  to lead 

him aside for a private conversation. he brushed off  her arm. “You 
all know it was right we chose a hilltop location for this grave,” he 
cried at the group, his splintering voice cutting across the renewing 
exchanges. “You wish we buried him on the edge of  the junkyard 
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in greenwood? And you all know it’s right we perform a ceremony 
here, this year and every year. i don’t care how far you’re driving. The 
custom tells us our duty.” Breathing heavily, he glanced again at the 
faces of  each of  his siblings, but all were looking away, some picking 
crumbs of  angel food cake from their palms. “You all consented to 
the riverstone plot. You agreed.” 

Again, there was silence. could no words in the world tear 
off  the mask of  denial? dave kneeled and began piling the plastic  
flowerpots into the garbage bag. He would make Richard understand, 
and richard, the oldest son of  his generation, would preserve the 
memory of  edward and answer to no one’s complaints—if, of  
course, the second generation understood family hierarchy. Then, 
as suddenly as he’d found reassurance in the thought of  his son’s 
authority, he found himself  rudely awakened: The respect due to 
the firstborn son had disappeared in the Wang family forever, had 
disappeared with edward. even if  he were to tell his son to visit 
riverstone cemetery, what could he tell richard about his uncle? 
could he tell his own son what he’d never told himself ?

As his eyes rested on the grave of  his brother, he imagined 
time passing as the tombstone went untended. The earth around 
his brother’s tablet would grow hard and bare, and the soil would 
never again taste red wax or spilled wine. The emperor collapses before 
his kingdom, and the eunuchs bury him on the hill. dave saw a ship beating 
down the ocean. The waves grew ever more still until their gentle 
throb could not be heard. he lay aside the garbage bag and returned 
to face his siblings. They’d again made attempts to resume the empty 
conversation, but he interrupted them.

“My intention was for us all to be buried here.”
“What?” someone said, and the group stirred.
“That was my intention.” It was his final lie, the culmination 

of  all the other lies. never had he wished it were the truth more 
than now. in reality, he’d never imagined himself  buried alongside 
edward. he’d always imagined his brother alone, because to dave it 
had always seemed that his brother was a man who didn’t belong 
close to anyone. edward had severed communication with his 
relatives, and they had gratefully accepted the disconnection. dave 
did not know if  his thought process had been conscious, but he 
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knew that the real reason he’d chosen riverstone was not to satisfy 
the requirements of  feng shui but to isolate his brother. dave looked 
at the faces of  his siblings, searching their eyes for shame. They had 
agreed to bury edward at riverstone cemetery, so they too were 
guilty of  the crime. But rather than shame, he saw the exhaustion of  
people struggling to put dim sum in the gap left by a missing tooth, 
trying to forget enigmas they never understood. he’d lied for so long 
that now he could never disillusion them.

“someone pass me a fork,” said one of  his brothers. “i have a 
lot more to eat before i think about going under.”

There was a general laugh in agreement and renewed orders for 
coke and soy sauce. dave tried to smile. he stood at the side and 
watched his siblings devour their feast with the ignorance of  flies 
encircling a corpse. 

The Wangs wrapped up the leftovers, dumped the paper ashes 
into a garbage bin on the road, and stowed all the remains of  the 
ceremony in the trunks of  their cars. some of  the children said 
goodbye to edward’s grave and were buckled into the backseats of  
the cars like madmen. While turning on the engine, dave cast a last 
glance at the smoky incline and the tombstones protruding from the 
slope. dave thought of  the crime he’d committed against edward. 
What was edward’s crime? 

dave backed out of  his parking space and began driving down 
the hill. The purpose of  Edward’s life—it wasn’t pleasure. Debra fiddled 
with the radio, the children in the backseat howled, Karen turned 
her Walkman back on, Po Po shuffled through her shopping bags 
in search of  vegetable wontons, and there was the empty seat. What 
was it? Was it individuality? dave looked in his rearview mirror at the 
empty seat, and he felt bothered. Was it privacy? he felt like a soldier 
discovering a newly dug wound in his own flesh. Was it honesty? 

As they neared the gate of  riverstone cemetery, Po Po placed 
a bag of  pork buns in the empty seat, just as dave had once hoped 
she would. The gap was now filled. The wound sealed. Po Po nodded 
at dave, smiling her bracket-shaped smile. They would never return to 
Riverstone again. 

he slammed on the brakes and pivoted to face the backseat, but 
the shock and reproach in the faces that returned his gaze held sway 
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over every muscle in his body, and he could not lift his hand. he 
heard someone call his name, and someone ask why he’d stopped, 
and some child spout her annoyance. He saw Karen, still plugged 
into the white headphone cord, and could feel his brother’s violence 
tingling in the repressed muscles of  his arm, but what did it matter? 
When would Edward ever know? 

“i want that bag,” said dave, trembling. “Those pork buns.”
Po Po handed the brown paper bag across the seat and dave’s 

shaking fingers took hold of  the corners. Once he was in possession 
of  it, no one spoke. in the quiet he carefully unrolled its top. At the 
bottom lay the pink buns, bundled in plastic wrap, and he took one, 
to prove he hadn’t been lying.
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loTTIe
Short Story

The first time I met Lottie, she blew onto my doorstep with 
the painted october leaves. she sat there among the dried cornstalks 
and the stacked bales of  hay looking slightly confused. her eyes 
were light blue like the cool autumn sky, and her smile was warm, 
deepening the wrinkles that lined the once beautiful face. i asked her 
if  she was all right, and she said she was, thank you, and picked herself  
up, smacking the dust off  her hands. i asked her if  she needed some 
water or a place to sit for a second, and she said no, thank you, but 
asked for my hand. in my palm she placed a small pumpkin, though 
halloween was weeks away, and then turned on her heel and blew 
out once more with the autumn leaves. i put the pumpkin on my 
dresser, but i didn’t have the heart to carve a grin onto its face or 
place a candle inside. i looked at the pumpkin every night before 
i went to sleep until it was well past the holiday and my mom told 
me that i had better throw it out. i couldn’t bring myself  to do this 
either, though, and, very secretly, i placed it in the back of  the top 
drawer of  my desk, where i could still pull it out and look at it from 
time to time.

i didn’t see lottie again for a while, until she shivered and 
shook onto my doorstep with the november chill. This time she 
was wearing a headband with a feather, though Thanksgiving was 
not until next week, and handed me a knitted scarf. i asked her 
where she’d been and she said she had been traveling. i asked her 
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if  she would come in and stay for a bit, but she said no, thank you, 
and squeezed my hand before shivering away again into the chilly 
air. i wore the knitted scarf  every day to school and even on the 
weekends, until the threads began to unravel and I was finally left 
with just a pile of  string, which i placed in my desk drawer, with the 
tiny pumpkin for company.

But lottie was carried to my doorstep yet again on the clear, 
ringing sound of  the december carols, covered in lights and  
ornaments. i invited her in for some hot chocolate and some 
christmas cookies, though the holiday was not for a couple of  weeks, 
and asked her if  she might stay a while. she smiled, emphasizing the 
wrinkles at the corners of  her light blue eyes, and pulled me close 
for a quick hug, leaving me holding a green candle when she pulled 
away. she said no, thank you, and Merry christmas, and i asked her 
when she would be back. she said she wasn’t sure, but it wouldn’t 
be too long. And then she tumbled away again with the music of  
christmas cheer surrounding her. i lit the candle every night before 
I went to bed and watched the flame dance and sway, until one night 
i couldn’t light the candle anymore, because the wax was too small. 
i kept the stub, though, to remember her, in the top drawer of  my 
desk for a while.

lottie didn’t come back until January, when she trudged in 
through the knee-deep snow to my doorstep. she was so wrapped 
in scarves and hats and jackets that i thought it was a wonder she 
could move at all. i asked her if  she had been traveling and she said 
she had, thank you. she said she thought of  me once when she saw 
a bracelet, and pushed the small ring of  metal with an ivory charm 
that was white as a snowflake into my hand. I thanked her and asked 
her if  she wouldn’t come in out of  the cold for a moment and warm 
up by the fire. She said that she was so bundled that a moment would 
turn into an hour just to get unwrapped, and then another just to 
get it all back on. she said she would love to but hadn’t the time, 
and patted my cheek sadly, before trudging back out into the January 
snow. i wore the bracelet every day, refusing to take it off, until one 
day the charm fell off  and my brother sat on the metal part, bending 
it in half. But i kept what was left, putting it in the drawer with the 
candle stub and the rest until i could see lottie again. 
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And under the clear, bright february stars, she winked in onto 
my doorstep again. i asked her what she had been doing since the 
last time she’d visited and she said she had been seeing the world. i 
told her that i missed her and had been wanting to write but didn’t 
know where to address the letters. she said she hadn’t a clue where 
the letters should go, since they would probably never reach her, but 
she said that it was nice that i would want them to. she handed me a 
tiny pillow that she said she had made for me before she came here. 
Red, for Valentine’s Day, she said, though the pillow was much too 
small to sleep on and the holiday was still a few days away. i thanked 
her and asked her if  she wouldn’t spend the night here and stay 
for a time. she replied that the nights were her glories and that she 
must drink as much of  them in as she could before the sunrise. she 
hugged me tight for a moment and then looked back once as she 
winked away like the february stars. i kept the pillow beside mine 
every night while i dreamed until my dog got ahold of  it somehow 
and ate all the stuffing out, wearing it like a Santa Claus beard. Even 
though my mother yelled at him, the pillow was beyond repair, and 
the stuffing and the case joined the bracelet and the others in my 
drawer.

But lottie glided in again on the roaring March winds. she was 
dressed in green from head to toe, although st. Patrick’s day was not 
yet upon us. she was smiling as she tucked a four-leaf  clover behind 
my ear, whispering that it would bring me luck until i saw her again. 
i asked her how her travels had been and she said quite well, thank 
you, and that she was so enjoying the wind, since it made the journey 
considerably easier. i asked her if  she might come in for a little to 
tell me a story of  one of  her adventures. she smiled sadly and said 
that while the wind was good for journeying, it was also terrible for 
staying in one place too long, and that if  she were to tell me a story it 
would take quite some time. she kissed my hand, waving goodbye as 
she glided away on the wind again. i kept the four-leaf  clover tucked 
behind my ear every day until the leaves fell off  one by one, and i 
placed them in the top drawer of  my desk for safe keeping. 

Although it wasn’t too long before lottie fell onto my doorstep 
again with the relentless April showers. her short silver hair was 
hidden under a shiny, bright yellow hood, and her galoshes squeaked 
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on the welcome mat. i asked her to come in out of  the rain to dry 
off, but she said she had only come to drop off  a basket of  easter 
eggs she had painted for me, though it was already the Tuesday after 
easter sunday. i exclaimed that they were lovely, with their paints 
running down their sides like raindrops, and i pulled her into a tight 
embrace. she laughed softly, saying she was sorry she was getting me 
so wet. i asked her how her holiday was, and she said it was lovely, 
thank you, and she was sorry she hadn’t made it to me beforehand. 
i told her that i was just glad she had come at all, and that i missed 
her. she replied that she would stay if  she could, but she couldn’t, 
having pressing business in the morning, and waded sadly away again 
into the April rains. My brother and i saved the eggs for as long 
as we could, admiring the pictures painted on their fragile surfaces, 
until our mother told us that if  we didn’t eat them she was going to 
have to throw them out. so we ended up making egg salad and had 
sandwiches for a week straight.

in May she spilled onto my doorstep like the abundance of  
blooming flowers nearly falling out of  her arms. She handed them 
to me, a collage of  colorful pinks, purples, and greens, weaving 
some into a crown which she placed on my head. she told me i had 
bloomed like her present since she had last seen me, sneezing as she 
sniffed one of  the brightly colored gems. i thanked her, asking if  
she would come in for a while to escape the pollen, but she replied 
that if  the bees could handle it, so could she. she kissed my forehead 
gently, saying that she would be back as soon as she could, before 
spilling off  the doorstep again into the bright May morning. i put 
the flowers in a vase as soon as she had gone, admiring their beauty 
every day, until they began to wilt and brown. My mother helped 
me press a few in our dictionary and in one of  her cookbooks. she 
framed them for me so that we could hang them in my room to look 
at always.

When the rays of  the June sun shone down on the earth, so 
lottie returned to me again, radiating in the sunlight on my doorstep, 
draped in a lovely sundress spotted with sunflowers. I told her 
how pretty she looked and that it seemed too long since she had 
last visited. she agreed, apologizing by handing me a small metal 
box with a tiny latch glinting in the light. i asked her if  she would 
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like to come in for some lemonade and to get out of  the sun for a 
bit to cool off. she said that lemonade sounded delicious but that 
she was well past late for an appointment and had to be leaving. still, 
she gazed at me for a long moment, as though trying to memorize 
my every feature, before radiating off  my doorstep again into the 
brilliant June sun. i looked inside the box when she had left and 
discovered it was full of  buttons. i kept the box by my bed every 
night to gaze at them, and sewed them onto shirts that didn’t need 
them, stuck them on drawings i drew, and gave them to my little 
brother to play with until every single one of  them was gone. To 
make sure it wasn’t lonely after losing its contents, i placed the empty 
metal box in my top desk drawer. 

Under the crackle of  the July fireworks, Lottie exploded onto 
my doorstep once again, filled with a wild excitement of  the night. 
she was dressed in red, white, and blue from head to toe, an American 
flag draped over her shoulders like a cape. She saluted me like a 
soldier, exclaiming every time a shower of  sparks erupted overhead. 
i asked how her appointment had gone, and she said very well, thank 
you. i asked if  she mightn’t come in for a bit to celebrate with me, 
but she said it might kill her to be under a roof  on a night like this. 
From under her patriotic cape, she pulled a jar of  fireflies, glowing 
like the night around them. she pressed the jar into my hands, telling 
me that they were her eyes to watch over me in the darkness when 
she herself  would not be there to do so. she placed a small kiss on 
my cheek before exploding off  my doorstep again, her awe of  the 
fireworks etched into her aging face. I kept the fireflies in my room 
for a day, watching them glow as i drifted off  to sleep. But it broke 
my heart to keep them in a jar like that, and besides i had no clue 
what to feed them, so i ended up letting them go in my backyard, 
watching them fade into the coming twilight. still, i couldn’t help 
but keep the jar.

And soon lottie sauntered lazily onto my doorstep again at 
the very height of  an afternoon in August, slow and content in her 
measured advance. she hugged me closely, telling me she’d missed 
me. i told her i had, too, and asked her if  she might stay a while and 
enjoy the afternoon with me. she said she ought not, for she was 
feeling so lazy that she feared she might never get up again if  she sat 
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down. I told her that was fine with me, but she just smiled, studying 
me with her light blue eyes. she placed a book into my hands, telling 
me that it was her favorite and she thought that i might like it. she 
said that reading it made her think of  me and that maybe when i 
read it i might think of  her. she promised to come back very soon 
and hugged me close again before rolling back out into the August 
afternoon. i read the book a hundred times after she was gone, until 
i could quote every passage, and the weathered pages were dog-eared 
and worn. My mother told me that if  i read it too much it would not 
be as fun to read anymore and soon i might not like it at all. so i put it 
on my shelf  next to my other books to make sure that it would always 
be my favorite.

in september, when the lazy frivolity of  the summer had gone 
and the world of  work and duty began anew, lottie walked up onto 
my doorstep again. Although the weather was mild and pleasant, she 
herself  seemed sad as a rain shower and tired to her core. i asked 
her if  she was all right, and she said she was, thank you, now that 
she could see me again. i didn’t say anything for a second, letting 
the silence stretch out between us. she sighed then and asked if  she 
might not come in and rest for a while. her eyes were the blue of  
a summer morning, and her smile was cool like crisp autumn air. i 
couldn’t help but smile too, a warm smile that, if  i had had wrinkles, 
would have deepened them on my face, i’m sure. i asked for her 
hand, in her palm placing my own. slowly, surely, i led her over the 
doorstep and into my house. really, i told her, i would love for her 
to stay for a while, and it wouldn’t have to be too long if  she didn’t 
want. she nodded, wearily but hopefully, promising me a story of  all 
her adventures, and saying that, yes, thank you, a rest might just be 
exactly what she needed.
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experience of  growing up as the only Pakistani-Dominican-American in a 
mostly Caucasian environment made him want to share his unique life story 
and raise awareness about the discrimination faced by various minorities in the 
U.S. He is inspired by Isaac Asimov.

u.s.-man and The gulaB JamIn  
machIne
Short Story

“I think people really need to think what it’s like to have all of  society arrayed 
against you.”
—octavia Butler

it took a while to understand that there were subtleties everywhere 
after 9/11, challenging who i am. it was a scary thing when i realized 
how true it was, what Mom told me all the time about anti-Muslim 
sentiment—that it’s all around us. i always thought she was paranoid. 
i knew there were people who hated Muslims, but they never really 
affected me—until they took Baba.

it was like everything was saying “Are you sure that is who 
you are? Are you sure about that?” i was in fitness concepts once 
and this kid was putting his hood on, acting like he was funny. The 
teacher laughed, said he looked like a Muslim. earlier that month 
in health class, we talked about decision making and what parts of  
our lives help us make good or bad choices. someone raised their 
hand to say that religion could be in the “bad” column, “like Muslims, 
you know?”

People like me call each other, in a friendly and proud kind of  
way, desi. south Asian–American. American. i like pizza and science 
fiction. My favorite movie is The Matrix. i snowboard every winter 
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when i can save enough allowance to do so. i’m not that different 
from anyone else.

so those other people were ignorant, i guess. Maybe all the 
people who don’t like us—maybe they’re just ignorant. Maybe it’s 
not real hate, if  you get where i’m going.

it’s still hard to be sure of  my identity when i’m shut down every 
five seconds. It’s like in Algebra II class. Anytime we tell Mr. Wetzel 
the answer to a problem, he says, “Are you sure about that?” he laughs 
because we start saying we were wrong all of  a sudden, despite the fact 
that we happened to have it right all along.

Mr. Wetzel says we need to have more confidence in ourselves.
i remember spending a sunday afternoon in the storage area at 

the back of  Baba’s halal store near our apartment in Brooklyn. Baba’s 
gulab jamin machine was like something from the desi Willy Wonka 
factory. i loved to hang out in that tiny room and do homework—or 
just sit there, to listen to the whir of  machinery, to smell the sweet air, 
to jump-start my brain.

i was writing my history essay—or trying to write it. i wasn’t 
having much success.

Baba came through the door. he was a tall man with broad 
shoulders and a big head of  hair. But Baba was gentle with his hands, 
an engineer at heart. He had invented the gulab jamin machine.

gulab jamin is the best indian-Pakistani dessert ever. it’s like a 
small, firm matzo ball bathed in warm, sweet syrup. Baba sold them 
in his halal store. his machine was a giant mechanical octopus 
with tubes, wires, and metal sprawled out like massive tentacles. 
At its center stood a dark gray, refrigerator-sized box with control 
panels and switches. syrup canisters were dotted across the machine, 
and little spoons molded each gulab jamin into shape. The tubes 
shifted, turned to keep the system running. it was—and sounded—
like clockwork: the clinking of  metal, the crunching of  gears, the 
occasional beep.

But it wasn’t just a hunk of  machinery; it was my father’s prized 
creation. And its sweet aromas reminded me of  my own Pakistani 
heritage.

But Baba was speaking now.
“Paagal!”—Crazy!—“i don’t understand, usman, why you have 
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to focus on these history essays instead of  math and science.” he 
adjusted his glasses. “What’s the point of  studying history? it’s past.” 
Baba spoke in urdu—he didn’t know much english. My little sister 
Aisha and i are the only ones in the family who know enough to 
translate for him.

“history repeats itself,” i answered in urdu. “We don’t want 
that.” i wanted to go on struggling over my essay, even though 
nothing was really clicking.

“if  history repeats itself, and we have educated leaders,” Baba 
replied, with this real trickster kind of  grin, “then why does it keep on 
repeating itself?”

“i don’t know.” i shrugged, suddenly unsure of  myself. i tugged 
at my hair for a moment… “They’re not all educated, Baba.”

i remember that sunday night one month after 9/11. We’d both 
started laughing then. My body shook with the joy of  the moment. 
Baba followed along in his baritone voice—a voice which always 
seemed to wash over me like the distant rumble of  a peculiarly 
mellifluous auto-rickshaw engine that sang Bollywood musicals as it 
ran and “la ilaha illa Allah” as it rested.

it was the last time i saw Baba laugh like that.
Beside us, the gulab jamin machine hummed its gentle rhythm. 

later that night, it too would give its last chuckle—and then die.

The next day, Mom, Aisha, and i waited for Baba to come home. 
We called his cell, then the store. no one there. Mom got worried, 
pulling her shawl around herself, as if  an intense and ubiquitous cold 
had curled itself  against her.

Aisha kept asking, “Where’s Baba? Where’s Baba?” Again and 
again.

i rolled my eyes. “shut up. he’s somewhere.” 
But it was like Algebra ii, and Mr. Wetzel was asking if  i was sure 

about something. This time there was nothing to laugh at.

 “The FBI picked up some illegals at a halal store,” the officer 
told me once i’d made it to the police station. “Yeah. That was it. The 
fBi got a tip from a lady in an apartment nearby. she said there were 
too many Middle eastern men hanging around. if  you’re looking for 
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a Moslem or whatever, maybe he was one of  them.”
But Baba was a legal immigrant. And, what struck me most, he 

was actually in trouble. The idea hadn’t hit me until now.
I realized that the officer hadn’t seen past my fair skin, so I quickly 

played along with him. “oh, really?” i choked in a small voice.
“uh-huh,” he said, scratching his chin. “After 9/11, they’ve got 

to find the terrorists. Fast. But we don’t really know much about them. 
The only logical action is to follow what we know about the 9/11 
people: Middle eastern, Muslims—”

i coughed. not loud, but loud enough. i couldn’t help it, thinking 
about what Mom and Baba say all the time, that if  they were to judge, 
they’d say the terrorists weren’t real Muslims.

“Where did they put them? The illegals?” i said, suppressing my 
urge to stutter.

“Metropolitan detention center. Mdc.” his answer sounded 
almost like a question. he seemed suspicious, but not sure about what. 
i noticed the way he squinted at me as i stumbled out.

i told Mom everything, and she started bawling like crazy. i was 
sad, definitely, and I hugged her, but I’m not exactly the emotional type. 
so i went to Baba’s halal store, unlocked the door to the back entrance, 
sat next to the gulab jamin machine, and then wrote like hell. 

i soon realized i shouldn’t just sit there. i should do something. 
That’s what America was about, why Mom and Baba came. Things get 
done here. There’s an unbreakable rule of  law.

isn’t there?

i dug into the yellow pages and called up the Mdc. no hamed 
Khan.

“i want to speak with my father!” i demanded. “i want to speak 
with him now.” i almost had a temper tantrum every time i went to the 
Mdc in person, which was about twice a week.

“he’s not here, kid,” they’d say. “i’m sorry, but he just…ain’t…
here.”

i know they thought i was crazy, and maybe i was. Maybe that’s 
what happens when you realize that everyone is, in his or her own little 
or big kind of  way, against you.
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i’ve abandoned countless novels because they made the Arab 
the bad guy, or because they think we worship a rock in Mecca or 
something. The latter was isaac Asimov, who used to be my favorite 
author. That pissed me off. i read it in urdu to Mom. she said he was 
ignorant—not malignant. either way, i didn’t like it. usually, the only 
time Muslims are introduced in media is to criticize. Kim Stanley 
robinson, an author whom i’d been eager to read, tossed an Arab 
settlement on a Mars colony. he said they were rough men who 
subdued their women. That type of  trash.

i still can’t help but cite Asimov now. i remember feeling like the 
neanderthal in his short story “The ugly little Boy.” They extract him 
from his past, and everybody in the present hates him because he’s so 
freaking ugly. i cried, almost. i think the only reason the boy didn’t go 
crazy was because he never fully grasped his situation. i bet if  he did, 
he would’ve gone paagal. Definitely paagal.

“Are you sure about that?” Mr. Wetzel asks.
About god? islam? Me? either way, i say, “Maybe not.”
if  there is a god, where is he to help me now? he does not 

answer my prayers.

six weeks after he disappeared, i managed to get on the telephone 
with Baba, and with a lawyer from the center for constitutional rights. 
i told Baba i loved and missed him. he sounded faint.

“My situation disturbs me,” he said. he worked for each phrase, 
fighting to make every syllable happen while still choosing his words 
carefully, as he always did when he was serious. “Your mother and 
i moved here because we believed the justice system in the united 
states would be stronger than in our home countries. it makes me sad 
to think this faith has been broken.”

his “situation” lasted a long time.
And the ccr lady was nice enough, explained it all. she said 

the immigration and naturalization service detained 1,000 foreign 
nationals within the first seven weeks after 9/11, and 5,000 in the next 
two years.

“We need the government to protect us from other countries 
and from dangerous individuals. “i don’t want a terrorist attack”—she 
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pointed to herself—“you don’t want one”—to Mom—“and you don’t 
want one”—to me. “none of  us do,” she said after a moment. Mom’s 
eyes were red, and so were mine. “But it stops becoming protection 
when we sacrifice some people’s human rights because we’re all afraid. 
That’s not the way it’s supposed to happen in the states. That’s not the 
way it’s supposed to happen anywhere. i’m sorry.”

They claimed Baba violated immigration laws, and used that as 
an excuse to arrest and keep him for a while. during that “while,” 
they put him in the Administrative Maximum special housing unit. 
They hit him and swore at him and didn’t let him pray and fed him 
pork and called him a terrorist. They made him strip, checked him 
for weapons he couldn’t possibly have obtained. They put him in 
burning hot and freezing cold temperatures, and kept him in solitary 
confinement. Kept the lights on real bright.

“Always bright,” Baba would tell me later, eyes shaded by fatigue. 
he rubbed them as if  he still lay beneath the relentless glare. “so 
bright.”

The freaky thing was, it all happened in the u.s. it wasn’t in cuba 
or syria or wherever. it was here. That scared the hell out of  me.

After a full nine months in the Mdc, the government cleared 
Baba of  all terrorist affiliations but deported him and Mom off  to 
Pakistan. Mom forced Aisha and me to stay back, said there were good 
prospects here. Maybe the lawyers can help my parents return home, 
to America, but i doubt it.

i won’t see Mom and Baba for a long time. 

now i’m where i started—in the small, dingy room in Baba’s 
halal store, beside his gulab jamin machine. it has been cold since it 
broke down the night before they took him. i pick my laptop up from 
the table and start to write. Words spill out, one after another. it’s hard 
to get it all down. god, there is just so much to remember. Yet, when all 
the bad memories are exhausted, i begin to recall the happy moments 
with Mom and Baba.

And then i know why i write. not only because of  love, but 
purpose. i need to write about this kind of  stuff. so it doesn’t happen 
again. Paranoia, i realize, might not be so bad. You’re more sensitive to 
times when things get broken; you see when everyone and everything 
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is against you. This is a nation of  freedom. if  it isn’t doing its job, i’ve 
got to change it.

That’s what it’s all about here. That is why I write. To fix things.
My eyes rest on the malfunctioned gulab jamin machine. i can 

rebuild it—rebuild my own life in the u.s., as so many immigrants 
and sons of  immigrants have done. And daughters, i add, remembering 
Aisha.

i asked myself, once, how there can be a god in such turmoil. i 
have an answer now: every race, religion, and creed of  any goodwill 
shall be tested. it is merely our time. i consider it an opportunity to 
be strong in the face of  calamity. The greatest strength is not strength 
itself  but hope in the midst of  utter despair.

i hear Mr. Wetzel’s voice: “Are you sure?” 
My mouth opens, grins. “i am,” i say, over and over again. 

“i am.”
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hard TImes
Short Story

The air is filled with the dull roar of  lawn mowers, droning like 
worker bees through the backyard. Men swarm the perimeter of  
the monolithic white house, hovering over hydrangea and bustling 
between leaf  blowers and hedge clippers. every week they come 
by the truckload with hungry fingers to prune the azaleas and 
with mendicant hands to turn the soil. for each magnolia there are 
two men, for each pile of  leaves two rakes. Pedro pushes a lawn 
mower across the glaring green grass, gazing up at the house with a  
resentment that has hardened with his calluses. he wipes the sweat 
from his brow in the shadow of  the ominous pillars, overcome with 
anger in knowing that at the end of  this long day he will have only 
half  the money he needs.

Pay the rent or buy food? heat for the apartment or winter 
clothes for the kids? If  only he could find time for night school, 
maybe he could get a better job. But it’s hard to go to classes when 
he’s working the 6-to-midnight shift at the Mobil station, ringing 
up gas guzzled thoughtlessly into range rovers and Mercedes on 
clement evenings. every so often, the woman who lives inside the 
house will roll up to the pump. she sits in her car, drumming her 
fingers idly on the steering wheel or laughing into her BlackBerry, 
waiting for him to fill her tank. Every time, she passes over him 
with a glimmer of  nameless recognition, his face faintly memorable 
among the many other gardeners with dark skin and dark hair. And 
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every time, she rolls down the window, hands him a twenty with an 
exaggerated “Gracias!” and a smile that lets him know how good 
she feels about her donation to charity, her good deed of  the day. 
he hates the way the money feels in his hand, hates how she drives 
away thinking about how happy she just made him, how he probably 
never sees that much money in one place. But he hates more than 
anything that she is right.

he hardly even knows his kids anymore, but at least there’s food 
on the table. he feels guilty they have to share a cot but knows it is 
the best he can do. Paying the rent this month should be tough—
better walk home instead of  taking the bus. Anything is better than 
that community shelter. forcing the lawn mower through the 
stubborn grass, he hopes he is doing what the woman inside asked, 
but she talks so quickly and his english isn’t as good as he would 
like. she always smiles, always speaks politely, but he sees her lock 
her car every time he is here working, surreptitiously fumbling for 
the button on her keys as she slips inside the great, heavy doors. she 
locks those, too.

But inside, life is crumbling beneath her. Poor Pedro could never 
understand. The market is a mess and Mr. Big White house made 
a bad investment. She lies awake at night, terrified at all the money 
they’ve lost. They may have to sell a house. she could do without the 
lodge in Aspen, but please, anything but nantucket. And what will her 
friends think? A charity case, that’s what she’ll be. While she excuses 
herself  at lunch with the girls to answer a quick phone call, she knows 
what they will say. “do you think we should pick up the check?” they 
wonder, glancing at each other with knowing eyes. What generous 
friends. how fortunate she is to have people looking out for her in her 
time of  need. While the house goes on the market, she takes out her 
frustration on her credit cards. some new Manolos will make her feel 
better, and besides, there will always be a four seasons in Aspen.

she glances outside to see a gardener climbing down from an 
abomination of  a hedge clipping. she storms through the garden to 
where Pedro stands, stooped to rake the fallen branches into a trash bag. 
he straightens up at the sound of  her footsteps and she sees a mixture 
of  fear and hatred harden in his gaze. he will be easily replaceable, and 
she doesn’t have the money for incompetent help anymore.
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v-day
Short Story

The sky is on fire. Beads of  light flicker off  towers of  glass. 
red, blue, and green streak across the sky in a dazzling waltz before 
disappearing into space. With each burst of  orchestrated flame, great 
pillars of  smoke and gray contrails are illuminated for an instant 
against the empty backdrop of  the sky. some things are too good 
to be true. Tonight defies that statement. Tonight the world is alive 
once more; everyone will sleep sure of  what the next day brings. 
Yesterday was a day of  war, tonight is a night of  victory, and 
tomorrow is a day of  peace. This is V-Day: the end and beginning 
of  all things. The old world has been torn down and a new one has 
taken its place. And although the everyday struggles of  life will be 
there tomorrow, all is right in the world for a few brief  hours.

You live in an apartment on the 31st story of  the Worchester 
building; it overlooks first street and the park. At 10:32 p.m. you 
lean on the windowpane with your forehead, pressing against the 
thick glass. Below you are the main launchers, near the fringe of  the 
park. They have been hurling rockets right past your window for two 
hours now. As each missile flies by, there is a sudden tense vibration, 
and a dull thwump. The next thing you hear is a cracking noise far 
above your head. You can also see that throngs of  celebrators, 
partyers, and soldiers are still parading through the street, on foot 
or in “victory cars,” which blare loud, rhythmic music and wave the 
many banners and streamers of  the military branches. The city, so 
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coarse and disjointed in nature, is celebrating in a strange harmony.
You, on the other hand, are not celebrating. You are not outside. 

You are inside because life has not stopped for you. Your mother is 
in the hospital. she has been diagnosed with some disease you can’t 
pronounce that could compound the effects of  the white flu. When 
you think about your mother or the flu that runs in both of  your 
veins, you begin to sweat and fidget, so you try not to. Your sister, 
natalia, is supposed to call you from the hospital in the town you 
grew up in. she was supposed to call at least thirty minutes ago. To 
take your mind off  things, you decide to boil up some noodles. You 
always eat too much when you’re nervous.

setting your phone on the marble kitchen counter, you pull 
out a pot, fill it with water, and set it on the stove. The igniter fires 
several times before setting the gas stream aflame. About a minute 
passes before your phone rings. With a degree of  panic you rush 
across the kitchen and bring the phone to your ear. somehow you 
are already out of  breath.

“hello?”
“garin? What’s wrong?” it’s a man’s voice; you sigh in relief.
“christ, you scared the hell out of  me. i was just waiting for my 

sister to call me. My mom’s in the hospital. They think it’s the white 
flu but they don’t know how serious it is yet.”

“did she forget to take her shots?”
“no, she wouldn’t do that. forget about it, man. What’s up?”
“Are you at your apartment right now?”
“Yeah.”
“can you be at Pauli’s in ten minutes?”
“Yeah? Wait, what is this about?”
“something has come up that i really think you should know.”
“What are you talking about? You sound like a crazy person. i 

can’t leave. i need to talk with my sister. Just tell me now.” Working for 
the government makes some people a little too serious about things.

 “garin, your entire family could be in danger.” Your heart 
skips a beat.

“Wha—what?”
“You need to meet me at Pauli’s. i’ll tell you there.”
“Wait, no, why can’t you tell me—” he has already hung up. 
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You put the phone down on the counter and stare at it for a few 
seconds. either it could be elaborate bullshit he wants to play on 
you, or it could be something else. You don’t really know which it is, 
but you have always been on the paranoid side, so at about the same 
time the water begins to boil, you put out the stove.

You drop your cell phone into your left pocket and pull on the 
navy jacket you bought a few weeks ago. The plastic mask you pull 
over your face stifles you at first, but with the flick of  a switch, air 
begins to cycle through. Three clasps secure several elastic bands 
around the back of  your head. You check your watch; it is 10:56.

At 10:59 you step through the revolving glass doors of  the 
Worchester and into the cool night air. A blue headlight on the 
forehead of  your mask automatically switches on. You walk east 
down first street. Pauli’s is on Alahuac Avenue, about two blocks 
down and on the right. Tonight is a good night for a walk; being 
out on the street helps you clear your mind. Your thoughts drift 
to the towering skyscrapers and the crowds of  people streaming in 
every direction; they all are smiling through their masks. They all 
are singing. V-Day, just the thought of  it makes your skin crawl, in 
a good way of  course. it doesn’t seem real, but you know it is. it’s 
V-Day; the world is being given a second chance. You’re smiling.

At the turnoff  for Alahuac Avenue, there are two men leaning 
on a beat-up taxi. They are wearing black suits and solid masks with 
vertical led strips. You try to ignore them, but as you pass you can 
feel their eyes tracking behind their blank facade. You know who 
they are. They are part of  the liberation party—a bunch of  crazies, 
in your opinion. They are racists and criminals whom nobody takes 
seriously; however, you know to keep your distance. They aren’t  
exactly the people you would want to run into in a dark alleyway. 
only twenty steps later you have forgotten about them and have  
resumed your daydreams. if  it weren’t for an especially loud victory 
car distracting you, then you would probably have missed Pauli’s  
altogether. It is 11:05; you are five minutes late when you step through 
the front door. he is sitting in a booth to your far right, taking a sip of  
his coffee as he sees you. You walk over and sit across from him.

“Well, what’s so important?” There is something wrong with 
his eyes; it bothers you, but you can’t look away from him.
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“in about one hour you’re going to be put on the blacklist.”
“i knew you would pull this stupid cop bullshit on me.” You 

laugh, but his eyes are aflame.
“They believe—we believe you have been making calls into the 

occupation zone.”
“This is ridiculous.”
“garin, what stupid shit are you up to?”
“nothing. i don’t even know anyone stationed in the occupation 

zone.”
“They were civilian numbers.”
“What? see, that’s just—christ, do you actually believe i did 

any of  that?”
“You tell me.” You pause and lean in to whisper.
“i have made no calls to anyone in the occupation zone 

whatsoever. i don’t know anyone stationed or living there. now you 
tell me, am i going on the blacklist? Because you better be goddamn 
serious because this is not the time.”

“garin, you are going on the blacklist, no bullshit. however, i 
think i can help you out.”

“As if  things couldn’t get worse. What’s the plan?”
“You’re going to get out of  the city, while i try to sort things 

out. You’ll probably need to stay hidden for a day or two.”
“no phone calls?”
“from this point onward.” You lean your head into your hands; 

they slip across the front of  the mask. “no masks, either. They can 
track it.”

“Well, i would much rather risk getting caught than dying from 
the white flu. In case you’ve forgotten, I have Type C.”

“don’t worry. i’ve got you covered.” he pulls out a packet and 
hands it to you; there are three green capsules inside. “These will do 
fine for a day.”

“Are you sure these work? i thought…”
“You think, Garin, but I know. These will work fine for now. 

i’m already sticking my neck out too far for you, so i’d be a fool to 
give you the faulty medications.”

“I guess you have all this figured out.”
“damn right i do. You need to take these now, but keep wearing 
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your mask. go to the metro station on Jordan street.” he slides a 
ticket across the table. “Put your mask on the southbound, and then 
go northbound until the stop at fairbanks. someone will meet you 
there; you can trust him. he’ll take you somewhere safe until i get all 
of  this wrapped up.”

“i thought the metros were closed?”
“They just reopened. have you had your shots today?”
“Yeah.”
“good. Take the pills and get out of  here.”
“OK.” Lifting the mask off  your mouth, you open the packet 

and pour the capsules into your mouth. he hands you a glass of  water; 
you drink it, and the medicine washes down your throat. “i don’t know 
what’s going on, but i guess i don’t really have a choice.”

“It’s a bad situation, Garin, but it’ll be OK.” You stand up and 
walk to the door. out of  the corner of  your eye, you can see he’s 
firing an inhibitor shot into his arm. As the cool night air surrounds 
you, you break into a fast walk, hiding in the shadows of  a nearby 
alley. You fumble through your pockets, grab your phone, and then 
hurriedly you dial your sister.

“Pick up, Talia, pick up.” The tone sounds several times. 
“goddamn, pick up.”

“hello.”
“Talia. This is Yuga.” it’s her answering machine. You swear 

under your breath and clench your teeth as it grinds on to the 
recording tone. “Talia, i know you can’t talk right now, but you need 
to know something. i have to leave town. i—i—i don’t what’s going 
on, but i have to leave for a couple of  days and you won’t be able to 
reach me. Please do not call me. something bad could—i’ll explain 
later. Tell my mom i love her, and, um, yeah. i’m so sorry, but i 
can’t explain it all right now.” Your gaze moves to the other end of  
the alley. Two men are standing side by side. Are they watching you? 
“i’ve got to go.” 

You slip the phone into your pocket and casually walk the other 
way. Your heartbeat speeds up. You exit the alley and walk thirty 
steps before looking behind you. The two men are now standing 
at the entrance to the alley, clearly facing you. They must be the 
two liberation guys trying to pull something. You face them. “listen, 
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guys, I’ve got no deal with the liberation party, OK? I don’t mean any 
disrespect, but i just want some privacy.” They don’t move. “You’re 
not with the…” You start backing away. “christ, guys, i didn’t do 
anything. This is a mistake. go talk to—” You turn and begin to 
run. You can’t hear if  they’re following you, but you don’t care. Your 
body is burning up, your head is on fire, and your heart is pumping 
like mad. Paranoia takes over.

When you reach the metro station, you can barely breathe. 
leaning over to catch your breath, you look down the street and see 
that the two men are gone. What were you thinking? You don’t go on 
the blacklist for another hour. You pull yourself  together and walk 
up the metro station steps. few people notice that you’re breathing 
heavily or that your eyes are wildly searching the crowd. It’s V-Day. 
They have bigger things on their minds. You scan the ticket at the 
entrance and move onto the first platform. People are already filling 
up the southbound train, and you can see through the doors of  
the metro that the northbound has just arrived on the platform 
beyond. You step through the metro doors, drop your mask, and 
calmly walk out.

“hey, man, you dropped your—” The door shuts and you move 
onto the second train. You manage to navigate the crowds and sit in 
a booth at the back of  the car. As you get yourself  comfortable,  
you can feel the train begin to move. The train picks up speed 
and the platform rushes by. Just as the platform disappears, you 
see something that makes you jump. on the edge of  the platform 
you could swear were two men in solid black masks. They must’ve 
followed you; they must be tracking you. You curl into your booth 
away from the window. The position you find is extremely comfortable. 
Shuffling to prop your feet up, you relax your neck muscles. You’re 
falling asleep. funny, you weren’t even tired only moments before, 
but now you can barely keep your eyes open. As your eyes open 
and shut, you can see several men coughing across from you. You 
fall asleep.

You jump yourself  awake. how long have you been asleep? You 
can see you’re still on the train, but it is no longer moving, and now 
you are alone. A sudden wave of  fear hits you: You slept in an open 
area without your mask on. You scramble to pull out your inhibitor 
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case. You take off  your jacket, and jam one of  the needles into your 
shoulder. For a second it stings as the fluid rushes into your body. 
discarding the needle and the jacket, you walk outside the metro car. 
You are in a suburban neighborhood, one that overlooks the city, 
and one that you have never seen before. it is dawn now, and the sun 
is piercing thick clouds with light, engulfing the whole city in shades 
of  red. in the distance you hear a chorus of  police sirens, but the 
place you find yourself  standing in is totally silent.

out of  nowhere, a car pulls up beside you: a beat-up old taxi 
that you remember from a distant nightmare. The driver leans out 
from the driver’s side window.

“get in, Yugarin.” You don’t see any point in arguing with him. 
You are lost, and any hope of  getting out of  the city is pretty much 
gone by now. The second man opens up the door to the backseat, 
and you climb in. The car ride lasts about five minutes. The two men 
are silent; their black masks reflect your face like a mirror. Seemingly 
identical houses pass by your window, all cast in horrific red. You 
don’t even think about talking. The car stops at a house that looks 
just like all the others. You get out and walk to the front door, the 
two men flanking up the sidewalk. The door is unlocked, and you 
open it, stepping into the foyer.

You see me standing before you. of  course you want to 
know who i am, as you have never seen me in your life. in these 
extraordinary circumstances, the answer to the question is very hard 
to explain and will lead you to ask another question.

Picture your life as a book, a novel if  you will. it is a novel about 
a very unusual place that doesn’t make all that much sense. naturally 
you would be in disbelief  of  this world; you would believe the 
book to be a silly fantasy. however, as you begin to read it, you are 
mesmerized. This impossible landscape quickly sucks you in; you 
can see it, feel it, touch it. This once impossible story becomes reality 
to you. You believe in it, and cannot disbelieve it. What makes you 
attached to this world, this fanciful story? The writing, of  course; it 
must be descriptive and convincing. Behind this orchestration of  
words lies the writer, the unseen narrator. in the simplest terms 
possible: i am the narrator of  your life.
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This is truly the simplest way to describe myself, but now you 
want to know what all i just said means, so i will elaborate.

You were born in the occupation zone. You volunteered to 
undergo an extensive psychotherapeutic program, which, through 
multiple waves of  drugs and hypnotherapy, would make you believe 
you were someone else. i made you believe that your name is Yugarin, 
that you have a sister named natalia, or that two other mysterious 
men are standing in this room. This is effectively a lie, but i make it 
true because i tell you that it is true. After being transplanted into 
this city, you became our insurance policy for the war that turned 
against us; you became an undetectable living weapon of  mass 
destruction. Today, this war was lost, and you were turned into a 
biological factory of  a white flu mutagen. This mutagen, spread by 
your train ride, turned the white flu from an immune deficiency into 
a killer. Ninety-five percent of  this nation is infected with the white 
flu. Ninety-five percent will die. You are the hero of  our people, the 
unknown warrior who succeeded where our armies failed. You are a 
wolf  playing a sheep.

You think i’m crazy. You think i’m talking lunacy. Turn around. 
Those men who drove you here are not there anymore. You turn around 
and they have vanished into thin air. Your name is not Yugarin; it was, 
but it is no more, because i say it is. i am the narrator and you are 
the unknowing protagonist.

now, due to chemicals introduced into your bloodstream 
several hours ago, you go into cardiac arrest. Your body begins to 
tremble; you can’t feel your left arm. Your legs buckle, and you pound 
your chest with your right hand, shaking erratically and gasping for 
air. You eventually collapse to the floor, your glazed eyes staring at 
the ceiling.

The last thing you see is me, standing over you. did you really 
shake erratically? or did i just tell you that? did you even go into 
cardiac arrest? or did i just make that up? This whole episode could 
have been the ravings of  a madman, and you would never know it. 
You accept what’s in front of  your face no matter how unreal or 
insane it is. Such is the power of  the storyteller. Today is V-Day, the 
end and the beginning. i am smiling.
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colorado

colorado Art region
Colorado Art Education Association

southern colorado Writing region
Southern Colorado Writing Project

connecTIcuT

connecticut Art region
Connecticut Art Education Association

dIsTrIcT of columBIa

dc Metro Writing region
Writopia Lab DC

delaware

delaware Art region
Delaware State University

florIda

Broward Art region
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Miami-dade Art region
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Miami-dade Writing region
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sarasota Art region
Sarasota County Schools

georgIa

georgia Art region
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hawaII

hawai’i Art region
Hawai’i State Department of  Education

IllInoIs

chicago Writing region
Chicago Area Writing Project

Mid-central illinois Art region
The Regional Scholastic Art Awards Council

southern illinois Art region
Cedarhurst Center for the Arts

suburban chicago Art region
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IndIana

central/southern indiana Art region
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central/southern indiana Writing region
Clowes Memorial Hall of  Butler University and  
   Hoosier Writing Project at IUPUI

northeast indiana and northwest ohio Art & Writing region
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northwest indiana and lower southwest Michigan Art region
The Regional Scholastic Art Awards Advisory Committee
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Iowa

iowa Multi-state Art & Writing region
The Connie Belin & Jacqueline N. Blank International Center for Gifted  
   Education and Talent Development

kansas

Eastern Kansas Art Region
The Wichita Center for the Arts

Western Kansas Art Region
The Western Kansas Scholastic Art Awards

kenTucky

louisville Metropolitan Area Art region
Jefferson County Public Schools

Northern Kentucky Writing Region
Writing Is Art Fund

South Central Kentucky Art Region
Capitol Arts Alliance, Inc.

Southern Ohio, Northern Kentucky, and Southeastern Indiana  
   Art region
Art Machine, Inc.

louIsIana

north central louisiana Writing region
Northwestern State University Writing Project

southeast louisiana Writing region
Greater New Orleans Writing Project

maIne

Maine Art region
Heartwood College of  Art
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southern Maine Writing region
Southern Maine Writing Project

massachuseTTs 
Massachusetts Art & Writing region
New England Art Education Conference, Inc., and The Boston Globe

mIchIgan

Macomb, st. clair, and lapeer Art region
College for Creative Studies and Macomb Community College

southeastern Michigan Art region
College for Creative Studies

West central Michigan Art region
Kendall College of  Art and Design of  Ferris State University

mInnesoTa

Minnesota Art region
Minneapolis College of  Art and Design

mIssIssIPPI

Mississippi Art region
Mississippi Museum of  Art

Mississippi Writing region
The Eudora Welty Foundation

mIssourI

Missouri Writing region
Prairie Lands Writing Project at Missouri Western State University

nevada

northern nevada Art region
The Nevada Museum of  Art
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southern nevada Art & Writing region
Springs Preserve

southern nevada Writing region
Sierra Arts Foundation

neBraska

nebraska Art region
Omaha Public Schools

new hamPshIre

new hampshire Art region
The New Hampshire Art Educators’ Association

new hampshire Writing region
Plymouth Writing Project

new Jersey

northeast new Jersey Art region
Montclair Art Museum

new york

central new York Art region
Central New York Art Council, Inc.

Hudson Valley Art Region
Hudson Valley Art Awards

central new York Art region
Central New York Art Council, Inc.

new York city Art & Writing region
Casita Maria Center for Arts and Education

Twin Tiers Art region
Arnot Art Museum
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norTh carolIna

eastern/central north carolina Art region
Barton College

Mid-carolina Art region
The Arts Education Department of  the Charlotte-Mecklenburg Schools

Mid-carolina Writing region
Charlotte-Mecklenburg Library

Western north carolina Art region
Asheville Art Museum

ohIo

cuyahoga county Art region
The Cleveland Institute of  Art

lorain county Art region
Lorain County Scholastic Arts

northeast central ohio Art region
Kent State University, Stark Campus

northeastern ohio Art region
The McDonough Museum at Youngstown State University

oklahoma

oklahoma Art region
Tulsa Community College Liberal Arts Department

oklahoma Writing region
Daniel and Kristen Marangoni

oregon

oregon Art region - central oregon Area
The Oregon Art Education Association
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oregon Art region - Portland Metro Area
The Oregon Art Education Association

Oregon Art Region - Willamette Valley Art Region
The Oregon Art Education Association

PennsylvanIa

Berks, carbon, lehigh, and northampton Art region
The Regional Scholastic Art Awards Council

lancaster county Art region
Lancaster Museum of  Art

lancaster county Writing region
Lancaster Public Library

northeastern Pennsylvania Art region
The Times-Tribune

Philadelphia Art region
Philadelphia Arts in Education Partnership (PAEP)

Philadelphia Writing region
Philadelphia Writing Project and PAEP

Pittsburgh Art region
La Roche College

The south central Pennsylvania Writing region
Commonwealth Connections Academy

southwestern Pennsylvania Art & Writing region
California University of  Pennsylvania

rhode Island

rhode island Art region
Rhode Island Art Education Association
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souTh carolIna

south carolina Art region
Lander University

Tennessee

east Tennessee Art region
Maryville College

Middle Tennessee Art region
Cheekwood Botanical Garden & Museum of  Art

Mid-south Art region
Memphis Brooks Museum of  Art

Texas

harris county Art & Writing region
Harris County Department of  Education

san Antonio Art region
SAY Sí (San Antonio Youth Yes)

Travis county Art region
St. Stephen’s Episcopal School

West Texas Art region
Wayland Baptist University, Department of  Art

vIrgInIa

Arlington county Art region
Arlington Public Schools

fairfax county Art region
Fairfax County Public Schools

richmond county Art region
Virginia Museum of  the Arts
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Southwest Virginia Art Region
The Fine Arts Center for the New River Valley

vermonT

Vermont Art & Writing Region
Great River Arts Institute

washIngTon

snohomish county Art region
The Arts Council of  Snohomish County

wIsconsIn

Wisconsin Art region
The Milwaukee Art Museum

Milwaukee Writing region
Still Waters Collective



The Best Teen Writing of 2010 is a collection of stories, 
essays, and poems written by teen authors who won 
medals in The Scholastic Art & Writing Awards. The 
pieces in this book were selected not merely because 
they are excellent works of writing, but also because they 
are brave, risky, and honest. They are united by a need to 
discover fundamental truths and mold them—through hard 
work and inspiration, sacrifice and empathy—into words.
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